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PREFACE 

The subject for this study was chosen because I wanted to move 

from a fascination with a colorful and remarkable man to an understand

ing of the workings of his mind as he encountered problems in his environ

ment. I saw it also as a means to a better understanding of the essential 

issues in a pivotal period of French thought and letters, and to a new ap

preciation of previously neglected or misunderstood but worthy works of 

literature. As the study progressed, I gained from it another value, 

for the problem Cyrano de Bergerac grappled with most, the problem of 

knowledge (what he could be and do and know, and how he could know this), 

is a universal problem; each person must face and resolve the skeptical 

crisis. I found that studying Cyrano helped me better understand the 

search for knowledge, assurance, and belief, in our time. It is my hope 

that others who see this dissertation may gain similar benefits from 

this study of a man and his mind dialoguing with his milieu. 

X wish to express acknowledgment and thanks to Professors Alphonse 

V. Roche and Karl Sandberg, from whom I first caught an enthusiasm for 

seventeenth-century French literature; to Professor Sandberg, the original 

director of this dissertation, for his help in the choice and development 

of the subject, for the many conferences we had during the research, for 

insights and appreciations gained from him during this dialogue, for his 

first reading of the rough draft and the many suggestions he offered for 

its improvement, and most of all for his constant encouragement to 
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continue work on it; to Professor Roche and Professor Loyal Gryting for 

their reading of the manuscript and their careful correction of many 

errors due to my haste or ignorance, and especially for their personal 

concern and for the additional effort my writing in absentia has caused 

them; to the other members of the faculty of The University of Arizona, 

to Professor Frank Chambers for valuable suggestions for developing the 

outline and bibliography, to Professor John Vignery, under whose guidance 

I first began getting an understanding of the period of French history 

in which Cyrano lived, and to Professor Boyd Shafer for his pertinent 

suggestions for revision; to my colleagues in the Department of French 

at Macalester College for their boundless good will, especially during 

the last weeks of writing; to Mary McCaskie, Aline Devaud, and Kathryn 

Brose for their valuable help in preparing the manuscript; and to Macal

ester College for a Faculty Research Grant which helped defray the cost 

of research, writing, and travel. Finally I express special gratitude 

to my wife, Ava Dale, and to our children, for their understanding, 

patience, encouragement, and love, during periods of difficult work. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cyrano de Bergerac has been an intriguing hut enigmatic figure, 

known as a romantic hero, a bizarre fantasist, a prophet of science, a 

free thinker, a moral libertine, or an original satirist. 

A neglected and key aspect of Cyrano is his theory of knowledge; 

hie search for certainty in a time when skepticism threatened doctrine. 

Although labeled a "skeptic" or "mitigated skeptic" by previous critics, 

Cyrano appears rather to be a doctrinaire person dialoguing and finally 

accommodating with skepticism. 

Cyrano moved in an environment teeming with contending doctri

naire positions, e.g., dogmatic theologies (Thcmism, Calvinism, Jansen

ism), Aristotelian philosophy and science, divine right absolutism, 

literary academism, Cartesian rationalism and physics, recently revived 

pagan philosophies of stoicism and Epicureanism, and the new science of 

helio-centrism and mechanistic materialism. Cyrano also encountered, in 

contest with these doctrines, various expressions of skepticism: e.g., 

the loss of the rule of faith in religion, ethical relativism resulting 

from the discovery of exotic cultures, and the convincing skeptical 

arguments of Sextus Empiricus. The conflict of these forces resulted in 

disruption of past stability, loss of criteria of truth and a skeptical 

crisis which every thinker had to encounter and resolve. Two typical 

minds or temperaments displayed by thinkers meeting the crisis were the 

doctrinaire mind, illustrated by traits characteristic of Lucretius, 
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Father Garaase, Vanini, Hobbes, and Descartes, and the skeptical mind, 

illustrated by Montaigne, Dryden, and La Mothe le Vayer. 

Interacting with this milieu, Cyrano shows little of the skepti

cal mind. He was basically doctrinaire in temperament, assertive, with 

little hesitation or suspension of Judgment. His style shows confidence 

in cause and effect in the natural world and in man's ability to know 

them through experience and reason. And when Cyrano uses skeptical 

arguments to criticize the presumptuousness of dogmatic opponents, he 

resists their force and does not himself give up believing he can attain 

knowledge. 

But the cogency of skepticism brings him to compromise his con

fidence in reaching the goal of truth. He settles for probability, in 

a stance we can call radical rational empiricism. It is empirical 

because all knowledge comes from experience. It is rational because 

reason must interpret and judge experience. It Is radical because con

clusions are never final but forever subject to pragmatic revision and 

radical also because he applies the same criteria of knowledge to all 

areas of life. 

In natural science, he proposes rational hypotheses for explain

ing empirical appearances. These hypotheses, conceived intuitively, 

must be tested by further experience, which makes his procedure resemble 

modern scientific method. The doctrines Cyrano holds as being most 

probable are Epicurean atomistic materialism, Copernican helio-centrism, 

Galilean plural worlds, Giordano Bruno's naturalistic pantheism, and 

eventually, Cartesian physics. 
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In religion, he was an Epicurean libertine. As in science, his 

criteria of belief were reason and experience. Leaning as he did toward 

materialism, chance creation, mortality of the material soul as probable 

doctrines, he was at most a deist or pantheist. However, he may have 

reached a degree of suspension of judgment concerning religion and we 

might infer that he admitted that metaphysical doctrines can no more be 

refuted than proven. 

In social ethics and mores, his radical rational empiricism led 

him to be a pragmatic Epicurean* He proposes multiple values and modes 

of behavior as hypothetical models and is willing to show them in prac

tice in order to test them. He displays a practical pragmatic attitude 

in ethics, morals, politics, and manners. What works is true and good. 

By "works," he means what results in the greatest Epicurean happiness: 

physical, mental, and emotional, judging that what he prefers for him

self is also the highest good for all. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This study is of a man and his mind, dialoguing and contending 

with changing ideas and social and ethical claims in a pivotal period of 

French intellectual and literary history. 

The man, Cyrano de Bergerac (l6l9-l655)> has "been widely dis

cussed hut little known and has in many ways remained an enigmatic 

figure in French literature. Few people who hear this name have read 

the libertine literature of mid-seventeenth century and met the real 

Cyrano: Savinien de Cyrano Bergerac, Parisian author of two philosophi

cal tales or science fiction novels entitled L'Autre Monde or L'Histoire 

Comique des Estats et Empires de la Lune (1657) and Les Estats et 

Empires du Soleil (1662), of one tragic play, La Hort d'Agrippine (165J+), 

of one comedy, Le Pedant Jou£ (165U), of a volume containing miscella

neous poems and letters (l65l|-), and of an unfinished treatise on natural 

science (1662). 

Even to students of French literature, the name Cyrano evokes, 

in fact, little more than Rostand's romantic hero: the colorful Gascon 

poet reciting flowery verse under a "balcony, the swordsman with a golden 

tongue and a colossal ego, hyper-sensitive about his monumental nose, 

yet tender and lovable. 

But while Rostand's Cyrano is among the best known and most 

loved characters in French theater, the real-life Cyrano, Rostand's 
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distant prototype, has stiffered a different fate at the hands of most 

critics and scholars. They have seen him variously as a ridiculous mad 

man, a prophet of science, a despicable atheist, an Immoral libertine, 

an admirable free-thinker, an Enlightenment philosophe, a colorful 

stylist, a sharp satirist, a clever "idea-man" for better writers (such 

as Pascal, Moliere, La Fontaine, Swift, and Voltaire), or as an unappre 

ciated classical tragedian* But they have neglected one of his most 

important aspects, his dialogue with doctrine and skepticism and his 

resolution of the skeptical crisis in his search for certainty. 

The commonest judgment of him fran his own time to the present 

has been condemnation as an insane writer of bizarre fantasies. Among 

his contemporarires, Charles Coypeau Dassoucy, called him "fol," his 

work "ridicule ... extravagant" (quoted in Lachevre 1921, I, xcv), 

Charles Sorel described Cyrano*s "caprices" as "burlesque" (Lachevre 

1921* ci)» Boileau in 167^ dismissed with one line Cyrano's "bur

lesque audace" (Boileau 1919* p. 30), while another classical critic, 

Gabriel Gu£ret, in his La Guerre des auteurs anciens et modernes, bqri 

Balzac chide Cyrano for his "Equivoques pu^riles" and his "fades 

allusions" (GuSret 1671, p. 154). Tallemant called Cyrano "un fou" and 

his tragic play "un pur galimatias" (Tallemant 1340, VII, 536). 

These judgments out of Cyrano*s time became the headwaters of 

one current of criticism and scholarship that extended through the En

lightenment up to the present, Voltaire calling him "un fou" (Brun 

1909» P« 19*0» Benott de Maillet accusing him, in 1749, 01? babbling 

"sottises" and "extravagances" in his "sisttme ridicule" (Lachevre 1921 

I» cvii), Lanson characterizing his work as "folle et fantaisiste" 



(Lanson 1923, p. 290, n.), Faguet considering him "un grotesque ... un 

"burlesque" (Faguet 1900, pp. 26-29). 

Ferrens likewise calls him "un fou aglt£, ... un d£traqu£... 

lnsens£ ... ce d£s£qulllbr£, ... un talent sans boussole" and his works 

"des extravagances ... des folies et des chimeres" (Ferrens 1396, pp. 

2I+3-I+9) „ For Morillot, Cyrano is "un peu fou" and his works a muddled 

jumble, "un fouillis ... d'imaginations bizarres" (Petit de JuHevllle 

1897-1912, IV, Wf). Gustave Reynier saw only an "auteur matamore" 

writing "bizarreries" (Petit de Jullevllle 1897-1912, IV, 399), and 

Andr£ Beaunier, Sin fou" writing "quelques fatras" (B^dier et Hazard 

1923, I, 235)« Pintard considers Cyrano's writings "des reveries bi-

zarres ... des fac€ties grossieres" (Pintard 19^3 » I* 330), while Pro

fessor Jasinski sees in his works "des traits grotesquement odieux" 

(19^7* p. ̂ 22), and Philippe Van Tieghem "des bizarreries d'une imagina 

tion qui n'avait rien de classique" (Van Tieghem 19^9# P* 211). 

Finally, even the scholar who gave us the definitive edition of 

Cyrano's work, Fr£d£ric Lachevre, considered L'Autre Monde "une foule 

d'absurdit^s manifestes" (Lachevre 1921, I, 1*9, n,), which he never 

tires of pointing out in his notes with exclamation points. His typi

cal words to describe Cyrano's content and style are "divagations," 

"niaiseries," and "dlucubrations cyranesques" (Lachevre 1921, I, 89, 

n.2, 197, n.2, and cxi). 

Another critical tradition has seen the enigmatic Cyrano as a 

far-sighted prophet of scientific progress. 

Charles Nodier was the first to try to rehabilitate Cyrano as a 

scientist, praising him for his "vues profondes ... provisions 
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ing£nieuses, ... conqu&tes anticip^es" (Nodier lB35> quoted in Lachevre 

1921, I, cix, n.2), which surpassed those of Fontenelle and Voltaire in 

the domain of the sciences, and Th£ophile Gautier in 134U continued 

Nodier's rehabilitation of Cyrano the scientist, stating that 

II est facile de voir que Cyrano poss^dait a fond les sciences 
exactes, qu'il savait parfaitement la physique. ... Si homme 
de g£nie veut dire Inventeur, original dans le fond et la forme, 
personne au monde n'a autant de droits a ce titre que Cyrano de 
Bergerac, et ce pendant, on ne le regarde que corame un fou in-
g£nieux et amusant (Gautier 18U4, ed, 190^, pp. 203, 210). 

As early as 1B86, Ren£ Grcrusset saw in Cyrano an Imaginative 

precursor of Diderot and Lamarck. Pierre Brun contended that his argu

ments for infinite space, "nets et rationnels, pr£sent£s sous une forme 

sensible et rationnelle, font le plus grand honneur a Cyrano," and 

called his theory of evolution "une id£e de g^nie" (Brun 1909, p. 261), 

The most enthusiastic and detailed defense of Cyrano as scien

tist came from A. Juppont in a 190f monograph for the Acad£mie des 

Sciences de Toulouse. Juppont gave Cyrano credit for foreseeing lighter-

than-air balloons, jet rockets, parachutes, the phonograph, phagocyto-

logy, embryogeny, the weight of air and atmospheric pressure, La Place's 

theory on the origin of the world, as well as other theories in atomic 

physics, thermo-dynamics, etc. 

A mon avis, Cyrano paratt 6tre 1* homme qui reflete le mieux la 
pens£e scientifique au ddbut du dix-septieme siecle. ... II 
est physicien assez profond pour avoir pressenti nos d^couvertes 
les plus modernes. ... Four certaines de ses presciences, 
comme ses iddes sur la gravitation, la conservation de 1*Aner
gic, Involution, etc., on peut dire qu'elles r^velent une au-
dace raisonneuse, une fougue m^thodique qui, sur certains points, 
le font plus grand que les plus illustres de ses contemporains. 
... fll] doit §tre salu£ comme un prdcurseur de la science 
frangalse, de nos id£es sociales actuelles et de nos inventions 
modernes les plus remarquables (Juppont, in Gourmont 1908, p. 336). 
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A variation of Cyrano the scientist is the view of Cyrano the 

science fiction writer, who played a prophetic role in man's conquest of 

space. Moskowitz lists many of Cyrano's widely diverse and far-sighted 

ideas (rocketry, internal combustion engines, balloons, ram-jets, para-

ohutes, helio - centric astronomy, an earth formed from pieces thrown off 

from the sun, life-tolerance variations in the sun's temperature, pre

ventive medecine, the chance origin of life, problems of weightlessness 

in space travel, atomic theory, radiant lightbuXbs, phonograph, mobile 

homes to take advantage of climatic changes, stars as other suns with 

planets, etc.). Moskowitz considers Cyrano's work "the most soundly 

scientific science fiction story of the period," as well as "the first 

thought variant science fiction tale in history" (Moskowitz 1963* P» 23). 

A fourth way Cyrano has been presented is as a libertine, either 

a free-thinker (libertin de pensde) or a moral libertine (libertin de 

moeurs), or both. The free-thinking Cyrano, the blasphemous disbeliever 

in orthodox doctrines "au premier rang des ennemis de la foi" (Jaslnski 

19^7* P> £6*0> Is presented as despicable or admirable, according to the 

opinions and experience of the commentator. 

Scandal was the first reaction to Cyrano's only play staged 

during his lifetime. The public cried out: "Ah le m£cr£anti Ahl l'a-

th€el Corame 11 parle du Saint Sacrementl" (La Monnoye 1715, II, 25), a 

sentiment shared by Gabriel Gu^ret, who reproached Cyrano for the "im-

pidtez qui vous sont si naturelles, et qui se rencontrent a chaque page" 

(Gu£ret 1671, in Lachevre 1921, I, cii). Mlrabeau saw in La Mort 

d'Agrlpplne only "un trait<5 d'atti^itime avec privilege du Roi" (quoted in 

Brun 1909, p. 186). Perrens, whose prime consideration in analyzing the 
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libertines was the degree of their religiosity, judged that Cyrano 

"n'est pas a mo it id mdcrdant" but "tout a fait" (Perrens 1896, p. 2U7). 

It is Lachevre who goes the farthest in painting Cyrano as a 

despicable atheist, "un personnage cynique, franchement ath£e ... tou-

jours hostile a la religion." Lachevre considers this irreligious "face 

de la mentality de Cyrano, la seule vraiment int£ressante." Before 

Voltaire, it was Cyrano's purpose to destroy Christianity; thus Lachevre 

gives Cyrano the blame for founding the "esprit philosophique du XVIHe 

siecle ... c'est-a-dire, de l'esprit anti-chr£tien ... des Encyclo-

p£distes, ces bouffons d'une aristocratie d£g£n£r£e" (Lachevre 1921, I» 

xiii, xiv, xvi, cv, cxi). 

If right-thinkers considered Cyrano a villain for his irreli-

gion, others, who were free-thinkers like him, found his atheism daring 

and admirable, indeed his greatest asset. Admirers since Charles de 

Sercy have appreciated the "belles impidtds" which that publisher glee

fully reported to Boisrobert (Tallemant des R^aux li&O, VII, 536). For 

example, Remy de Gourmont (1909, pp. 7-9) praised Cyrano for his "hardi-

esse philosophique" in writing such "belles choses" as denying absurdi

ties like a spiritual soul, so-called miracles, or a God of special 

revelation; for turning to ridicule these Bible dogmas which make such 

tremendous nonsense if taken literally. Less lyrical, yet still seeming 

to approve, Paul Lacroix painted a Cyrano who was independent and daring, 

who chose to be alienated from the religious, right-thinking part of his 

public rather than conform to conventions like so many of his mild, 

trite, and mediocre contemporaries (Jacob n.d., pp. xxvii, lxiv). 
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Antoine Adam and Erica Harth, who are among the most eminent 

scholars of Cyrano and of the libertine milieu, continue the cult of the 

worldly-wise atheist. Adam in particular seems to admire the acumen and 

daring of Cyrano's free-thought and anti-clericalism. 

II raille la sottise des th^ologiens, il s'amuse a parodier 
leur maniere de raisonner. ... II ne croit pas aux miracles. 
II sait fort bien comment les expliquer. II est ... un d£ni-
ais£. ... Mais quel progres dtait possible dans une soci£t£ ou 
... les soutanes des th^ologiens empSchaient la v^ritd de se 
faire jour? Cyrano imaginait des discussions ou s'dclataient 
la sottise, l'ent&fcement de ces pedants (Adam 19̂ 4, pp. 16, l6o-
6l). 

Part of the libertine portrait of Cyrano is the stereotype of an 

immoral, obscene Epicurean, degenerating in a wallow of pleasure. Most 

of his detractors on this score have criticized the immorality of his 

life, not of his works. Only one moralist critic attacks scabrous 

passages where he seems to advocate exhibitionism, prostitution, forni

cation, suicide, and even cannibalism. Cyrano "se ccmplatt dans des dd-

veloppements obscenes; sa verve ^grillarde y est tout a fait a son aise" 

(Lachevre 1921, I, lxx). Others look rather at his life and Judge him: 

"II a*est ftottd aux goinfres" (Perrens 1S96, p. 2U3). "II vivait dans 

le d£sordre" (B^dier et Hazard 1923, I» 235)• Paul Lacroix charges that 

Cyrano "s'abandonnait a la d^bauche" and that his later chastity was "le 
to 

fruit de ses premiers libertinages" (that is, Impotence due to syphillis 

contracted in youth) (Jacob n.d. f pp. xii, xx). His most thorough bio

grapher, Lachevre, smugly points out Cyrano's "debauches," his "passion 

pour le jeu," his "existence ^picurienne," as well as his "libations pro-

longles outre mesure" (Lachevre 1921, I, xlv, xlvi, xci). He likewise 

attributes Cyrano's death to syphillis, not to a head-wound. 
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Others, such as Tisserand and Willy de Spens, have generally 

followed Lachevre's lead. De Spens (1963, pp. 7-26) takes each of La

chevre's accusations as proven fact, interprets and embroiders on them, 

so that his biography abounds in gratuitous conjectures about Cyrano's 

syphillis (eight mentions in twenty pages), thievery, myopia, sterility, 

etc., so obsessed is he with making the obscene libertine look cheap and 

corrupt. 

A variation on the theme of an atheist Cyrano is that of a Cyra

no who was the model of the eighteenth-century philosophe, not only a 

free-thinker liberated from superstition in questions of religion, but 

also an enlightened humanist crusading for justice, tolerance, reason, 

and for living according to nature. 

Although the eighteenth-century philosophes themselves ignored 

or denigrated Cyrano, Charles Nodier (1033, pp. 3^3-57) recognized him 

as their forebear, for battling superstition and championing reason and 

natural causes. For Paul Lacrolx in lS^S, Cyrano was the perfect en

lightenment humanist; according to Lacroix, Cyrano and his friends 

soumettaienb a l'examen philosophique la religion, la morale et 
la politique; ILs s'€levaient par la raison et la science au-
dessus des tinebres du pr6jug£ et de la superstition; lis avaient 
la passion du beau et du vrai; ils £tudlaient la Nature; ils lui 
d£robaient. ses secrets; ils apprenaienb a douter en s'initiant 
aux nysteres de la sagesse humaine (Jacob n.d«, pp. iii, iv). 

The Baron de Liege likewise praised Cyrano for creating in one of his 

characters "un philosophe complet du XVIIIe siecle, un melange d'Epi

cure, de Pline, de d'Holbach, et de Shakespeare" (cited by Brun 1909, 

p. 135), and even Rostand's Cyrano fits the image of an enlightenment 

philosophe, at least in the final scene when Cyrano dies while fighting 
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"tons mes vieux ennemiesl Le Mensongel ... les Compromise les Pr£;}ug£s, 

les Lfichet^sl ... la SottiseJ" (Acte V, scene vi). 

Brun (1909, pp. 275-76), who calls Cyrano a deist "believing in 

rationally discovered Natural Laws, Lachevre (1921, I, xiv), Aldington 

(1923, p. 31), Professor Howard Harvey (1950, pp. 120-130), Adam (1952, 

II, 153)> Bray (1953, P- 20U), Spink (i960, pp. US, 55, 61+), all 

continue the concept of a Cyrano "Enlightenment philosopher" while Willy 

de Spens, one of Cyrano*s most recent editors, in one line brings the 

concept to a new focus. As though recalling Carl Becker's Heavenly 

City of the Eighteenth Century Philosophers, he sees Cyrano as a lyrical 

prophet, zealous to persuade mankind that "le paradis perdu par la de

mission de la raison et l'avilissement des consciences peut §tre re-

trouv£" (De Spens 1963$ p. 22). 

Another Cyrano presented by some literary critics is a colorful 

stylist, a creator of pleasant fictions full of verve and striking 

Images. In direct contrast to the picture of Cyrano as having bad 

taste and poor style, many critics have found him "arausant et savoureux" 

(Morillot in Petit de Julleville 1397, p. 202). Paul Lacroix admired 

his "beaut^s de style" (Jacob 1353, p. viii). For Faguet, he was "un ver-

tuose, ... un g£nie" (Faguet 1900, II, 2, 26). Adam finds his style "ex

cellent. Vigoureux toujours ..." (Adam 1952, II, 154). Emile Pons, and 

Ernest Tisserand who quotes him, are the most lavish in their praise of 

Cyrano's "lively throw-away style," which they find delightful: Cyrano 

has a "boisterous fantasy" that makes one dizzy. His colors of nature 

and his description of unseen and unheard-of objects make a fairyland. 

His language is clear, simple, direct, living, gay, fully intelligible, 
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and perfectly elegant. Indeed, for Tisserand, nothing in French litera

ture is "more French" than Cyrano (Tisserand 19^7> PP» 12, 20, 23), 

One salient trait of Cyrano's style, his use of "biting satire, 

has often been the object of special praise from literary commentators 

since Pietro Toldo (1907) who wrote of Cyrano's influence on Swift and 

Voltaire, and William Eddy (1923) proved that Cyrano was Swift's source 

for some of his sharpest satire. 

Some literary historians have studied Cyrano principally because 

he sired several original ideas, later borrowed by Pascal, Moliere, La 

Fontaine, Fontenelle, Voltaire, and Diderot. Boileau seems to have been 

the first to note that Moliere "y trouvait son bien pour telle ou telle 

de ses scenes les plus comiques et les plus heureuses," including "Que 

diable allait-il faire dans cette galere?" and another scene from Les 

Fourberies de Scapin (see Faguet 1900, pp. S-9; Jasinski 19^7> PP» 3^7» 

U22). For Lanson, it is only through Moliere*s borrowings that we even 

know Cyrano existed and wrote (Lanson lS95» p. 505). 

Brun gives Cyrano credit for being the first to use peasant dia

lect and put a peasant type on the stage. "Moliere n'a pas manqu£ d'em-

prunter cette creation a son devancier, et 11 n'a pas £t6 le seul. ... 

La Fontaine, on le salt, a prls, outre 1'esprit narquois et frondeur du 

personnage, son nom lfigerement modi£i£." (Brun 1909, p. 150.) 

Adam (196U# p. l6l) even goes so far as to give Cyrano credit 

for originating the "ciron" illustration later borrowed by Pascal. (How

ever, Rochot (19^, p. U) has Gassendi using it twenty-four years ear

lier, while Lachevre (1921, X, 71, n.) credits Sorel, who got it from a 

1622 work of Giordano Bruno.) According to Adam (196k, pp. 161-62) not 
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only the "ciron" hut the "pari de Pascal" came from Cyrano; and Cyrano 

is also author of a refutation of Pascal's version of the "pari," "si 

forte en sa brievetd que plus tard Diderot la reprendra telle quelle et 

sans avoir rien a y aj outer" (Adam 1952, II, 153) • 

There is another distinctive side of Cyrano which has led to 

contradictory and inconclusive treatments: that is, Cyrano the classi

cal tragedian. Some have praised his merit, while detractors have 

heaped opprobrium on his head for lacking the literary talent and the 

practical skill necessary for stagecraft* Typical of the latter are 

Gustave Reynier, who finds in Agrippine "peu d1action, beaucoup trop de 

discours" (Petit de Julleville 1397j IV, 399)> and Henry Lancaster, 

who finds it "badly constructed" (1936, P« 171)* For Faguet, on the 

other hand, Cyrano's sole tragic play is "parfaitement classique" (Fa

guet 1900, II, 26). Aldington find3 the play "impressive, • . . writ

ten in good Alexandrines, ... and containing a well concentrated 

action, • . . Nothing could better illustrate the versatility of Cyrano's 

literary personality" (Aldington 1923, pp. 33-3*0 • 

When a Parisian theater restaged Agrippine in 1072, Le Figaro 

commented that "... on sent le souffle d'un grand poete" (Le Figaro du 

13 novenibre 1972, quoted in Lachevre 1921, II, 94). Antolne Adam finds 

Agrippine "une oeuvre de gdnie ... parmi les plus grandes du siecle" 

(Adam 1952, II, 123-24). 

Professor Vftor Ramos, the Cyrano scholar who has treated in 

most detail Cyrano's tragic play, concludes that it is imperative that 

Agrippine "soit rdint^grde d'urgence dans le circuit des oeuvres vi-

vantes," for it is "riche de contenue iddologique," with characters 
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"admirablement construits," whose voices "atteignent toujours 1'accent 

d'une profonde v£ritd humaine. •. (Ramos 19 66, p. 137-) 

But while Cyrano has been studied for his burlesque or classical 

style, his colorful images, his satire, his scientific predictions, his 

atheism, his libertine morality, his Enlightenment rationalism, tole

rance and justice, there is a fundamental aspect of this enigmatic and 

highly controversial writer which has been neglected, i.e., his episte-

mology, his theory of knowledge, his ideas of what we can know, how we 

can know it, and with what degree of assurance. For behind and under

neath the obviously observable phenomena that he expounded certain scien

tific theories, or attacked certain religious dogmas and practices, or 

reported diverse and bizarre behavior patterns from other worlds, there 

lies the man, his mind, and his way of judging what is good, true, beau

tiful, or worth doing, and conversely, what is bad, false, repugnant and 

unworthy. 

Notwithstanding that few scholars have delved far into this 

strange person's basic temperament, and how this natural disposition re

acted to the milieu about him, Cyrano is best understood when considered 

as a personality living and writing in his age, dialoguing with the 

ideas and movements of his time, confronting questions raised by his 

environment, in short, as a mind in contact with his milieu. It was an 

age of great movement in knowledge, due to world exploration, scientific 

experiment, religious reform and controversy, and revival of ancient 

materialist philosophy, a time of growing royal absolutism and resis

tance to it, an epoch when many were enthusiastic about learning. Yet 

there was another strong countercurrent threatening man's confidence 
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In knowledge itself. For while these new forces were attacking es

tablished religion, authoritarian philosophy, scholastic education, and 

conventional morals, attempting to replace them with new systems and 

values, recently revived skeptical philosophy was threatening "both the 

old and the new knowledge by eroding away the very foundations of belief 

itself, leading to what has been called the "skeptical crisis" (see 

Spink i960, pp. 5-26; Popkin i960, pp. 1-112). 

It is, in fact, Cyrano1s search for certainty, his particular 

way of confronting the skeptical crisis, that has been neglected, 

"Where, for example, was Cyrano in the maelstrom of scholastic philoso

phy, new science, news of strange customs frcm exotic lands, religious 

reform, controversy and persecution, royal absolutism and the Fronde, 

etc.? What were his stances toward the various doctrines underlying 

these movements? Where did he stand in the broadside attack on authori

ty going on around him? "When forces were breaking down men's confidence 

in values and truths previously trusted as secure, was Cyrano doctri

naire or rather skeptical? When new ideas or systems were proposed, was 

he doctrinaire in favor of them, or skeptical toward their claims to 

certainty? 

What were the criteria of belief, knowledge, or assent to truth 

which he used to Judge the old and the new doctrines? Where did he get 

these criteria and why did he trust them? What degree of knowledge did 

they yield him, In what domains? 

Was he a dogmatic philosopher, accepting and teaching as true 

same system of thought: a doctrinaire Christian, adhering to the autho

rity of revelation, as he often claims in his works? Or a doctrinaire 
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atheist, certain of the non-existence of God? A doctrinaire materialist 

convinced of the certainty of Epicurean-Lucretian atomism? Or a doctri

naire dualist, persuaded of the truth of Descartes' system of thought 

and extension? 

Was he a rationalist, accepting the assurance of the reason as 

sufficient proof of truth? Or an empiricist, with full confidence in 

sense experience as the basis of knowledge? Or a visionary, confident 

that his knowledge was sure because of subjective assurance that he had 

contacted reality intuitively, in its essence, with his essence? 

Or must Cyrano be labeled a skeptic, doubting that sure know

ledge be possible? In what ways does he show skeptical traits, in his 

personality, and in his works? In what areas of thought and action is 

any skepticism perceptible? 

Another possiblity presents itself: Did Cyrano maintain a dia

logue with skepticism and with various doctrinaire positions? If so, 

was the dialogue internal, i.e., was the author seriously questioning 

himself on the certainty of one or another of the doctrines, or on the 

possiblity or Impossibility of certainty itself? Or was the dialogue on 

the other hand external or social, i.e., was the author convinced of one 

of the doctrinaire positions, or of the skeptical position, and only-

putting the position in doubt by some rhetorical devices such as dia

logue, role playing, satire or irony, in order to defend and expound the 

particular doctrine in question? 

All of these questions lead to another: were the only alterna

tives dogmatism and complete skepticism? Or -was there a middle ground, 

a possible compromise and resolution of the skeptical crisis? If all 
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knowledge was not possible, was any knowledge possible? If complete 

certainty about things themselves, in their essences could not be at

tained, could some assurance still be hoped for? How much did Cyrano 

think man can know, about what, with what degree of certainty, and with 

what consequences in practical areas of thought and action? 

These then are the questions that underlie all that Cyrano did 

and wrote, and which have not been sufficiently asked or answered. 

Taken together they form a problem which is interesting to me and impor

tant for our consideration. Why do I consider this problem worth 

treating? There are five reasons: 

First, studying Cyrano's struggle with the problem of knowledge 

will help us understand a man and his mind, probing and ranging far in 

search of truths A mind flashing with imaginations of unseen and un-

heard-of things. A man who believed that truth surely must be attain

able, yet, unsatisfied with his search on earth, passed through the 

whole universe even to other worlds, in his endless quest for certainty. 

Second, it is worth considering because it will give us a new 

understanding of the changing forces, ideas, and events in a turbulent 

period in French ideas and letters, forces to which this man and his 

mind were reacting. Cyrano's lifetime, I6l9-l655> contemporary with the 

scientific research of Descartes, Mersenne, Galileo, Gassendi anr? pascal 

(see Chapters III and IV, below) was a formative period In French lite

rature and in world thought. Many of its aspects have been treated un

der such labels as "pre-classicism," "baroque," "the libertines," and 

"the growth of absolutism," but another key aspect of Cyrano's times, 

the crisis In knowledge, the charge that no certainty was possible since 
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all criteria of truth were unreliable, was a problem each thinker felt 

obliged to grapple with as the sine qua non to the development of his 

system, and colored much of the writing of that half-century. However, 

the skeptical crisis and its resolution have often been neglected in our 

study of the history and literature of the times. 

Studying the question of Cyrano de Bergerac's epistemology will 

not only help us understand the intellectual and literary milieu of the 

first half of the seventeenth century, but also to understand better his 

works. As shown In the opening section, Cyrano has been only partially 

known, his reputation fragmented, diverse, and paradoxical. Only by 

taking into consideration the skeptical crisis in the moving milieu of 

thought in the science, philosophy, and religion of his time, can we un

derstand the -unity of his works; for since the Impact of skepticism 

would be devastating in the fields of religion, ethical and moral philo

sophy, and natural science, and since certainty in these three domains 

was a burning concern of Cyrano's, his readers must be aware of the 

threat to certainty which he felt In his thought, and how he met that 

threat, In order to appreciate his works fully. Ignoring the skeptical 

crisis and Cyrano's dialogue with it, his attempts to resolve it, would 

be like reading Pascal's Provlnciales without considering the Jesuit-

Jansenist controversy. An isolated interpretation, without considera

tion of the milieu and the causative influences or motives in writing 

would be possible, and could lead to an appreciation of the works as art 

forms in themselves. Yet, a full appreciation of the thought of the 

author is aided by knowing his purpose, by knowing what were the burning 

concerns which tormented him; what kind of person he was; what were his 
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typical emotional reactions; what preoccupations filled his mind; what 

were the forceful movements in his milieu at the moment, which stimu

lated his mind to create the written work, or influenced and helped 

shape the work as it came from his creative genius, which gave it the 

particular tincture it has. 

Moreover, this study of the problem of knowledge and the cri

teria of "belief will give us perspective for understanding our own times, 

an age not unlike that of Cyrano, with its knowledge explosion, an in

creased world awareness, change in old systems of thought, morality and 

social forms, and a crisis in confidence. 

For in our century, characterized by the loss of absolutes, 

there is sparse certainty about who we are, what we are doing, where we 

are going or why. Many feel there is no person, no system, no benevo

lent power one can turn to for answers. Feeling ignorant and impotent, 

they hesitate, depressed and Immobilized in a meaningless universe, 

looking futilely for signposts which once gave stability to life. 

Bub others are not afraid to assert themselves and act. Some 

protest with screams of revolt, searching frantically for meaning, 

clutching after new certainties; others find calm and assurance by re

turning and retrenching themselves in former dogmas. Thus, we have wit

nessed a renascence of absolutist doctrines, claims to have found sure 

knowledge in some system, movement, cause, sect, party, or army, along 

with the consequent crusading zeal and intolerance of deviation, polar

ising hostility, and often violence. 

So the perenially relevant dialogue between certainty and skep

tical doubt continues today, in religion, in the social area, and even 



in science, as vigorously and as vitally as during the skeptical crisis 

of Cyrano's day. Since each person must face, as he faced, the insist

ent doctrines and the resigned skeptics, and resolve the crisis, this 

examination of Cyrano*s dialogue with doubt and certainty is especially 

appropriate at this time. 

Finally, this study is necessary because Cyrano's stance in the 

knowledge crisis has not been adequately treated. This is not to say 

that previous writers have "been silent on the problems of skepticism, 

doctrine, and related issues in Cyrano's works. It is true that some 

critics, historians, and scholars have dealt with factors entering into 

the theory of knowledge, the criteria of belief, the crisis in confi

dence, and some have even used the words truth, doubt, knowledge, skep

ticism or doctrine. To see how their treatments have been contradictory 

and inadequate, it is fitting now to turn to a survey of the critical 

literature touching on the problems I have raised. 



CHAPTER XX 

CYRANO'S SKEPTICISM AND DOCTRINE AS SEEN BY THE CRITICS 

Numerous writers have made comments on traits of Cyrano's per

sonality or passages in his works which reflect various elements related 

to skepticism or doctrine. Their comments do provide some insight into 

his mentality and his typical ways of dealing with the problem of knowl

edge, and will assist in answering the questions stated in Chapter I on 

how Cyrano met the skeptical crisis; but most of the treatments are 

nonetheless very fragmentary, contain contradictions or confusion in the 

use of terms, or neglect important aspects of the problem, as a survey 

of the critical literature to date will reveal. 

Most accounts of Cyrano have pictured him as a strong character, 

either violent, emotional, egotistical, critical, or opinionated, but 

have not related this to dogmatism or skepticism. 

Cyrano's first biographer, Henri LeBret, in spite of telling 

that he fought a duel a day in the arnQr, winning a reputation as "le 

d£mon de la bravoure" (Jacob n.d,, p. S3), insisted he was not a quar-

reller, but fought only as a "second" for others, for example when he 

killed two men and wounded seven at the Porte de Nesle to protect his 

friend Lignieres. But the anecdotes of the time, reported in the Mdna-

giana (La Monnoye 1715, 3rd ed., II, 11*1 and III, 2k2), engraved an in

delible portrait of a hypersensitive Cyrano killing ten men who insulted 

his large nose, disfigured in duels and battles, and chasing a fat actor 

19 
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from the stage of the Hotel de Boulogne. Dassoucy added to this mata-

more image with his hilarious tale of a furious Cyrano impaling on his 

sword a monkey costumed and trained to imitate him. 

These anecdotes fixed the dominant Image of Cyrano's tempera

ment , incorporated by his first modern "biographer and critic, Paul La-

croix (pseudonym Jacob), a Cyrano "vlf et turbulent ... d'humsur batai-

lleuse ... avec sa violence ordinaire qui prenait la mouche si fa

cile merit et s'emportait a de telles violences ... [that he killed] plus 

de dix personnes" over personal insults (Jacob n.d., pp. xi, xlil, xv, 

xvi, xxvi, xlvii). This stereotype of an angry violent Cyrano was con

tinued by Fournel (1362, p. 66), Flammarion (n.d., p. 37*0» Rostand 

(1897), emphatically by Lachevre (1921, I, xxviii, xxxiii, and xxvli-

xlii), also by Faguet (192?, pp. 212, 223), and Pujos (1951, pp. 12, 15). 

Not only have critics presented an angry, violent Cyrano, by 

temperament, but they have painted him as egotistical, haughty, emotion

al, governed not by reason but by passions, with a bitter unllkeable 

personality, independent, stubborn, unsubmissive. LeBret had already 

admitted "sa haine pour la suction" (Jacob n.d., p. SU) and Nodier his 

"caractere qui ne sympathise pas avec tout le monde ... incapable de 

souplesse" (Jacob n.d., p. lxiv), but again it is Paul Lacroix Jacob 

who painted the most complete portrait of this "caractere £nergique" 

vith his "audace insolent ... orgueilleuse preemption ... esprit d1 in

subordination ... pretentions ... animosity furieuse, ... vlf ressenti-

ment ... amere et violente invective" who "tenait t8te" to authorities 

and enemies, "se cabra au lieu de se soumettre ... n'allait pas & la 

cour" being "trop lnd€pendant de caractere," who attacked opponents with 
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"r^prisailles plelnes de d£dain et d'amertume" (Jacob n.d., pp. x, xi, 

xx, xxvi, xxxvii, xxxviii, 11). 

This view of an emotional, unreflecting Cyrano was echoed "by 

Fournel (1362, pp. 66, 73, 115), Flammarion (n.d., p. 37M» even 

Brun (1909, pp. 10U, 29l), developed by Lachevre (who depicted him as a 

rash egotist who "place son 'moi' au-dessus de tout ... ne v£n£rait que 

lui mSttP ... [and] ne se balan9a pas a se Jeter" into any quarrel or 

controversy) (Lachevre 1921, I, xxxix, 1), and seconded by Faguet 

(1923, p. 212), Aldington (1923, pp. 36-37), Pujos (1951, PP. 12, 29, 

31, 37), and de Spens (1963, PP- 10, 12), yet none of these related 

Cyrano's pride, egotism, emotionalism, and arrogance to a "doctrinaire" 

or a "skeptical" mentality. 

In a similar but slightly different vein, a Cyrano critical of 

other people'8 ideas, naturally caustic, censorious, misanthropic, 

railing at the foibles of his fellows, vary and dubious of mistaken 

opinions and practics, refusing the reigning conventions and orthodoxy, 

was presented by Lacroix (Jacob, n.d., p. S2), Fournel (1862, pp. 69-72), 

Tisserand (19^7, p. 26), Pujos (1951, PP. 21, 37, 121), de Spens (1963, 

p. 12), Moskowitz (1963, p. 23), Adam (I96U, p. 16), and Mauriac (1969, 

p. 53), none of whom called this "skeptical" or "doctrinaire." 

Most biographers and critics have noted Cyrano's tendency to 

hold his opinions very strongly, to be very sure of what he thought, 

eager to be didactic, assertive, strongly partisan for or against a per

son, cause or idea. 

Cyrano taught "d'un ton doctoral" that the moon is inhabited and 

ruled over a "cgnacle de ddvots" where he "rendait des oracles" (Jacob 
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n»d. , pp. xxxii and xlviii); "11 avait dea sentiments particuliers 

en toutes choses" (Ferrens IB96, p. 2HH); "... il est tres formel, tres 

precis ... parce qu*il croit fermement a ce qu'il dit" (Faguet 1923, 

p. 265); he has "des idles tres precises" of which he is "tellement con-

vaincu" (Juppont in Lachevre 1921, I, 79, n, and 89, n.); and he "very 

clearly and definitely establishes" his facts (Moskowitz 1963, p. 36). 

In the same vein as these, most other critics (Fournel 1962, pp. 65, 73, 

93, llH; Brunetiere IB98, p. llH [on libertines]; Faguet 1923, PP« 263-

65, 2T70; Brun 1909, pp. 266, 270, 27U, 231; Lachevre 1921, I, H5, n., 

13U, n., II, 233, Harvey 1950, p. 12H; Pujos 1951, pp. 15, 29, 36, Hi, 

H5, 121; Spink i960, pp. 63-6H; de Spens 1963, P- 136; Adam 1952, p. 12H 

and 196H, p. 16; Ramos 1966, pp. 15-19 [on characters]; and Mauriac 1969, 

P* 53), give one or another facet of this type of opinionated, partisan, 

didactic mentality, only the rarest (Bruntiere 1898, p. 11H, and Harvey 

1950, p. 12H) suggesting that it is "dogmatic" or "doctrinaire." 

Twenty-eight of the forty biographers, literary historians and 

critics I consulted give enumerations of ideas, theories, or teachings 

Cyrano approved, was enthusiastic about and eager to teach, especially 

Lacroix (Jacob n.d., pp. acvi, xxvii, xxxii, xxxiii, liii), Fournel (1B62, 

pp. 96-IOI), Flammarion (n.d., pp. 373 ff.), Juppont (1909, cited in 

footnote in Lachevre 1921, I, 20, 2H, 39, H6-5O, 73, 77-32, 36, 92, 12H-

126, 129, 135, 137, 156, 162, and 191), Faguet (1923, PP. 263-265), 

Pujos (1951, PP- H7-53), Moskowitz (1963, pp. 23-26), Adam 1952, pp. 122, 

12H; 196H, pp. 16, 17, 160, l6l; 1967, p. 197; 1963, pp. 72, 73), Yarrow 

(1967, PP. 171-173), Mauriac (1969, pp. H5-53), and Harth (1970, pp. 56-

111), but most of these do not give the name "doctrines" to the ideas, 
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concepts, theories, lessons, or teachings Cyrano presents, any more than 

they label his enthusiastic way of expounding them a doctrinaire atti

tude. In fact, I find no one in the whole literature on Cyrano stating 

that he was dogmatic or doctrinaire. 

On the other hand, several commentators have called him a skep

tic, or said that there is skepticism in his works. These generally 

fall into two groups: (1) those (like Jacob n.d., p. xxviii; Fournel 

1962, p. 66; even Harth 1970, pp. 117-13) who follow the lead of LeBret, 

Cyrano's friend and first editor, who in his preface tried to make the 

reader believe that Cyrano was skeptical like Democritus (because he was 

modest, refusing to decide anything) (Jacob n.d,, p. 73-35), and 

(2) those who use "skepticism" to mean disbelief, either of Christian 

doctrine or of superstitions like witchcraft, or of any other idea not 

verified by reason, (see Fournel 1362, p. 65; Faguet 1900, p. 76; 

1923> PP* 227, 232; and Yarrow 1967* P- 171> n.l.) 

An examination of several criticisms where the "skeptic" label 

has been applied will illustrate the confusion and contradiction in much 

previous use of the term: Lacroix, the first to use the word, quotes 

LeBret on Cyrano's supposed preference for Ityrrho, then paints a very 

strong-minded Cyrano, not at all modest like Pyrrho (Jacob n.d., pp. 

xxviii, xxix; see also previous section on Cyrano's strong feelings and 

opinions), while Fournel (1S62, pp. 65-66) mixes the terms "skeptic," 

"esprit-fort," and "atheist," In describing Cyrano. Brun, after des

cribing, in an eloquent phrase, Cyrano's system as "un sceptlcisme 

adouci et raisonnd" with "vine sorte d* indecision venue de Montaigne et 

de Charron" (Brun 1909 > pp. 15, 19)> unfortunately never shows how 
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one of the most decisive and doctrinaire Cyranos in all the literature. 

Yarrow illustrates eloquently the need for a clarification of the con

fusion in the use of the terms faith, reason, and skepticism, by writing 

that Cyrano's declaration of confidence in his reason is both "skepti

cism" and a "confession of faith" (Yarrow 1967, p. 171» n.). 

Several critics make a clearer distinction than this when dis

tinguishing between skepticism and atheism: Perrens, who considered 

Cyrano more than a skeptic, in fact a "m6cr£ant ... tout a fait" (Per-

rens 1896, p. 2U3), Adam (193^, p. 36; 1952, II, 120, 122; 1961;, pp. 

122, l6l), and Harth (1970, p. 5*0 have especially made this distinc

tion. Others who were convinced Cyrano was an atheist have included 

Fournel (1362, p. 65), (the first after Dassoucy so to label him), La-

chevre (1921, I, ix, x, xlvi, xci), (for whom Cyrano's atheism was "sa 

seule face vraiment int£ressante"), Faguet (1923> PP- 269, 272), Jasin-

ski (19^7» pp. 26U, 367), and de Spens (1963* PP« 12, 13)» while Brun 

(1909, pp. 193, 197> 275-76) and Pujos (1951* pp. 39» V*, ̂ 5) contended 

that he was rather a deist, believing in God-ordained natural law and 

God-granted reason. Finally one critic early characterized Cyrano's 

religious and philosophical attitude as that of an "esprit fort" (Ja

cob n.d.., p. xxviii), a term other critics have been slow to take up, 

although Perrens in 1896 and Pujos in 1951 (pp. 12, 25, 26) gave des

criptions of him which would fit the concept "esprit fort." The im

portant observation for our consideration at this point is that none of 

these critics, whether they labeled Cyrano a skeptic, an atheist, a 

deist, or an "esprit fort" related these terms both to what they had 
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said about his temperament and mentality in holding opinions, and to the 

generally accepted definitions of philosophical skepticism. 

Most commentaries on Cyrano have actually dealt, howbeit 

sketchily, with the elements usually considered as entering into philo

sophical doctrine and skepticism, as they treated, (or, more often, 

alluded to or skirted around) the questions of his epistemology, his 

theory of knowledge, his criteria of certainty, of assurance, or of 

assent to probability. 

A majority of these have attributed to him a "great confidence 

in reason," without, however, calling this "rationalism," or a doctrine, 

or a doctrinaire epistemology; indeed, they have in general been very 

vague or completely silent about what he meant by "reason," Only care

ful reading and lengthy analysis clarifies the confusion in the way 

Cyrano scholars have talked of his "reason." 

Several scholars who have mentioned the term were referring 

uniquely to his declaration in "Contre les Sorciers" that reason, not 

the authority of Aristotle or of commonly believed notions, was his 

queen. Thus, Perrens (1996, p. 2U3), Faguet (1923, p. 267), Aldington 

(1923, p. 31)t Jasinski (19^7, P* 26U), and Mauriac (1969, p. 53) state 

that Cyrano has replaced scholastic authority, Aristotle's philosophy 

and theology, with his own subjective conscience and logic, as his only 

guide, and leave there their discussion of what reason meant to Cyrano. 

Fournel (1362, p. 110), Moskowitz (19^3, p. 23), and Yarrow (1967, p. 17) 

added the significant statement that he believed there was a logical, 

naturalistic reason for every event, and tried to give it. Brun (1909, 

pp. 92-95, 111, 23l) and Harth (1970> pp. 122-12U) recognized his 
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dealing with the necessity of reason to correct sensory illusions or to 

conceive the imperceptible. A few scholars have seen in Cyrano's use of 

"reason" the Enlightenment virtues of tolerance, education, and scienti

fic progress, which will bring about the golden age. (See Jacob n.d., 

p. iv; De Spens 19^3, p. 22; and Yarrow 1967* P» 17*) The usual comment 

has been that Cyrano had confidence in the reason as did Descartes, (e.g. 

Pujos 1951» 36; and Yarrow 19&7, p. 173) > hut Harth (1970, p. 129) 

pointed out a great difference in their trust of reason and its use as a 

criterion of truth. One particularly unfortunate citation of Cyrano's 

declaration of confidence in reason (Bray 1931, p. 116) groups him 

with writers who had rejected imagination in favor of reason; (it would 

appear that Bray had not read Cyrano's works, which abound in fantasy, 

but only seen allusions to his "la raison est ma reine" statement in the 

commentary by Fournel and a German critic.) 

If most critics have been perplexed and at odds over how to 

treat Cyrano's references to reason, the several who have written of his 

confidence in empiricism have likewise usually not told what kind or 

degree of knowledge he thought the senses and experience could yield, 

nor agreed on what limits he put on empirical enquiry. 

That Cyrano accepted the empiricist axiom (that the senses are 

at the base of all knowledge) has been stated by several commentators, 

e*g-» Pujos (1951* P* 36), who credits Cyrano with anticipating Con-

dlilac's sensationalist psychology. The observation of facts becomes 

the basis of his science, learned from La Mothe le Vayer (Adam 1952, II, 

120 and 196U, p. 123). Juppont (in Lachevre 1921, I, 12, n.3, 70, n.l, 

167, n.l) was one of the most enthusiastic about Cyrano's empiricism: 
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"mooners" with more senses than men, know more than men; for Cyrano "to 

know" means "to verify empirically"; Cyrano replaced credulity in a priori 

authority with a new criterion, perception, thus siring a "science, en-

fin digne du nom" (Lachevre 1921, I, 167, n.l). 

Others noted that he has knowledge begin with the senses but 

added the necessity of reason (Faguet 1923, p. 267), or imaginative 

speculation (Moskowitz 1963, p. 23). Several have pointed out that he 

invented empirical evidence to "prove" his claims about the earth turn

ing and the moon being inhabited; he goes and sees, "pour prononcer en 

connaissance de cause" (Fournel 1862, p. 96; see also Brun 1909» P* 2U2; 

Mounin 1952, pp. 69-78; Yarrow 1967* P* !7l)» Only Harth (1970, pp. 121-

131) has called attention to the limit Cyrano put on empiricism; her 

excellent treatment deserves careful attention* 

Long before Harth, others had pointed out several questions and 

issues which are characteristics of philosophical scepticism, and which 

they found in Cyrano's works, often without identifying them as skepti

cal, such as Cyrano's criticism of man, of his limited senses and rea

son, and of his ignorance due to these limitations. For example, Four

nel (1S62, p. 109), Faguet (1923* p. 253), Pujos (1951, p. 37) and Harth 

(1970, p. 177) noted that sun birds tried and condemned the traveller 

for man's Inordinate pride in presuming to dominate animals, while he 

himself had the weakest, most deceptive senses of any creature, conse

quently less knowledge. Juppont (in Lachevre 1921, I, 37» n.l and 

69-70, n.l), Lachevre (1921, I, 37, n.l), and Pujos (1951* p. ^6) com

mented that Cyrano gave moon and sun creatures many more senses than 

men, "une vision sdre," consequently more knowledge than humans, because 
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some things are "obscures et impenetrables a la raison humaine" (La-

chevre 1921, I, 33, n.2). 

Again, only Harth (1970, pp. 125-129) analyzed Cyrano's views on 

not only the small number and weakness of the senses which provide man 

his knowledge, but also on their subjectivity and the consequent limita

tions of that knowledge itself, which had always been a basic tenet of 

skepticism. This is a salient point and an important one to consider in 

making an analysis of Cyrano's theory of knowledge. 

An argument used by skeptics since the Greeks, and a favorite of 

Montaigne in the age of geographical exploration among strange peoples, 

echoed poetically by Pascal in Cyrano's century: ".•• Plaisante jus

tice, qu'une riviere ou une montagne borne1 Vdrit£ en deca des I^r6-

n€es, erreur au delai" (Pascal, ed. Stewart 1950, p. 212), has been 

the diversity of men's morals and behavior, proof of the relativity of 

everything, the lack of absolute standards. Such cultural diversity, 

the myriad of odd and interesting customs observed by his traveller in 

Canada, on the moon and the sun, is one of the most striking features of 

Cyrano's imaginary travel tales, yet one of the features most generally 

neglected in commentaries. Indeed, Adam (19&U» PP* 159-60) warns 

serious scholars of the "erreur" of paying too much attention to "les 

details pittoresques et fantaisistes des moeurs des habitants" of the 

moon. But even those who have paid attention to the mores and folkways 

Cyrano's traveller encountered, have treated them either as amusing 

curiosities (Tisserand 19^7, PP* 21, 22; Flammarion n.d. , pp. 37^-9*0> 

as Cyrano's criticism of specific European values and practices such as 

the injustice of Galileo's trial (Jacob n.d., p. 150, n.l), tyranny 
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(Aldington 1923, pp. 29-29), the nobility of the sword (Yarrow 19^7> 

p. 169), or war (Pujos 1951, p. Ul); or again, in the case of two com

mentators, Harvey (1950* PP* 120-30), and De Spens (1963* P« 22) as a 

description of an ideal society he was proposing# No one except Harth 

(1970, pp. 175, 193-99) treats this cultural diversity as relativism and 

even she treats it principally as Cyrano's proof of man's relative posi

tion in nature, not a lack of absolute standards of "behavior, as skeptics 

had usually used it. 

Many critics have unconsciously made statements which allow a 

perceptive reader to infer whether they considered Cyrano as judging 

knowledge to "be possible for man to attain or not, but few have made 

comments on this question* 

For Gautier (l3¥t, ed. 190*+» p. 209), Lacroix (Jacob n.d., pp. 

iv and xxvii), and Juppont (in Lachevre 1921, I, 167, n.l), Cyrano 

. savait parfaitement ... connaissait a fond ... £tudiait la nature, 

lui d£robalt ses secrets ..." and wrote "de nombreuses v£rit£s." Spink 

mistranslates a line to have Cyrano say of philosophers that it is 

"knowledge of the truth • • • true ideas" which assure them immortality 

(Spink i960, p. 62), whereas Cyrano's text states this is because they 

returned to the sun "sans avoir rien contracts d'impur" during their 
1 

sojourn on earth (I, 193). Adam has Cyrano battling "illusions s£cu-

laires" of theologians who "empSchaient la v£ritd de se faire jour" 

1, Cyrano de Bergerac, Oeuvres libertines, ed. Frdd^ric La
chevre. Paris: Champion, 1921, I, lb 3. References to Cyrano's text in 
the Lachevre edition will hereafter be made in the text with the volume 
and page number alone given in parentheses. References to other 
editions will name the editor. 
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which "il sait fort bien ... expliquer" (Adam pp. 60, 16). Yarrow 

(19^7, pp. 102, 105, 171) contrasts Cyrano with skeptics who despaired 

of attaining truth, calling him rather a rationalist, like Descartes, 

who "in the face of the Pyrrhonists asserted the possiblity of know

ledge, and the pre-eminence of the reason," and Mauriac, in the same 

vein, emphasized that Cyrano used imagination, added to reason, as his 

main tool for extending knowledge beyond the doctrines of his trusted 

and chosen teachers (Mauriac 1969, pp. 1*7, US). Only Harth (1970, pp. 

116, 117, 127, 129) calls into question this optimistic rationalist 

school of Cyrano scholars, quoting LeBret's first comment (in Jacob n.d., 

P* 55), that for Cyrano, as for Democritus, truth is inaccessible at 

the bottom of a well; still, even she has Cyrano carrying on "an insis

tent pursuit of knowledge" (Harth 1970, p. 155 )> enthusiastic and opti

mistic about what she calls relativism, "for it is a means to greater 

knowledge" (Harth 1970, p. 171), 

Several critics have used the word "doubt" in describing Cyrano, 

without relating this word to any description of skeptical or doctri

naire epistemology. One use of "doubt" seems to signify nothing more 

than disbelief of religious doctrines (see Ferrens IS96, p. 2k6; Tisse-

rand 19^7» PP» 26-23). Another group of critics use "doubt" to describe 

a critical spirit that is wary of being duped, that distinguishes be

tween contradictory doctrines, that opposes authority. Thus Cyrano and 

his "esprit fort" friends, "apprenaient a douter ..." (Jacob n.d., 

p. iv); Cyrano had the philosophical spirit, "fait pour piquer la curi

osity et pour semer le doute" (Bray 1953, p. 20U). Two critics saw in 

Cyrano methodical philosophical doubt, either adopted from Descartes 
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(Pujos 1951, p. 56) or "soeur ainde du doute cartdsienne" (Juppont, in 

Lachevre 1921, I, 167, n.l). 

The kind of doubt described by Schneider (196U, pp. 72-75) would 

be real skepticism: it is an "incertitude qui hdsite entre les diffd-

rentes opinions, les accepte toutes a la fois pour douter de chacune en 

particulier, s'agite, se tourmente, ne tient pas en place, remet tout 

inddfiniment en question .But Cyrano overcame this kind of doubt 

with bold flights of fancy (Schneider I96U, PP« 72-75)• 

Schneider's image of Cyrano hesitating among different opinions 

is echoed by Strachan (19^5, P- xv), commenting that Cyrano was re

flecting an age of fragmented culture, by Yarrow (19^7, p. 175) who saw 

the various inconsistent opinions Cyrano put in the mouths of his philo

sophers, birds, trees, and men as helping the "modern rationalistic 

scientific mind" take shape, and by Harth, who interprets Cyrano's "op

posite stands," his "lack of decision" between two doctrines, as "having 

a philosophical debate with himself," although she has him later resolve 

the questions a3 a Cartesian (Harth 1970, pp. 100-102). The most skep

tical school of criticism of all goes back to LeBret, Cyrano's best 

friend and first editor, who set a precedent followed by many since. He 

does not actually call Cyrano a skeptic, but implies that he suspends 

judgment on the question of knowledge, hesitating to decide, leaving all 

in doubt. He claims Cyrano really disbelieved or doubted, at least 

treated lightly, the serious teachings he put in his book (inhabitable 

worlds in the moon, an infinite universe, helio-centrism). Why did 

Cyrano treat them lightly? Because it was his nature to despise pe

dants, to reject the authority of dogmatists and their doctrines. The 
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contradictions among various philosophies had made him reject them all, 

rather suspending judgment than decide among doctrinaire systems (Jacob 

n.d., pp. 73-35)* This scenario of a skeptical Cyrano was repeated as a 

matter of form by Lacroix (Jacob n.d,, p. xvii), who then painted a Cy

rano "esprit fort,u by Fournel (1362, p. 66), whose Cyrano treated great 

questions without the calm of a philosopher, but threw himself into them 

like a battling reformer, by Flammarion (n.d., p. 375)> whose Cyrano is 

then convinced of the numerous doctrines he teaches, more appropriately 

by Strachan, whose Cyrano "scorned any man who took a single [philosophy] 

as his gospel [for] diversity fascinated him" (Strachan 1965, pp. xii, 

xv), and by Harth, whose Cyrano "counsels a suspension of judgment on 

questions that are too difficult to resolve (Harth 1970* pp. 117-13, 

129). 

Meanwhile, others discuss skeptical aspects of Cyrano without 

recognizing them: Juppont (in Lachevre 1921, I, 195, n.2) has Cyrano 

"en critique avisS" (but not "en sceptique") refusing to take sides in 

the vacuum argument, letting each side present its case without deciding 

himself; and Pujos notes that Cyrano loves to examine ideas "sous leurs 

faces diverses, voire contradictoires" (Pujos 1951, p. U5), without 

calling this skeptical, while Brun (1909, pp. 15, 19), after calling 

Cyrano a skeptic who got "indecision" from Montaigne and Charron, never 

gives any examples of indecision or suspension of Judgment in his ra

tionalist, deist, royalist Cyrano, and the one time he does bring up a 

characteristic that is truly skeptical, the need for a corrective for 

sensory illusions (Brun 1909* PP* 92-95» 111, 2Sl) he does not recognize 

it as skeptical. 
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Only Erica Harth (1970, pp. 112-31) actually undertakes a syste

matic treatment of Cyrano's epistemology, dealing with skepticism, the 

skeptical crisis, Cyrano*s internal debate over doctrines, and his reso

lution of the problem* She does this, however, without adequately con

sidering his temperament as known from his "biography and his letters, 

without considering the light his writing style casts on his mentality, 

without adequately establishing him as a skeptic before calling him a 

"mitigated skeptic," so consequently she does not adequately appreciate 

his tendency to embrace doctrines, hold them firmly, formulate new doc

trines where old ones seemed insufficient, and teach them dogmatically. 

Still, Harth's is by far the best Cyrano study to date for knowing his 

epistemology. 

This survey of the critical literature relating to Cyrano de 

Bergerac's thinking indicates that several things remain to be done if 

we are to understand his stances in the skepticism-doctrine controversy. 

Critics who have called him a skeptic have generally not defined skepti

cism, nor the skeptical mind, nor taken into consideration his tempera

ment, his habits of thinking, his writing style, nor his attitude toward 

knowledge. Those who have emphasized his enthusiasm for knowledge have 

ignored the force of skepticism in his milieu, the skeptical crisis in 

seventeenth-century thinking, his struggle with it, and his resolution 

of it. These things I will do in order to find clear answers to the 

questions posed on pages 13-15 above. 

I will study the milieu Cyrano lived in, the religious, inte

llectual, scientific, and social influences on the formation of his 

thought, what doctrines were taught him, what skeptical influences were 
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at work in his milieu and in his mind, especially the nature and causes 

of the skeptical crisis of his times: world exploration, religious re

form and controversy, experimental science and rebirth of skeptical and 

materialistic philosophies, resulting in a weakening of established 

authorities in thought, a loss of absolutes in every realm, a relativism 

in values and knowledge, a general loss of confidence in the criteria 

of truth, leading to a skeptical crisis which would render knowledge 

Impossible. I will then describe attempts to resolve the skeptical 

crisis. 

Then, so that we understand what it is to say that a writer was 

a skeptic, a rationalist, or an empiricist, it will be useful to arrive 

at definitions of these terms, and also of the typical skeptical mind 

and, by contrast, the typical dogmatic mind. 

Judging fraa evidence in Cyrano's biography and letters, I will 

attempt to know Cyrano's temperament, what kind of person he was, how 

his mind worked, whether he was typically assertive or reflective and 

hesitant, judgmental or suspending judgment. Prom the language and rhe

toric of his letters, novels and plays, and his use of role distribution 

and satire, I will try to divine his unargued assumptions concerning as

surance, truth, logic, knowledge of cause and effect, i.e., to see if he 

was pessimistic about human knowledge, considering the world we live in 

to be unfathomable, or whether, on the contrary, he was typically confi

dent, optimistic about knowledge, assertive and didactic in expressing it. 

In order to see the focus and extent of skepticism itself within 

his works, I will search for arguments which have traditionally been part 

of skepticism, as they occur in his writings, considering them in the 
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light of his temperament, his mind, his reaction to his milieu, in order 

to determine any attraction skepticism had for him, his reaction to it, 

and his uses of skeptical arguments. In view of the possibility that he 

may "be dialoguing with skepticism, in resistance to its threat to know

ledge, I will search his works for any counter-attack in favor of know

ledge, trying to find his firm standing ground, the positive doctrines 

he seemed to accept, he enthusiastic and eager to "believe, to hold, de

fend and teach* I will try to find the criteria of truth in which he 

has confidence, which yield him assurance of knowledge in the realms of 

experience that interest him. This will permit me to describe his epis-

temology which guided him in his encounters with a milieu ebullient with 

fermenting movements of exploration, discovery, experiment and research, 

leading to the new knowledge and new doubts. I will continue to consi

der the possibility of dialogue in Cyrano's mind, both with doctrines 

of others with whoa he disagreed, and with skepticism itself on the pos

sibility of attaining certainty. X will examine the question of whether 

he came to a resolution of the skeptical crisis, and if so, what the na

ture of his resolution was* 

Having described his epistemology, I will show briefly how he 

applies it to practical situations in scientific knowledge, religious 

belief and ways of social behavior, the live issues in his life and 

surroundings. It Is to a study of the conflict of doctrinaire and skep

tical forces in that milieu that I now turn. 



CHAPTER III 

CERTAINTY AND DOUBT IN CYRANO'S MILIEU; 

THE SKEPTICAL CRISIS, SKEPTICISM, AND THE SKEPTICAL MIND 

Consideration of the intellectual and moral milieu of Cyrano is 

a study of temperaments and ideologies interacting: skeptical chal

lenges to the arrogance of dogmatisms, and doctrinaire responses to the 

skeptical challenge; skepticism and doctrine, doubt and certainty in 

dialectic. 

This chapter will treat the skeptical side of the conflict. 

First I consider briefly the setting Cyrano lived in as a "battler and a 

writer: wars in which he was wounded, wars with Spain and wars of the 

Fronde; movement toward absolutism in government; attempt by the Academy 

to control anarchy in literature. Then I treat four movements which 

created much new knowledge in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

but which, by opening up so many options, posing so many questions, des

troying so many "idols," led to a loss of stability, a relativism in 

every domain, a crisis in confidence, what Richard Popkin has called a 

"crise sceptique" in European life and thought. I then treat skepti

cism, how this philosophy of doubt came to France, and various meanings 

of the term "skepticism." The chapter finishes with a characterization 

of the typical "skeptical mind" of the seventeenth century. 

In some ways the political and literary situations faced by this 

young swordsman and aspiring poet-novelist were similar. Both were 

36 
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marked "by conflict and a trend toward absolutism, demanding conformity 

and curbing individualism and freedom. 

In 1635, the year Cyrano de Bergerac was sixteen years old, 

France entered the Thirty Years War (and was to remain at war during the 

rest of his lifetime). Cyrano was to be wounded twice, at the sieges of 

Mouzon in 1639 and of Arras in l6bOt experiences which may have changed 

him from a bellicose firebrand to a pacifist (see Charles Pujos 1951» 

pp. 13-lU). In this same year, 1635, Richelieu put the Acad£mie Fran-

9aise (started as an independent society of writers) under government 

protection and patronage, an influence toward the regularization and re

finement of the language and literature, which was to react to the free

dom of the baroque, the fantastic, the pr£cieux» and the burlesque, 

thereby contributing to the formation of the classical literary ideal, 

one aspect of the century-long growth of absolutism under Henri IV and 

Sully, Louis XIII and Richelieu, then Mazarin and finally the Sun King, 

Louis XIV, who brought the concept to its zenith in all aspects of 

French life. Cyrano's life was, in fact, lived in encounter with and in 

reaction to this trend toward absolutism, so aptly symbolized by the war 

policies of Richelieu and Louis XIV, and in the ideal of conformity epi

tomized by the Acad&nie. It is doubly significant in this regard that 

Cyrano's most active period as a writer was from 16US to 1655, the years 

of the Fronde against Mazarin, which could aptly be characterized as an 

expression of the fantasist, baroque, prdcieux, and burlesque in 

politics. 
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Aside from these phenomena exemplifying political and literary 

authority in his milieu, Cyrano encountered other great movements af

fecting even more directly his problem -with knowledge and certainty. 

For there was an explosion of knowledge in the early seventeenth cen

tury, knowledge of the world, of man and of nature, resulting from geo

graphical exploration and discovery, reform of the church, experimenta

tion in physics, chemistry, anatomy and astronomy, and the revival of 

several ancient philosophies. Yet, the same movements which had "brought 

about so much ferment and growth in knowledge, also contained a cynical 

threatening counter-current, skepticism, which challenged all this posi

tive knowledge as well as the still entrenched dogmatic philosophy-

theology called scholasticism. The unanswerable arguments skeptics 

raised against all knowledge theories led to a crisis in thinking which 

Popkin has called "la crise Pyrhonnienne" (Popkin i960, pp. 111-12) 

cutting all grounds for certainty of any knowledge whatsoever from under 

thinkers, researchers, scientists, and theologians. It was into this 

milieu of movement and crisis in knowledge that Cyrano came, reflected, 

and wrote. 

One of the strongest shakings of the foundations of European 

thought in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries came from religious 

controversy. Since the authority of religion had dominated menfs lives 

and thinking during the Middle Ages, conflict over authority, casting 

doubt on the accepted rule of faith, the authoritative criterion of 

truth, was bound to lead to a loss of confidence in the certainty of 

knowledge. 



The principal religious controversies of Cyrano's lifetime were 

the Catholic crushing of Huguenot independence, Jesuits' condemnation of 

Jansenists, and repression of "atheism" (free-thinking) by right-think

ing orthodox theologians and courts# Thus we see that all the contro

versies, in fact, involved repression of deviation from authoritative 

doctrine and practice. 

The church of Cyrano's time was very much concerned with thought 

control, and Cyrano was very aware of this repression. The year he was 

born, Vanini was burned as an atheist, condemned by the Parlement of 

Toulouse, and four years later, Theophile de Viau was condemned by the 

Parlement of Paris to be burned, and narrowly escaped with banishment, 

only to die soon thereafter from the rigors of imprisonment. These 

events would find an echo in Cyrano's second fantastic novel, when one 

of his characters is pursued by religious zealots from Toulouse, out to 

suppress suspected witchcraft by imprisoning or burning the accused. 

The famous witchcraft trials of Loudon also enter into his writings, 

"Contre les Sorciers" (II, 216, also Jacob n.d., p. 59, n.l). 

Cyrano was ten years old when Richelieu finally crushed the poli

tical independence of France's Protestants at La Rochelle and in the 

Languedoc, and imposed on them the Treaty of Alais, leaving them barely 

the right to assemble, worship, and teach their religion. It was in 

161*0 that Augustinus was published, containing the controversial doc

trines of Jansen, Archbishop of Ypres, who held that the clergy should 

be less authoritative, that laymen should have more direct access to 

God, that the church should be reformed from within, through more 

mysticism, more rigorous ethics among the clergy, more education. The 
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Jesuit clergy brought Jansenism to Mazarin's attention, since some Jan-

senist leaders were in the Fronde, Mazarin had Augustinus examined by 

the Sorbonne, whose theologians condemned it in 16U9, followed by Papal 

condemnation in 1&53. Cyrano died two years before the most eloquent 

satire came out against the hypocrisy of the Jesuits, whom he hated as 

much as did Pascal. He never mentions Protestants or Jansenists di

rectly in his works, but he could not have been unaware of the wars and 

persecutions raging over these dissidents (see Lavisse 19H> 257-

and VII1, 33-90, 103-0^). 

Since all these religious controversies ultimately rest on the 

question of authority in religion, and how the truth can be known and 

how it was opposed by Catholic thinkers, the Protestant heresy gives the 

best example of the importance of religious controversies in the crisis 

of European thought of this century. The Protestant Reformation shook 

the foundations of thought all over Europe, for Luther denied the rule 

of faith officially approved by the Church, and presented a criterion of 

truth very different from the authority of the pope and councils. The 

criterion of certainty which Luther proposed is this: that which the 

conscience of an individual is led to believe while reading the Bible 

must be true. Thus, as early as 1520, Luther denied the established 

criterion and substituted another criterion: subjective conscience and 

the reason, according to which the other criterion (authority of church 

and councils) can be judged. Soon (1536 1'Institution de la Religion 

Chr£tienroe), Calvin in Prance, dogmatized in the same manner as Luther, 

preaching that the truth could be known with certainty by the elect, who 

are persuaded of the truth by an Inner Light while reading the 
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Scriptures. But soon Catholic theologians took up the fight to this 

subjective dogmatism, and the arm they chose was skepticism. Erasmus 

in 152U in a book on free will contended in effect that Luther claimed 

to have found absolute truth, but Erasmus asks how he could knew that it 

was true. Other readers of the Bible could offer other interpretations 

which seem to them even better than those of Luther. That would lead to 

confusion, anarchy, and a cynical reaction ending in atheism. Given the 

difficulty in knowing with certainty which of the interpretations is 

true, Erasmus admitted that he did not know how to distinguish with cer

tainty between truth and error. In doubt, he renounced the effort, in 

favor of the authority which has centuries of experience. When a man's 

reason is incapable of knowing truth, why not accept the authority of 

the church, divine revelation? This confidence in faith, as opposed to 

reason, called fideism, although officially condemned as heresy, was a 

principle arm of Catholic writers against Protestant rationalism. 

Soon, just as Erasmus had predicted, in his controversies with 

Luther over the fractioning of authority in religion, other theologians 

became equally convinced of the truth of opposite opinions and Calvin 

had Michael Servetus burned at Geneva for denying the doctrine of the 

Trinity. Another Protestant, Sebastian Castellio, came to the defense 

of Servetus and tried to prove that Calvin could not be absolutely cer

tain that a doctrine was correct and a contrary opinion false. Accord

ing to Castellio, no one is sure enough of the truth in questions of 

religion to Justify putting heretics to death (Popkin i960, p. 10, 

whose treatment of the Protestant Reform I follow). In his Be arte 

dub itandi, Castellio arrived at a moderated skepticism, claiming that 
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the reason, human intelligence, the judgment, common sense, are in fact 

capable of arriving at some knowledge of truth, "but he substituted rea

sonable probability for certainty. This is an important modification 

in skepticism, for the same step will be taken to arrive at modern 

scientific method (Popkin 19^0, p. 2). 

Thus skepticism was first used to combat Protestant heresy and 

the dogmatism of certain great Reformed theologians. But later skepti

cism would be used against the authoritarian philosophy of Aristotle, 

against the authority of scholastic teaching, against the Sorbonne, and 

eventually against science itself. 

The effects of religious controversy on certainty in thinking 

were threefold: first, a vigorous expression of liberty, individualism, 

application of the individual reason, conscience, emotion or intuition 

to problems of religion; second, a new assertion of authority, even the 

authority to persecute in order to force conformity; and third, a two

fold skeptical reaction which cast doubt upon the power of reason to 

know metaphysical truth. On the one hand (on the part of Catholic apo

logists who criticized the Protestant rationalism, proud and self-suffi

cient in its exaltation of the human mind's or the individual human 

heart's assurance that it had arrived at religious truth), this skepti

cism became fideism, necessitating the acceptance of revelation, of the 

authority of the Church in order to know truth. But, on the other hand, 

there was a different skeptical reaction to the religious controversy; 

some said that if equally assured theologians could arrive at opposite 

opinions on religious questions, they both should be suspect, since it 
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was highly probable that neither was correct, that the mind was inca

pable of proving questions of metaphysical dogma. 

Second among the major movements which brought a rupture with 

the past, revolutionary changes in life and thinking in Europe, and also 

contributed to bringing about the skeptical crisis by destroying confi

dence in previously accepted criteria of truth, was the discovery of the 

New World and world exploration. The Portuguese had explored the Afri

can coasts since 1^50 and had rounded Africa to reach India before 1500, 

sending Magellan around the world by 1520, and turning their attention 

then to the islands of the Atlantic and Brazil. Meanwhile, the Spanish 

were conquering the West Indes, Florida, Mexico, California, and Peru, 

seizing the gold and destroying the civilization of the Aztecs and 

Incas. By 153^» the French also, under Jacques Cartier, were exploring 

Canada and Newfoundland, taking American natives back with them to Paris. 

Around 1550, the French are also on the South American coast, taking 

back with them to France the "Cannibales" Montaigne wrote of in one of 

his essays. At the beginning of the seventeenth century the English and 

Dutch founded colonies on the North American ooast, and France founded a 

colony in Quebec, which Cyrano was to visit in his fictional tale (I, 

9-19)* During 1635* Cyrano^ sixteenth year, Jean Nicolet was exploring 

Lake Michigan and Hichelieu was having a colony founded at Dakar in 

West Africa. 

What were the effects on Europe of all this exploration in the 

Indes, in Africa, in America? I will mention here only two effects, one 

economic and social, the other philosophical and moral. Much silver and 

gold was imported, commerce flourished, and consequently, the bourgeois 
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class boomed, a new vigorous class, productive, desirous of social 

changes in their favor, in particular, of more education and more influ

ence in the government; and a second effect was the publishing of nume

rous travel accounts, written by explorers and missionaries, including, 

among adventures, landscapes and tales of storms at sea, very interest

ing and detailed descriptions of primitive civilizations. Geoffroy At

kinson, in hiB three-volume study of real and imaginary travel accounts, 

lists twenty-five such studies appearing in France from 1600 to 16U3, 

when Cyrano wrote his Autre Monde. We know that Cyrano was aware of 

such travel accounts, for he mentions that the voyages of Columbus and 

Magellan were one way to learn much about the mores and folkways of 

peoples (I, llU), and he himself recounts the strange dress and language 

of the savages his traveller encounters in Canada (I, 10). 

One result of these travel accounts was a confrontation of tradi

tional European ethics, morals and manners by bizarre customs: tribes 

which lived nude, others who lived without kings or priests and evi

dently got along very well without them; others still who lived in ideal 

communism, holding all property, including wives, in common, so that no 

one ever suffered ffcom want or injustice* Soon critics of European 

mores could find in these depictions of the happy savage numerous ex

amples for their criticisms or their satire of Europe. For example, 

Canadian natives had "ny loix ny police ••• chacun fait comme 11 1*en-

tend" (Le Jeune 163U, p. 76) 9 while the Topinanibours of Brazil had "ny 

foy ny aucune umbre de religion" (Abbeville l6lU, p. 323). 

Several of the travel accounts cite customs which are strangely 

like customs Cyrano will find on the moon and sun: the Hurons of Canada 
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"n'ont point de chefs partlculiers qui coramandent absolument ..." (Cham-

plain 1620, p. 10lf), while in China "... celui qui gouvernoit trop mal 

le Royaume a est£ despouill£ de sa puissance par le peuple impatient du 

ioug, qui mettoit en sa place celuy qui estoit plus g£n£reux, vertueux, 

et alm£ du peuple" (Trigault 1616, p. 67, cf. Cyrano de Bergerac, I, 
i 

55), and Jean Laet reported the Aztecs great respect for youth in their i 
i 

election of their kings (Laet 16H0, p. 19, cf. Cyrano de Bergerac, I, 

6l, 62). In some accounts, the economic and social equality of the 

savage peoples was used as a criticism of the injustice of European 

values and practice: "lis ont cette charity mutuelle, laquelle a est£ 

ravie d'entre nous depuis que Mien et Tien ont pris naissance" (Lescar- j 

j 

bot 1609, p. 560). "II n'y a point de pauvres, ny de mandlans entre 

eux. Tous sont riches, en tant que tous trauaillent et viuent. Mais 

entre nous il va bien autrement. Car 11 y en a plus de la molti£ qui | 

vlt du labeur d'autrui, ne fals aucun metier qui soit n£cessaire a la j 
i 

vie humalne. ..." (Lescarbot l6l0, p. 33). Toupinambours visiting 

1 
France and seeing the great difference between beggars and courtisans 

covered with gold and jewels, "dirent avec estonnement que ces honmes 

pauures se deuoient ruer sur ces bien vestus, et prendre par force une 

portion de leurs biens: qu'en leur pays 1'esgalitS des biens neces-

saires a la vie, ne souffroit pas que plusieurs hammes abusassent alnsi 

des richesses pour laisser patlr les autres a la mercy de la faim et de 

la solf" (Baudier 1625, p. 122, cf. Montaigne ed. I95S, pp. 252-53). 

There was nothing shocking in polygamy; one saw "plusieurs femmes avec 

tin seul mary, vivre avec tant dfamiti£ pa ray leur paganisme, jamais 
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vous n'entendez de bruit dans leurs mesnages, ... C'est une belle le£on 

a plusieurs families Catholiques" (Abbeville l6lU, p. 2S0). 

In other social relations the savages lived in more peace and 

harmony than Europeans: Biard among Canadian savages saw only "... un 

grand respect, et amour entre eux. Ce qui nous donnoit un grfid creue-

coeur lors que nous tournions les yeux sur nostre misere. Car de voir 

une assembl£e de Francis sans reproches, mespris, ennuies, et noises de 

l'un a l'autre, c'est autant difficile que de voir la mer sans ondes" 

(Biard l6l6,  p. 57).  

Real travel accounts were supplemented by fantastic voyages 

(travels to imaginary countries), of which Brun names eighteen familiar 

to Europeans before Cyrano's Autre Monde (the most notable being Thomas 

More's Utopia [l5l9], Bacon's New Atlantis £1627]» and Campanella's City 

of the Sun £paris 6d. 16373)» and eventually by fictional travel ac

counts to real countries to which Lanson gave the name "voyages extra-

ordinaires," and of which Atkinson mentions the first in l6U9. Thus, 

real travel accounts, principally by missionaries, and Imaginary voyages 

to fantastic lands and worlds, were two vehicles of transporting into 

European thought much information about variant ways of behavior, and 

two great effects of these accounts were those pointed out by Montaigne 

in his nDes Cannibales": awareness of cultural relativism, cracking 

through the ethnocentric shell, ("Chacun appelle barbarie ce qui n'est 

pas de son usage. ... Nous avons aultre mire de la v£rlt€ et de la rai-

son que I'exemple et idde des opinions et usances du pals ou nous 

sources" Montaigne 1959, p. 2k)f and, for some, a confidence in know

ledge, learning through experience, by observation of real events and 
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actions in those exotic lands: "Ce que nous voyons par experience en 

ces nations-la surpasse ... toutes les peinctures dequoy 1a poSsie a em-

belly l'age dord ... [Licurgus et Platon] n'ont peu imaginer une nayfve-

si pure et simple, comme nous la voyons par experience. .(Mon

taigne 1953, p. 2U4). Atkinson claims that this cultural relativism and 

this confidence in experience were important influences in developing 

"la m£thode exp£rimeirtale, ... le rationalisme du XVIIIe siecle ,dans 

le sens de science fondle sur l*expdrience ..." (Atkinson 192k, p. 11). 

If any statement can he said of Cyrano which would gain univer

sal assent it is that he was enthusiastic for science. And he lived in 

a period of tremendous advances in scientific thinking and research, op

timistic confidence on the part of the "new" scientists, and opposition 

from partisans of the old Aristotelian-Ptolemaic science. 

Two scientists who died before Cyrano was born were influential 

in the century following them: the Pole Nicolas Copernicus (1^73-15^5), 

who had upset centuries-old Ptolemaic geo-centric astronomy with his 

theory of a helio-centric system; and the Englishiuan William Gilbert 

(I5UU-I603), who did many experiments with magnets and was the first to 

realize that the earth is a magnet. Galileo built, in 1609, the first 

telescope, with which he discovered other worlds existing beyond those 

men had seen with their eyes. Soon Anton Van Leeuwerihoek (1632-1723) 

and others were constructing microscopes using lenses to observe bac

teria and blood corpuscles, bodies imperceptible to the unaided senses. 

Francis Bacon published in England his Essays (1615) and his Novum 

Organum (1620) setting forth his theory of scientific investigation, 

another Englishman William Harvey put the theory into practice Tnw>-tpg 
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anatomical observations and experiments, discovering the circulation of 

the blood in l6l6 (published in 1623). Meanwhile, Galileo continued 

his astronomical observations tending to prove the heliocentric system 

proposed by Copernicus. Galileo, in 16^2, at age 70, published all his 

evidence for the double movement of the planets on their own axes and 

around the sun, just as proposed by Copernicus, but the Inquisition 

forced him to abjure on his knees the falsity of his heresy. At this 

same time, in Germany, at the court of the Holy Roman Empire, Johannes 

Kepler announced his famous laws, in total harmony with the theories of 

Copernicus and the discoveries of Galileo, on the elliptical orbits of 

the planets, laws which permitted Newton, half a century later, to work 

out his famous principle of universal attraction. Kepler corresponded 

with Galileo (through the encouragement of the Minim Friar, Marin Mer-

senne), Eli Diodati put Galileo into contact with Gassendi, who repeated 

several of his experiments on motion and weight (Rochot 19^, p. 27), 

It is to a disciple of Galileo, Torricelli, that we owe the magnificent 

experiment with a thirty-three foot glass tube filled with water, in

verted in a well, and with another thirty inch tube filled with mercury, 

inverted in a bowl of mercury, to measure the weight of air, thus in

venting in 16k$ the barometer, discovering the effects of air pressure, 

and proving the existence of vacuum. It was Pascal who repeated soon 

after, at Rouen and Paris in 16U6-47, Torricelli's experiment, with 

tubes filled with water and wine, and who then had the same experiment 

repeated in 1649 on the summit of the Puy de D8me at an altitude of 1000 

meters, proving thereby that atmospheric pressure diminishes with the 

altitude. Still during Cyrano's lifetime, Otto Guericke (1602-1686) 
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Invented the vacuum pump and demonstrated his famous iron hemispheres 

for the Emperor at Magdeburg (165U), proving the extreme force of at

mospheric pressure. Meanwhile, in France, Descartes, in communication 

with all these other researchers in natural science, was experimenting 

with optical lenses and publishing his findings (Descartes 1637, ed. 

1966, pp. 96-199) • We know that Cyrano was familiar with Descartes1 

R'incipia Fhilosophiae, since he mentions having a copy of it in the 

opening scenes of his sun volume (i, 109), and it is reasonable to sup

pose that he knew also Descartes' Discours de la M^thode Pour blen con-

duire sa raison dans la recherche de la v£rit£ dans les sciences, pub

lished in 1637, in which Descartes expressed his confidence that given 

the leisure to work out his experiments, and enough funds to pay assis

tants, he could within his lifetime answer all the remaining questions 

of science (Descartes 1637, ed. 19̂ 6* p. 93). 

This scientific research and discovery brought great optimism to 

some, but at the same time put in doubt many principles and dogmas which 

had been accepted for centuries, threatening the established criteria of 

truth by daring to challenge the old science and scholastic authority, 

thereby contributing to a relativism which led to the skeptical crisis. 

Moreover, a fourth major current of activity and thought was 

also to cast doubt on the optimist claims of scientists like Descartes. 

This was the introduction into French thought of a variety of options in 

philosophy by the resurrection of ancient systems and the importation of 

modern thought from abroad. Italian Naturalism, a kind of pantheistic 

materialism, was brought back from Padua by students like Etienne Dolet 

(burned in 15U6 for his daring and aggressive opinions), while ancient 
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stoicism, skepticism, and Epicureanism were revived in the writings of 

Guillaume du Vair, Montaigne, Charron, Gassendi and others. Then Des

cartes offered a wholly new subjective approach, hoping to establish 

certainty in science. This rich variety of philosophical options re

presents the attempt of humanists to render some reason to life in their 

age of turbulence, discovery, war, and reform. And to some they doubt

less brought assurance and security. But this diversity of alternatives 

now open before a student of philosophy and science also had the effect 

of Increasing the bewilderment of others, already confused by the diver

sity and contradictions of dogmatic systems. Thus they contributed to 

knowledge and assurance, but in another sense contributed also to the 

destruction of confidence, leading to a crisis in knowledge. 

Moreover, one of the ancient systems in particular, among those 

revived in modern France, was aimed precisely at destroying dogmatic 

claims to certainty by all systems. This was skepticism. The skepti

cism of fyrrhon, Arcesilaus, Carneades, Aenesideraus, and especially Sex-

tus Empiricus, introduced into French thinking by Henri Estienne and 

Montaigne, furnished devastating objections to all dogmatisms, with such 

force that all European thought was forced to meet the crisis, so that 

Bayle considered Sextus the father of modern philosophy (Bayle, Diction-

naire Hlstorlque et Critique, art. Ityrrhon, rem. B.). Rarely has the 

publication of one work had such a strong, far-reaching and long-lasting 

effect as that of Outlines of Pyrrhonism by Sextus Empiricus, published 

in a Latin translation by Henri Estienne in 15^2, principally because of 

its influence on Montaigne. Not that skepticism had been totally un

known in France previously, as Richard Fopkin has shown in his History 
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of Skepticism from Erasmus to Descartes. (The titles of several skepti

cal works from the decades preceding Montaigne give some idea of the 

trend of skeptical thought up to his time: The Praise of Folly (before 

152U)? "by Erasmus, De arte dubitande (155*0» by Sebastian Castellio, 

Examen Vanltatis Doctrinae Gentium (1520), by Gian Francesco Pico della 

Mirandola, De incertitude et vanitate scientarium (1526), by Cornelius 

Agrippa von Nettesheim, Les Dialogues de Guy de Brugs contre les Nou-

veaux Acad&nlciens (1557)> and Quod nihil scitur (157^), by Francisco 

Sanchese) 

Four exponents of skepticism whose writings pervaded the intel

lectual milieu of Cyrano's time are Montaigne, Charron, La Mothe le 

Vayer, and Gassendi. 

No work in French was more completely skeptical, making full use 

of the arguments from Sextus Empiricus, nor had greater effect on the 

thinking of free-thinking intellectuals than Montaigne*s longest essay, 

"Apologle de Raixaond Sebond." In it Montaigne undertook to prove that 

no one can attain certainty in knowledge of ultimate truth by means of 

the reason. He had just completed reading Sextus Empiricus' Outlines of 

Ifrrrhonism, had engraved skeptical mottoes on the rafters of his study, 

and his essays contain, for the first time in French language, a tho

rough but succinct summary of most of the skeptical arguments used by 

the ancients • A very brief outline of these arguments follows: 

1. Man is haughty and vain, believing himself to be the center 

of a universe created for him, while he is in reality the smallest and 

weakest of all creatures; animals are equal or superior to man in many 

regards* The wisdom and skill of bees, birds, and spiders make a 
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striking contrast with the stupidity and obtuseness of men (Montaigne 

ed. 1922, pp. 159, l6o, 189, 21*0. 

2. Better than such proud, self-sufficient and vain presump

tuous pretense at knowledge, would "be a confession of ignorance, such as 

that reconmiended by the Bible for receiving faith, or such as that seen 

in certain tribes of Brazil, who live very simply, without books, laws, 

king or religion ( Montaigne ed. 1922, pp. 2lS, 230). 

3. It is vain to seek certainty in human science (philosophy), 

for the wisest men have discovered nothing certain, only contradiction, 

confusion, and a feeling of ignorance, because the more they think, the 

more they realize that our minds are weak and limited, our life short 

(Montaigne ed. 1922, pp. 279, 325-27). 

4* All our knowledge comes to us through our senses. But how 

do we know that our senses give us a "true" picture of reality, more 

than those of an animal or another man, which give them a different pic

ture? How do we know we have all the senses necessary for knowing all 

the qualities in nature? "Nous avons form£ une v£ritd par 1A consulta

tion en concurrence de nos cinq sens; mais & l'aventure falloit-il 

1'accord de huict ou de dix sens et leur contribution pour l'appercevolr 

certainement et en son essence" (Montaigne ed. 1922, p. 353). 

5- Even the senses we have are not reliable; perception is al

tered by our health, by sleepiness, emotions, alcohol, drugs, age; 

everything we think we learn is relative to the circumstances of the 

perceiver; and how do we know which clrconstances are "true," "normal"? 

alius we live in continuous uncertainty, to the point that our life re

sembles a constant dream (Montaigne ed. 1922, pp. 353-66). 
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6. To those who say that the reason can distinguish which sense 

impressions are reliable, he answers that since the reason is based on 

sense perceptions, it is no more reliable than they are. The whole sys

tem is a house of cards that falls down because both senses and reason 

are unreliable. The weakness of the reason keeps us from being able to 

distinguish even the appearance of truth, for how can we tell which por

trait resembles Socrates if we have never seen Socrates (Montaigne ed. 

1922, pp. 237, 238, 291, 292, 31^-16, 367). 

7» There is no such thing as objective judgment. If Europe and 

the ancient world did not offer enough examples of the relativity of all 

our judgments, recent discoveries in the New World shake our confidence 

in the laws of human conduct, enough to convince us that what we consi

der true and good depends on the time and the place, for we become ac

customed to the most bizarre social usages, which we accept as normal, 

but when we meet a new custom, it seems to us bizarre, abnormal, and 

erroneous, for the milieu and habit determine our beliefs, our conduct, 

our ideas, our standards of truth and goodness* Conduct accepted as 

virtuous in one country is a crime on the other side of the river, truth 

on one side of the mountain is a lie on the other. Thus we arrive at 

complete moral and cultural relativism (Montaigne ed. 1922, pp. 329-^9)• 

8. One of the skeptics' most irresistible arguments which makes 

us think of the rule of faith raised by Luther, is the problem of the 

criterion, of how to measure or judge the measure that we use to judge 

other things • 

Pour juger des apparences que nous recevons des subjects, 11 
nous faudroit un instrument judicatoire: pour verifier cet in
strument il nous y faut de la demonstration; pour verifier la 
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demonstration, un instrument: nous voilA au rouet. Puis que 
les sens ne peuvent arrester nostre dispute, estans pleins eux-
mesmes d*incertitude, il faut que ce soit la raison; aucune 
ralson ne s'establira sans une autre raison: nous voyla a re-
culons jusques a Vinfiry (Montaigne ed. 1922, pp. 566-67), 

9, Those who set out to find the truth come to one of three 

conclusions: (l) Truth can he found, and I have found it, the decision 

of dogmatists; (2) Truth cannot be found, so I give up the search, the 

decisions of Academic skeptics, or negative dogmatists; or (5) Truth may 

perhaps be found, or may not; I am still searching, open-minded, sus

pending judgment on all questions; this is the suspension of judgment 

recommended by Purrhonist skeptics. The best attitude for truly wise 

people is: "Je n'establis rien: 11 n'est plus ainsl qu'ainsi. Les 

apparences sont esgales partout" (Montaigne ed. 1922, pp. 256-59). The 

language of assertion serves us poorly for expressing the truly skepti

cal suspension of judgment. The interrogative form is the best for 

this, not that I know nothing, for I cannot even be sure of that, but 

rather "Que sfai-je?" (Montaigne ed. 1922, pp. 266-67). 

10. And yet, one cannot rest in such a state of indecision, 

doubt, and uncertainty, far in order to live one must act. Therefore, 

the wise man will Uve according to nature and according to the tradi

tions, laws, and customs of the place where he lives, and especially, 

according to the religion of his country. The true skeptic is conserva

tive and fideistlc, far man cannot be sure enough that he knows enough 

in order to change these customs. Whatever he changed to would probably 

be worse than what has been* So the true skeptic is conservative and 

fideistlc (Montaigne ed. 1953, pp. U87-S9, 560, 627-23, 6Ul). 
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Professor Brush estimates that Montaigne went through his "skep

tical •crisis"1 about 1576, from reading Sextus Empiricus, a crisis 

"which resulted in the renunciation of all dogmatism, whether metaphysi

cal or moral," that liberated him from "doctrinal constraints" so that 

"he "began to see man as a creature incapable of attaining any certain 

knowledge or any ethical edification through the efforts of reason" 

(Brush 1966, p. 56, See also Pintard 19^3* I» ^5). 

Popkin judges that by drawing together strains of skeptical ten

dencies of the counter-Reformation fide1sts, by going beyond the cynical 

anti-intellectual complaints of previous humanists, and by giving them 

the powerful weapons of Sextus1 arguments, Montaigne brought about a 

"total crise pyrhonienne," 

Montaigne *s genial Apologie became the coup de grfice to an en
tire intellectual world. It was also to be the womb of modern 
thought, in that it led to the attempt either to refute the new 
Pyrrhonism or to find a way of living with it. Thus, through
out the 17th and 13th centuries, Montaigne was seen ... as 
the founder of an important intellectual movement that continued 
to plague philosophers in their quest for certainty (Popkin 
i960, p. 55). 

Although Cyrano does not mention Montaigne, we do know, from 

comparing the ideas they treated and from studying the history of the 

libertine milieu, that Cyrano was aware of the skeptical crisis Mon

taigne had brought on. 

Ferrens states that seventeenth century libertines, in whose 

company Cyrano was nurtured and formed as a writer, agreed on several 

things: disbelief of religious doctrines, a reverence for nature and 

natural laws, confidence In Epicureanism, and admiration for Montaigne's 

essays, "devenus le brdviaire des honnStes gens" (Ferrens 1896, p. 101). 
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However, La Sagesse (1601), by Pierre Charron, Montaigne*s favo

rite disciple, became Just as influential in the libertine milieu (Ga-

rasse 1623, p. 1015; Popkin i960, p. 57)* This philosophical treatise 

was mainly stoical (see Strowski 1907» l63-20k) with scane Epicurea

nism, and of course fideism, but also contained eloquent and appealing 

skeptical arguments. 

To give a solid basis to his skepticism, Charron presented in 

brilliantly organized form all the persuasive arguments from the ancient 

Greeks which.he found in Montaigne*s Apologie3 and which effectively 

proved that certainty is impossible: (We do not have all the senses 

needed for knowledge; since differing conditions within us and between 

us and the objects change our perceptions, sensory illusions give us 

warped unreliable data, and we have no way of knowing which sensations 

are authentic, and which are not. Our reason is unreliable, since it 

has only unreliable sense data to work with. Thus, reasonable men dis

agree on almost everything, and there is no criterion of truth or stan

dard to judge falsehood, and our opinions are formed more by our envi

ronment or our emotions than by reason.) 

An example of such an opinion formed by wishful thinking and not 

by reason, is belief in the immortality of the soul, a useful doctrine, 

widely believed and perhaps plausible, but "la plus faiblement prouv£e 

... aucunement £tablie par raisons et moyens humains" (Perrens IS96, p. 

57» Pintard 19^3» I, 67). Belief in immortality with the possibility of 

rewards or punishment after death was for Charron an unwarranted and an 

unworthy motive for morality. He taught on the contrary a thoroughly 

secular, humanistic morality, "toute lalque, dtrangere au dogme, et 
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d'avance dress£ contre lui" (Pintard 19^3» 6l). Charron had seen 

the "bigotry, hypocrisy, treachery, and cruelties of so-called "Chris

tians" in the wars of religion and had retained from that experience an 

"horreur pour le fanatisme religieux" (Pintard 19^3» 60). In his 

book on wisdom, as he teaches his stoical-Epicurean secular morality, he 

includes admonitions to suspend judgment, avoid haste, examine and ba

lance all opinions, for the best way to avoid having erroneous opinions 

is to have no opinions. The wise man will not believe quickly but will 

keep a critical spirit, an open mind. 

Rien ne lui 6chappera qu'il ne mette ... en la balance. ... Le 
sage ne s*asservit a rien, pas mtme a ses propres conclusions 
et jugements. Pour demeurer universel et ouvert a tout, il doit 
en tout examiner, peser, balancer les raisons et conbre-raisons 
de toutes parts, le poids et le m^rite d'icelle, et ainsi ques-
ter la v£rit£ sans s'obliger ou s'engager a opinion aucune, 
sans rdsoudre ou determiner, ny se coiffer ou ̂ pouser aucune 
chose (Charron 1601, dd. 1646, I, il). 

La Sagesse, appearing in 1601, was most influential in giving 

focus and force to the thought of skeptics and libertines at the open

ing of the century. "... elle allait rallier d'innonibrable lecteurs" 

(Pintard 19U3, I, 6l). Both Ferrens (lS$6, p. 55) and Popkin (i960, 

p. 57) judge that for the entire half-century Charron^ influence was 

equal with Montaigne's in furthering the breakdown of tradition, while 

Strowski states that between 1615 and 1635 "La Sagesse fut le livre des 

libertins. ... Son influence ... a £t£ decisive" (Strowski 1907, I, 165). 

Father Garasse in 1623 wrote his Doctrine Curieuse des beaux esprlts de 

ce temps, ou prdtendus tels, against the young libertine nobles who 

swore only by Charron, treating his Traits de Sagesse as a spiritual 

book (Garasse 1623, p. 1015). Guy Batin, in 1655, still reflected this 
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reverence for Charron "homne divln, grand hcmme, qui dit vrai part out, 

et dont le beau livre, le livre divln, vaut mieux que perles et diamans" 

(quoted by Perrens IS96, p. 55).  

While Charron had expressly excepted Catholic Christianity from 

his refusal to make decisions, stated his own dogmas in another book 

(Les Trois V6rit6s), and made numerous appeals to fideism, his libertine 

followers just ignored his dogmas, his fideism, and Included religion in 

the areas in which one must not decide, but maintain free thinking 

(Strowskl 1907, I, 193, 199, and Bredvold 195^, p. 35). 

Consequently, "... le Traits de la Sagesse fit sa troude: l'd-

cole sceptique et libertine 1'^ tab lit solidement. La philosophie chrd-

tienne, celle du moyen fige, bat en retraite devant la palenne, devant le 

pyrrhonisme des anciens" (Perrens 1896, p. 58).  

If Montaigne and Charron, these two skeptical writers of pre

vious generations, had a strong influence on the libertine milieu which 

Cyrano encountered as he grew up, learned to think and write, two other 

writers, La Mothe le Vayer and Pierre Gassendi, whom he may have con

tacted personally, were also known as leading skeptical thinkers. La 

Mothe le Vayer, father of one of Cyrano's friends, prot£g£ of Bichelieu 

and of Mazarin, member of the Acad6nle francalse, preceptor to the Due 

d'Anjou and to Louis XIV, was nonetheless the most renowned skeptic of 

the times, known as "le sceptique chr£tien«" He had learned from his 

intimate friend Mile de Gournay, a special reverence for Montaigne and 

for Sextus Empiricus, whom he baptized "le divln Sexte." 

He was an omnivorous scholar of human thought and behavior, 

whose works, Dialogues d'Oraalus Tuber0 (1630), (including De la 
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Philosophic sceptique. De 1'Ignorance louable« and De la Diversity des 

religions), De la Vertu des Fafrlena (lf&2), Du Feu de certitude qu'il y 

a dans l'hlstoire (l669), and Soliloques sceptiques (1670), vast compen

dia of erudition, led him to a dismal conclusion: "Le d£sir de trop sa-

voir, au lieu de nous rendre plus £clairez, nous jettera dans des t£-

nebres d'une profonde ignorance" (La Mothe le Vayer 1669, XV, S3). La 

Mothe learned his extreme skeptical, fide ism and his pessimism over the 

vanity of the sciences, from reading Montaigne and Charron, but also 

drew his conclusions from their ancient sources and, according to Pin-

tar d, from reading travel accounts: "Surtout il s'avisait que male 

part il ne trouverait vine mine plus riche de documents sur les contra

dictions de 1'intelligence humaine que dans les descriptions des 'pays 

estranges* et les relations de voyages. II les lisait done avec passion" 

(Pintard 19U3, I, 139). 

La Mothe's gaze ranges over the world from China to Peru and 
through the centuries from ancient Egypt to modern Italy: what 
is right? what is wrong? what is true? what is false? No 
one knows and no one will ever know. ... The search for truth 
is vain and the wise man severely limits his pursuit of it. . . • 
(Spink i960, p. 19). 

Five themes recur constantly in La Mothe*s writings: the unre

liability of the senses and reason, our only means to human knowledge, 

the tremendous variety in ethical behavior among peoples of this world, 

the diversity and contradictions in philosophical and religious systems, 

the overwhelming proof from these three facts of the need to renounce 

the pretension of ever attaining true science (certain knowledge through 

the weakness of human faculties), and the consequent necessity of humbly 

receiving Christian religious faith, the only true certainty. "La 
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sceptique se peut nommer une parfaite Introduction au christianisme, une 

preparation £vang£lique. Elle n*a plus de doutes ou 11 est question de 

religion. Toutes ses defiances meurent au pled des autels" (from La 

Mothe le Vayer 1671, p. 3^5) • Can this "be the La Mothe le Vayer whom 

Cyrano praises in his moon novel as a man enlightened by a special in

spiration, and who lives his philosophy (I, 35)? 

For while practically all scholars have considered La Mothe le 

Vayer skeptical about the possibility of knowledge in the sciences and 

at the same time a sincere proponent of Christian Pyrrhonian fideism, at 

least one eminent scholar, Antoine Adam, considers him just the opposite, 

a confident empiricist in science, and em atheist in religion: 

La Mothe le Vayer, • •• n'dtait pas simplement sceptique. II 
£tait ath€e. ... Nous devons bien voir que de tout son poids 
11 pousse au refus de croire. Cette critique de toutes les 
croyances religleuses et de toutes les theses spiritualistes 
n'aboutissait pas, comme l'auteur aurait voulu nous le faire 
admettre, & une "heureuse suspension d"esprit." Elle aboutis-
sait a 1T impossibility de toute foi, et La Mothe le Vayer le 
savait bien. ... La Mothe le Vayer travallle a llbdrer l1esprit 
de toutes le m^taphysiques, a ramener la science a 1* observa
tion exacte des faits, a ce que ses amis appellent "l*experi
ence organis£e.H Le9on d'une port^e infinie (Adam 196k, pp. 
122, 123). 

And it is significant that Adam states categorically in another place 

that Cyrano was "le disciple de La Mothe le Vs-yer certainement" (Adam 

1952, II, 120). 

Ferrens credits La Mothe with teaching the mid-century liber

tines the first half of their doctrine, i.e. skepticism; while he attri

butes the other half to Cyrano*s principal mentor, Pierre Gassendi 

(Ferrens 1896, p. 132). 
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Pierre Gas send!, the philosopher whom Bayle credited with intro

ducing skepticism into French thought (Bayle 1730, Art. Pyrrhon, rem. 

B) was better known as the great apostle of Epicurus in the seventeenth 

century, but he did have a period in his youth when he used skepticism 

as his primary weapon against Aristotelian dogmatism (see Rochot 19^> 

pp. 2-25; popkin i960, pp. 103-09; Spink 19&Q, pp. 89, 90; Gillot 191^, 

pp. 273-90; Pintard 19^3» I> 152-56; and Brush 1966, pp. l6lf, 165), and 

indeed, it is likely that he retained all his life a strong skeptical 

tendency, deep in his native temperament. 

The well-known Epicurean dilettante expatriate Charles .de 

Saint-Evremond related in his Jugement sur les sciences ou peut sfappll-

quer un honngte homme a conversation he had with Gassendi which reveals 

an insight into the temperament of that famous professor of mathematics 

of the faculty of Aix and of the College Roya], who was widely consi

dered the foremost philosopher of his day, admired and esteemed equally 

with Descartes, if not more so. The young St. Evremond, a slightly 

older contemporary of Cyrano, facing, as Cyrano faced, the confusion of 

doctrines in the intellectual milieu of the times clamoring for his at

tention and loyalty, because he considered Gassendi "le plus £clair£ des 

philosophes et le moins pr^somptueux," sought his advice on what intel

lectual pursuits were worthy of an educated person's attention and devo

tion. During their conversation Gassendi expressed a very skeptical 

attitude: 

II se plaignit que la nature eut donn£ tant dMtendu a la curi
osity et des bornes si dtroites a la connaissance; qufil ne le 
disait point pour mortifier la pr^somption des autres ou par 
une fausse humility de soi-m§me, qui sent tout a fait l'hypo-
crite; que peut-§tre il n'ignorait pas ce que 1*on pouvait 
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penser BUT beaucoup de choses, mais de bien connattre les 
moindres, qu'il n'osait e'en assurer (Saint Evremond 1662, I, 59)• 

In his first published work, Exercitationes Paradoxleae adversus Arlsto-

teleos (l62lf), Gassendl coiribatted the arrogance of dogmatic proponents 

of the official Aristotelian scholastic philosophy. In the Preface he 

explained his purpose: 

Jfal cru qu'il me fallait, autarxb que possible ^mousser la 
pointe de cette excessive cr£dulit£, en essayant du m§me coup 
s'il ne convient pas de rabattre un peu les arrogantes preten
tions des aritot^liciens. C'est merveille, en effet, de voir 
comme ils ddclament avec hauteur et font fierement £talage de 
leurs dogmesl lis vantent si bien la vdrit£ qu'ils contiennent 
que tout ce qu'on y peut opposer est en contradiction, s'3crient-
ils, avec la v£ritd mtmel ... (Gassendl 162U, Preface of Exer
citationes Paradoxicae, p. 100 of Tome III of Opera quoted in 
Rochot 194^, p. ti, n. )• 

In order to prove the dogmatism of the Aristotelians unwarranted, Gas

sendl mounted a fyrrhonist attack on all dogmatic systems that claim to 

have true knowledge of the nature of things* Using tightly voven argu

ments from the Greek skeptics, he showed that the syllogism proves 

nothing, since the conclusion is either part of the evidence for the 

premises, or one cannot be sure the premises are true, due to all the 

limitations of the senses and reason which skeptics had so painfully and 

convincingly called to dogmatists' attention. Gassendl arrived at the 

devastating conclusion that "nihil sciri.1* Science, in the Aristotelian 

sense of necessary and certain knowledge of the nature of things Is 

Impossible; all that men can hope for is acquaintance -with appearances 

(see Popkin i960, pp. 103-08). 

If I have stressed the skepticism of La Mothe le Vayer and of 

Gassendl, It is because they were in direct contact with the group of 

young eager learners of which Cyrano was a member: and he names both of 
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them in his writings, admiring them as philosophers. There is a great 

deal more to he said of Gassendi; it is probably from him that Cyrano 

learned the most. Here I have merely exposed the great teacher's skep

tical side, as an illustration of a strong skeptical influence encoun

tered by Cyrano. There will be further occasion to return to Gassendi, 

when treating the viable doctrines in Cyrano's milieu and also when con

sidering other attempts, before Cyrano's, to reconcile skepticism and 

doctrine, to resolve the skeptical crisis. 

Before leaving the subject of skepticism in the seventeenth cen

tury milieu to turn to a consideration of the viable doctrines alive and 

available to the young man Cyrano, as systems of thought, it is fitting 

at this point to summarize by giving definitions of kinds of skepticism 

recognizable in Cyrano's milieu, so that we will better understand what 

is meant when the word is used to describe a person, an argument, an 

idea, a point of view, an attitude, or a temperament. I offer two defi

nitions, describing ways the word skeptical is often used, and then a 

general definition of the typical skeptical temperament or mind. The 

two philosophical definitions go back to Sextus Empiricus' definition 

mentioned briefly above, on p. 5^, Academic skepticism and Pyrrhonism. 

Both Academic skeptics and fyrrhonists doubt the validity and the relia

bility of sense perception and reason, due to the reasons expressed in 

the elaborate arguments of Arcesilaus, Carneades, Aenesidemua, Agrippa 

and Sextus Empiricus which have been mentioned cursorily in this study 

in connection with Montaigne, Charron, La Mothe le Vayer and Gassendi. 

Thus they both doubt the certainty of any and all knowledge the human 

mind is capable of attaining. They both also call attention to the 
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dards of behavior, and on the bewildering variety of philosophical, po

litical, and religious dogmas and doctrines, each purporting to be "the 

truth," as further evidence for doubting that so-called knowledge be 

really true. So far, Academic skepticism and Ityrrhonism are the same, 

but they differ in their conclusions: the Academics conclude that their 

arguments prove that the truth cannot be known, in the sense that no 

statement can be made about the real essence of any object which cannot 

possibly be false. Science, in the Aristotelian sense of certain and 

necessary knowledge about things in themselves, in their essences and 

their causes, is impossible. 

The fyrrhonist skeptics, on the other hand, say that even this 

assertion is too dogmatic. They are more hesitant, more modest in their 

doubt. It appears that no one has found the truth yet; we do not know 

if it can be found, for we would not recognize it if we found it. Thus, 

the best is not to decide on any question, so that all ends in doubt, 

and suspension of judgment. 

A fitting illustration of the contrast between the Pyrrhonist 

and the Academic skeptical attitudes, is seen in the changes Charron made 

in Montaigne's thought: 

Charron ouvre 1A porte au dogmatisme par l'exag£ration de la 
doctrine sceptique. "Que s<jai-je" devient "Je ne S5ai," nega
tion qui implique affirmation. Avec qui doute on ne fonde pas 
une secte. Avec qui nie se fonde la secte de ceux que 1'on 
commence a nommer "esprits forts," esprits en travail, avides 
de negations tranchantes plus que d*affirmations hardies (Per-
rens IS96, p. 56). 

A variation on the Pyrrhonist skeptic attitude is that which 

says: I have not yet found the truth but am still, searching (as though 
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believing that it is possible to find the truth)# This is how Rochot 

sees Gassendi*s skepticism; commenting on Gassendi's demolition of Aris

totelian certainty, Rochot insisted doubt was not total, but rather pro

visional, merely a step to clear the ground. Rochot insisted that Gas

sendi's suspension of judgment "... n'est pas une fin mais un moyen . 

No more than Descartes' doubt, Gassendi's doubt "n'est pas non plus une 

attitude de repos ddfinitif, mais le moyen de ddgager une premiere v6ri-

t£ certaine." Gassendi and others like him, such as Ramus and Bacon, 

"en faisant table rase du pass£, ne pensent qu'a bfitir un Edifice neuf." 

Thus Gassendi's most skeptical work, the one against Aristotle cited 

above (p* 62)^ Exercitationes Paradoxicae adveraus Aristoteleos 

.,. ne pretend pas d^montrer que la v£rit6 soit inconnaissable: 
Gassendi prdtend seulement qu'on ne la connatt pas encore, et 
que ceux qui se vantent le plus la connaissent le moins. Le 
Scepticisme de Gassendi ne signifie pas autre chose, et si la 
r€ponse n'est pas dans Aristote, elle peut §tre cherchge ail-
leurs (Rochot 19^> PP* 9)* 

The difference between this variation of Pyrrhonism and the pure 

Ityrrhonism which is resigned to the suspension of judgment is probably a 

question of temperament, the more active, eager, optimistic person tend

ing to think that, given enough time and enough tries, he will eventu

ally find reliable knowledge of the truth. Pure Ityrrhonian doubt and 

suspension of judgment are more related to the "skeptical mind" to be 

described here just below, and this continually seeking, groping, hop

ing variation is more related to "mitigated skepticism" to be discussed 

further on among several attempts to go beyond skepticism to a resolu

tion of the pyrrhonian crisis. 
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The differences "between these two varities of Ityrrhonism axe re

flected in variant etymologies given for the Greek word "skeptic": 

Brush comments that the etymology of the Greek word indicates that it 

meant "observer," someone who is uninvolved, uncommitted (Brush 19^6, 

p, 3), which would he more in keeping with jyrrhonic suspension of judg

ment; whereas Stough (19^9* P# 3) states that the word "skeptic" meant 

rather "inquirer," someone who is questioning, seeking, searching. This 

would "be more in line with the more active Ityrrhonist, still hoping to 

attain knowledge of truth. 

A common way of using the word "skeptical," which may he justi

fied in describing a person*s attitude, is as a synonym of suspicious; a 

critical attitude that tends to doubt everything, criticize everything. 

It is the opposite of gullible or credulous. This kind of skeptic is 

not only wary, however, of being duped, but wary of believing anything 

outside his own ideas, reluctant to accept anything except his own stan

dards of excellence and quality. 

This kind of skepticism, thus, tends to be able to criticize 

everything and every one else. It is likely to be satirical, sarcastic, 

and cynical concerning others, also tending to be prescriptive, reform

ing or even revolutionary. When it goes this far, it is no longer skep

ticism but definitely a doctrine. 

Probably the commonest use of the term "skepticism*' is to mean 

rejection of specific religious dogmas, in particular disbelief in or

thodox doctrines of God, Christ, inspiration of the Bible, immortality 

of the soul, the resurrection, etc. Usually this use is unfortunate, 

for what is meant is active disbelief or rejection, rather than doubt 
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and suspension of Judgment. Religious skepticism may have begun as 

doubt, but often has ended in decision, a negative decision, accompanied 

by a positive decision in favor of anti-religious doctrines. This is 

not to say that the terms skepticism, skeptic, and skeptical should not 

be used in describing attitudes toward religion; on the contrary a Pyr-

rhonist skeptic might very well apply his doubt and suspension of judg

ment to religious questions, as fideists and sincere agnostics do. Real 

religious skepticism then would be doubt of the mind's ability to know 

with certainty the truth of any proposition beyond empirical appearances 

and a renunciation of the effort, for religious questions can no more be 

disproven than proven. Antolne Adam uses the term thus in describing 

the milieu of Parisian libertines who called themselves "sceptiques": 

Ce qui ne signifiaient nullement qu'aucune vdrit£ a leurs yeux 
n'dtait certaine. lis voulaient dire seulement que l1esprit 
n'atteint que des v^ritds de fait, et que les affirmations de 
la m^taphysique ne peuvent pas plus etre prouv^es que r£fut£es 
(Adam I96S, p. 69).  

(Thus Adam's religious "sceptiques" were skeptical only concerning reli

gion. They were not skeptical notably, in the empirical realjn, dealing 

with material and observable phenomena, for they believed the mind ca

pable of attaining truth in that realm.) 

Adam was likewise careful to make a clear distinction between 

skepticism and atheism when describing La Mothe le Vayer's lack of faith 

(Adam 1964, p. 122). Unfortunately, all the writers are not that pre

cise. For example, Perrens seems to use the terms "libertin, sceptique, 

and libre penseur" synonymously, at times to mean "cynique" or "indiffe

rent" in religion, but at other times with a stronger meaning of "incrd-

dule" or "mdcr^ant." After an analysis of his uses of these terms 
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throughout his hook, it is Impossible to see any consistency (except the 

few happy times when he uses "sceptique" more with the meaning of a phil

osophical skepticism, once when speaking of Gassendi's treating some

thing as "probable ••• a la maniere des sceptiques" instead of treating 

it as "vrai ... dogmatlquement" (Perrens 1896, p. ljU), and when com

menting that on only four items was Montaigne not "sceptique," i.e., did 

he not suspend judgment, hut rather came to firm decisions about them: 

pedantry, which he abhors; friendship, which he cherishes; some authors, 

whom he admires; and God, in whom he believes, howheit a rather imperso

nal deistic God; on these he never wavers (Perrens 1896, p. US), 

In addition to the use of the term skepticism to mean these two 

or three philosophical points of view, or to mean an attitude critical 

of others' points of view, or to mean disbelief of religious doctrines, 

there is another use of "skeptical" which is a description of a certain 

philosophical temperament or mentality, which I would call the typical 

skeptical mind. (Later, by way of contrast, I will sunmarize the typi

cal dogmatic mind.) If we think of typical skeptics of sixteenth and 

early seventeenth centuries, there are certain traits of temperament 

which emerge as characteristic of their way of being, feeling, thinking, 

and acting. 

As I describe the skeptical mind I think especially of Montaigne, 

as seen by Professor Donald Frame, in his Montaigne's Discovery of Man, 

and of John Dryden (1631-1700) as depicted by Louis I. Bredvold, in his 

The Intellectual Milieu of John Dryden, but also of others. 

The typical skeptical temperament or mind set or mentality is 

one that can come to the philosophical positions outlined above, 
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especially that of lyrrhonian doubt or suspension of Judgment • The 

skeptic has that "indecision flottante" which Perrens tells us Gassendi 

admired in Hobbes, Montaigne, and Charron (Perrens 1396, p. 137)* In 

temperament he is reluctant to decide, seeing as much likelihood on one 

side of a question as on the other. He has suppleness of mind which 

makes him flexible, so that he can enter into sincere dialogue on ques

tions he is considering. Dryden's hesitancy was something more positive 

than indecision, less a weakness of will than a richness and suppleness 

of intellect. Loving debate which was really open, with the outcome 

sincerely in question, he wrote, accordingly, not treatises, but essays 

and dialogues (Bredvold 193^» p. 13). 

On this point, the search for truth, there is a division among 

skeptics and within the skeptical mind, corresponding to the two diver

gent views of the Academic skeptics and the pyrrhonists. The skeptic 

may be so practiced in the consideration of alternatives and the suspen

sion of judgment, that he has become fatigued and resigned to his ina

bility to find the truth, and thus give up the search; in this case he 

in fact becomes less skeptical, as far as his mental attitude is con

cerned, and becomes a dogmatist, asserting negatively that truth cannot 

be found. 

The more lyrrhonian skeptic is open-minded, a groper after truth, 

a sincere searcher, like the baBic meaning of the word "inquirer" (ac

cording to Stough 1969» P* 3)* Nevertheless, resigned to the experience 

that the reason is weak, subject to emotions, shifting conditions of the 

body and of external circumstances, the skeptic tends to be antl-ration-

alist, and to be less than optimistic about human nature (Bredvold 193U, 
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pp. 113-19, 131, 133). Still, he is marked by modesty, humility, tole

rance of others, of difference, of deviation. He tends to "be hesitant, 

unsure of self, not easily excited, given more to calm reflection than 

to enthusiasm and action. For him, presumption, vainglory, and pride 

are scourges of the soul (Brush 1966, p. ̂ 3). 

If the skeptic is sometimes questioning and critical of others 

and their ideas, he is just as questioning and critical of himself and 

his own ideas. This is part of his modesty. He accepts his ovm limita

tions as being part of the human condition. 

For there is a practical aspect to the skeptical mind. Since we 

must live, we must accept the world, nature, others and ourselves, and 

resign ourselves to the inevitable. And if we cannot know the reality 

of essences, the skeptic accepts, nevertheless, appearances for what 

they are worth, which is enough for getting along in this world, as long 

as we do not pretend that appearances reveal absolute truth about the 

real nature of things. 

In all appraisals of the skeptical mind, no trait is more con

sistently mentioned than conservatism. Pyrrho, Sextus, Montaigne, in 

fact all the great skeptics, have been resigned to accept conditions in 

which they lived. Since we cannot know enough to be sure of anything 

beyond appearances, the skeptic tends to be a traditionalist in poli

tics, religion, and manners, hesitating to decide, to Judge, to change, 

above all to reform or revolt. He invents no new systems, but rather 

meditates and accepts what is, because he doubts that anything else 

would be better, Montaigne, in his essay "De la Praesumption," admitted 

that laws and customs and manners were corrupt, barbarous, even monstrous. 
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Notwithstanding, due to the difficulty of knowing what to change and how 

to change it, he would gladly stop all change, fix everything, and keep 

it exactly as it was, if he could. (Montaigne, ed. 1953, pp. 7^0-^1)* 

Skepticism "stimulated fear of change and distrust of novelty 

far more than dissatisfaction with things as they are. ... An abiding 

element in Montaigne's Pyrrhonism is his distaste for the meddlesome 

dogmatist and his desire to change things. . . . Such a connection be

tween skepticism and conservatism in politics was almost a commonplace 

of thought in the seventeenth century" (Bredvold 193^, pp. 117 j 130) • 

Antoine Adam confirms this image of conservative French skeptic 

mentality among such erudite libertines as La Mothe le Vayer and Gabriel 

Naud£: 

Ces honmes, int^rieurement affranchis, sont loin de vouloir r£-
pandre leurs id£es, troubler les consciences, ^branler l'ordre 
publique. Bans une France ou 1'opinion publique s'insurge 
contre les empietements de la cour, ils sont au contraire par
tisans d'un pouvoir autoritaire et fort. ... Rien n'est plus 
faux que 1'image habituelle que l'on se fait de ces libertins, 
comme si leur oeuvre 6ta.lt dirig£ contre l'ordre £tabli (Adam 
19&, P. 1*0. 

Be that as it may, there is something diverse and rich, even 

contradictory, in the skeptical mind which is not limited by conserva

tism. Accepting conditions as they were, resigning self to tradition, 

the skeptic realised that these conditions were not absolutes, for the 

skeptical mind typically has a fascination for diversity, for relati

vism, for paradox. Able to accept what is, he is reluctant to change 

things of his own will, because he feels instinctively and from his 

experience that all is in constant change. As Professor Frame 
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characterizes his mind, Montaigne was that kind of skeptic: 

Skeptical "because his mind is always more sensitive to diver
sity than to uniformity; because nature, as he sees it, has 
made things more unlike than like, so that all comparisons are 
lame and all statements over-simplifications. Skeptical "be
cause his historical and personal perspective always reminds 
him that the view of his time, his country and himself are "by 
no means absolute truths. Skeptical from experience and judg
ment, which have shown him his own intellectual follies and 
those of others. Skeptical finally because he is deeply aware 
of the unceasing change in us and in all earthly things which 
keeps anything constant and permanent like absolute truth from 
dwelling in us (Frame 1955* P» 9)» 

These then were the causes and the characteristics of the crisis 

in European thinking which was taking place during Cyrano1 s lifetime, 

and a characterization of the typical temperament of those who lived in 

doubt. But the skeptical challenge did not go long without counterat

tack by dogmatists, and the proposing of alternatives to skepticism. It 

is to that counterattack and to those doctrinaire alternatives that I 

now turn. 



CHAPTER IV 

CERTAINTY" AMD DOUBT IN DIALECTIC IN CYRANO'S MILIEU: 

DOCTRINAIRE RESPONSES TO THE SKEPTICAL CRISIS 

In this chapter I consider various doctrinaire systems available 

to Cyrano in the seventeenth century milieu, the characteristics of the 

doctrinaire minds that devised and embraced them, and attempts that were 

made prior to and contemporary with Cyrano to resolve the skeptical cri

sis by compromise or accommodation of some doctrinaire system with skep

ticism. 

Dogmatic systems claiming to offer absolute truth were not lack

ing in the market of ideas for an eager young learner like Cyrano in the 

France of 1619-1655. Orthodox theology, still firmly in command of 

church and school, with centuries of experience presuming to order the 

lives of the faithful from cradle to grave, and answer every question 

even before it was asked, is too well known to need describing here. 

This theology, authored by Thomas Aquinas coupled with Aristotelian phi

losophy, was inseparable from Aristotelian logic and science as taught 

in the schools of France since the Middle Ages, forming together the 

doctrine known as scholasticism. 

No one has characterized more forcefully and eloquently than did 

M." Hubert Gillot in his La Querelle des anciens et des modernes en 

France (191U, pp. 279-93) "la tyrannie aristotSliclenne ... le dogme de 

l'autoritd et l'intransigeance de l'Ecole, sa gardienne Jalouse," and 

75 
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the attack on them by skeptics, destructive critics attacking the dogma

tists' claim to certainty, "by Epicureans offering a tetter doctrine, and 

lay eclectic free-thinkers lashing out against oppression in the name of 

liberty. These liberators and innovators charged that "les puissances 

de conservation ... voudraient immobiliser la philosophie et les 

sciences dans un statu quo immuable." Gassendi and La Mothe assaulted 

"la science intdurante et l'idolatrie aveugle des Pedants dogmatiques" 

current in French schools of Cyrano's time, objecting that la 

science d'Aristote marque dans l'hlstoire de la pens£e humaine une £tape 

depuis longtemps ddpass^e," due to research and observations of many 

since Aristotle. To follow him in everything would be to make the mind 

captive, to sterilize the mind, to take away all initiative. "On ne 

philosophe plus, on dispute. On ne cherche plus la vdrit£, on se con-

tente de remEcher la v£ritd enseignde a travers mille obscurit£s" by 

Aristotle* To replace "cette philosophie idolfitre et surann^e," the 

moderns offered individual reason, research, and the idea of progress 

"dans la recherche de la v£rit6" (Gillot 1911*, pp. 279-93), 

But the old philosophy had the support of church and university. 

Conservative forces coalesced to maintain the authority of tradition. 

Two litigations which made the news during Cyrano's youth serve to show 

the tyrannical power swayed by partisans the old philosophy and science 

over the teaching in the schools: 

L'on sait l'arr£t de 162k rendu par le Parlement de Paris contre 
certaines opinions en opposition avec Aristote, professd a l'U-
niversit^ de Paris, avec defense a peine de vie de "tenir ni en-
seigner aucunes maximes contre les anciens Autheurs et approuvez, 
ni faire aucune disputes que celles qui seront approuvds par les 
Docteura de la dite Faculty de Th^ologie." Bitaud, Villon, De 
Claves, Vanini se voient condamner par la Faculty de Thdologie 
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de Paris pour leurs opinions trop novatrices (162U), On retire 
a Gassendi Xe droit d'enseigner. Ija neuvieme assemble gdn£-
rale des J^suites (1643) incrimine les professeurs de philoso-
phie qui disputent avec leurs Aleves les theories les plus r£-
centes des savants et des philosophes: Bacon, Galilde, Des
cartes, Spinoza, Pascal (Gillot 19lU, PP» 279* 2S0). 

Spink tells us that one of the banished chemists was teaching atomism 

and reminds us that "ancient and approved authors" in the interdiction 

means "Aristotle" alone (Spink i960, pp. 99, 90), while Rochot, quoting 

Mersenne^ La V&ritg des sciences (1625), contends that those condemned 

were alchemists (Rochot 19^+, pp. 10, 21). 

Clearly, in the seventeenth century, the traditional Medieval 

Aristotelian philosophy and science were being assaulted by several al

ternative doctrines, not only by the skeptical attacks of La Mothe le 

Vayer and Gassendi (see Gillot 191*+, p# 237 for La Mothe's arguments 

against Sorbonne Dogmatists; see Fopkin i960, pp. 103-06 for Gassendi1s 

skeptical onslaught), for skepticism had not been the only ancient phi

losophy resurrected, revived and brought into French thinking in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Also current in the dialogue 

during the same period were stoicism and Epicureanism, resurrected from 

the ancient world, along with naturalism, developed in the universities 

of Italy in the previous century, and imported into France where its 

founders fled from the Inquisition, and finally, the home-grown philo

sophy of Descartes which was destined to have an even greater effect 

against the old philosophy than any of the other doctrines. Each of 

these four rival and alternative doctrines was present and available to 

Cyrano, if not in his schools, at least among the people whom he knew 

and in books he read. 
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Stoicism, founded by Zeno in the fourth century B.C., finding 

its highest expression among the Romans Epictetus, Seneca, Plutarch, and 

Marcus Aurelius, was resurrected and brought into French literature by 

Montaigne, whose essays abound with quotations from the stoic Remans, 

and Gulllaume du Vair (1556-1621), who in his Constance et Consolation 

es Calamity3 publiques, Manuel d'Eplctete, and Traits de la philosophie 

morale des stoiques, joined the Christian doctrines of Providence and 

immortality of the soul to the virtues of the stoic ethic, in order to 

furnish peace of soul and mind to Christians threatened with anxiety 

over religious wars, illness, fire, storm shlpvnreck, earthquake, and 

other evils, and from the passions which tormented them. 

The neo-stoic ethic, according to Du Vair, means following rea

son, exercising the will, purging the mind of all passions, not only an

ger, fear, and despair, but also hope, ambition, and sensuality. Man 

must live according to nature, accepting what we cannot change. All we 

meet is either within our power to control, or out of it; if in our con

trol we can turn it to good, if out of our control, it cannot be either 

good or evil if, by our will, we avoid letting it affect us. (Among 

those conditions out of our control are the body we have, our wealth and 

reputation, so we should be indifferent to them £see Strcrwski 1907, I, 

SA-lOlJ.) Du Vair, with many re-editions during the seventeenth century, 

was supplemented by other stoic writers, GcmberviUe (Doctrine des 

Moeurs), Jean Chapelain, and Jean Francois (Epictetus *s Entretiens). 

Writers most impressed by this philosophy of the strong mind Anrj soul 

leaving traces of it in their writings, besides Montaigne, were Charron, 

Francis de Sales, La Fontaine, Bossuet, Descartes, and Cornellle 
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(Strowski 1907, I, 106). Oil the contrary, Balzac, aiming at modernism, 

fled the archaism and pedantry of the stoics, and Pascal, rebuffed "by 

"l'orgueille, la superbe" in stoicism, reacted against it, as did all 

of Port Rpyal (Strowski 1907» 101* 105» 103; aee also Pascal ed. 

1965, P. 5^0). 

Most interesting is Strowski^ judgment that when Descartes 

swept away all ideas received from the past, in order to construct a new 

system, he kept the stoic ethic as his provisional ethic, for he would 

accept the laws and customs and religion of his country, avoid extremes, 

enthusiasms, fads; he firmly decided in his conduct, and change himself 

instead of fate, his own desires instead of trying to change the world. 

Strowski (1907> I» llU-15) remarks that this stoic ethic was quite per

sonal and empirical with Descartes, as it had been with Montaigne, who 

kept his stoical nature, even after understanding that his skepticism 

had reduced the stoical dogmatism to dust, for his stoicism was not an 

idea, a doctrine, a science, but a habit deeply ingrained in his body 

and mind and temperament (see Strowski 1907, I, 53), 

If Corneille's characters were stoics, it was not only because 

they had a high idea of duty, but because of the importance they placed 

on Judgment and opinion: they reason, discuss, decide, are masters 

of self, anticipating the stoical virtues of Descartes1 Traitd des 

Passions. 

All these French writers took one part, and one part only, of 

Stoic philosophy: ignoring stoic logic, epistemology, cosmology, and 

metaphysics, they adopted only the morale, the ethics. However, one 

seventeenth-century writer seems to have taken another part of stoicism, 
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the cosmology, into his system. And only one literary historian points 

this out. Professor Jasinski's one line remark that Cyrano "associe 

curieusement un stolclsme panthdistique au mat£rialisme padouan" re

flects characteristics of stoicism seemingly forgotten, at least 

neglected by all those commenting on its seventeenth-century influence. 

The Stoics get rid of the last trace of transcendentalism by re
ducing form itself to matter. The result is a materialistic 
pantheism. The world of material nature is the sole reality; 
but it is not dead matter. It is living, informed by a rational 
soul—is God. This soul of the world, the Logos, or rational 
principle, is everywhere present as a more active and subtile 
kind of matter, just as the human soul is present in the body 
directing it to rational ends; indeed what we call the human 
soul—pneuma, breath or spirit--is but a part of this greater 
world soul, participating in its rational qualities, and re
ceived back finally into the universal reason where its indivi
duality is lost. 

Reality is an organic whole, an intimate combination of form 
and matter, soul and body, through which one universal life 
pulsates. This connected whole is called indifferently God or 
nature. NOT/ man, like everything else, is a part of the univer
sal nature; and in this way conformity to nature becomes a for
mula which has in it the possibility of giving some real content 
to the life of virtue (Rogers 1932, pp. 139-40). 

These stoical ideas will be seen to be very important in the development 

of Cyrano's thought as it is presented below in Chapter VIII. 

Another doctrine which became an important component in his sci

entific thinking likewise came into the French milieu about this same 

time. This was the naturalism of Italian philosophers, Pietro Pompo-

nazzi (1462-1526), Girolamo Cardano (1501-1576), Casare Cremonini (1550-

1631), and Giordano Bruno (1550-1600). Italian naturalism was first 

brought to France by students of Etienne Dolet's generation, who studied 

under Pomponazzi and others at Padua (Pintard 1943, I, 4o-4l). Bruno 

himself taught in France during his exile, before returning to Rome to 
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"be burned in 1600 (Rogers 1932, p. 212). Gabriel Naud<5 and Jacques Val

ine des Barreaux brought the "esprit positif, incrddulit£, panth£isme 

mat^rialiste" of Cr€monini, "un homme d£niais£, et gudri de sot" (Naudd 

1701, I, 115) back from Italy around 1625-27 (Perrens 1696, pp. 64, 114; 

Pintard 1943, I, 170-72 ). Two Italians who brought Naturalism to 

France were Lucilio Vanini (15S5-I619), who preached all over France for 

seme years before being burned by the Parlement of Toulouse in 1619 for 

atheism, "tout souill£ encore du sang de sa langue arrach^e" (Pintard 

1943, I, 20; Spink i960, pp. 29-31), and Tomasso Campanella (1569-1639), 

who after twenty-seven years in Italian prisons for active political 

idealism, spent his last five years in France teaching his melange of 

doctrines: materialistic sensationalist psychology, Hindu universal ani

mism, occultism, astrology, Copernican heliocentrism, and the stoic doc

trine of the soul of the world, frequenting constantly and often dis

puting with the milieu of the erudite libertines (Pintard 1943, 2, 4l, 

97, 131, 153, 163, 253-56; Spink i960, pp. 49-51, 97). 

The Italian naturalists taught richly diverse doctrines which 

were known among erudites and libertines in seventeenth-century France. 

In the cursory summary which follows, I have selected only those which 

will be seen later as having influenced Cyrano. For Bruno, et. al., 

matter is living (hylozoism), and sensitive, even thinking (hylopsychism) 

(Rogers 1932, pp. 211, 212; Spink i960, pp. 6, 32, 42, 50). The natural 

universe is a living organism (Rogers 1932, p. 211; Spink i960, p. 49; 

Adam 1969, p. 72); it is infinite and composed of an infinity of worlds, 

each one infinitely small compared with larger worlds, infinitely large 
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compared with smaller vorlds (Rogers 1932, pp. 211-13; Adam 1964, p. l6l 

and 1969, p. 72). 

This infinite living organic universe is permeated with intelli

gence, has a soul (Anima Mundi) (Rogers 1932, p. 211; Pintard 19^3» 

I, 103; Spink i960, pp. k9t 50). The soul of the world is God, Absolute 

Being; this is not the God of Providence and Revelation, but the imma

nent intelligence of the organic universe, the AH, This soul is in 

every part of the universe, in every atom (Rogers 1932, p. 212; Pintard 

19^3 > I> 172; Spink i960, pp. 37» 39) • Individual souls are part of the 

world soul (Perrens 1896, p. 32; Pintard 19^3> ^0), but only insomuch 

as they cure intelligent, understand truth (Spink i960, p. 49)• These 

individual souls are material and mortal, depending on the physical 

senses, and thus dying as souls when the body dies (Perrens 1396, p. 32, 

114; Pintard 19U3, I, 40, 103, 171, 172; Adam 1964, pp. 16, 160). This 

material soul, acting as imagination, has an influence over the material 

body, can even perform seeming miracles, but which are naturalistic 

(Adam 1964, p. 160). 

All matter forms a continuous scale from primary matter (poten

tiality), through vegetative, sensitive, and rational souls, to the 

stars (intelligence) and finally to God (Absolute Being), who draws it 

all up to Him (Spink, p. ko). The medium for this influence is the 

stars, which guide life and history on earth (Pintard 1943, I, 4l; Spink 

i960, pp. 40, 49) • The sun is the center of the universe, giving it 

light and life (Rogers 1932, p. 212; Spink i960, p. 50), but it is pre

posterous to think that the sun was created just to light and heat the 

earth for man (Rogers 1932, p. 212). 
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Morality is secular, not depending on rewards or punishments in 

any after-life (Spink i960, p. U9), It is "better to enjoy life now than 

bank on an unsure future life (Garasse 1623, p. 935; Spink i960, p. 312, 

n.3). All of Nature is good, even what man may think is ugly or evil, 

and should be adored (Spink i960, p. kS), God is the source of good; 

man is the source of evil (Spink i960, p. 39)* Some moral laws are uni

versal truths, but most were invented by men to control the ignorant 

(Spink i960, p. U0). Oracles, devils, apparitions and miracles are 

priestly impostures (Spink i960, p. 40, Ul), as is the teaching that 

man's role on earth is to dominate animals (Spink i960, p. Uo). 

It is very possible that Cyrano may have come into personal con

tact with Campanella during his sojourn in Paris; in any case, all these 

doctrines were expounded and circvilated in the numerous writings of the 

Italian naturalists, and were well known in the libertine milieu in 

which Cyrano moved* 

Besides ancient stoicism and skepticism, and Renaissance Italian 

naturalism, another ancient philosophy which was revived in Prance in 

the seventeenth century, was Epicureanism. The main doctrines of this 

Epicureanism were materialism, atomism, secularism, and sensualism. 

Epicurus1 purpose was to bring true happiness, peace of mind, to himself 

and his followers. The principal hindrance to attaining this desired 

peace of mind was fear, fear of the unknown, fear of the future, espe

cially fear of death and hell. The principal means of overcoming this 

fear, as seen by Epicurus, was knowledge of material reality, the world, 

the self, the body, life, and death. He taught that all is matter, 

existing eternally, in eternal motion; that all that exists is due to 
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chance collision of an infinity of eternal indestructible indivisible 

atoms which have joined in chance combinations to form the various com

pound bodies that we find, and an infinity of others which have come 

into and out of existence during the eons of time since eternity; that 

man is an animal like other animals, material, with a material soul 

which depends on the senses and will die when the body dies; that the 

mind is also material and depends upon the material senses for its data, 

which come in the form of filmy "species" formed of atoms from, each ob

ject perceived and enter the mind through our sense organs; that since 

this life is all the life man will have, the greatest good is to enjoy 

it as much as possible, to achieve happiness through virtue, and to have 

as much pleasure (voluptas) as possible, through moderate enjoyment of 

all the body pleasures, and especially the pleasures of the mind; that 

when man knows that death is the end of life, that there is no hell to 

fear nor heaven to hope or work for, then fear is removed, one achieves 

peace of mind, and is able to enjoy the pleasure of life on earth to the 

full. Besides numerous variations in many of these doctrines between 

Epicurus and his various interpreters, including even his principal 

apostle, the Roman poet Lucretius, there was in the seventeenth century 

a fundamental alteration made in Epicureanism by its principal exponent, 

Pierre Gassendi (1592-1655)> i.e., that Gassendi baptized Epicurus by 

adding God to his system as the creator of the original at cms who gave 

them their primitive motion. (On Epicureanism in the seventeenth cen

tury, see Perrens 1896, pp. 16-17, 57, 79, 86-92, 119, 127, 132, 135-39, 

169, I86-9I+, 207, 22U, 227, 2H6, 2k7; Rogers 1932, pp. 129, 139; Pintard 

19^3, I, l*90-50U; Spink i960, pp. 85-168.) 
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Before Gassendi*s reinterpretation and even after the appearance 

of his ponderous tames, Epicureanism could he known throughout the 

seventeenth century frcm Lucretius' Latin poem, De rerum natura (Spink, 

p. 103) • Then, in 1650, a man whom Cyrano knew and admired, the Abb£ 

Michel de Marolles (l600-l6Sl), translated Lucretius into French (Pin-

tard I9U3, I# 279; Spink i960, pp. U9, 63), which Cyrano may have read. 

Gassendi knew Lucretius "by heart and wrote that De rerum natura was the 

richest existing source on Epicurus (Rochot 19^f, p. 3l)» Pierre Gas

sendi wanted as much as anything to combat the monopoly over French edu

cation held by Aristotelian dogmatism. He first used skepticism as his 

weapon (see above p. 62), but abandoned this purely destructive strategy 

in 1625, after publishing only two of his intended seven volumes against 

Aristotle, because he had found another champion to pit against the fa

vored philosopher of the schools (Rochot p. 23). His new hero and 

master was Epicurus, and Gassendi spent the remaining thirty years of 

his life in an effort to rehabilitate the little known and generally 

misunderstood philosophy of this ancient Greek in the eyes of seventeenth 

century Frenchmen who, like all learned men since Horace, had compared 

him with swine, had seen in Epicurus only a license to indulge the flesh 

in sensual pleasure. After twenty years of writing, Gassendi published 

hie first work on Epicurus, a biography entitled De vita et moribus Epi-

curi librl octo (161*7) (see Spink i960, pp. 87, 133)* followed by two 

further works on Epicurus two years later: Riilosophiae Epicuri syntag

ma and Animadversiones in deciaum llbrum Diogenis Laertii, in two vo

lumes, "ce brdviaire de la doctrine £picurienne" (Rochot 19^> p. 139)* 

Two in-folio volumes reconstructing in a more systematic form the entire 
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material which had been cut up to be published in parts were published 

after Gassendi's death, but Spink comments (i960, p. 105) that the pre

sentation was so unattractive, heavy, and difficult to read that it 

would interest only the most erudite readers. On the whole, Gassendi's 

first two volumes, the Vita and Hiilosophlae Epicuri were the most 

readable, and were indeed published during Cyrano's lifetime. Whether 

Cyrano read either of them or not, he had already had the opportunity, 

in the home of one of his friends, to meet Gassendi and hear him teach 

philosophy, for the Conseiller Francois Luillier (1600-1651) had in

vited Gassendi, in l6Ul, to live in his heme and teach his son Chapelle 

(Lachevre 1921, I, XXXV, ff.j Pintard 19^3, I, 191-9^; Spink i960, 

pp. US, 139). 

Whether through Gassendi's influence or through Lucretius' read

ily available poem, the doctrines of Epicurus became very well known in 

cultured circles as the seventeenth century progressed, especially as a 

practical philosophy, but also as a system of thought, at least in so 

far as the implications of the materialism are concerned. Epicureanism 

became an established form of free thought in literary and philosophical 

salons, where the "volupt£ de 1'esprit" in discussing ideas and reading 

poetry complemented "la bonne chere" in the ritual homage paid by devo

tees to the master of the new "religion £picurienne" (Perrens IS96, 

p. 119)• While the greatest influence of Epicurean doctrine on so

ciety was to come later in the century, in the epoch of Madame de Sab li

tre's salon, for example, and the society of "The Temple," even in Cyra

no's time, most of the lyric poets whom he may have known in the liber

tine cabaret society were Epicureans, among them Nicolas Vauquelin, 
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aieur des Yvetaux (1567-161+9), Jacques Valine, Seigneur des Barreaux 

(1599-1673) (see Spink i960, pp. 152-60 where he analyses Epicurean 

themes of these poets' verse). Numerous other known personnages can be 

cited as being Epicureans or having strong leanings toward Epicureanism 

as their main philosophy, for example: Charron ("les tendances dpicuri-

ennes et naturalistes de l'auteur s'y manifestent a chaque page" Perrens 

1896, p. 57), Th^ophile de Viau, Guy de la Brosse, Marion de l'Orme, Guy 

Fatin, Ninon de l'Enclos, La Rochefoucauld, Saint-Amant, and Saint-

Evremond (Perrens 1896, pp. 79, 36, 119, 127, IS6-9U, 207, 209, 224), 

Moliere and La Fontaine (Spink i960, pp. 145-152). The "debauches 

philosophiques" of the Tetrade of erudite libertines (Gassendi, La Mothe 

le Vayer, Guy Patin, and Gabriel Naud£), well known from Guy Pat in's 

familiar description are usually citsd in treatments of the libertine 

milieu (see, for example, Popkin i960, p. 90), and find an echo in a 

description by Cyrano of similar sessions spent by three of his charac

ters whose Epicurean flavor is evident: 

Lea plaiairs innocens dont le corps est capable ne faisoienfc 
que la moindre partie de tous ceux que 1*esprit peut trouver 
dans l'&tude et la conversation, aucun ne nous manquoit; et nos 
bibliotheques unies ccsnme nos eaprits appeloient tous les doctes 
dans nostre soci£t£. Nous meslions la lecture a l'entretien, 
l'entretien a la bonne chere, celle-la a la pesche ou a la 
chasse, aux promenades; et, en tin mot, nous joilissions pour ain-
si dire et de nous-mesmes, et de tout ce que la Nature a pro-
duict de plus doux pour nostre usage, et ne meslions que la 
Raison pour bornes a nos d£sirs (I, 103, 104). 

One further doctrinaire system being developped and spread during 

Cyrano's youth and young manhood was very appealing to his generation 

and indeed proved to be the most influential doctrine of the century in 

science and philosophy. This was the rationalism of Descartes. 
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Cartesianism has "been analyzed many times and it is not neces

sary to repeat here a full presentation of the doctrines making up the 

system. What I will insist upon is that its author was doctrinaire in 

his intentions, not skeptical, that his purpose was to establish the 

certainty of knowledge and that he felt he had accomplished this. Des

cartes1 system was known and inevitable in the milieu Cyrano moved in. 

It is well established that a prestigious Cartesian physicist, Jacques 

Rohault, was one of Cyrano*s few good friends and taught him the Doc

trine (Jacob n.d., p. 196, n.l; Lachevre 1921* I, 1J&, n.2). 

In his first published work, the Discours de la Mdthode pour 

bien conduire sa rajson et chercher la ygrit£ dans les sciences (1637), 

Descartes makes clear how utterly alarmed he was over the skeptical cri

sis, hen/ eager he was to establish God as existing and scientific know

ledge as being certain. True, he began with a systematic doubt of 

everything he had ever believed to be true. But this "skepticism" was 

only provisional and completely tactical. "Non que j'imitasse pour cela 

les sceptiques, qui ne doutent que pour douter, et affectent d'etre tou-

jours irr^solus: car, au contraire, tout mon dessein ne tendait qu'a 

a'assurer, et a rejeter la terre mouvant et le sable, pour trouver le 

roc ou l'argile" (Descartes l637» eel. 1966, p. 55). 

For in the seventeenth century intellectual milieu, as we have 

seen above (pp. 39 and 55), the skeptical crisis, the claim and the fear 

that no certainty was possible, that all criteria of truth were unreli

able, was the dragon each thinker had to slay on his way to the field of 

knowledge, and no one came through the battle unscathed. Descartes, 

champion of rationalism is a prime example; as Brush point a out: 
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As an integral part of his method, Descartes accepted every 
single Pyrrhonist argument, and even formulated them in new, 
more forceful ways. First, the ten tropes are summarized by 
the dream hypothesis. Since we have clear and convincing per
ceptions in dreams, how can we be sure that all life is not 
hallucination as they are? (Brush 1966, p. 167). 

Then, determined to find a certainty "si ferae et si assur£e que 

toutes les plus extravagantes suppositions des sceptiques n1^talent pas 

capable de l'^branler" (Descartes 1637, ed. 1966, p. 60), he raised 

doubt to the highest possible pitch with his devastating demon hypothe

sis (exposed fully in the First Meditations, l61+l). He supposed that a 

"malin g£nie" works systematically to deceive men constantly, causing 

them always to think the contrary of what is true. Then he asked if 

there is any fact that is undeniably certain in the face of such a 

supposition. This idea pushed the skeptical crisis to its limits. 

According to Brush, "this idea was far more devastating than any as yet 

proposed by I^rrhonists. If Descartes could find some answer to it he 

could claim to have destroyed skepticism at its strongest" (Brush 1966, 

P. 167). 

It was by doubting that Descartes arrived at his one Indubitable 

truth: his awareness of himself, of his mind as thinking substance. 

The reason becomes then the proof of his existence, "Je pense, done je 

suis" (Descartes 1637* ed. 1966, pp. U7> 59, 60), and on this absolute 

certainty he builds his whole system, for the cogito is not just one 

truth upon which one can add others, thus building up knowledge; rather, 

the cogito becomes a proof of the validity of the consciousness as a 

means of knowing. The cogito produces a subjective illumination which 

reveals the standard of truth (crlterlum veritatls) so long sought by 
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thinkers, especially since the factors described at the beginning of 

Chapter XII had destroyed confidence in previously accepted criteria 

and brought on the skeptical crisis. For Descartes, the clarity and 

distinction with which the cogito Impresses itself on his consciousness 

are sufficient proofs of its reality. Then he reasons that if what 

truly exists (his mind), is so clear and distinct, then whatever is that 

clear and distinct must have an objective reality. Thus, if he had a 

clear and distinct idea of a thing, that thing itself must exist. In 

this manner he built a bridge between ideas and reality, and proved the 

existence of God, for an effect (his clear and distinct idea) cannot be 

greater than its cause. Therefore, the idea he had of God, with all the 

perfections, must necessarily have a cause in reality, at least as per

fect as the idea of Him. Then, because of the clarity and distinction 

of the ideas God furnished him and judging that a perfect God could not 

wish to deceive him, Descartes concluded the existence of the external 

world (Descartes 1637, ed. 1966, pp. 60-62, 6U, 67). Up to this point 

the method is completely idealistic, spiritualistic, based on pure 

thought. But once established by this idealistic or rationalistic meth

od, the existence of the external world became every bit as certain as 

the existence of the cogito. and Descartes arrived at a doctrine of 

realism, i.e., the certainty that something really exists outside one's 

own thought. And his system was dualistic, for he considered being as 

made of two substances: spirit and matter, or thought and extension, or 

soul and body. All space is filled with matter, for extension and 

matter Eire the same, co-existent. His dogma is thus half-materialistic, 

half-spiritualistic. As regards material substance, or body, or 
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extension* everything can "be explained in a mechanical way: our bodies, 

like all animals, are an "animal machine," exactly like a robot, acting 

by instinct, for its physical life. But man, in contrast with animals, 

has also a rational soul, alone thinks, and alone is immortal (Descartes 

1657, ed. 1966, pp. 71, 73-91). 

Descartes' ideas and language in the Discours show that he was 

completely doctrinaire, sure that he had found truth. He opened with 

the confident statement that "le bon sens est la chose du monde la mieux 

partagde ... la puissance de bien juger, et distinguer le vrai d'avec le 

faux, qui est proprement ce qu'on ncnane ... la raison," and continually 

expressed confidence in reason and his ability to find "tous les jours 

par son moyen quelques v£rit6s." He insisted that the other faculties 

of the mind, sensation and imagination, are less than reliable, leading 

to illusions and fantasies, but that reason can correct these. To prove 

that sensationalists are wrong to claim that nothing exists in the mind 

which did not first exist in the senses, Descartes cites the ideas of 

God and of the soul; "11 est certain que les id£es de Dieu et de l'fime" 

have never been perceived by the senses, yet they exist in the mind. He 

insisted that while sensation produces the other faculties of the mind, 

sensation and imagination can produce illusions, the reason can correct 

them, and that "nous ne devons jamais nous lalsser persuader qu'a 1*Evi

dence de notre raison" (Descartes 1637, ed. 1966, pp. 33, 5U, 59, 63, 

65). In the Sixth Bart of his Discours> Descartes expressed confidence 

in his ability to discover the truth about the external world whose 

existence he had proven, by means of "suppositions" which he "pense ... 
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pouvoir d^duire de ces premieres v£rit£s que j'ai ci-dessus expliqudes" 

(Descartes 1637* ed. 1966, P* 9*0* But he felt the need of performing 

experiments to help him decide which of several equally plausible (clear 

and distinct) deductive suppositions of causes "best explained the ob

served effects. So even Descartes adds a necessary empirical element 

to his rational and deductive doctrinaire system (Descartes 1637* ed. 

1966, pp. 66, 9U). 

The ideas Descartes had first published in a popular, personal 

style, in his Discours (1637), he elaborated more fully and clearly for 

the scholarly community in a series of five Meditations (l6Ul), estab

lishing conceptual knowledge as certain. His friend Marin Mersenne 

invited other scholars to communicate to the author any objections to 

the ideas in the manuscript, which he could answer with the publication 

of the work itself. 

The objections to the Meditations are a prime example of the 

dialogue of skepticism and doctrine in the seventeenth century milieu, 

for when Descartes presented what he thought was going to be a trium

phant conquest of the skeptic enemy, he was immediately denounced alike 

by skeptics, who showed that all his claims were merely opinions, not 

certitudes, and by dogmatists, who attacked his Demon hypothesis "for 

herein lay the most powerful Pyrrhonian argument, which once admitted, 

they saw could never be overcome" (Popkin i960, p. 197; see also Spink 

i960, pp. 195-36). So Descartes, would-be conqueror of skepticism, came 

out of the battle a "sceptique malgrd lui." Still, his rational doc

trine had an enormous influence on the seventeenth century and indeed on 
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modern thought. Clarity, reason, certainty, order, measure, and control 

of passions by the will became the values most esteemed by writers, in

deed, by most all cultured people of the classical age. Perhaps more 

important, cartesian rationalism became an essential factor, by the re

habilitation of the mind as the one reality one cannot doubt, which 

changed the debilitating humanistic and fideistic skepticism of the 

opening of the century into the critical rational skepticism of the cen

tury of Enlightenment (see Ferrens IS96, pp. 131» 132 and Spink i960, 

pp. Vf 20, 203; Strowski 1907, I, 210-11). 

Before proceeding to consider other efforts before Cyrano to re

concile skepticism and doctrine, and resolve the skeptical crisis, it is 

fitting at this point to summarize the doctrinaire position by describ

ing as I did for the skeptical mentality, the typical dogmatic mind, and 

then by examining the various criteria of truth which different dogma

tists accepted as valid and reliable for judging their knowledge. 

While I have been examining and describing the various doctrines 

(whether orthodox theology, Aristotelian logic and science, stoicism, 

Epicureanism, Faduan hylopsychistic pantheism, or Cartesian rationalism) 

held and taught by various dogmatists, and encountered by any searcher 

for certainty in the intellectual milieu in which Cyrano moved, compar

ing these with my own encounters with doctrinaire systems and persons in 

other eras and in our own, I have been impressed with certain character

istics of what I call "the doctrinaire mind," traits of the typical dog

matic mentality, which will be useful standards of comparison when we 

turn later to assessing Cyrano's own relative skepticism or dogmatism. 
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An exemplary doctrinaire was the Jesuit Father Francis Garasse, 

author of La Doctrine curleuse des "beaux esprits de ce temps ou pr^ten-

dus tels ... comibattue et renversde (1623) > to name only one from the 

camp of scholastic dogmatism# From the other dominant dogmatisms of the 

times I will choose certain traits of mind from Lucretius, Thomas 

Hobbes, Pierre Charron, Lucilio Vanini, the radical libertines and the 

Fronde generation, and Descartes to illustrate typical doctrinaire 

traits, and round out the portrait of the doctrinaire mind. 

Kie typical seventeenth-century dogmatist had definite opinions, 

held them strongly, and represented them as "v^ritez capitales" (Popkin 

i960, p. llU), tending to think that his opinions represented reality. 

The treatise was his favorite genre, wherein he could wax expository and 

didactic. Because he thought that everybody should have definite opin

ions in all things, he tended to scorn indifference in others* Holding 

definite opinions strongly brought him into frequent conflict with 

others, whom he "attacked" in "polemics" marked by "harsh criticism 

• • • denunciation • • • insults * • with "invective as £his] main 

weapon" (Popkin i960, pp. 114, U5)» He tends to think in terms of ab

solute categories, universal values, as opposed to skeptics1 relativism 

and limitation to particulars. He tended to moralize for everyone on 

the basis of his own opinion, whereas a skeptic made moral judgment far 

self only* Pride in his opinions made him tend to be assertive. 

The distinguishing character of Lucretius is a certain kind of 
noble pride, and positive assertion of his opinions. He is 
everywhere confident of his own reason, and assuming an abso
lute cccmand, not only over his vulgar reader, but even his pa
tron Memmius. * * . He was so much an atheist that he forgot 
sometimes to be a poet. ... I laid by my natural diffidence 
and scepticism for a while to take up that dogmatical way of 
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his, which, as I said, is so much his character (Dryden Essays, 
in Bred void 193*S P* 1*0* 

The seventeenth-century dogmatic mind may he found in stoics, Academic 

skeptics, materialists, atheists, radicals of all parties. 

Ancient skepticism had risen as a protest against stoic dogma

tism, and seventeenth-century skeptics likewise criticized the pride of 

stoic dogmatism: "Stiffness of opinion is the effect of pride, and not 

that of philosophy; it is a miserable presumption of that knowledge 

which human nature is too narrow to contain; and the ruggedness of a 

stoic is onlly a silly affectation of being a god" (Dryden, in Bredvold 

195P» 116). In the seventeenth century, "an impulse toward self-

assertion and a craving after the absolute, be it merely the absolute of 

complete negation, is common to both the plebian and the aristocratic 

radicals" (Spink i960, p. 29). 

Charron opened "la porte au dogmatisme par l'exag^ration de la 

doctrine sceptique" (Perrens IS96, p. 56). The radical naturalist Vani-

ni claimed to be "ennemi du dogmatisme," but was himself "convaincu," 

and with eclectic enthusiasm, running frcm one doctrine to another, em

bracing, espousing, expounding, he "colportait ses aventureux propos," 

his megalomania flying in the face of the inflexible Parlement of Tou

louse, declaring himself an apostle of a new religion of Nature, holding 

his opinions strongly enough to die for them (Perrens 1896, pp. 6 3 ,  6 k ) ,  

Vanity is likely to be the dominant trait and fatal fault of the dogma

tist, the "overweening pride" (Spink i960, p. k6)t the "stiff confidence 

in opinion, the vanity of dogmatizing" which Glanville and Boyle criti

cized in Hobbes (Bredvold 193^* p* 6U), for the doctrinaire tends to be 
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expansive, ambitious, confident, or anxious, as opposed to a skeptic's 

modesty, calm, resignation, caution. 

Corneille's heroes and the magnanimous man according to Descar
tes share a Stoic confidence in the human mind and the human 
will. A more headstrong generation than that of Richelieu and 
his enemies (unless it "be that of the Fronde] ... could hard
ly "be imagined. For "both sexes the highest moral value was re
presented by the word "gloire," which meant the radiation of 
one's personality; . • . aristocratic morality was an idealized 
egotism. Vanini, Theophile and the Deist were part and parcel 
of their generation (Spink 19^0, p. U7). 

Confidence and pride in his own knowledge, assurance of having 

found the truth, certainty that his opinions represent reality, tendan-

cy to think in universals and absolutes, to use assertive language (as 

opposed to a skeptic's expression of doubt in guarded suggestions, pos

sibilities, ignorance, questionings) are characteristic of one of the 

greatest minds of the century, that of Descartes: 

Je d£sirais vaquer seulement a la recherche de la v£rit£ (p. 59) 
... n'y dtant qu'une vdrlt£ de chaque chose, quiconque la trouve 
en sait autant qu'on peut savoir (p. k9); ... d^couvrant tous 
les Jours ... quelques vdritds ... ccmmun&uent ignor£es des au-
tres hommes, la satisfaction que J'en avais remplissait ... mon 
esprit (p. 5*0* ••• Je pense, done je suis, qui m'assure que je 
dis la v£rit€ (p. 60). ... La connaissance de Dieu et de l'&me 
nous a ainsi rendus certains de cette regie (p. 64). ... Je se
rais bien aise de ... faire voir ici toute la chaine des autres 
vdritds que j'ai ddduites de ces premieres (p. 67). ... S'il y 
a quelqu'un qui en soit capable, ce doit §tre moi plutQt moi 
qu'aucun autre (p. 39) (Descartes 1637, ed. 1966, pp. U9-89). 

As the skeptical crisis had been originally brought on, as shown 

earlier in Chapter III, by a loss of the criteria of truth previously 

accepted as valid and reliable for judging knowledge, one trait of the 

doctrinaire mind is pride in possession of the yardstick of truth, be it 

authority, reason, intuit ion, or the senses. For the doctrinaire ac

cepts some measure, some standard as a rule or criterion by which to 
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know if any supposed fact be true or not, while the skeptic doubts the 

validity and reliability of all of them (see Montaigne's complaint of 

the relativity of all standards of measure, above pp. 53-5*0• 

Some dogmatists accepted authority as their criterion, the au

thority of the Church, of a theology, of a prestigious philosopher or 

writer. Magister dixit was enough to settle any argument, answer any 

question. "Toutes les defiances meurent au pied des autels" (perrens 

1396, p. 151). 

Nous avons la pensde des Dogmatiques. Aristote a £crit si rai-
sonnablement • •• qu'il faut etre d^pourvu de raison pour ne pas 
suivre ses oracles. ••• C*est-a-dire que le poete de leur choix 
est celui qui, abdiquant tout jugement et tout initiative, es-
time assez faire pour la raison en suivant les "raisonnables 
propositions" d'Aristote et, tel le croyant de stricte orthodo-
xie, en cas de conflit entre sa raison et l^utorit^, se decide, 
sans hesitation, pour l*autorit£ du maitre (Gillot 191^, pp. 
1S2, 133). 

But this explanation of the criterion of authority assumes already an

other criterion of truth, the reason. But the essential point about the 

criterion of authority is that it is the reason of an outside objective 

authority which decides what is good, true, or beautiful, not the sub

jective reason of an individual. For reason was not born with Descar

tes. Reason had been an accepted criterion of truth since the Greeks, 

and canonized with the scholastic theology-philosophy of Saint Thomas 

Aquinas* But it was a matter of whose reason was valid as a criterion 

of truth. Descartes offered his own: "••• pour les opinions, ••• je ne 

les ai jamais recues, ni parce qu'elles avaient £t£ dites par d'autres, 

... mais seulement parceque la raison me les a persuad£es" (Descartes 

1657, ed. 1966, p. 91+) • It was Descartes, judges Gillot, who dealt the 

death blow to "authority" as the criterion of truth: 
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Au parti de l'Arrtiquit^ l'auteur du Discours de la M^thode porte 
le coup d^cisif en substituant a l'autoritg du consentement uni-
versel, de la tradition et des Maltres, l*autoritd de la raison 
individuelle, l'autorit^ du moi absolu. ... Dormant pour base a 
son systeme les seules affirmations de sa propre raison, et fai-
sant table rase de toutes les acquisitions des devanciers, il 
effa9ait, si l'on peut dire, de l'histoire humaine par un act 
souverain de son intelligence, les siecles de pensde qui ont 
pr<?cdd£ l'affirmation du Cogito: ... II transportait en quelque 
sorte le critere du vrai de l'extdrieur a l'int^rieur de 1*es
prit humain (Gillot 191^, pp. 233, 292). 

It is important also to note that Descartes chose reason among 

all the faculties of the mind, not the senses nor the imagination, as 

his criterion. "Nous ne nous devons jamais laisser persuader qu'a l'£-

vidence de notre raison. Et il est a remarquer que je dis, de notre 

raison et non point, de notre imagination ni de nos sens" (Descartes 

1637, ed. 1966, p. 65). "Ni notre imagination ni nos sens ne nous sau-

raienfc jamais assurer d'aucune chose, si notre entendement n'y inter-

vient" (Descartes 1637, ed. 1966, p. 63). 

Protestants had for a century been criticized for their "folie 

... suffisance ... hardiesse dangereuse ... absurde t€m€rit€ ... sotte 

pr^somption" in claiming to possess the yardstick of truth in their own 

reason (example: Montaigne ed. 1953, pp. 213-13). The pride of sensi

tive mystics for whom not the mind, hut the heart, intuition, immediate 

revelation was the rule of truth, was exemplified in the seventeenth 

century, among others, by Pascal. According to him, it is not only re

ligion which some can know by intuition, "but First Principles in geome

try and arithmetic also. 

Nous connoissons la v£ritd, non seulemsnt par la raison, mais 
encore par le coeur; c'est de cette derniere sorte que nous 
connoissons les premiers principes, et c'est en vain que le 
raisonnement qui n'y a point de part, essaie de les combattre. 
Les pirrhoniens, qui n'ont que cela pour object, y travaillent 
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inutilement. ... Car la connoissance des premiers principes, 
corame qu'il y a espace, temps, mouvement, nombres, [est] aussy 
ferme qu'aucune de celles que nos raisonnements nous donnent. 
Et c'est sur ces connoissances du coeur et de 1*instinct qu'il 
faut que la raison s'appuie, et qu'elle y fonde tout son dis-
cours. ••• Ceux a qui Dieu a donn£ la religion par sentiment du 
coeur sont bien heureux et bien ldgitimement persuades, Mais 
ceux qui ne l'ont pas, nous ne pouvons la [leur] donner que par 
raisonnement, en attendant que Dieu la leur donne par sentiment 
de coeur, sans quoy la fey n'est qu'huroaine, et inutile pour le 
salut (Pascal, ed. 19&5* PP- 3UU-^6). 

The senses also found their proud defenders as the valid criter

ion of truth. Aristotle's theory of knowledge had been based on the em

pirical axiom, that all knowledge comes from the senses, which are reli

able and yield accurate information about external objects leading to 

certain knowledge about the real world. It was precisely this theory of 

the senses which the skeptical arguments on sensory illusions had demo

lished. One would think that the Epicureans would champion sensation 

and sensory experience as capable of yielding accurate knowledge of rea

lity, and yet, they will be found accepting the full onslaught of the 

skeptical arguments against certain knowledge in the empirical realm, 

and coming back with only a theory of probability about appearances. 

(See the following section on compromises -with skepticism, p. 110.) it 

was Pierre Chanet in his 16U3 Considerations sur la Sagesse de Charron 

and Charles Sorel in his 163U La Science des choses Corporelles and his 

16U7 La Science universelle, who contended, as had Aristotle, that 

senses give true information about objective reality, if only the ob

jects are observed under proper conditions, and if the observer's facul

ties are operating normally, so no skepticism either about sense or rea

son is justified (Popkin i960, pp. 121-30). As Fopkin points out, nei

ther of these apologists for the senses, though very assured they were 
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correct, even spoke to the skeptics1 arguments, but merely restated the 

aristotelian confidence in sense perception and "sens ccmmun" which can 

judge when conditions are proper and normal. 

Having seen what various criteria were used by doctrinaire minds 

for judging what they were confident they could know, in the face of 

skeptical contentions, and before continuing to see what kind of mental

ity and temperament Cyrano had and how he encountered the skeptical 

challenge to knowledge, we will profit from looking at one further de

velopment in the dialogue of doctrines with skepticism in Cyrano's times* 

This development consisted in attempts at compromise or accommodation of 

skepticism with some one or another of the various doctrines we have 

seen as viable alternatives to complete abandonment of any possibility 

of knowledge. 

Efforts at resolution of the skeptical crisis usually did two 

things: they divided the field and they changed the terms. By dividing 

the field, I mean they recognized there are different areas of experi

ence and different kinds of knowledge with different criteria applicable 

in the various realms. And by changing the terms, I mean that they of

ten (though not always) resigned themselves to the full effect of the 

skeptical assault on knowledge in the Aristotelian sense of the term 

(i.e. certain knowledge about the real nature of things, or the ability 

to make a statement about a non-empirical or trans-empirical truth which 

cannot possibly be false; see Fopkin i960, p. ix), gave up the search 

for certainty in that sense, and spoke rather in terms of assurance, or 

assent, or probability, or knowledge of appearances. 
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One accommodation with skepticism dealt only with the realm of 

religion* This was fideism. For to seventeenth-century fideists, truth 

was twofold: there was the truth of religion discernible "by faith and 

received by authority or intuition, and the truth of science, subject to 

the senses and to reason, and these two kinds of truth must be kept sep

arate. (Some, like Bacon, desiring to protect science from religion, 

others to protect religion from reason; see Willey 1953* PP« 35-37*) 

Fideists accepted the full impact of the skeptical arguments on the hu

man mind's incapacity to know absolute truth and added the necessity of 

faith for attaining certainty in religion, fear faith was "une source de 

v6rit£ plus haute que la raison" (pintard 19^3> I, 66)• In Thomistic 

scholasticism, faith was indeed above reason, but not contrary to it (so 

that fideism was condemned as a heresy, for debasing reason; see Bred-

void 193U, pp. 21-27 and Popkin i960, p. xv), whereas to a fide is t like 

Sir Thomas Browne, "[it] is no vulgar part of Faith, to believe a thing 

not only above, but contrary to reason, and against the arguments of our 

proper senses" (Browne, Religio Medici, I6H3, Part I, set. x, ed. 1955, 

p. 15). Thus, skepticism was seen by fideists as the perfect prepara

tion of the mind to receive Christianity; of all philosophies, "la scep-

tique se peut nammer une parfaite introduction au christianisme, une 

preparation £vang€lique. ... Elle n'a plus de doutes ou il est question 

de la religion" (La Mothe le Vayer 1671, pp. 295, 3^5). In fact, Brush 

states that up until Hume, the principal use of skepticism was "as the 

prelude to an assertion of the primacy of faith" (Brush 1966, p. 32). 

So fideists were first skeptics, but their skepticism, due to the de

bacle of reason, was only provisional, not final, since they did not end 
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their search for truth in suspension of judgment and complete doubt, "but 

rather in acceptance of religious truth through faith. 

No intellectual-religious position was commoner than fideism 

among the erudite libertines of the seventeenth century. Indeed, fide

ism vas the religious position of many personalities influential on the 

milieu affecting Cyrano, including Montaigne, Charron, Sir Francis Ba

con, Sir Thomas Browne, La Mothe le Vayer, Guy Patin, Gassendi, Pascal, 

Balzac, and the Abbd de Marolles (see Perrens 1996, pp. 59, 131, 13̂ ; 

Bredvold 193h, pp. 3-W? Pintard, 19^3, I » 65-66, 7k, l4l-lf2, lU6, 278-

79, ̂ 36, 52U-25; Willey 1953, pp. 11-37; Fopkin i960, pp. 61, 6h, 92-96; 

Spink i960, pp. 12, 19-19). 

Regarding phenomena in the natural physical world and the mind's 

inability to have certain knowledge in this realm, the commonest accom

modation was empiricism. Skeptics had already admitted that the senses 

perceive appearances, howbeit with varying degrees of inaccuracy; they 

had admitted that the mind could know probability. Empiricists, accept

ing the skeptics1 doubts regarding the inability of the mind ever to know 

absolutes, essences, the reality of things in themselves, and their 

causes, but confident that the senses could perceive phenomena in the 

material realm and furnish reliable data for the mind, also confident 

that the reason could judge of probability (not truth) about those ap

pearances, even predict events rather accurately, merely emphasized this 

other side of the coin, accepting probability as sufficient in the natu

ral world, and all that we need to know. 

This empiricist epistemology had already had a long tradition, 

even among the ancients. Its first theoretician was Carneades (21*1-129 
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B.C.), head of the Academic School of skeptics, who authored a verifica

tion theory, a method, yielding, not the admittedly impossible absolute 

certainty, but probability, in short a proto-type of the philosophy of 

modern experimental science (see Popkin i960, P* x; Brush 1966, p. 9; 

and especially Stough 19^9> PP- 50-66). 

Carneades taught that while his skeptic colleagues were right in 

asserting that man cannot know anything with certainty about the real 

nature of things in themselves, we are, however, justified in assenting 

to some statements as more probable than others. What mattered to him 

was finding some criteria of truth which would help us judge what state

ments we are justified in assenting to. The three criteria he worked 

out were credibility or probability; consistence or non-contradiction; 

and testing. First, any statement to be assented to must be credible, 

i.e., it must have the qualities which Stoics were claiming for their 

"certain" impressions (Carneades contending, of course, that these im

pressions were not certain and could never be known to be certain, but 

that among these probable or credible impressions there were likely some 

which deserve our assent). The second criterion was consistency, i.e., 

further observation and comparison must show that the probable impres

sion is not contradicted by other probable impressions, that several 

witnesses concur, at least that the lines of testimony from perception 

intersect, such as sight and touch both telling us that an object is 

there, and what it is like. Carneades1 third criterion is testing. Any 

impression that is in itself credible, and seems consistent, or uncon

tradicted by other credible impressions, can be further tested under 

different conditions, as long as one feels necessary, before receiving 
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one's consent. Testing would be observing under various and controlled 

conditions, such as observing an object several times and comparing im

pressions from afar, closeby, in light and in darkness, when awake and 

when sleepy, hungry and well-fed, etc., to find what qualities or pro

perties of objects are consistently present. For Carneades, when we 

have tested such an Impression, we are justified in being convinced of 

the probability of its truth and in assenting to it (see Stough 19^9» 

pp. 50-66). 

After Carneades, the next great proponent of empiricism was also 

the greatest exponent of skepticism in the ancient world, Sextus Empiri-

cus (c. 150-250 A.D.), author of Outlines of Pyrrhonism, that thorough 

compendium of skepticism whose publication in France and subsequent ad

aptation by Montaigne and Charron had brought on the "crise sceptique" 

in French thought, While his philosophy was taken ill the seventeenth 

century as threatening certain knowledge in the sciences as in all areas 

of life, his system in fact contains a method for arriving at knowledge. 

He is called "Empiricus" probably because he was a member of the empiri

cal school of medecine in Alexandria, and the purpose of his epistemo-

logy was to help doctors make better diagnoses and prognoses. The skep

tical aspects of his system were there in order to warn doctors not to 

make hasty decisions, but rather to exercise prudence, caution, and di

ligence (weighing all data before deciding), also modesty (not pretend

ing to real knowledge of absolutes, causes, or unseen essences, which 

were unknowable), while the positive aspects do allow knowledge based on 

empirical axiom (that all ideas originate with sense experience). He 

then adds a criterion of truth which can lead from sensory data to 
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knowledge: a statement can "be accepted as true if it is evidently veri

fied by experience (sensation plus "perception," or reasoning about what 

is sensed). 

It is true that Sextus, as a skeptic, cambatted the stoic system 

because it was too dogmatic, but far from rejecting the whole stoic sys

tem just because of its dogmatic character, Sextus in fact adopted the 

otoics1 "associative signs" as a useful tool of diagnosis and prognosis 

in medecine. 

Sextus1 empirical method system of empirical diagnosis and prog

nosis works like this: long experience and numerous observations by 

many people have associated two phenomena (which Sextus calls appear

ances, while the stoics called them evident signs), one of which is pre

sent in a given situation, but the other of which is in this case tempo

rarily non-evident (not observed). We are Justified by association, me-

mory, generalization, to expect the second phenomenon in the present 

case. For example, we have often experienced smoke and fire together, 

so we are Justified in surmising that in a new case where smoke is ob

served, that fire is also present. One can also surmise past causes of 

present phenomena, if one has learned that scars are caused by wounds. 

When one sees a scar, he can speculate justifiably that there was a 

wound there. Even the future can be predicted, based on past experience. 

If we have seen numerous cases of a puncture wound in the heart causing 

imminent death, in a new case of heart wound, we can predict imminent 

death. This is called prognosis, or foreknowledge, and is the basis of 

empirical medecine, where diagnosis means that one sees a sign or signs 

present and surmise by association that other phenomena such as microbes, 
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infection, etc. are also present, and prognosis: foreknowledge of what 

will probably happen, based on past experience. If Sextus persisted in 

saying that nothing is true, or can be known to be true, this is because 

of his definition of true, for he associated the word true with reality 

and certainty: reality is unknowable, and certain knowledge is impos

sible. However, knowledge of probability based on appearances is indeed 

possible and is a common fact (see Stough 19^9> pp* 107, 117 > 153-3*0* 

In the seventeenth century, one of the most active promoters of 

empirical science was the Minim Friar Marin Mersenne (1598-161j-3), friend 

and correspondent of Gassendi, Galileo, Hobbes, Campanella, Kepler, 

Feiresc, Elie Diodati (and of many others whose scientific experiments 

he documented, summarized, and publicized), and author of a grandiose 

attack on skepticism entitled La v£rit€ des Sciences, contre les Scep-

tiques ou Pyrrhoniena (1625). Mersenne attacked the skeptics as liber

tines and also for wanting to destroy confidence in science, religion, 

and morality, since they held that nothing in any of these three realms 

could be known with certainty. Yet in his own epistemology, he accepts 

skepticism and combines it with fldelsm and empiricism to form a unified 

and consistent whole. 

He accepted the full force of the skeptical arguments on the hu

man Impossibility of absolute knowledge of essences, of the real nature 

or metaphysical basis of things. No science of eternal things is poss

ible; there is no epistemological answer to the skeptical crisis. The 

kind of knowledge claimed by dogmatists and denied by skeptics Is indeed 

impossible, but unimportant, for there are other kinds of knowledge 
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which we are quite capable of attaining, of which Mersenne cites at 

least four kinds: 

1) Self-evident axioms which are rational, logical necessities; 

2) Self-knowledge, awareness of self as thinker, even as 

doubter; 

3) Knowledge of appearances gained from undeniable sensory im

pressions (empirical data) which can be refined by using in

struments ; 

U) Fideistic knowledge of religion through acceptance of reve

lation, authority, 

Mersenne wrote principally about the third kind of knowledge, 

which is empirical scientific knowledge. It consists of information 

about appearances, hypotheses about the connections of events, and pre

dictions of the future course of experience. Mersenne was modern and 

optimistic, holding that even if the claims of the skeptics could not be 

refuted, nonetheless he could have a type of knowledge not open to ques

tion, and all that is required in this life (see Popkin 19^9, pp. 132-1*3). 

Descartes, on visits to Paris in 1629, saw Mersenne and other 

intellectuals, and was shocked that "the best minds of the day either 

spent their time advocating skepticism or accepted only probable and un

certain views, instead of seeking absolute truth" (Popkin 1969, p. 179). 

Descartes was disillusioned, fearful, and determined to find certainty, 

so he worked out his method as his answer to skepticism and empirical 

probabilism. 

Soon after, Pascal likewise accepted the same skeptical limita

tions as Mersenne, and made the same compartmentalization between the 
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religious and the material realms. He too, was fideistic on the one 

hand, adhering to his personal faith, his Immediate intuitive spiritual 

experience and the authority of certain Christian doctrines, and empiri

cal on the other, freeing the senses and the reason to explore the realm 

of natural phenomena, in which he was as active and productive of know

ledge as anyone in his times. Even after his conversion, 

Pascal n'abandonna pas ses dtudes scientifiques. Dans son 
Traltd sur le Vide (16U7), il distingue en effet entre les 
sciences d'autoritd (comme la thdologie) ou toute vdritd se 
trouve dans les livres sacr£s, et les sciences de raisonnement, 
ou la raison et 1'experience conduisent a la connaissance. 
Cette distinction lui permat de concilier son activity de sa
vant et sa vie religieuse. II prit m§toie hardiment parti contre 
I'autorit^ des anciens en matiere scientifique, proclaraant sa 
confiance dans la continuity du progres (La Garde et Michard 
1962, III, 129). 

While fideists combined skepticism with Christian faith, and ex

perimental scientists combined skepticism with empiricism, Montaigne and 

Charron, still influential in Cyrano's intellectual milieu, had also 

combined Epicurean doctrine with skepticism and fideism, while Gassendi 

also added empiricism. 

Pierre Villey wrote about Montaigne's evolution during the writ

ing of the Essais, first his "stoic period" 1571-72, then his "skeptical 

period" 1576-73* and finally his "Epicurean period" 1573-30 (Villey 1903, 

I, 215-16). This analysis by the most renowned Montaigne scholar of his 

time set a precedent followed by many scholars since. For two of them, 

among many others, Montaigne was evolving toward a philosophy consistent 

with his naturally Epicurean temperament: Bredvold wrote that the ef

fect of skepticism on Montaigne was a change in the orientation of his 

thought from stoicism (rigorous and dogmatic) to his own Epicurean 
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nature (supple, tolerant, natural) (Bredvold 193^, PP« 33-3*0, and Ra

phael Bangaud, likewise: 

Parti d'un stolcisme assez artificiel, ... (Montaigne n'a aucun 
penchant naturel vers cette doctrine severe) ... Montaigne, par 
le scepticlsme, sera arriv£ finalement a une philosophic toute 
personnelle parfaitement accordde a son temperament •.. un act 
de vlvre qui sera fortement teint£ d'£picurisme, parce que la 
nature m£me de Montaigne penche de ce c6t£ la, mais qui n'aura 
rien d'un systeme philosophique rigide et doctrlnale (Pangaud 
1935, II, 5-6). 

In Strawski's judgment, Montaigne was principally a stoic, be

fore and after his encounter with skepticism, accepting the destructive 

force of Pyrrhonism against the dogmatic system, yet retaining his stoi

cal temperament and habits which were not a "doctrine" for him, but 

rather something living and practical, instilled in him by heredity, 

experience, and practice (Strowski 1907, I, 52-53)• 

Some scholars have objected to the over-simplification of this 

strict chronological division, emphasizing instead Montaigne's union of 

stoicism, skepticism, and Epicureanism, complementary and often contra

dictory facets, in one richly complex personality and varied literary 

work. For Craig Brush and for his mentor, Professor Donald Frame, the 

outstanding traits of that complex temperament are all skeptical (Brush 

1966, pp. 36-37)• Perrens wrote in 1896 of "l'union ... qui s'entrevo-

yait dans Montaigne du scepticlsme avec l'^picurisme" (Perrens IS96, 

p. 137)* Aldington saw this same complex character in the Essais, but 

including all three of the ancient philosophies which had intrigued the 

writer: 

It is the habit of official commentators to insist upon the 
Stoic element in Montaigne. It is there, ... but one might 
as legitimately insist upon the Epicurean, or the Sceptical as
pect of his book. That, at least, is what the libertines did. 
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They took the sceptical wisdom of Montaigne and tempered it 
with the mirth of Rabelais, . . . (Aldington 19^2, p. 27)* 

This is the book which the ultra-dogmatic Jesuit Father Garasse 

attacked as the "livre cabalistique" of the libertines (perrens IS96, 

p. Wf), Its great popularity with the avant-garde of French intellectu

als may well be in large part due to the peculiarly appealing combina

tion of skepticism and practical Epicureanism both in the Essais and in 

the person who created them, for in this case more than in most, as Mon

taigne himself wrote, the book and the man are one. 

Pierre Charron, author of La Sagesse, a work equal with the 

Essais in popularity among the free-thinkers of the early l600's, like

wise achieved a fusion of skepticism, fide ism, stoicism, epicureanism, 

and deism (see pp. 56-58, 76, 85, 100; see also Strowski 1907, I, 179-80, 

185-201*). Perrens has under lined the Epicureanism of La Sagesse: "Ce 

chanoine lib£r£ est done bel et bien un philosophe de la nature. ... Les 

tendances dpicuriennes et naturalistes s'y manifestent a chaque page": 

the senses are the means for learning; there is only a difference of de

gree between men and animals; religion is merely a cultural phenomenon; 

all organized religions are repugnant to common sense, founded by men, 

not by God, etc. (Perrens 1896, p. 57), 

Strowski emphasized the secular ethic, actually stoic, of the 

same book, teaching young libertines to accept the order of the world, 

to follow Nature, to listen to their innate reason, to learn what is 

within their power and what is not, and to achieve virtue and tranquili

ty of soul through their own will and effort. He also lists deistic 

ideas, and criticisms of organized religion in La Sagesse (Strowski 
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1907, I, 135-20U). Bredvold comments that "the success of the book was 

among the beaux esprits who read in it what was to their liking" (Bred

vold 193k, p. 35). Indeed, it became so popular with the free-thinking 

milieu that Father Garasse wrote his La Doctrine curieuse des beaux es

prit s de ce temps ou prdtendus tels (1623) in large part to attack this 

book, which he called "le br^viaire des libertins" (Popkin i960, p. 63). 

Pierre Gassendi (1592-1655) was the most significant philosopher 

in Cyrano's milieu, after Descartes, who offered a resolution of the 

skeptical crisis; in his system he combined skepticism, Christian fide-

ism, empiricism, and Epicureanism. He was first a Christian, evidently 

sincere. But while a young lecturer in philosophy at the University of 

Aix, he became deeply aroused over the lack of academic freedom and at

tacked the pedantry of scholastic authority with Sextus Empiricus* skep

ticism, a weapon he had recently discovered in a new French edition of 

Sextus' works published in 1621, Three years later he published his 

lectures as a book of arguments against Aristotle and all dogmatists 

(referred to above in the part of this chapter on skepticism). He 

finished only part of his intended seven-volume war on dogmatism, but 

his brilliant marshalling of Sextus1 arguments had a shattering effect 

on the possibility of achieving certain knowledge by the use of the 

senses, the reason, and the syllogism. 

However, after 1625, Gassendi abandoned the destructive skepti

cal weapon in favor of a new and better strategy, having found Epicurean 

doctrine as a substitute system (see above, p. 83). He then spent 

thirty years of his life studying and teaching Epicureanism, always with 

heavy emphasis on theoretical aspects of the doctrine (ontology: 
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materialistic atomism, and epistemology), with much less attention to 

the practical Epicureanism (ethics). 

While still a young man at Aix, Gassendi had become interested 

in doing scientific experiments (dissections, observations with tele

scope and microscope) in the study and laboratory of Fabri de Feiresc 

(I5SO-1637), a patron and promoter of science (see Pintard, I> 37-33 

and Spink i960, p. 13). This practical experience was to change Gassen

di* b whole thought and life, for although he had learned skepticism and 

used it so effectively to destroy the exaggerated claims of Aristotelian 

and other dogmatists, although he had discovered another doctrinaire 

hero to champion, and although his skepticism had thoroughly convinced 

him that certain knowledge in Aristotle's meaning of the term was impos

sible, his own experiments and his correspondence and acquaintance with 

practicing scientists such as Galileo, Huygens, Descartes, and others, 

begun while he was working with Peiresc, convinced him that some know

ledge is possible, led him into the empirical field so that he became an 

important theoretician of the scientific method. 

His empiricism, developed as an alteration of his thorough-going 

skepticism, was somewhat similar to the system of empirical knowledge 

published in 1625 by his best friend, Marin Mersenne (see above, p. 10U), 

with significant differences, however. What Gassendi accomplished with 

his theory of knowledge was a synthesis of Epicurus and Sextus Empiricus. 

Much more thoroughly than Mersenne had done, Gassendi went into Sextus 

Empiricus* verification theory which would yield knowledge of probabili

ty about appearances (sumaarlzed above, p. 103), and dealt in his own 

way with the criteria of knowledge used by stoic dogmatists whom Sextus 
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was combatting "by devising his epistemology. Gassendi's method for ar

riving at a degree of empirical knowledge was similar to, "but went "be

yond that of Sextus: 

En formules plus franches que par le passd, il marque sa propre 
position—m<5diane—entre l'acatalepsie pyrrhonienne et le dog-
matisme. Avec tine nettet£ dgalement toute nouvelle, il distin
gue les deux sources, pareillement fdcondes et ndcessairemenfc 
compldmentaires, de la connaissance: les sens et la raison. 
Une thdorie prdcise--et originale—des signa qui permettent de 
ddcouvrir, sous les apparences, les rdalit<5s cachdes, lui sert 
de point de depart pour l'essor de la pensde philosophique, a 
laquelle il assigne une mdthode exacte, et qu'il juge capable 
d*utiles rdsultats. Scepticisme presque integral, telle avait 
dtd sa premiere attitude; scepticisme considdrablement attdnud 
et compensd, voila a quoi il s'est rdsolu pour mieux rectifier 
Epicure; et maintenant il n'hdsite pas a. afficher un dogmatisme 
tempdr£ certes, et prudent, mais ferme (Pintard 19^3» 501-02). 

Gassendi had once agreed with the skeptics that the senses and 

reason could never know the essence of the object itself, for all they 

have access to are more sense impressions. But now he made an important 

advance beyond what any skeptic had ever allowed, beyond the mere "ap

pearances and suggestive signs" lyrrhonists had set as the limits of hu

man knowledge, for he held further that "from our experience, through 

careful reasoning, we can discover laws or reasons that explain why we 

have the perceptions we do, why honey seems sweet to us, why we see cer

tain colors" (popkin 19^0, p. 146). Scientific method for Gassendi had 

five steps: (l) Observation of phenomena (indicative signs in experi

ence); (2) Description of the object, explanation of its function in 

terms of qualities observed; (5) Prediction of its function under cer

tain conditions; (U) Experimentation; and (5) Verification of the pre

dictions (see Popkin i960, p. 1^6). What this method yields is probabi

lity about appearances and in addition, knowledge about why we receive 
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the appearances we do from objects. Meanwhile, he continued doing sci

entific research contributory to the development and elaboration of his 

theory of knowledge, repeating some of Galileo*s experiments (such as 

dropping balls from the masts of moving ships to measure the direction 

of their fall). 

For his system was partly empiricist and partly rational. His 

experiments were not original and did not add knowledge to science. But 

he made two great theoretical contributions to the philosophy of sci

ence: expounding empirical mitigated-skepticism as a means of gaining 

knowledge in the sciences; and offering Epicurean atcsnisra as a theoreti

cal model to explain matter and motion. He proposed the system not as a 

dogma, but as a hypothesis, the most probable among all the possible ex

planations he could devise. "Gassendi himself made very modest claims 

for his own system" (Spink i960, p. 1^7). 

But if Gassendi had been so thoroughly a skeptic, and then so 

wholeheartedly accepted the senses and the reason as his criteria of 

knowledge in science, what happened to his religious faith? It would 

seem that he was a sincere Christian and that a great part of his con

cern and effort went into "Christianizing" Epicurus by adding God to his 

system as creator of the atoms and of their motion. Neither his espou

sal and propagation of Epicureanism nor his skepticism as regards the 

mind's ability to attain absolute truth in either the field of phenomena 

nor of metaphysical ideas, kept Gassendi from being a Christian. In the 

religious domain, his criterion was not reason but authority. He had 

put his faith and his science into airtight compartments. "Epicurien et 

Chretien tout ensemble'. Quelle force devait avoir cette cloison dtanche 
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qui protdgeait sa conscience, sa liberty, sa vie!" (Perrens 1996, pp. 

133-3*0• Gassendi expressed his fideism with evidently sincere fervor: 

Soit que je traite quelque sujet dogaatiquemerrt ou a la maniere 
des sceptiques, soit que ;}e dise quelque chose de vrai ou seule-
ment de probable, je le souiaets au jugement de I'Eglise catho-
lique, apostolique et romaine dont je fais gloire d'etre lfen
fant, pour la foi de laquelle Je suis pr§t a verser jusqu*a la 
derniere goutte de mon sang. Je prends Dieu et ses saints Evan-
giles a t^moin que j'ai un grand zele pour d^couvrir la v£rit£ 
(Perrens 1896, p. 13*0 • 

Perrens states that Gassendi's most distinctive feature was his 

bold integration of doctrine and skepticism: "Gassendi est un 6clecti-

que sans le savoir; ... Mais sa caract^ristique, c'est 1'union ouverte 

et d^clarde ... du scepticisme avec l'dpicurisme" (Perrens IS96, p. 137)* 

Just as his own Epicureanism was welded onto a basis of skepticism, Gas

sendi furnished for the libertine milieu the second essential ingredient 

for their free thought, after having inherited skepticism from Montaigne, 

Charron, and La Mothe le Vayer; this essential ingredient was theoreti

cal Epicureanism, a solid doctrine of materialism, secularism, and sci

entific knowledge freed from metaphysical restraints or dependence• 

Having taken account of the ravages skepticism was making in the 

confidence of seventeenth century searchers for certainty, having des

cribed typical skeptical and doctrinal minds of the century, and having 

inventoried the various doctrines offered as live options to eager 

learners of the times, including several attempts to resolve the skep

tical crisis, I turn now in Chapter V to examine Cyrano's mind, his 

traits of temper and character (as they can be known from his biography 

and features of his style), in order better to understand the ways he 

reacted when he encountered the doctrines and skepticism in his milieu. 
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CHAPTER V 

CYRANO MOVING IN HIS MILIEU: HIS MIND AND TEMH3RAMENT 

Tn this chapter I will examine Cyrano's "biography, letters, and 

writing style to find what they reveal about his mind, his temperament, 

his typical ways of thinking, feeling, speaking, writing and reacting 

which may reveal whether he was by nature more doctrinaire or skeptical, 

according to the descriptions in Chapters III and IV of those two 

typical minds or temperaments. 

According to Henri LeBret, his best friend and biographer, 

Cyrano was high-spirited and independent minded, resistant to authority, 

unsubmissive either to people or to ideas. LeBret, recalling Cyrano's 

childhood, underscores "I'aversion qu'il avoit" for the priest who was 

his tutor: "... il le croyoit incapable de lui enseigner quelque chose; 

de sorte qu'il faisoit si peu d'etat de ses legons et de ses corrections" 

that his father in desperation had him change schools (Jacob n.d., p. S2). 

Lachevre, who wrote the most thoroughly documented biography of Cyrano, 

tells us that at the college Beauvais, "sous la direction de Grangier, 

l*imp£tueux Cyrano se vit bientot maitris<$; mais il ne lui pardonna pas 

sa soumission, au moins apparente, obtenue au, prix de quelques 

•fouettdes.' II s'en est vengd en caricaturant son vieux maltre dans 

Le Pddant Joud" (Lachevre 1921, I, xxix). It was at this time that 

Cyrano lengthened his name from Savinien de Cyrano by adding de Bergerac, 

and took pleasure in enhancing his signature with such grandiose names 

llU 
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as "Hercule de Bergerac" and "Alexandre de Cyrano Bergerac" (Lachevre 

1921, I, xxxi). Penniless from gambling and frequenting cabarets, this 

ambitious youth volunteered for the company of Gascons commanded by M. 

de Carbon de Casteljaloux, where he fought so many duels, averaging one 

each day, reports LeBret, that he won fame as "le d£mon de la bravoure" 

(Jacob n.d., p. 83). Twice wounded, he returned home to Paris, hoping to 

study with the day's most renowned philosopher, and, according to 

Nic£ron, "for5a la porte de Gassendi en intimidant par ses menaces le 

mattre et les Aleves", while at the same time enrolling for lessons in 

fencing and dance (Lachevre 1921, I, xxxvi, xxxviii). He still duelled 

often, always as a second for others LeBret contends, once killing two 

men and wounding seven to protect a friend (Jacob n.d., p. 8U). Another 

of Cyrano's friends, Charles C. Dassoucy gives the impression that 

Cyrano's sensitivity over his ugly nose and his fury and rage when 

teased about it reached paranoid proportions (see Jacob n.d., pp. Ixv-

lxx and Lachevre 1921, I, xxxix-xli) and La Monnoye retells anecdotes of 

the period which verify this judgment: "Bergerac £toit un grand fer-

railleur. Son nez, qu'il avoit tout d£figur£, lui a fait tuer plus de 

dlx personnes. II ne pouvoit souffrir qu'on le regard&t, et il faisoit 

mettre aussitdt l*£p£e a la main" (LaMomcye 1715, III, 2U2). Cyrano is 

also reported to have dared chase Mondory (or Montfleury), a famous actor, 

from the stage (La Maancye 169I1, II, lUl). in an effort to discredit him, 

Lachevre underscores heavily the inordinate ambition of Cyrano who "croit 

a la gloire" (Lachevre 1921, I, xlvi), and whose next project for 

attaining it was writing. But LeBret reports that Cyrano had no patron, 

for "son g£nie tout libre le rendoit incapable de s'assujdtir". 
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According to LeBret this "haine pour la suction1' was one of Cyrano's 

dominant traits. It made him refuse the authority of all philosophers, 

for "la grande diversity de leurs sectes, et I1 Strange contrari£t£ de 

leurs opinions, lui persuadoient qu'on ne devoit etre d'aucun parti". 

However, he did admire Democritus, for representing truth as impossible 

to find, and lyrrhon for submitting to no master and for "being "si 

modeste, qu'il n'avoit jamais voulu rien decider" (Jacob n.d., pp. 9U-

35). 

However, the biographical events we have just cited, and espe

cially the letters Cyrano wrote, depict a Cyrano extremely different from 

the modest, hesitant non-dogmatic Fyrrho. Victor Fournel was the first 

Cyrano critic to indicate the importance of studying the letters in 

order to understand Cyrano's temperament: "C'est la qu'il se r£vele 

tout entier avec son humeur arrogante, son caractere narquois et hautainj 

c'est la qu'il faut dtudier cet dtrange litterateur" (Fournel 1862, p. 

66). Lachevre also signalled the necessity of studying the letters, if 

we want to understand Cyrano, for "elles apparaissent, au point de vue 

de son intellectuality, d'un prix inestimable. Notre libertin s'y 

montre sans voile" (Lachevre 1921, II, 155). 

And what does Cyrano show us in the letters? Essentially a 

person with very strong opinions, judgmental of others, sure enough of 

himself to criticize everyone else, scathing in his denunciation of his 

victims' short-comings and faults, holding them up to the cruelest 

ridicule and riddling them with invective. A few examples from his let

ters will illustrate these traits of mind and temperament. 

In his mazarinade "Contre les Prondeurs," Cyrano used 
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denigrating, sneering terms to designate other poets, wham he called 

villains, rascals, rogues, "ces Hdroes de papier brouillard ... Ingrats 

• •• Traistres ... fiftinnm-tft-heiirR" accusing them "de vcmir de l'escume sur 

la pourpre des Roys et des Cardinaux ... (II, 230, 2SS). In "Contre 

Scarron, Poete Burlesque" Cyrano uses especially scathing tones against 

the crippled Paul Scarron, author of Le Roman ccaaique. "A la v£rite, je 

n'ay jamais entendu grenouille mieux coasser dans les Marais" (H, 192). 

Scarron is "un insecte, ... un grand sot • •• une momie ... un cadavre 

infecte et pourry" with leprosy and syphillis, whose head is as flat as 

his ideas, who writes "sans rien dire ... ennemy des pensdes, ... il ne 

reste sur la terre que pour estre aux hcmmes un spectacle continuel de la 

vengeance de Dieu" (II, 192-96). 

Examples like these abound "by the dozens in Cyrano's letters; 

one could quote lines almost at random and find overwhelming evidence of 

an opinionated, and wholly judgmental writer, with none of the skeptical 

traits of hesitation, modesty, tolerance. For him doctors are paid 

killers (II, SO); if his enemy was particularly tall, nature could not 

fill the whole "body with spirit, so left the top part lie fallow (II, 

173) . A Jesuit who had criticized him is castigated as a "brainless 

criminal, a puny hypochondriac, a black soul with a dead conscience, the 

genitals of the "corps enseignant" (II, I6U-65). Cyrano often threatens 

the unfortunate victims of his letters with beatings or worse, he reveals 

a dogmatic hostility in his claim that "quand tout le genre humain seroit 

£rig£ en une teste, quand de tous les vivans il n*en resteroit qu'un, ce 

seroit encore un Duel qui me resteroit a faire" (il, 206). He extends 

his arrogant insults against all nations: the stubborn English, the 
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brutal Germans, the haughty Spanish, the criminal Italians and the 

malicious Sicilians (II, 260). 

Cyrano goes to the limits of grossly obscene abuse in berating 

his erstwhile friend Dassoucy: 

H^l par la mort, Je trouve que vous estes bien impudent de 
demeurer en vie, apres m'avoir offens£l Vous ... qui n*estes, 
au plus, qu'une gale aux fesses de la Nature; vous qui tomberez 
si bas, si Je cesse de vous soustenir, qu'une puce en laischant 
la terre ne vous distinguera pas du pav£: vous enfin, si sale 
et si bougre qufon doute (en vous voyant) si vostre mere n'a 
point accouch^ de vous par le cul; ... (II, lSU). 

While such ad hominem invective is indeed a dominant feature of 

Cyrano's letters, that is not of course all that is in them, but even 

when the letters are not expressing insults or other strongly held 

opinions against seme person, still his style in them constantly ex

presses strong opinion, decisive assertion. For example, he does not 

merely state that he dislikes something, but that "je porte tant de haine 

a ce poison ..." (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob IS58, p. IS). The same 

letter continues in a vein which illustrates the author*s mental 

activity in arguing: he holds opinions strongly, is firmly decided, and 

assumes that by disputation, one can convince others of the obvious 

truth: 

... Je n'avance rien que je ne prouve ... n'est-il pas vrai que 

... Apres cela, Monsieur, ne trouvez-vous pas que ... Ne voyez-
vous pas m@me que ... Mais admirez encore comment ... et jugez 
si ... £n v£ritd ... Four moi, je ne doute point que ... Comme 
nous le voyons ... (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob 1953, pp. 13-20). 

When everything we know of Cyrano's life, and these examples 

from his letters indicate that he was self-assured, strong-minded, 

critical, assertive, opinionated, Judgmental, boastful, contentious and 

forceful, all doctrinaire traits, why should LeBret wish to depict him 
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as modest, hesitating and suspending judgment, doubtful of doctrines 

like the skeptic Ityrrhon? The answer is that this was part of LeBret*s 

strategy for publishing the first edition of Cyrano's L'Autre Monde, 

which he had scrupulously shorn of many of its most scabrous pages and 

lines, but which he still hesitated to publish without several dis

claimers of responsibility. He insists that both he and Cyrano doubted 

the dangerous doctrines contained in the book, and although he lists 

eighteen knowledgeable authorities who did believe in helio-cerrtrism, an 

infinite universe, and plural inhabitable worlds, proving that Cyrano's 

ideas were not really unbelievable, still he claims that Cyrano "a trai

ts plaisairnaent une chimere dont ils out traits trop sdrieusemenfc. ••• II 

croyait qu'on devoit rire et douter de tout ce que certaines gens as-

surent Men souvent aussi opiniStrement que ridiculement" (Jacob n.d., 

p. 82)• Throughout the preface LeBret alternates between underscoring 

the plausibility of Cyrano's ideas and insistence that he treated them 

in a mocking vein, but he finishes by absolving himself of all blame for 

publishing such scabrous doctrines, pleading ignorance of the truth or 

falsity of these ideas and retreating into fideism: whatever God does 

is true, no matter how people may describe it (Jacob n.d., p. $h). But 

knowing that in 1657 LeBret was a young priest on the eve of ordination 

persuades me that his claim to skepticism for himself and Cyrano seems 

more an effort to gain the royal permission to publish his recently de

ceased friend's book than an accurate appraisal of Cyrano's attitude to

ward the doctrines he was propounding. His enthusiastic pursuit of 

knowledge within the cdterie of Gassendi, and later in the company of 

a prestigious Cartesian physicist Jacques Rohault convince us that 
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instead of "being doubtful and apologetic about the ideas in his book, he 

was rather eager and optimistic about than, being expansive and dynamic 

about life and learning. Rohault himself, in the preface to the Estats 

et Empires du Solell which he published for Cyrano in 1662, wrote of 

Cyrano's light treatment of serious doctrines as being simply good 

psychology, since a good teacher can make more converts with smiles than 

with foreboding frowns. Rohault compared Cyrano's technique to that of 

Lucretius who put the serious doctrines of Epicurus into verse to make 

them more palatable to the public, and he compared Cyrano to Epicurus 

himself, as Lucretius depicted him in Book I of De rerum natura» more 

doctrinaire than skeptical, confident in his pursuit of learning: 

Le feu de son Esprit, sa g£n£reuse audace, 
Courut le Ciel, la Terre, et leurs vastes deserts; 
Mais, les trouvant toujours d'un trop petit espace, 
II ouvrit leurs remparts. et passa l'Univers. 

(Jacob n.d., p. 201; 

If examining the biography and the letters of Cyrano has re

vealed a man who by his natural temperament assumed that knowledge was 

possible, and that he in fact had it, sufficient for judging and criti

cizing everyone else, I will now show that a consideration of the 

typical rhetoric and vocabulary he used in his writing style also reveals 

same of his unargued assumptions concerning knowledge. This will help us 

further to understand his natural mind set and temperament as we prepare 

to see how he encountered the doctrines and skepticism dialoguing in his 

milieu. 

Cyrano's life and works had the same tone, what one critic called 

"une fievre continuelle" (Fournel 1862, p. 52). This tone, although 

Fournel does not use the ward, is doctrinaire. "II parle le langage 
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d'un dcrivain convaincu" (Fournel 1662, p. 83). Whenever Cyrano did or 

wrote something, 11 il le fit avec cette vigueur et cette decision qu'il 

mettait en toutes choses" (Fournel IS62, p. 73) • 

There are several features of his style which tend to corrobo

rate the doctrinaire elements observed in his biography and personality# 

I choose six of them as typical of his works with examples following: 

(l) a brisk assertive narrative style with many action verbs; (2) use of 

many sense expressions showing an inclination toward sensuality and 

confidence that sense experience leads to knowledge; (3) frequent use of 

expressions indicating knowing with certainty, proving the truth; 

(1*) constant recourse to the rhetoric of debate, logical argument which 

assumes that its reasons correspond to the cause-and-effect nature of 

things; (5) creation of dramatic characters who are sure of themselves, 

consistently assertive, firmly dogmatic; and (6) an over-all tone of 

vigor, energy, enthusiasm, confidence and success, often expressed as 

satire, 

The vigor and decisiveness of Cyrano's style is evident in his 

use of verbs. In his prose tales, he uses principally two styles: 

narrative and didactic* In the narrative portions he uses many declara

tive verbs, which depict much action, without contemplation or reflec

tion, far more assertion than hesitation* He never hesitates to recount 

actions as really having happened. I will cite only two of many possible 

passages illustrating the author's heavy concentration of finite action 

verbs in his narrative passages. Cyrano tells how he made the first 

successful interplanetary rocket, in simple direct narration with many 

finite action verbs: 
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Je m'en allois, ... resvant parmy les bois a la conduite et au 
rdussi de mon entreprise. ... Je m'en fus tout seul ... voicy 
ce que j'exdcutd. ••• 

Avec une machine que je construisis, ... je me prdcipitd en 
l'air, ... Je culbutd rudement ... je m'en retournd ... Je pris 
de la moesle de boeuf dont je m'oignis tout le corps. ••• je 
m'en retournd chercher ma machine, mais je ne la retrouvd point, 
car certains soldats .•• l'avoient apportde au fort# 

Je la cherchd longtemps, mais enfin je la trouvd .•• comme on y 
mettoit le feu. ... je courus saisir le "bras du soldat qui 
l'allumoit. Je luy arrachd sa mesche et me jett£, tout furieux, 
dans ma machine pour brizer l'artifice ... mais j'arrivd trop 
tard, car a peine y eus-je les deux pieds que me voila enlevd 
dans la nue (I, 16-19). 

Among numerous examples one might choose, the passage recounting 

the narrator's escape from prison in Toulouse illustrates the brisk 

direct narration with action verbs. 

Or, apres que nous e times bien digdr£ nostre ccmplot, le rustaud 
prit congd de moy. II ne manqua pas le lendemain de me venir 
ddterrer justement a l'heure promise. Je laissay mes habits 
dans la prison, et je m'dquipay de guenilles; ... Si-tost que 
nous ffimes a l'air, je n'oubliay point de luy compter ses vingt 
pistolles'. II les regarda fort, et mesme avec de grands yeux. 

La nalvetd de ce coquin me fit rire. Cependant nous continuities 
de marcher vers l'Eglise, ou nous arrivfitaes. Quelque temps 
apres on y commen$a la grand'messe: mais si-tost que je vis 
mon garde qui se levoit a son rang pour aller a, l'ofrande, 
j'arpentay la nef de trois sauts, et en autant d'autres je 
m'dgaray prestecent . (I, 112). 

Whatever else could be said concerning the author's style in the 

passages cited, we can observe that some of his unargued assumptions are 

that the external world, motion, the will, action and knowledge are pos

sible, and are indeed facts. He seems never to doubt them for a moment. 

Nor does he seem to be a contemplative, hesitant individual, given to 

meditating and comparing meanings and values, but rather a person ac

customed to rapid decisions with ijnmediate consequent action. He is 
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obviously a person who places a premium on action, in contrast with 

immobility or hesitation. This is precisely the trait of temperament 

which made prefer youth over age, for he presents a young man as 

being "en force d'imaginer, de ;juger, d'exdcuter," while the old man's 

"prudence n'est rien qu'une apprehension panique, une peur enrag^e de 

rien entreprendre" (I, 6l). Indeed, "la jeunesse seule est propre a 

1'action" for the young are "eschauff£s" by "nobles enthusiasmes" (I, 

62). youth's enthusiasm and the force to execute actions are traits of 

a doctrinaire individual, in contrast with the skeptical prudence and 

fear of enterprise in the older man. Our author is a young man more 

given to action than to contemplation, in his narrative style as in his 

life. 

A second kind of example from Cyrano's prose will show that he 

uses many verbs of sensation, perception, consciousness, meaning to see, 

feel, hear, touch, caress, or to perceive, observe, notice, seem, appear, 

etc. or depicting the sensory image of what is perceived. His heavy use 

of words of sense indicates two things: he was a person sensually 

oriented, feelings counting very much with him; and further he assumed 

that one gets knowledge from sensory experience* 

An informative example of the author-narrator's extreme sensu

ality and of his awareness of sights, smells and sounds, but especially 

of touch, is found in his description of Paradise on the Moon. 

L*esprit ou l'fime invisible des simples qui s'exalenfc sur cette 
contrde me vint resjouir l'odorat; les petits caillous n'estoient 
rabotteux ny durs qu'a la veue; ils avoient soin de s'amolir 
quand on marchoit dessus. 

Les chesnes ... sembloient, par leur excessive hauteur, porter 
au Ciel un parterre de haute fustaye: en promenant mes yeux 
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de la racine jusques au sommet, ... je doutols si la Terre 
les portoit, ou si eux-mesmes ne portoienfc point la Terre 
pendue a leurs racines: ... les fleurs ... respirent une 
halene sauvage qui resveille et satisfaicte l'odorat: 
... les ruisseaux racontent leurs voyages aux caillous; la, 
mille petites voyx emplundes font retentir la forest du bruit 
de leurs cha^ons; et la trdmoussante assemble de ces gosiers 
radlodieux est si gdndralle au'il semble que chaque fueille 
dans le bois ayst pris la langue et la figure d'un rossignol; 
... ces fleurs agitdes 3emblent courir apres elles-mesraes pour 
eschapper aux caresses du vent. ... Au milieu ... court, a 
bouillons d'argent, une fontaine ... elle est encore au 
berceau, ... et sa face jeune et polie ne monstre pas seulemenfc 
une ride: ... et conrae si elle eust estd honteuse de se veoir 
caresser aupres de sa mere, elle repoussa tousjours en niurmurant 
ma main folastre qui la vouloit toucher; 

A la veue de tant de belles choses, je me sentis chatouilld 
de ces agrdables douleurs, qu'on dit que sent I'embrion a 
1'infusion de son Amel (I, 21, 22, 22 n. m). 

Cyrano's description of his prison cell gives a very different 

image of sensuality, even more vivid, and one in which touch is the 

primary sense he feels. 

Des cinq sens il ne me reste l'usage que de deux, l'odorat et 
le toucher; l'un pour me faiiesentir les puanteurs de ma prison, 
l1autre pour me la rendre palpable. ... La froide bave des 
limas, et le gluant venin des crapauts, me couloient sur le 
visage; les poux y avoient les dents plus longues que le corps; 
... Je demeuray dans la bourbe jusqu'aux genous. Si je pensois 
gagner le bord, j'enfonsois jusqu'a la ceinture. Le glousse-
ment terrible des crapaux qui pataugeoient dans la vase me 
faisoit souhaiter d'estre sourd; je sentois des ldzards monter 
le long de mes cuisses^ des couleuvres m'entortiller le col; 
et J'en entrevis une, a la sombre clartd de ses prunelles 
dtinceHantes (I, 109, 110, 117). 

Cfyrano was so conscious of body feelings that he describes for 

us the visceral sensation of moving in his space craft, -when it lifted 

off without his knowing it: 

J'admirois avec extase la beautd d'un colorls si mdlangd; et 
voicy que, tout a coup, Je sens mes entrailles dmeues de la 
me sine fa^on que les sentiroit tressaillir quelqu'un enlevd par 
une poulie. ... j'apperceus par le trou du plancher de ma 
boiste, ma Tour ddja fort basse au dessous de moy (I, 123). 
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Another example to show that Cyrano wis a person obsessed with 

"body feelings which he wants to convey to the reader, expresses not only 

the physiological feelings he experienced upon entering the darker areas 

of the sun, but also the psychological effects: first he felt Joy: "Je 

me sentis tout &neu de Joye ..." and then "Je devins las, et le soumeil 

me saisit" (I, 1J3). 

A final example illustrates the kinesthetic sense, where the 

observer who sees the movement of other bodies, feels inside his own 

body a sympathetic movement, a movement parallel with theirs, set up in 

his body by sympathy. 

Aussi-tost que ces petits honmes se furent mis a danser, il me 
sembla sentir leur agitation dans moy, et mon agitation dans 
eux. Je ne pouvois regarder cette danse que Je ne fusse 
entraisn£ sens ib lenient de ma place, corame par un vert ice qui 
remuoit, de son mesme bransle et de 1* agitation particuliere 
d'un chacun, toutes les parties de mon corps; et Je me sentois 
^panouir sur mon visage la mesme Joye qu'un mouvement pareil 
avoit £tendu sur le leur (I, l4l) • 

The citation of these examples of sensual descriptions and of 

Cyrano's interest in sensation is not intended to imply that only doc

trinaire people are sensual while the skeptical are cerebral; my 

intention is rather to show the orientation of Cyrano's mind, body, and 

temperament Judging from the aspects of being and life which interested 

him enough for them to influence to such a degree his writing style. 

Furthermore, it is Indeed true that the Epicurean doctrine had rehabili

tated the senses—in contrast to stoicism which had denied all feelings, 

and to skepticism which had denied the validity and reliability of sen

sation as a means of gaining knowledge. Evidence in his works indicates 

that both these aspects of sensationalism appealed strongly to Cyrano. 
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One inference I make from the author's constant use of sense 

verbs is his unargued assumption that sense perception, observation, and 

experience lead directly to knowledge. In the Pedant Jou£, for example, 

the verb "voir" is constantly used as a synonym of knowledge, under

standing, as evidence and proof enough of any assertion: "Je te voy 

curieux ... je veux t'apprendre. ... Je le voy bien. ••• Je voy bien, 

Monsieur, que ... Je ne vois goutte en vostre affaire" (IX, 11, l6, 21, 

3*+). Not only the verb "voir" but its synonyms are very frequently used 

to tell that sensory experience leads to knowledge, as these few exam

ples from the letters show: "Je S5ay par experience que ... J'ay aussi 

remarqu£ que ... Examinons ••• vous trouverez que ... J'ay observe outre 

cela que ... J'ay pris garde encore que ... Nous avons veu que ... Nous 

avons reconnu que ... Nous avons remarqu£ que (II, 212, 213, 214, 

216, 217, 256). 

The author's use of sense expressions show that he haa confi

dence the senses tend to corroborate each other: "A peine leur avois-je 

entendu disposer de leurs ordres, qu*incontinent apres je les vis ap-

procher" (I, 163). The assumption in the use of these verbs is that 

perception leads directly to knowledge. When, on the sun, Campanella 

senses Descartes' approach by the reception of "species" from his soul, 

Campanella senses this "avec autant de certitude que vos yeux le jour 

quand il luit" (I, 193). 

In fact, the author often offers sensory evidence to prove an 

assertion, assuming that such empirical proof will be convincing. On 

the sun, the little apple king ("petit pomme roy") gave the nightingale 

convincing evidence, by showing her "a sa veue" an example of the powers 
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he and his people had to change their form: "Nous nous m^tamorphosSmes 

aux yeux du Rossignol ..." and she was convinced (I, lMf). Similarly, 

when Socrates' Demon tells Cyrano about the moon custom of absorbing 

odors instead of eating, he says Cyrano will not believe it until he 

lives it. So Cyrano smells and feels satisfied: "Sgachez que ... a 

moins que vous ayds desj'a vescu de cette sorte, vous ne croirez ja-

mais. ... Mais je m'en sent is tout a fait rassasid" (I, Ul, k2). Even 

so, he soon asked for the feel of same solid food in his mouth: "Je 

serois bien aise de sentir un morceau palpable sous mes dents" (X, k 2 ) .  

This merely shows that the author-narrator was more oriented to 

touch than to other senses, and does not detract from the fact that he 

considered sensory experience convincing. Moreover, this even illus

trates the sequencing of the typical cyranesque resolution of dilemma 

in the dialogue between skepticism and doctrine: (l) someone is dubious 

or enquires for information; (2) a principle or doctrine is stated; 

(3) rational arguments are given to prove it; and (If) often a sense ex

perience is provided as a clinching argument. For example, Campanella, 

after having described for two pages the fountains representing the five 

senses, tells the traveller: "Mais suivez-moy, vous comprendrez beau-

coup mieux la disposition de toutes ces choses en les voyant" (I, 137). 

Indeed, Cyrano used this technique himself often in the imagi

nary voyages, inventing fictional sensory evidence to prove doctrines 

about astronomy, for example, the rotation of the earth: 

Je connus tres distinctement ... qu'en effet c'est la Terre qui 
tourne ... et non pas le Soleil autour d'elle ... car je voyais 
... ensuite de la Prance, le pied de la botte d'ltalie, puis la 
Mer Mediterrande, ... etc. ... Je distinguay clairement toutes 
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ces revolutions, et je me souviens mesraes que longtemps apres 
je vis encore Europe remonter sur la scene (I, 127). 

He also invented sensory evidence to prove that planets reflect light 

instead of shining as stars: "je remarquay" that "V^nus parut" as a 

crescent, then "je la vis" change as it turned around the sun; "j'obser-

vay" the crescent gradually change to a round disc, which "montre bien 

dvidemment" that planets reflect light. Then "je fis encore la mesme 

observation de Mercure. Je remarquay de plus ..." that planets had 

moons (l, 127). Cyrano's invention of this evidence and his statement 

of it as fact is truly remarkable and original. 

Since he obviously believed that observing was the way to gain 

knowledge, he invented much other sensory experience to provide empiri

cal data during his trips to the moon and sun; throughout the two vol

umes he describes hundreds of tiny details of things he sees and experi

ences, such as the sun's surface glowing like burning snowflakes (I, 

137) and his experience of weightlessness on the sun's surface (i, 137)* 

While approaching the sun, he describes the vivid sense impressions when 

"Je sens" something heavy fly off from his body, a cloud of thick black 

smoke "quasi palpable," after which he observed the transparency of his 

machine (he could feel it but not see it) and also experienced the trans-

lucency of his own body, describing the organs functioning, slightly-

visible because of their color (I, 15^-35)• 

All this detail which he provides for the reader's senses is due 

to his assumption that knowledge is possible, and that the means to know

ledge is through the senses. Indeed he offers an explicit statement of 

this by a group of tiny sun people whom he meets, and who tell him that 
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they travel all the time, observing people's behavior, customs, nature, 

and the world, for this is the way to acquire "une science certaine de 

ce qui est" (I, 1^2). 

This statement of certainty leads me to a third element observed 

in Cyrano's style, a heavy use of verbs meaning to know, learn, teach, 

prove, demonstrate, persuade, convince, etc. aeeming to indicate a na

tural and conscious assumption on his part that a person can know some

thing, teach and persuade others. (More pages of his two extraordinary 

voyages, about one-half of the total, are devoted to didactic argument 

and expository passages than to any other purpose.) Such verbs indi

cating knowledge are supplemented by adjectives and nouns also meaning 

true, certain, veritable, truth, certainty, knowledge, etc., to describe 

the ideas and convictions of various characters. Examples being so abun

dant, I will cite only a few. The locutions "s^achez que ..." and "vous 

S9aurez que ..." are constantly used (I, 33, 70, lSl), to Introduce an 

assertion, evidently to mean: be assured that ••• you can be sure that 

... there is no doubt that ... . On one page taken at random, one finds 

these expressions of knowledge and certainty: "Sfachez que ... Je ne me 

puis empescher de croire que ... Je scay bien que ... Je suis fort assur£ 

que ... Je vouc puis assurer que ..." (II, 193-9^). In one letter we 

find these expressions, several repeated over and over again: "II est 

certain que ... II est vral que ... Apres cette v^rltd ... a n*en point 

mentir, 11 y a de 1*dstonnement a voir .*• Nous avons veu que ... nous 

avons reconnu que ... nous avons remarqud par la suite ... Je puis dire 

... la vdritd ... Nous pouvons dire ... 11 est certain que ... persuadd 
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que 11 arrivera sans doute que ... j*ose dire que 11 est certain 

que ... (II, 21*9-65). 

I conclude from this heavy saturation of verbs and other ex

pressions such as savoir, certain, vrai, v£rlt£, apprendre, etc. that 

the -writer is a person who in his ordinary way of thinking, assumes 

knowledge, certainty, assurance and proof to "be normal unarguable facts, 

A further example indicates the same for teaching and learning. When 

Cyrano* s traveller is discussing war with one of the moon queen1 s daugh

ters, they both assume that logical reasoning, and telling or explaining, 

can teach someone something. She asks him: "apprends-moy, ..." and he 

asks her "H^i Je vous prie, exposes moy leur fajon de cambattre" (I, 

55, 56). 

The author reveals by his use of language, by using such words 

as prove, proof, refute, and convince, that by rational arguments one can 

arrive at convincing proof of doctrines. A Spanish philosopher on the 

moon, who always expounds doctrines very knowledgeably, argues for the 

theory of vacuum: "H6 bien, je vais done vous le prouver, quoy que 

cette difficult^ soit la soeur du noeud gordien, j'ay les bras ass£s 

bons pour en devenir l'Alexandre" (I, 1*7). When, on the moon, Cyrano 

had expressed a poor judgment, his judges "ne mirent guere a me le r£-

futer par beaucoup de raisons tres convalncantes a la vdrit£. ... je me 

vis tout a fait convaincu ..." (I, 5*0. 

Cyrano and the son of the host argue on the resurrection, which 

for one is "une v£rit£ que je vous prouveray," while the other responds: 

"Et moy, je vcus prouveray le contraire" (I, 94). Another time a sun 

dweller argues with the traveller, who reports: "II continua sa preuve 
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et l'appuya d'exemples si familiers et si palpables qu'enfin je me d£sa-

busay d'un grand nombre d1opinions mal prouvds. ... Alors je commencay 

de comprendre qu'en effet ••• Mille exemples .acheverent de me per

suader: Je me persuaday mesme que .,. Tanfc d'autres exemples donfc je 

me satisfis me convainquirent en telle sorte que je ne doutay plus ..." 

(II, 1U5-56). 

Thus, in my opinion, the evidence is oven/helming that Cyrano's 

heavy usage of such expressions as certain, vrai, savoir, science, 

apprendre, enseigner, prouver, convaincre, always in a favorable con

text, never refuted with skeptical arguments, indicates something about 

his mentality and temperament; he surely believed naturally and instinc

tively that such doctrinaire assurance was possible and a fact of life. 

A fourth linguistic element reflecting a facet of Cyrano's men

tality is his recurrent use of cause-and-effect rhetoric in arguing or 

justifying an assertion, or merely in explaining some event. This habit 

of his seems to indicate his assumption not only that knowledge can be 

gained, held, defended and taught by the reason, but also an assumption 

that his cause-and-effect reasoning echos a cause-and-effect relation

ship inherent in the nature of things, a reasonableness and harmony 

lmnanent in the universe. 

In as unlikely a place as a love letter we find this theoretical 

expositon of Cyrano's doctrine of cause and effect: "... la Nature a 

joint d'une soci£t£ commune les effets avec leurs causes. Cette con-

naissance ... est une suite de l'ordre qui compose l'harmonie de I'Uni-

vers, et c'dtait une n£cessit6 pr£vue au jour natal de la creation du 
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monde ... parce qu'il n'y a point de cause qui ne tend a une fin, 

(Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob 1858, p. 185). 

Throughout Cyrano's works, there is assumed a natural cause-and-

effect relationship "between events both in the physical realm and in the 

social realm, likewise a logical sequence in thinking related to these 

events. A simple but typical example of his use of locutions of rhetoric 

and logic is his attempt to explain why his space capsule slowed down as 

it approached the sun (underlining mine): 

. mon voyage s'accourcissoit toCyours, mais pour lors avec 
beaucoup de lenteur, a cause de la s£r£nit£ de l'dther qui se 
rar^fiait a proportion que je m'approchois de la source du 
jour; car concae la matiere en cet £tage est fort ddli£e pour1 le 
grand vuide dont elle est pleine, et que cette matiere esz} par 
consequent, fort paresseuse a cause du vuide qui n'a point 
d1action, cet air ne pouvoit produire, en passant par le trou 
de ma boiste, qu'un petit vent a peine capable de la soutenir 
(X, 155). 

Besides merely offering plausible reasons to explain the causes 
) 

of phenomena he is reporting, Cyrano often uses such cause-and-effect 

rhetoric to argue, trying to convince a person to a doctrinaire point of 

view. In fact, such chains of rational proof, based on what the listener 

already knows or accepts as true and logical sequences using cause and 

effect reasoning, are Cyrano's habitual technique, the device he typi

cally has characters use to persuade another to their opinion. 

Examples abound in the works; choosing but three, and giving 

only the connecting locutions of cause, I will illustrate the assumptions 

of the author concerning cause, knowledge, logical proof, and persuasion. 

In Cyrano's argument on "cironalitd," this type of expression is 

evident: "Si vous me demandds d'ou vient que ... Je vous demands pour-

quo! ••• Peut-eatre que Car ... Quant a ... 11 faut qu'elles arrivent 
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ou par ••• ou que ... On me demandera peut-estre pourquoy ... Ce n'est 

pas chose mal-ais£ a concevoir, car ... Pour tesmoignage qu' ... c'est 

que ... si, ... c'est a cause que ..." (I, 71-73). 

Cyrano's traveller to other worlds asks many questions about the 

meaning of strange customs and events he sees. (This is part of the 

basic reason for the extraordinary voyage, so that an author can have a 

platform, a medium for expounding whatever doctrines interest him.) In 

the exposition of such customs and events, doctrinaire cause-and-effeet 

reasoning, with logical argument, enter very forcefully and often: for 

example: "... Quoyi s'dcria toute la ccmpagnie, vous ne scav£s pas que 

... Maintenant, affin que vous sachids pourquoy ... apprends que ... 

Vous me demander^s possible la cause de ... Comment se peut-il faire 

que ...? S$aches que ... C'est pourquoi ... parce que (I, 97). 

A long doctrinaire presentation by a character on pages I, 61-6U 

contains a chain of rational proof including many reasons, objections, 

answers to the objections, etc. I will cite merely the connecting causal 

conjunctions: 

... car, en conscience, dites-moy ... ce n'est pas que ... mais, 
parce que ... . Pour ce qui est de ... Si vous n'estes pas tout 
a fait persuadd, dites-moy, je vous prie, ... Pourquoy done • ••? 
N'est-ce pas affin que ... Pourquoy done • •• 7 N'estoit-ce pas a 
cause de ...? Enfin, ... e'estoit a cause que ... Concluez par 
la, mon filz, qu' ... Certes, vous series bien faible de crolre 
que ... Mais, dirds vous ... II est vray, mais aussy, ... Vous 
me rdpliquerds que ... II est vray, mais aussy ... Voila, 6 mon 
filz, ... les raisons qui sont la cause de ... Je S9ay bien 
que ... (i, 6l"6^)1 

It is true that long chains of rational logical proof abound in the au

thor's style, as though he considered this very important, and a way to 

knowledge, or at least proof of an idea. However, in the hierarchy of 
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Importance "between sensory experience "proof" and argued logical "proof," 

he speaks clearly: "Mais cette enchaisnure de preuves est fart inutile: 

les experiences les plus vulgaires suffisent pour convaincre" (I, 126). 

Cyrano is a -writer who wrestled with the unknown wherever he 

found it. He thought there was a natural logical reason for everything, 

and intended to give it. A few examples will serve to illustrate the 

rest. The northern lights and North Pole magnetism are caused by the 

flowing stream of soul atoms returning from earth to the Sun (I, 176). 

New continents appearing, like America, in the Atlantic Ocean, are due 

to chunks of cinder falling from the Sun (I, 16). Sun spots are new 

worlds, or new continents in formation(I, l6, 129). Friendship, love, 

incest, narcissism, hermaphroditism, Pygmalionism, inversion, bestiality 

are explained by the fruit of certain trees (I, 169-73) • Volcanoes are 

due to the habitat of a fire animal (I, 179) • Sun people have more ac

tive imaginations because they live in a warmer region (I, 132). Ani

mals grew bigger in that warmer land (I, 19I1). A gentle upbringing can 

make a woman more fertile (1, 196). Let it be said that while these 

conjectures are often completely gratuitous, or based on mythology or 

fantasy, the author never took recourse to spiritual or metaphysical 

causes for his explanations, but rather gave natural, material reasons 

for each thing. However, the point for citing them here is simply to 

bring to light the fact that he seemed to think in logical, cause-and-

effect manner, that for every effect there was a cause which he surely 

must be capable of finding out. 

Both of Cyrano's dramatic plays put on the scene a whole cast of 

doctrinaire temperaments. Grangier, the pedant, the principal target of 
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Cyrano's satire in his comic play, is made to be a pompous egotist, 

proud of his learning, a tyrant in dominating his son, "but also ambi

tious, egotistical and presumptuous in hoping to gain the love of a 

younger woman. However, not only Grangier, but also all the other char

acters are made to be doctrinaire. They know enough, and are smart 

enough to outwit him, show him up for the presumptuous fool that he is. 

Thus, smug pride and conceit may be said to be universal among the 

characters. 

This basic psychological presupposition of confidence in one's 

knowledge is again betrayed in the characters' language. The commonest 

words in the play are savoir, vrai, apprendre, and assurer, in all their 

forms: savoir (II, 11, 17, 13, 31> 60 £four times] , 62 [twice], 69, 

70), "Je s$ay le contraire" (II, l3); vrai, v£rit£: "II est vray ..." 

(II, 51); "Je declare que ..." (II, 63); "Je ne doute pas ..." (II, 85)j 

apprendre» "Je veux vous apprendre" (II, 11, 70, 71); asseur&nent: 

"... je l'asseuray que ..." (II, 12, 58, 91) • The overall tone of Le 

Pddant Jou<5 is far from anything skeptical; on the other hand it is 

assertive, confident satire, by one who is sure of himself. In the 

words of Antoine Adam: "La verve est grandiose, et l'outrance dpique. 

Nul effort d*exactitude, mais de la cosasserie, les trouvailles les plus 

folles, un comique de proportions surhumaines" (Adam 1952, II, 123). 

Adam is the critic who first signalled the fact that Cyrano had 

created in all the characters of La Horfc d'Aflrippine "une sorte de 

nietzschlisme de grande allure" (Adam 1952, II, 12lf). This opinion was 

confirmed by de Spens after seeing a modern recreation of the play 

in a Parisian theatre; to judge from his characters, who are all 
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completely dominated by passion, "Cyrano ignore l'dthique corn^lienne; 

la notion meme du 'conflit,1 du d£bat intdrieur, lui demeure ^trangere" 

(NouveUe Revue Frangaise, Quillet 19^0» P« 136). Professor Vitor Ramos 

in turn confirms the opinions of Adam and De Spens, "by carefully analyz

ing the language of each character, and showing that only Tiberius is 

hesitating and indecisive, while every character possesses several of 

the traits which I have called the dogmatic mind: haughty, conceited, 

jealous, harboring resentment and rancor, "esprits forts," opinionated, 

self-assured, vigorous, ambitious, progressist, insolent, disrespectful, 

mocking of others (Ramos 1966, pp. 21-53). 

This does not prove, of course, that Cyrano1s characters resemble 

him, and such is not my intention, although some resemblance may indeed 

be present# V/hat I find significant is that a dramatist should create 

all his characters, in both his tragic and his comic play, with a basic 

presupposition that people can possess wit, skill, knowledge, possess 

them with assurance and certainty, and that never in either play is this 

inordinate confidence questioned or challenged. This aspect of Cyrano's 

writing makes me suspect that he too shared this confidence of his 

characters• 

Another element of Cyrano's style which reveals a facet of his 

basic temperament is the air of vigor, energy, confidence and enthusiasm 

which breathes through the entire work. Opening the two volumes at any 

page one is likely to find little of the skeptic; on the contrary, one 

finds optimism and confidence, or wide-eyed wonder and interest in 

learning, or strongly self-assured satire, railing at those to whom 

Cyrano feels superior. The most characteristic Cyrano is the confident 
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space traveller who optimistically conceived the project to go to the 

moon in order to gain, as liis tiny sun men said they gained by travel, 
I 

"une science certaine de ce qui est" (II, lUs). We see him that first 

night, when, pondering over men's ignorance and conflicting opinions 

about what the skies contained, he firmly decided on his bold project: 

"Mais, adjoutois-je, je ne scaurois m'esclaircir de ce doubte si je ne 
I 

monte jusques-la? Et pourquoy non? me respondoi-je aussi tost: Pro-
! 

m6th£e fut bien autrefois au Ciel ddrober du feu" (I, 9)» 

This optimism of the new Prometheus, like the boldness of same 

conqueror setting out for the New World, has little of the skepticism of 
s 

the arm-chair philosopher in his library, contemplating the foibles of 

the human condition. On the contrary, most of what we find in Cyrano's 

biographical accounts, the content of his letters, and the style and 
i I 

tone of his other works indicates a Cyrano who was basically assertive, 

strong-minded, opinionated, self-confident, ambitious, self-assured, 

enthusiastic about life, learning, and the future; he was confident in 

knowledge, held definite ideas on most things and held them strongly, 

was eager to teach and persuade others to his point of view. 

In all the respects 

I painted in Chapter IV, ra< 

III. Notice must be taken, 

shown, he corresponds much more closely, in 

native temperament and mentality, to the image of the dogmatic mind which 

;her than to the skeptical mind of Chapter 

however, of a final characteristic of the 

over-all tone of Cyrano's waitings revealing one trait which is more 

skeptical than dogmatic: i*e,, his fascination with diversity. He was 

obsessed with the variety in nature, with the enigmas in life and espe

cially with the contradiction in the various systems of thought, and 
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dogmatic answers which had been offered by others. LeBret interpreted 

this by saying that Cyrano admired Ityrrho, (which was doubtless true, 

although we have adequately shown that his temperament was not like that 

of the modest, non-dudgmental Pyrrho). Strachan simply said that he 

lived in an age of fragmented culture, and "diversity fascinated him" 

(Strachan 19&5, p. xv). Schneider probably gave the best—though not 

final— answer on this problem, in writing of "l* incertitude" of the 

serious and sensitive thinker before the mysteries of our whole exist

ence, physical and spiritual. According to Schneider, this kind of 

deep-feeling person is likely to be the kind I described under the 

"skeptical mind": 

Celui qui h€site entre les differences opinions, les accepte 
toutes a la fois pour douter de chacune en particulier, s'agite, 
se tourmente, ne tient pas en place, remet tout ind^finiment en 
question, ... D&is] Cet obstacle fait de doutes, de malaises, 
d'inquidtudes, Cyrano le traverse de part en part grace a sa 
verve hardie, a son imagination pltulante. ... il passe a 
travers: une fois qu'il se trouve de l'autre cot£ il est af-
franchi de la pesanteur et de la raideur logique (Schneider 
196U, pp. 72-75). 

So while he was of a temperament to be intrigued by diversity, to hesi

tate and debate many different opinions, he was also of a temperament to 

overcome as quickly as possible such Immobilizing consideration, boldly 

imagine an answer, and leap to the solution of the problem, the resolu

tion of the enigma. This imagination, this boldness, this leap of con

fidence, seem, more basic in his temperament than the calm and phlegma

tic contemplation of alternatives. This bold imagination, this leap of 

confidence, are more doctrinaire than skeptical. 

Why should I try to show that Cyrano was naturally doctrinaire 

in temperament? In order to understand his struggle with skepticism, 
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his evolution in his milieu, and as a key to interpreting his works. As 

Victor Fournel wrote: "... jamais auteur n'a plus lul dans ses 

oeuvres que Cyrano de Bergerac ... jamais personne n'a plus completemenfc 

rdvdld sa nature, ses opinions, ses pr£jug£s, ses quallt^s, ses d^fauts" 

(Fournel 1962, p. 92). Never were "biography and writing style more 

closely fused; his rhetoric reflects his life; his life explains his 

style. Both biography and style help us understand his temperament, 

while understanding his temperament will help us appreciate and interpret 

the content of his works. Moreover, the whole process will help us 

understand how a mind like his, in the exhilarating ebullience of a 

society going through the birth pangs of a new age of knowledge and 

science, encountered debilitating skepticism, was fascinated and in

trigued by it, used it as a weapon, yet resisted its insidious implica

tions against his preciously esteemed knowledge, enough to come to a 

resolution of the crisis this destructive philosophy brought to him and 

his whole generation. How he met, used, and resisted skepticism, will 

be the subject of my next chapter. 



CHAPTER VI 

CYRANO'S ENCOUNTER WITH SKEPTICISM: 

USING SKEPTICISM IN HIS WORKS 

Several biographers, critics, and historians have stated or im

plied that Cyrano de Bergerac was a skeptic. His best friend, Henri 

LeBret, started this trend in his Preface to the first edition of 

L1 Autre Monde, which was reprinted by Paul Lacroix in his IS5S edition 

(see Jacob 135B, pp. 78-9^). Principal among those who have considered 

Cyrano a skeptic were Lacroix (Jacob n.d., p. xxviii), Fournel (1S62, 

pp. 65-66), Faguet (1900, p. 76; 1925, pp. 227, 232), Yarrow (1967* 

p. 171, n.), and Harth (1970, pp. 117-13). However, as I have shown 

above in Chapter V, Cyrano's basic mind set and temperament were more 

doctrinaire than skeptical. Even so, a reading of his fantastic voyages, 

his letters, his plays and of the fragment of his treatise on physics, 

reveals that he includes a number of the arguments traditionally used by 

skeptics to prove that man's knowledge is nothing, that the human reason 

is incapable of attaining certainty. It is these arguments and the rea

sons for which Cyrano used them which I treat in this chapter. 

Philosophical skepticism is marked by the loss or rejection of 

the criteria of truth, and has often been identified by a rejection of 

authority. It is a position Cyrano moved toward in his works by reject

ing authority as the criterion of truth, be it that of a tyrannical 

lllO 
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teacher, of an -unrespected father, of a "bigoted priest, of presumptuous 

medical doctors, or a prestigious philosopher, or that of common consent 

or majority opinion. 

The authority of presumptuous pedants is repeatedly ridiculed and 

rejected, not only in the comic play, Le Fddant Jou£, but throughout the 

works. In his letter "Contre un Pddant," he rejects the authority of a 

hated tutor: "Vous faites le C£sar, quand du falte de votre tribune, 

pedagogue et bourreau de cent iScoliers, vous regardez gdmir sous un 

sceptre de bois votre petite monarchie. Mais prenez garde qu'un 3tyran 

n'excite pas un Brutus; ..." (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob I85S, p. 

15*0. OQ "the sun, pedants are likened to square headed horned monsters 

who "ne s'occupent qu*a crier, et ne disent pourtant que ce qu'ils se 

sont entendu dire les uns aux autres" (I, 163). Moon people are praised 

because they do not tolerate pedants, sophists, or orators (I, 36). 

Socrates' Demon passes a pessimistic judgment on most of the so-called 

wise people of our world: "... je n'ay rien trouvS en eux que beaucoup 

de babil et beaucoup d'orgueil" (I, 35). 

Such rejection of the authority of stuffy self-confident peda

gogues is accompanied by a parallel rejection of the authority of age, 

in particular that of the father, who is ridiculed as Hce pauvre hdb£t£" 

(I, 6l), "un phantosme" (I, 62), "un vieil radoteux" (I, 63), "ce volup-

tueux ... [ce] ribaud" (I, 63-6k)* In fact, "... il vaut mieux que les 

jeunes gens soient pourvus du gouvernement des families que les 

vieiUjards" (I, 62). 

The prestige and authority of medical doctors is no more re

spected than that of parents or teachers. Cyrano dreamed that in heaven, 
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doctors were lodged with "bourreaux" (il, 90), since they were both paid 

for killing people. He criticizes doctors for "being presumptuous, arro

gant, conceited, haughty. They claim knowledge they do not have; in

stead of knowing how to cure illness and prevent death, they "empestent 

la vie des horames" with "potions infernales" (I, 63). Their pretentious 

knowledge is dismissed with a sneer, as he derides the hypocrisy of 

their typical diagnosis: they always say, "It is serious, you are 

about to die," so that if you get well, people will say "What a great 

healeri", and if you die, they will say, "What a smart doctor 1 He knew 

hew serious this illness was I" (II, 197)* In fact, the only way they 

heal the sick is by killing them (II, 259) • 

At the time Cyrano wrote, the authority of Aristotle was the law 

in Scholastic theology, philosophy, and science. (See above, Chapter 

IV.) Cyrano has several characters attack the authority of Aristotle 

over free thought. A Spanish philosopher who had fled to the Moon from 

the Inquisition criticized "le p£dantisme d'Aristote dont retentisserrt 

aujourd'hui toutes les Classes de vostre France" (l, 1+9). Cyrano had 

his traveller-narrator, during one of his trials on the moon, try to in

voke the authority of Aristotle's principles to prove that the moon was 

just a moon and not a world, but the moon people argued him down, "car, 

en deux mots, ilz m'en descouvrirent la faussetd. 'Aristote, me dirent-

ilz, accommodoit des principes a sa philosophie, au lieu d'accomoder sa 

Riilosophle aux principes'11 (i, 5*0* least two other times the 

traveller-narrator (whom the author Cyrano makes to play a straight role 

as a right-thinking ordinary European being exposed to many scabrous 

ideas), tried to invoke the authority of prestigious personages:. he 
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cited "1*authority de Moyse" to prove that the creation took six days, 

hut the Moon people only laughed him down (I, 59) • Then he went the 

limit in invoking authority, with his "Dieu l'a dit," which his Moon 

interlocutor would not allow for one minute: "il fault prouver aupara-

vant qu'il y ait un Dieu, car pour moy, je vous le nie tout a plat" (I, 

95). 

It is not only his characters who reject Aristotle's authority, 

and that of other prestigious philosophers or theologians, hut Cyrano 

himself, writing his letter "Confcre les Sarciers," comes out squarely 

and unequivocally against such a spurious criterion of truth. 

... je ne deffere a l'authoritd de personne ... Hy le ncm d'Aris-
tote plus s^avant que moy, ny celuy de Platon, ny celui de So-
crate ne me persuadent point, si mon jugement n'est pas convain-
cu par raison de ce qu'ils disent. ... 

N'embrassons done point une opinion a cause que heaucoup la 
tierment, ou parce que e'est la pensde d'un grand Ehilosophe, 
mais seulement a cause que nous voyons plus d'apparence qu'il 
soit ainsi que d'estre autreiaent. Pour moy, je me moque des 
Pedants ... (II, 212). 

It is significant that in the same sentence Cyrano, in this pas

sage, rejected the authority of great philosophers, but also that of ma

jority rule, or common consent ("a cause que heaucoup la tiennent"). 

This passage is exactly parallel with a line hy one of his characters, 

the Demon of Socrates, speaking on the moon, who praises the thinking of 

people on the moon, where "l'autoritd d'un s^avant, ny le plus grand 

nombre, ne l'emportent point sur 1Topinion d'un hatteur en grange, si le 

"batteur en grange raisonne aussy fortement" (I, 36), (if in these two 

instances, Cyrano rejects authority as the criterion of truth, we should 

notice, however, that he invokes another authority, that of reason, 
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which can judge the authenticity and value of authority. There will he 

occasion to consider this criterion further on.) 

Hot only did Cyrano reject the authority of prestigious indi

viduals, as skeptics typically did, "but he also attacked the inordinate 

and unjustifiable pride of man as a whole, and European nan in particu

lar. In their misanthropy, skeptics had often attacked man's anthropo-

centrism (the presumptuous pride of assuming that man was the lord of 

all creation because of his superior intelligence), whereas they, in 

contrast, denigrated man's knowledge. Because of the small number and 

weakness of man's senses and the inadequacy of man's reason, his knowl

edge must necessarily be minimal. Skeptics had also usually attacked 

European ethnocentrism, rejecting the supposed superiority of accepted 

European customs, ethics, morals, and manners, leaving a moral and 

ethical relativism in the absence of any absolute standard of behavior. 

An examination of Cyrano's works will reveal all these skeptical argu

ments* 

When Cyrano's traveller-narrator asked the Demon of Socrates if 

Sun dwellers "estoient des corps comme nous," his celestial preceptor 

replied that earth people are wrong and presumptuous in assuming that 

ai^thing imperceptible to their five senses is a "spirit," for 

il y a dans l'Univers un million peut-estre de choses qui, pour 
estre connufe's, demanderoient en voua un million d'organes tous 
differens. lloy, par exemple, je conjoin par mes sens la cause 
de la sympathie de I'aiman avec le pole, celle du reflus de la 
mer, ce que 1'animal devient apres la mort; voua autres ne S9au-
rl£s donner jusques a ces haultes conceptions, a cause que les 
proportions a ces miracles vous manquent, non plus qu'un aveugle-
n6 ne sfauroit s'imaginer ce que c'est que la beaut6 d'un pay-
sage, le coloris d'un tableau, les nuances de l'iris, ou bien il 
se les figurera tantost comme quelque chose de palpable, tantost 
comme un manger, tantost comme un son, tantost comme une odeur; 
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tout de mesme si je voulois vous expliquer ce que je pergois 
par les sens qui vous manquent, vous vous le representeri£s 
comme quelque chose qui peut estre oily, veu, touch£, fleur£, 
ou savourd, et ce n'est rien cependant de tout cela (I, 37~ 
33). 

Not only is the number of man's senses not adequate to perceive 

nearly all the qualities that there are to know in the universe, even 

the senses he has are weak and deceptive. Age and illness, especially, 

weaken our senses and make us have illusions, false information, so an 

old woman sees a rabbit, takes it for a cat, and tells she has seen a 

witch (II, 213). Even among the young and healthy, the weakness and 

inaccviracy of the senses damages severely, sometimes dangerously, the 

quality of the little knowledge man can acquire. It is "by a bird in a 

courtroom on the sun, that Cyrano has his traveller-narrator tell this, 

in strongly ironical terms: 

L'Homme, dis-je, si sot et si vain, qu'il se persuade que nous 
n'avons est£ faits que pour luyj l'Homme qui, avec son fime si 
clairvoyante, ne s^auroit distinguer le sucre d'avac I'arsenic 
et qui avalera de la cigiie que son beau jugement luy auroit fait 
prendre pour du persil; l'Homme qui soutient qu'on ne raisonne 
que par le rapport des sens, et qui cependant a les sens les 
plus foibles, les plus tardifs et les plus faux d'entre toutes 
les Crdatures; l'Homme enfin que la ITature, pour faire de tout, 
a crd£ comme les Monstres, mais en qui pourtant elle a infus 
1'ambition de commander a tous les animaux et de les exterminer 
(I, 150). 

But it is not only animals who are superior to this vain and 

egotistical creature called man; plants also do not have the same senses 

as we do, but their senses are more acute and refined than man's, thus 

they can have more knowledge, even perfect knowledge of all things, in 

their causes. Socrates' Demon teaches this to Cyrano's traveller: 

Souvends-vous done, 8 de tous les animaux le plus superbe, ... 
que les plantes possedent privativement (a nous, 1657) la 
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Riilosophie parfaicte. ... un intellect universel, une connois-
sance parfaicte de touttes les choses dans leurs causes, ... 
(jDieu) ne leur a point taill£ d'organes semblables aux nostres, 
qui n'ont pour tout effect qu'un simple raisonnement foible et 
souvent trompeur, mais d'autres plus ingdnieusement travaillez, 
plus forts et plus noiribreux, qui leur servent a 1'operation de 
leurs sp^culatifs entretiens ... (I, 69). 

If plants, even cabbages, are this intelligent, man may ask why they 

have never communicated with us to tell us so. The answer is that if we 

do not receive communication from plants, it is not their fault, but 

ours. 

Ccemae il n'y point de proportion, de rapport ny d'harmonie 
entre les facultez imbeciles de I'hoame et celles de ces divines 
crdatures, ces choux intellectuels auroient beau s*efforcer de 
nous faire camprendre la cause occulte de tous le dv^nements 
merveilleux, il nous manque des sens capables de recevoir ces 
hautes especes (I, 69). 

In all the skeptical literature, there is hardly any condemnation 

of the limitations of man's knowledge, due to the small number and low 

sensitivity of his senses, as strong as this page from Cyrano, Yet 

another passage, in his treatise on Natural Science, goes further. In 

it, he states that our senses are inadequate for providing any knowledge 

at all of the objects in themselves, but only appearances. This is be

cause every Impression we can have through the senses is in us, and not 

in the object. When a pin sticks us and we say " I feel pain," we are 

acting as though "I feel" were separate from "pain," whereas they are 

not different but the same thing, since it is obvious that pain is not 

in the pin, but only in us, in our feeling. Similarly, a thing is not 

hot, is not a certain color. Fire is an object that can stimulate in us 

a certain sensation, but the heat is a sense concept in us, caused by 

something, we know not what (although elsewhere he always stated that 
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it was Epicurean-Lucretian "species," thin films of atoms), which comes 

from the object to our organs. If heat is merely a concept in us, so 

are light, a bitter taste, a certain sound# Color seen in dreams is 

obviously inside us, not external; but light and color seen when awake 

are also inside us, though stimulated by something in the object. Cyrano 

suggests several simple experiments to prove this concept of the subjec

tivity of sense impressions. If a red-hot coal is moved around in a 

circle, our eye sees a circle of fire, which is not there, but inside 

our eye; even so, the light itself of the coal is only in our eye. If 

we look at ourselves in a mirror four feet away, we appear to "be four 

feet on the other side of the wall, where we know we are not. Cut glass 

makes us see multiple images. All these are subjective appearances, and 

do not exist in the objects, Cyrano considers his most convincing ex

ample to be the rays formed around a candle flame when we squint our 

eyes. Holding an opaque object so that it hides the bottom half of the 

candle flame, does not stop the downward rays from entering our eye; on 

the contrary, they seem to be on the near side of the opaque object. 

This is proof positive that the rays are in our eye only and not in the 

candle flame. Cyrano concludes from these observations and experiments 

that the senses tell us nothing whatsoever of the essence of objects in 

themselves. 

De tout ce que je viens de dire, puisque la douleur, la chaleur, 
la saveur, l'odeur, le son, la lumiere, ou les couleurs, ne sont 
que des fa$ons de sentir toutes diff<5rentes puisque, 1'3-
pingle ou le feu £tant appliques a la main, nous ne connoissons 
immddiatement et distinctement que ce qu'ils y excitent, et non 
pas l'dpingle ni le feu; de m£me les viandes, les parfums, l'air 
pouss£ par un canon, et la flamme, dtant appliques chacun a son 
organe, nous ne saurions connottre sans raisonnement, que les 
seules sensations, et non pas ce qui les cause: il resulte de 
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lit cette consdquence universelle, que tout ce que nous connois-
sons clairement, distinctement, et sans detours, sont les sen
sations qui sont en nous, et que nous ne connoissons rien du 
tout du cotd des objets, si ce n'est par conjectures et par 
raisonnemens (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d., p. 366). 

As for the reason, in spite of everything positive that Cyrano 

wrote ah out it, which we will reserve until later when we look at his 

counterattack for knowledge, he had harsh criticism of Man as an un

reasoning creature. Many of Cyrano's references denying reason to the 

human creature are merely shafts aimed at particular individuals whom he 

was castigating for being unreasonable. For example, Aristotle would 

never have said that man is a reasoning animal if he had known one cer

tain monsieur (II, 190). He blasts Dassoucy for being less reasoning 
•* 

than a monkey (11, 186). Le Sieur du Tage is so tall that one spirit 

could not fill his whole body, so he is brainless (II, 179). Chapelle 

lacks common sense, has only one-third of a reasonable soul; universal 

judgment was promised only because he has no individual Judgment (II, 

187, n. a). Cyrano accuses an enemy professor of being headless and of 

reasoning a6 little as a crow or a deer (II, 165). An enemy priest is 

castigated as being "^cerveld" (11, 177)* 

These are all particular criticisms of people he dislikes, whom 

he accuses of being unreasonable, that is, stupid; but sometimes it is a 

whole group of people which comes under his condemnation for being un

reasoning. Women are more unreasonable than men (II, 215). The aged 

have weak reasons and are likely to believe unreasonable things (II, 

213), for an old man is not "un homme capable de raison ... quand ses 

organes usez rendent sa teste imbdcile et pesante (I, 62). People who 

are frightened are incapable of reasoning, for "la grandeur du p<5ril 
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assannne l'entendement" (II, 215). "Most Frenchmen" (that is, those who 

disagree with him) are very unreasonable, stupid, unable to Judge values 

correctly because of the distance separating their inferior minds from 

the sublimity of things judged without really knowing them (Cyrano de 

Bergerac, ed. Jacob 1353, II, 35)* 

So far all the citations against reason are criticisms of un

reasonable people, and have not criticized all men as being unreasoning, 

or have not attacked the validity of reason itself. It is obvious so 

far that Cyrano excepted himself from the charge of lacking reason. But 

on the moon, he has a young woman accuse his traveller-narrator of poor 

judgment when he suggests an earth custom is better than a moon custom: 

"Vous n'avez gueres de jugement, me respondit-elle." (I, 56). But the 

criticism of the reason becomes stronger and more total. We have al

ready seen, in the discussion on the senses, that the Demon of Socrates 

states that our brains, ears, and eyes, "les facult£s imbeciles de 

l'horame ... n'ont pour tout effect qu'un simple raisonnement foible et 

souvent trompeur, (I, 69). Already the moon priests had published 

an edict forbidding anyone to believe that the earth nnimal. was intelli

gent, "on deffendoit de croire que j'eusse de la raison, avec un com-

mandement tres expres a touttes personnes, de quelque quality et condi

tion qu'elles fussent, de s'imaginer, quoy que je peusse faire de spiri-

tuel, que c'estoit 1* instinct qui me la faisoit faire" (I, 5*0- (This 

is a passage whose interpretation is complicated. Qfte author seems to 

be satirizing the Cartesian doctrine of animal automatism, but also sa

tirizing people who believe other beings inferior to themselves, such as 
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the savages of America or Africa, as well as perhaps making a skeptical 

statement about the human condition.) 

On the sun the anti-humanist or anti-social critique "becomes 

sharper and stronger. The sun birds judged that "il seroit bien ridi

cule de croire qu'un animal tout nu ... fut camme eux capable de raison 

... cela estoit horrible de croire qu'une beste qui n'avoit pas le 

visage fait coaame eux de la raison ... 0 Dieuxi quelle impertinence!" (I, 

150). The worst punishment one of them can think of was "d'estre n£s 

hammes, c'est a dire ddgradez de la raison et de 1'immortality que nous 

avons pardessus eux" (l, 153)* Still, two sun birds were compassionate 

toward Man: one of them considered him "un animal qui approchoit en 
*» 

quelque sorte de leur raisonnement" (I, 150), and the other generously 

absolved him of any blame, since he was irresponsible: "La pauvre beste 

n'ayant pas ccmme nous l'usage de raison, j'excuse ses erreurs, quant a 

celles que produit son ddfaut d'entendement" (I, 160). But the bird of 

paradise pronounces the final scathing condemnation against man as com

pletely devoid of reason, judging that if man is eaten by insects, he 

will have mounted in rank by entering and becoming part of a reasoning 

animal: "... estant mangd camme tu vas estre, de nos petits oiseaux, tu 

passeras en leur substance. Oiiy, tu auras l'honneur de contribuer quoy 

qu'aveuglement, aux operations intellectuelles de nos Mouches et de par-

tioiper a la gloire, si tu ne raisonnes pas toy-mesme, de les faire au 

moins raisonner" (I, 162). 

These statements on the reason in the mouths of fictional cha

racters are subject to various interpretations, Cyrano himself in the 

natural Science treatise comes out strongly against reason as being 
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weak and Incapable of arriving at truth# He follows his accusation of 

the senses (which he had said were subjective and told nothing about the 

reality of objects), with the statement that "nous ne connoissons rien 

du tout du c6t£ des objets, si ce n'est par conjectures et par raisonne-

mensbut regretfully concedes that, while "une connoissance certaine 

et ^vidente des choses dans leurs causes" would be "ce qu'on pourroit 

souhaiter, nous ne le devons pas attendre de la foiblesse de nos rai-

sonnemens" (Qyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d., pp. 366, 369). 

Since reason is so weak and impotent for arriving at truth that 

is absolutely certain, "... la Riysique ne peut §tre qu'une Science 

conjecturale." This fact "doit encore augmenter notre incertitude, et 
•* 

nous empecher de parler avec bravade," claiming to have knowledge of 

truth we do not have. This passage seems the most skeptical in all of 

Cyrano's writings; in it he comes close to the Ityrrhonist "suspension 

of Judgment," when he advises the student of natural science "de tenir 

plutSt votre Jugement en balance, que de le determiner a aucune opinion 

dans des choses qui ne se font pas comprendre, et dire plutdt: Je n'en 

sais rien, Je n'y comprends rien, que de falre de vains efforts pour 

expliquer une choses obscure par une plus obscure" (Cyrano de Bergerac, 

ed. Jacob n.d,, pp. 35U, $63, 369, underlining not mine). 

The ignorance of men resulting from limited senses and a weak 

reason is a theme which Cyrano included several times in his works. It 

is symbolized by his particular twist to the "tree of knowledge" in 

Paradise, by the opinions of Socrates' Demon on the humans he had known, 

and by several comments the narrator or other characters make about the 

lamentable stupidity of the mass of humans. 



Cyrano puts in his paradise on the moon the! tree of knowledge 

from the Bible. Eating its fruit did Indeed give perfect knowledge, as 

shown in passages on I, 23, 26, 29* 30, 31 • 1 willjhave occasion to 

present this evidence in the next chapter on CyranO|'s counterattack for 
i I 

knowledge. Harth seems to have neglected this part| of Cyrano's treatment 

of the tree of knowledge, when she says "Cyrano equates knowledge with 

ignorance ..." (Harth 1970, p. 119)> for what he actually says is that 
i 

whoever wants to attain knowledge must overcome a strong tendency toward 
i 

ignorance and stupidity which is inherent in the huiaan condition. For 

God had covered the knowledge tree's fruit with a peel that produces 
j 

ignorance if one eats it, but which protects and conserves the spiritual 

virtues of the food of wisdom within. So knowledge of truth is hard to 

get at, since one has to get past ignorance first (i, 29). After Adam 

disobeyed, God rubbed his gums with the peeling of ignorance, so that 

for fifteen years he jabbered senselessly. Neither!he nor his descen

dants, until Moses, even remembered the creation. When Elijah arrived 

in Baradise, the archangel warned him that most knowledge tree fruits 

had the ignorance-producing peel, that he must be careful not to eat 

that kind or he would sink lower than man instead of mounting as high as 

an angel. "Mais surtcrut gardes vous d'une mesprisej la pluspart des 

fruicts qui pendent a ce vdgdtant sont environn£s d' 

laquelle si vous tastes, vous descendrds au dessous 

que le dedans vous fera monter aussy hault que l'Ange" (I, 30). When 

Cyrano's moon traveller carelessly bites a knowledge 

ing it, the taste of the ignorance peel casts him int 

une escorce de 

de l'homme au lieu 

fruit without peel-

o darkness: "... une 

6spaisse nuict tcmba sur mon Ame" (I, 32). He saw nothing, remembered 
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nothing, "but was saved from complete ignorance "by a small taste of the 

juice inside the ignorance peel: cette escorce ne m'avoit pas tout 

a fait abruti a cause que mes dents la traverserent et se sentirenfc un 

peu du jus de dedans, dont 1*Anergic avoit dissip£ les malignit^s de la 

pelure" (I, 32). Far from equating knowledge and ignorance, Cyrano 

draws a striking contrast. 

According to the Demon of Socrates, most humans must have eaten 

only the ignorance peel of the "Pomme de Science." He tells the moon-

travelling earthling that in former ages, many of his species (oracles, 
j 

nymphs, g£nies, fairies, incubes, spectres, phantoms, etc.) haunted the 

earth, bringing wisdom |to men, but that later people had become so stupid 
I ! 

and ignorant that he and his sort had abandoned earth: "Enfin, adjousta-

t-il, le peuple de vostre Terre devint si stupide et si grossier, que mes 

compagnons et moy perdismes tout le plaisir que nous avions pris autre

fois a l1 instruire" (l,| 3*0 • However, he himself had returned to earth 

for one modern sojourn, during which time he had inspired such recent 

seers as Cardano, Agrippa, the Hosicrucians, Campanella, Tristan 

1* Hermite, La Mothe le Vayer and Gassendi (I, 35)• But apart from these 

few worthy souls, all other humans he had encountered were very stupid 

and ignorant. "Voila les personnes considerables avec qui j'aye con

verse; touttes les autrjes, au moins celles que j 'ay connuSs, sont si fort 

au dessous de l^omme qjue j'ay veu des bestes un peu plus hault" (I, 36). 

Evidently Cyraijo himself agreed with his character here. We 

have seen in Chapter V how ill he treated most of his fellow humans, 

engaging in constant polemics against a stream of enemies; there are 

numerous examples of irdividuals and groups whom Cyrano found to be 
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ignorant, stupid, brainless, imbeciles, or incapable of reason* It is 

undeniable that Cyrano found the mass of humans contemptible because of 

their lack of intelligence or reasonable understanding, at least because 

they disagreed with him. In the vivid and delightful narrative portion 

opening the sun volume (I, 100-119), he ridicules the ignorance of a 

parish priest, his congregation of faithful sheep, and the general popu

lace of Toulouse. The church people attack the narrator, Pyrcona, 

bodily, believing that the circles and spirals in Descartes • book which 

he is carrying must indicate that he is practicing witchcraft (I, 103-

C9); he later exploits the ignorance and self-interest of the Toulouse 

marketplace crowd by crying "au voleur" and offering a reward to get them 

to chase his pursuing jailer instead of him (I, 113); and when he had 

finally been recaptured and imprisoned, the rumor spread throughout Tou

louse that he had become invisible; "Et comme nous avanfions tofijours 

chemin, des bourgeois se contoient l'un a I'autre que vous estiez devenu 

invisible" (I, llS). Elsewhere Cyrano has a character state that the 

masses are religious, believing in miracles because of their stupidity 

and lack of understanding: 

Mais ne d£f£rds-vous jamais vostre bouche aussy bien que 
vostre raison de ces termes fabuleux de miracles? S^aches que 
ces noms-la diffament le nom de Fhilosophe. Comme le Sage ne 
veoit rien au Monde qu'il ne convolve ou qu* il ne juge pouvoir 
estre conceu, il doubt abominer touttes ces expressions de 
miracles, de prodiges, d'dvdnemens contre Nature qu'ont inven
tus les stupides pour excuser les foiblesses de leurs entende-
ment (I, 91) • 

While the masses are stupid, with great gaps in their under

standing, even so, Cyrano leaves another category of human, the Riiloso-

pher, the Sage, who is capable of understanding, of conceiving 
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everything. There will "be occasion to examine this side of the coin in 

the next chapter. Meanwhile, some readers and critics have seen only 

the author's condemnation of the ignorant masses and have taken this 

misanthropy for skepticism, as though he "believed ignorance to be the 

inevitable condition of the human mind. And understandably so, for 

there is substantial evidence in the works, as I have shown, to make a 

case for this position. 

But skeptics had despaired of man's ability to know truth with 

certainty, not only because of the ignorance of the masses but because 

of the bewildering variety and contradictions in the systems of the vise, 

LeBret had said thajfc the contradictions in all philosophical systems had 

made Cyrano mistrust them all and had chosen none: "... la grande diver-

sit£ de leurs sectes, et 1'Strange contrariety de leurs opinions, ltd 

persuadoient qu'on ne devoit §tre d'aucun parti" (LeBret's Preface, Jacob 

n.d., p. 9U). Schneider would say rather that he chose them all, then 

doubted each in turn (Schneider I96U, p. 72). In. his works he made 

very few skeptical comments about the diversity and contradictions in 

philosophical systems, but he does have two significant comments on this 

theme which might be interpreted as skeptical. Socrates* Demon brings to 

the traveller-narrator in prison on the moon a book entitled Grand Oeuvre 

des Rillosophes, whose author, he says, 

prouve la-dedans que touttes choses sont vrayes, et declare la 
fa^on d'unir phisiquement les v^ritds de chaque contradiction, 
corame par exemple que le blanc est noir et que le noir est blanc, 
qu'on peut estre et n'estre pas en mesme temps, qu'il peut y 
avoir une montagne sans val£e, que le n£ant est quelque chose 
et que touttes les choses qui sont ne sont point (I, 83). 

While the author's purpose here is evidently to ridicule sophistic 
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philosophy, since using the syllogism without considering common sense 

experience can prove anything, there is probably also a connection with 

Cyrano's only textual reference to skeptics or skepticism, for they use 

almost the same language. This reference to skeptics occurs in a Maza-

rinade "La Sybille moderne, ou 1*Oracle du temps" where he states that 

it is very difficult to believe in the honesty and ability of Mazarin: 

"II eut est£ plus aisd de souscrire a 1*opinion des Sceptiques et d'Ana-

xagore, qui ont soustenu que le feu ne brusloit point, et que la neige 

estoit noire" (II, 261). In another place, Cyrano has a character admit 

that there are contradictions, "absurdities" in all systems of philoso

phy, but that the way out of this difficulty is to choose the system 

with the fewest such difficulties (I, 75 )• As for recognizing contra

dictions between various doctrinaire systems and refusing to adopt any 

one system or to believe the human capable of attaining truth, because 

of these contradictions, this is difficult to prove from Cyrano's works. 

Juppont points in this direction in his comment on Cyrano's opposite po

sitions concerning vacuum on pages I, U5, U9, and 9U, where at first 

Cyrano seems to be a partisan of Gassendi's theory of empty space be

tween atoms, but later presents Descartes' opposite theory of full 

space. Juppont calls Cyrano a wise critic for refusing to take sides. 

"Les ouvrages philosophique du XVIIe siecle sont remplis de discussion 

sur le vide et sur le plein. Cyrano, en critique avis£, ne prend pas 

parti dans cette lutte de deux theories extr§mes. Le passage vis£ ri

poste tres justement aux adeptes du plein. Pour rdpondre aux vacuistes» 

il fera parler Descartes qu'il rencontrera dans le Soleil" (juppont, in 

Lachevre 1921, I, U3, n.l). Actually, Cyrano's dilemma seems to have 
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been which doctrine to choose, Gassendist or Cartesian, as the most 

likely, as Harth so well pointed out: 

The impression created by such passages as the one on the va
cuum [is] that much of the voyage is a philosophical dialogue 
representing reflection and meditation rather than definitive 
positions. > • • Cyrano is debating with himself in the Estats 
du soleil on issues which he will resolve as a Cartesian in the 
Fragment (Harth 1970 j pp. 101, 103). 

(However, this kind of dilemma, because it ultimately ends in decision, 

is far different from turning into a skeptic, despairing of ever attain

ing knowledge because of the contradictions among various doctrinaire 

systems, as I will elaborate in the next chapter.) 

One series of arguments, then, in Cyrano's works, reflecting a 

traditional skeptical point of view, is that directed against anthropo-

centrism, man's inordinate pride based on the supposed superiority of 

his intelligence. Cyrano, like the skeptics, argued this down by deni

grating man's knowledge, exposing it as minimal due to the weakness of 

man's senses and of his reason. This was proven to him by the general 

and almost universal ignorance and stupidity of the human race, and per

haps even by the contradictions in the systems of knowledge proposed by 

the wise* 

In addition, Cyrano used a second kind of skeptical argument 

which had likewise been used by traditional skeptics as evidence against 

the absolute nature of man's knowledge. This was the argument of moral, 

ethical, and cultural relativism, against ethnocentric absolutism. 

Cyrano does not actually argue against ethnocentrism nor for 

cultural relativism; he merely suggests a myriad of forms of behavior 

as viable alternatives to what Europeans had thought was normal, 
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standard, moral, natural, and universal, rejecting by implication the 

supposed superiority of accepted European standards of behavior. It is 

only a short inference to the conclusion that in the diverse panoply of 

alternative patterns of behavior possible, there is no standard, no ab

solute good, no criterion of truth one can trust as natural, universal. 

In spite of Antoine Adam's warning that the scholar should not 

pay too much attention to "les details pittoresques et fantaisistes 

qu'il nous donne de l'aspect et des moeurs" of the moon and sun inhabi

tants (Adam p. 159) > this part of Cyrano's fantastic voyage novels 

is one of the most interesting and significant from the point of view of 

understanding his position in the skeptical crisis. For, whether or not 

there are absolute standards of good and bad behavior may perhaps be 

more important for man's life on the planet than whether or not man can 

lmow with certainty whether the earth moves around the sun or vice versa, 

or whether the soul is material or spiritual. 

Cyrano's traveller found the Indians of Canada going nude, and 

talking in inarticulate mumbles and making incomprehensible gestures (I, 

10). Once on the moon, he marvelled at the strange behavior in this 

exotic "monde renvers6" (I, 7U). Moon people also go nude (I, 39), walk 

on four legs (I, 32, 33» 39> 53)» carry him over their shoulder (I, 

32, 39)» and take his Greek to be inarticulate growling (I, 36), for 

they have two languages, one for aristocrats, consisting of a system of 

musical tones, another for commoners, whose phonemes and morphemes are 

merely vibration of their body parts (I, 39-39). Moon people lick a 

person as a greeting (I, 39) > get nourishment by absorbing odors through 

the skin (I, Ul-42), paying for their meals with poems (I, 1*3), and 
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sleep on beds of flowers (I, 1+2, 92). Their lamps are glass balls 

filled with fireflies (I, k2, 82), and they tell time by using their 

large noses to cast a shadow across the sundial of their teeth (I, 87). 

They practice eugenics, breeding for large noses, since they have found 

that this physiognony is a sign of superior wit, intelligence, and a 

good disposition! (I, 87-88). On the moon, it is polite to be seated 

and wear a hat in order to honor another person (I, 88), and to lie on 

one's back to show respect when speaking before the king (I, 59)* El

ders respect and obey the young (I, 6l), and a son punishes his father 

by making him walk on two legs an entire day (I, 72)# Cremation is the 

preferred burial, for this reunites the soul with the sun, whereas bury-

ing in the ground Is a punishment reserved for criminals, so that worms 

and frogs can eat their bodies (I, 85-86). Dying a natural death in bed 

is a shame (I, 85), while the greatest honor one can pay an aged friend 

is ceremonial immolation, then drinking his blood and eating his flesh, 

followed by sexual intercourse, so that the friend will be reborn in the 

fruits of this union (I, 86-87). Moon people consider virginity a crime 

(I, 87), as is onanism, since they both steal from the unborn the right 

to life (I, 65-66, 87); but the pleasure of touching the genitals and 

the  f u l l  en j o y m e n t  o f  s e x  a r e  co n s i d e r e d  n a t u r a l  a n d  a p p r o v e d  ( i ,  6 6 ) ,  

Each person has rights to sex on demand, and no one can refuse (I, 57). 

Wearing a bronze phallus at the waist, a sign of giving life, is the 

symbol of the gentleman, instead of a sword, which can only take life 

away (I, 88), 

On the sun, in the Kingdom of Birds, an ordinary way to travel 

is to be carried by four eagles (I, IU9, l6l), a prisoner is fed a feast 
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every seven hours, consisting of fifty worms (I, 152), the greatest 

shame is to ride astride an ostrich (I, l6l)» and the most severe pun

ishment is the "sad death," reserved for enormous crimes, in which musi

cians sing music so sad that the condemned^ organs get disordered so 

that he wastes away and dies, suffering the pain of several deaths (I, 

156). The sun king is elected to a six months term, the present king 

being a dove, the weakest of all birds (I, 155) • A lawyer who is pre

judiced in favor of a client is not allowed to plead in court (I, 160). 

In the sun scale of social and moral values, masturbation, nocturnal 

emission, continence, and contraception are considered forms of murder, 

even double murder, worse than taking a person's life after he had 
* 

lived, for they prevent a person from ever living (I, 19*0 • A sun hus

band is taxed by a government doctor who requires him to have intercourse 

with his wife a certain number of times per night; if he does not, she 

can prosecute him in court (I, 19U)• Parents put their sons and daugh

ters in state operated marriage academies, where they are measured and 

matched for physical and emotional compatibility; equality is not the 

rule, for a young man can get up to forty wives, but must not go to bed 

with more than two at a time (I, 195). A government system of family 

allocations and scholarships takes care of poor children (I, 95 )• 

I find three reasons why Cyrano suggested such a heterogeneous 

moral, and social system. In some cases he seems obviously to be criti

cizing sotse specific European custom he found unreasonable, unjust, or 

unpleasant. In a few cases, he was perhaps actually proposing a mode of 

conduct for an ideal society. But in the great majority of cases, he 

simply appears to be suggesting the new, the different, the unusual, 
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often the opposite of what was customary in Europe, His traveller-nar

rator himself called the teaching he received about the moon culture, 

"cette "burlesque p^dagogie" (I, 7*0» One purpose of this burlesque may-

have been to satirize the ethnocentric bias of most Europeans. Cyrano 

seems to be saying that there is not one way to do each thing, but an 

infinity of ways; there is not one standard of good behavior, but stan

dards are relative to the time, place, and occasion; in fact, Cyrano 

creates a sun woman wham he has state the exact spirit of the cultural 

relativism which dismayed Montaigne: "... cette mer flotante des opin

ions d'un peuple ou d'un Prince, ..." this "bont£ ... que le traict 

d'une riviere faict crime ..." the "v£rit£ que ces montaignes bornent, 

qui est mensonge au monde qui se tient au dela ..." (Montaigne ed. 1953, 

p. 653). This sun woman states that what we believe to be true is rela

tive to what we have been taught: "... les opinions que nous avons suc-

c£es avec le lait nous paroissenb toOjours les plus raisonnables" (i, 

196). In his portrayal of such a rich diversity of alternative behavior 

patterns, Cyrano seems to Join the skeptical tradition which had always 

used cultural diversity as evidence of relativism, the lack of absolutes, 

and man's lack of ability to come to commonly agreed standards of good

ness and truth. 

Besides using skeptical arguments against anthropocentric in

tellectual arrogance and illustrating so vividly cultural relativism 

against the dogmatism of ethnocentrists, Cyrano also used a new argument 

against man's inordinate pride, which had not been part of traditional 

skepticism. This was cosmic relativism, against geo-centrism. Convinced 

of the new heliocentric cosmology, he found that putting earth in its 
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proper place, a relative position somewhere "between the infinitely great 

universe and the infinitely tiny mites and atoms, instead of at the cen

ter of the universe, with sun and stars turning around it, served to put 

man in his own proper place, which was also relative, instead of at the 

center of the universe made for him and of which he was the master. 

The Governor of Canada used subjective sensory evidence and au

thority as his criteria of truth: "Selon Pfcol£m£e, Tico-bra£ et les 

Ebilosophes modernes, il [le SoleilJ chemine du biais que vous faites 

marcher la terre." Why believe that the sun is fixed "quand nous le 

voyons marcher," and what makes you think the earth is spinning around 

"quand nous la sentons ferme dessous nous?" (I, 11). These are Just the 

type of sensory illusion which skeptics had used since ancient times to 

prove that the senses are unreliable and the knowledge they furnish us 

is uncertain. Cyrano's traveller-narrator does not dwell on the fact 

that these are illusions, nor use this as an occasion to teach skepti

cism, nor to counteract it. He seems more interested in persuading the 

Governor of the heliocentric doctrine. He uses rational analogies to 

prove that it is more logical that the source of heat, energy, and life 

be at the center, like the genitals in the body, or the seeds in an 

apple. To assume that the sun turns around the earth would be like 

having the chimney and the fire revolve around the roast, or like imag

ining that the coast moves along while the ship stands still (I, 12). 

Geo-centrism is unjustifiably arrogant of man. Cyrano would 

place earth, and man along with it, in a much more secondary position* 

Adjoustay a cela l'orgueil insupportable des humains, qui leur 
persuade que la Nature n'a estd faicte que pour eux, cannae s'il 
estoit vraysemblable que le Soleil, un grand corp3 quatre cens 
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trente quatre fois plus vaste que la Terre, n'eut estd allum£ 
que pour meurir ses neffles, et pommer ses choux. ... QuoyI 
parce que le Soleil compasse nos jours, et nos ann£es, est-ce 
a dire pour cela qu'il n'ayst estd construit qu'afin que nous 
ne cognions pas de la teste contre les murs? Non, nonl si ce 
Dieu visible esclaire l'hctmne, e'est par accident, comme le 
flambeau du Roy esclaire par accident au crocheteur qui passe 
par la rue (I, 13, 1*0. 

In fact, this secondary position of the earth is accentuated to an ex

treme degree in the sun volume, where the earth's disappearing complete

ly from the view of the space traveller seems to symbolize the reduction 

of the importance of earth (and man along with it) to the point of anni

hilation, as though they count for absolutely nothing in the grand to

tality of the universe. "La sphere de nostre Monde ne me paroissoit 

plus qu'iui astre a peu pres de la grandeur que nous paroist la Lune; 

encore il s'£tressissoit, a mesure que je montois, jusqu'a devenir une 

estoille, puis une bluette, et puis rien" (I, 133)• 

Thus Cyrano may be considered to argue like a skeptic, against 

anthropocentrism, ethnocentrism, and geocentrism. To the traditional 

skeptical arguments against anthropocentrism (that man does not enjoy a 

privileged position in nature, being on the contrary rather weak and un

important, his knowledge and powers far from absolute but relative, par

tial, minimal, indeed almost non-existent), and against ethnocentrism 

(that man's social usages are so varied, man's moral and ethical values 

so relative to time and place, that this proves the lack of any such 

thing as absolutes or certainty in the realm of human behavior), Cyrano 

added a new skeptical argument, cosmic relativism. Using Copernican and 

Galilean heliocentrism against geocentrism, he argued, or Implied, that 

since earth does not enjoy a privileged position in the universe, this 
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relativism should serve to humble man's presumptuousness and pride, and 
i 

should make him more aware of his limitations and of the relativity of 
i 

his being and of his knowledge in the whole scheme of things. 

These, then, are same of the skeptical arguments which can be 
i 

found in Cyrano's works. We have a right to ask why Cyrano included 
i 

these skeptical arguments in his works, if indeed he was, as I have 

shown above in Chapter V, by natviral temperament more a doctrinaire than 

i 

a skeptical person* 

I suggest threje reasons why he treated these aspects of skepti

cism so heavily, so thoroughly, and so persuasively as to convince the 

knowledgeable critics |at the beginning of this chapter that he was in

deed a skeptic. He did this in part because he recognized in skepticism 
I ! 

a powerful destructivei argument, a weapon he could use in his battles, 
j 

for he was a battler. | He used skepticism to cut the ground of certainty 
j 

from under the dogmatists he disagreed with and disliked: pedants, au

thoritarian philosophers, scholastic intellectuals, theologians, reli-

i 

gious authorities, and, state absolutists with the power to make war and 

persecute. In this regard it is fitting to remember that within his 

memory Frenchmen had hanged, burned, and torn the tongues out of other 

Frenchmen for expressing their opinions. As Gassendi had used skepticism 

in 162^ against the dogmatic pedantism of scholastic authority, proving 

that his self-assured opponents could not be certain of the truth of the 

opinions they claimed to be absolutes, likewise Cyrano was wielding 

skeptical arms against the dangerous presumption of those who would wish 

to limit his freedom to be, to think, to speak, to write, to act. The 

ridiculous pride of do jmatists insulted his concept of intellectual 
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honesty. He wrote in the epistemological portion of his last work, the 

unfinished treatise on physics, against these "superbes et ridicules P£-

dans" who claim to have "une connoissance certaine et Evidente des 

choses dans leurs causes" (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d*, p. J63). 

He countered them with skepticism (without, however, ever using the word) 

... qui doit encor augmenter notre incertitude et nous emp^cher 
de parler avec bravade. ...Si nous nous confessons inf^rieurs 
a ceux qui se vantent dfavoir trouv<5 la v^ritd, nous obtiendront 
au moins par-dessus eux l'avantage d'etre plus justes estima-
teurs de la valeur des choses, et nous £viterons ce vice que 
tous les jeunes Ecoliers apprennent de leurs Mattres, qui d£-
fendent avec opini£tret£ ce qui n'est pour le plus que vraisem-
blable, et meme bien souvent ce qu'ils n'entendent pas. Mais, 
quand ils l'ont tine fois propose, s'imaginant qu'il seroit hon-
teux de se dddire, apres avoir reconnu leur faute, ils la sou-
tiennent opinifitriment, comme si c'dtoit une loi ndcessaire, que 
tout ce qu'ils disenfc ffit la vdrit£, seulement parce qu'ils le 
disent (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d., p. 5^3). 

A second reason why he brought up skeptical arguments, though by 

temperament inclined to believe in the certainty of knowledge, was in 

order to combat them, for they posed a threat to his own search for cer

tainty as a lover of science, his own genuine desire for truth as a free 

man and philosopher. Since the beginning of the skeptical crisis in 

French thought with Montaigne and Charron, this had been a preoccupation 

of each system builderj just as Descartes had felt it necessary in 1637 

in the Discours de la mgthode pour bien conduire sa raison et chercher 

la v£rit£ dans les sciences to slay the skeptical menace before develop

ing hiB system of scientific research and his description of the physi

cal universe, Cyrano also felt it necessary to bring up all the skepti

cal arguments he could, dialogue with them, and resolve the crisis, by 

deciding what degree of knowledge, and what kind of knowledge a person 

could legitimately hope for, and how he could go about acquiring it, so 
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that he could feel firm ground under his feet for building his own sys

tem of science. This is why he opened his treatise on natural science 

with two chapters on epistemology. In this chapter I have cited from 

that treatise only the skeptical arguments on the impossibility of at

taining truth. I have also cited from Cyrano's other works only the ar

guments he brings up which are part of the traditional skeptical arsenal 

of weapons against the certainty of knowledge, and in addition, Cyrano's 

original earth relativism based on heliocentrism. 

But in opposition and contrast to these ideas and arguments, 

there remains the fact of Cyrano's basic attitude of assurance which I 

established in the previous chapter, and in addition, many arguments in 

favor of the reliability of the human sensorium and reason, and the 

consequent validity of the knowledge they attain, which I shall treat in 

the following chapter. Meanwhile, Cyrano dialogued with skepticism. At 

first this dialogue was external, because he was struggling against 

skepticism, as an eneiqjr to his thought. He had one of his characters, 

the traveller-narrator Dyrcona, tried by birds on the sun, accused and 

condemned for being a man. The fact that during his trial Dyrcona de

nied being a man--the kind of man they were condemning, an inferior spe

cies with weak senses and reason, incapable of knowledge, but who thought 

himself superior to other animals, with the right to dominate them cru

elly (I, 151)— shows that the author condemns same men, but is against 

the skeptical arguments. The very fact that there were some creatures 

capable of using reason to Judge the stupidities and ignorance of men, 

shows that he had confidence in reason and in knowledge. The fact that 

he had Dyrcona pardoned by the sun king for having been kind to two 
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birds whom he considered intelligent, thereby proving himself an excep

tion to the general condemnation of ethnocentric, anthropocentric men 

haughtily presuming the right to dominate the world and cruelly abuse 

animals, seems to prove that Cyrano excepted himself from all his criti

cism and from his condemnation of the human race. 

Man is convicted of having weak, deceptive senses and less rea

son than animals, but the author throughout his book prides himself on 

being perceptive, clever, intelligent, informed, enlightened, knowledge

able, sensitive, inventive, and original. It is inconceivable that Cy

rano really thought of himself as ignorant, stupid, limited in knowledge 

and wisdom, self-deceived, superstitious, etc., as he pictured men. On 

the contrary, he thought he was quite clever to be able to describe 

other men so well. He is convinced he is right, or capable of finding 

the right, showing so much doctrinaire confidence in his criticism of 

humanity that he cannot have included himself in his skeptical criti

cisms. So his dialogue up to this point is against skepticism or against 

others, vising skepticism as a weapon. 

But there is a third reason Cyrano included these skeptical ar

guments and condemnations of man: he was intrigued by skepticism, es

pecially by the arguments for the relativity of man's knowledge based on 

the diversity and contradictions in philosophies, doctrines, and social 

customs. The great variety of social behavior suggested by Cyrano is 

matched by an equally dismaying array of scientific doctrines expounded 

at various points throughout the works (see below, Chapter VIII). To

gether they suggest an aspect of skepticism which is part of the skepti

cal mind, and which Cyrano displays by presenting varied and often 
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contradictory ideas. For the skeptic is "more sensitive to diversity 

than to uniformity; because nature, as he sees it, has made things more 

unlike than like" (Frame 1955, P^ 9). The skeptic is obsessed by prob

lems that others dismiss easily. In the words of Schneider, the skep

tic "hdsite entre les diff^rentes opinions, les accepte toutes a la fois 

pour douter de chacun en particulier, s'agite, se tcrurmente, ne tient 

pas en place, remet tout ind^finiment en question" (Schneider 19^^, P« 

72). Strachan is right to see in Cyrano a man living in a fragmented 

culture and fascinated by diversity (Strachan 1965, p. xv). Pujos would 

agree with this idea that Cyrano was fascinated with diversity, even in

trigued with paradox, with the contradictory, which would make skepticism 

appeal to him. "II est essentiellement un amateur d'iddes qu'il aims 

examiner parfois sous leurs faces diverses, voire contradictoires" (Pu-

Jos 1951, p. U5). 

Cyrano used the anti-rationalist arguments of skeptics, criti

cism of man as a creature with weak senses and reason, and consequently 

with little or no knowledge. But, as he used these weapons against dog

matic enemies, he became intrigued by them, for they seemed to him cle

ver and cogent. So the dialogue which began as external, with Cyrano 

using skepticism but struggling against it, became internal, for skep

ticism had become a temptation to him also. 

Eventually, the skeptical arguments had their effect on Cyrano's 

naturally doctrinaire temperament and mind, and moderated his confidence, 

his eagerness, his assertiveness. It is to consider his struggle 

against skepticism, his counter-attack for knowledge, and his resolution 

of the crisis, that I turn in Chapter VII • 



CHAPTER VII 

CYRANO'S COUNTERATTACK FOR KNOWLEDGE: 

HIS RESOLUTION OF THE EECSTEMOLOGICAL PROBLEM 
j ! 

i ! 
j ! 

The preceding chapter shows that there is a considerable amount 

of skeptical material in Cyrano's writings, but indicates that the rea

sons for the inclusion of this material might be other than that he was 

i | 
a convinced skeptic. This chapter describes Cyrano's case for knowledge, 

j j 

treating such questions as his belief that truth exists, that knowledge 

is possible, and his criteria for assent to truth. I will treat his 

epistemology in two stages: his naturally doctrinaire confidence in 
i i 

j ! 

knowledge, and his compromise with confidence, resolving his dialogue 

with skepticism into a mitigated doctrinaire position which I call radi

cal rational empiricism. 

Judging from the evidence in his works, Cyrano seemed to have a 

natural instinct (which is a doctrinaire trait) to believe in the exis

tence of truth, of universale, of absolutes, of principles. Three 

statements will serve to illustrate his belief in principles, in univer-

sals, in truth. When, during: his trial on the moon, Cyrano's traveller 

cited Aristotle, the moon people criticized that philosopher: "Aristote, 

principes a sa Hiilosophie, au lieu d'acme dirent-ilz, accamodoit des 

ccmoder sa Hiilosophie aux principes" (I, 5U). In this 

cipes" seems to be a synonym of "truth," or "universal, 

statement, "prin-

1 while "philoso

phy" seems to signify "particular," or "opinion." Thes? meanings are 

169 
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verified in a similar statement in his letter "Contre les Sorciers": 

"n est aisd de prouver tout ce qu'on veut quand on ajuste les principes 

aux opinions, et non pas les opinions aux principes" (II, 212-13). It 

is significant that the moon people objecting to Aristotle did not say-

that principles do not exist, hut rather that Aristotle had simply not 

found them. The traveller Dyrcona, when falling to the sun's surface, 

states that universals exist, and that gravity is one of them, as dis

tinguished from an individual's will, which is a particular: "Les prin

cipes dans la nature, qui sont universels, prevalent aux particuliers, 

... la puissance de vouloir estant particuliere aux choses sensihles, et 

celle de choir au centre estant gdn^ralement r^pandue par toute la ma-

tiere" (I, 137)* Dyrcona encountered another principle universally dis

tributed throughout the universe: this was truth, one simple natural 

truth, which he stated was evident in language, in music, and in science. 

It was in language that Dyrcona became aware of it; when meeting the sole 

inhabitant of an asteroid near the sun, he found they could converse in 

a mutually understandable tongue. 

J'ai la m^molre toute fraische, connae si je l'^coutois encor, 
qu'il me discourut pendant trois grosses heures en line langue 
que je sgay bien n'avoir jamais ollye, et qui n'a aucun rapport 
avec pas une de ce Monde-cy, laquelle toutefois je compris plus 
viste et plus intelligiblement que celle de ma nourrice. II 
m'expliqua, quand je me fus enquis d'une chose si merveilleuse, 
que dans les sciences il y avoit un Vray, hors lequel on estoit 
tofijours dloignd du facile; que plus un idiame s'^loignoit de 
ce Vray, plus il se rencontroit au dessous de la conception et 
de moins facile intelligence (I, 129)• 

In this natural universal language, each word expressed the es

sence of the thing itself. There was exact conformity of language and 

reality. The speaker of this language had concepts which corresponded 
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exactly to essences, thus absolute knowledge was possible. 

Qui rencontre cette v£rit£ de lettres, de mots et de suite, ne 
peut jamais, en s'exprimant, tomber au dessous de sa conception: 
il parle tofijours £gale a sa pensde; et c'est pour n'avoir pas 
la connoissance de ce parfait idiome que vous demeurez court, ne 
connoissant pas l,ordre ry les paroles qui puissent expliquer ce 
que vous imaginez, 

Je luy dis que le premier homme de nostre Monde s'estoit indubi-
tablement servy de cette langue matrice, parce que chaque ncsa 
qu'il avoit impost a chaque chose d^claroit son essence (I, 129)* 

This universal mother tongue -was, according to Cyrano's asteroid-dweller, 

primitive man's way of communicating with animals. 

Elle n'est pas simplement n^cessaire pour exprimer tout ce que 
1' esprit confoit, mais sans elle on ne peut pas estre entendu 
de tous. Comae cet idiome est l1instinct ou la voix de la na
ture, elle doit estre intelligible a tout ce qui vit sous le 
ressort de la Nature: c'est pourquoy si vous en aviez l1intel
ligence, vous pourriez communlquer et discourir de toutes vos 
pens£es aux bestes, et les bestes a vous de toutes les leurs, a 
cause que c'est le langage mesme de la Nature, par qui elle se 
fait entendre a tous les animaux (X, 129-30). 

Apprehension of universal truth through the medium of the universal lan

guage seems akin to instinct, but also partakes of the characteristics 

of natural revelation. 

Que la facility done avec laquelle vous entendez le sens d'une 
langue qui ne sonna jamais a vostre ottye ne vous £ tonne plus. 
Quand je parle, vostre Sme rencontre, dans chaqun de mes mots, 
ce Vray qu'elle cherche a tfitons; et quoy que sa raison ne l'en-
tende pas, elle a chez soy Nature qui ne ssauroit manquer de 
1'entendre (i, 130). 

Not only does universal truth exist, but it is accessible to 

some beings in nature; such at least is Cyrano's instinctive hope. He 

attributes this ability to plants. Socrates' Demon claims that cabbages 

possess 

peut-estre un intellect universel, une connoissance parfaicte 
de touttes les choses dans leurs causes, ... Molse, le plus 
grand de tous les Fhilosophes, puisqu'il puisoit ... la 
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connoissance de la nature dans la source de la Nature mesme, si-
gnifioit cette v£ritd lors qu'il parla de l'Arbre de Science. II 
vouloit nous enseigner, sous cet dnigme, que les plantes possed-
ent privativement la Philosophie parfaicte (I, 69). 

When the tree of knowledge was mentioned in the preceding chap

ter it was to call attention to Cyrano1 s innovation in the legend, that 

of adding the ignorance-producing peel to the fruit. This peel does not 

detract, however, frcm the absolute nature of the knowledge promised to 

man, and to which Cyrano seems naturally to aspire as his birthright, 

being human. He has his character, the traveller, meet Elijah, who 

tells him that, unsatisfied with his knowledge, feeling that the more he 

learned the less he knew, he longed for "cette Philosophie parfaicte" 

which primitive man had possessed. An angel appeared to him, telling 

him that if he wished to acquire "une science parfaicte," he should go 

to the moon and find "l'Arbre de Science, parce que aussi tost que jfau-

rois tast£ de son fruict, mon Ame seroit esclair^e de touttes les vdri-

tez dont une Creature est capable" (I, 26). These last words are the 

first suggestion that the knowledge to be gained would be anything short 

of omniscience, but the suggestion of total, absolute knowledge is re

peated and continued, for Elijah tells that when he did eat of the fruit, 

"ma salive a peine l'avoit mouillde que la Hiilosophie universelle m'ab

sorb a: II me sembla qufun nombre infiny de petits yeux se plongerent 

dans ma teste et je s$eus le moyen de parler au Seigneur" (I, 29). When 

Cyrano* s moon traveller asked Elijah for instruction, as he often asked 

during his travels, he was told to wait "que la Fomme de S^avoir vous en-

seigne mieux que moi touttes ces choses" (I, 31), but because of his 
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insolence the earthling was not allowed to taste of the fruit which 

could have given him "des lumieres inconcevables" (I, 31). 

One inevitable inference from the curriculum vitae of Socrates' 

Demon, is that humans can attain great knowledge, for he told how he had 

frequented different wise and virtuous men, such as Cardano: "Je l'in-

struisis de quantity de choses" (I, 3*0> and the Rosicruceans, "a qui 

J'ay enseignd quantity de soupplesses et de secrets naturels qui, sans 

doubte, les auront faict passer chez le peuple pour de grands magiciens" 

(I, 35)9 and Campanella, to whom he taught a way- "de connoistre lfint£-

rieur ••• les pens^es ••• dans ses adversaires" and whom he also in

spired to write De sensu rerun (I, 35) • 

Cyrano has his sun traveller meet Campanella, who not only dog

matically teaches him Cartesian physics~"On ne peut pas nier cette v£-

rit£ ni la r^voquer en doute" (I, l35)~but also contends that infinite, 

perfect knowledge is possible for philosophers by the accumulation of 

knowledge during several incarnations: "Nous mourons plus d*une fois; 

et comme nous ne sonmes que des parties de cet Univers, nous changeons 

de forme pour aller reprendre vie ailleurs; ce qui n'est point un mal, 

puisque c'est un chemin pour perfectionner son estre, et pour arriver a 

un noadbre infiny de connoissances" (I, 191) • 

Campanella then shows him a philosopher in the throes of death, 

his head splitting open "d'avoir trop exercd son esprit," and having 

stuffed it too full of material ideas (l, 191) • As a crustacean moults 

and gradually acquires a larger and larger shell to accommodate its grow

ing body, it is thus that wise men grow toward perfect knowledge. Dyr-

cona had already met another swarm of tiny beings on the sun who told 
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him that they were able to attain to absolute certainty; they travelled 

and observed, "par 1c moyen de quoy nous nous formons une science cer-

taine de ce qui est" (I, 1^2). The strongly Lucretian tincture of Cyra

no's thought is seen in the final comment I offer as evidence that he 

sided with doctrinaire philosophers, instead of skeptics, in considering 

knowledge possible. He has one of his mouthpieces say that to a wise 

man everything is understandable, that since everything is material and 

natural, there is a natural explanation for everything, which can be 

conceived by the human reason, "le Sage ne veoit rien au Monde qu'il ne 

con$oive ou qu'il ne juge pouvoir estre conceu" (I, 91)» while recourse 

to the mystical shows the weakness of the stupid. 

The examples given have sufficiently illustrated the fact that 

Cyrano, throughout his works, gave a number of quite un-skeptical con

tentions that knowledge (certainty in science) is possible of attain

ment# It is fitting to ask through what means he proposed gaining this 

kind of knowledge. 

Cyrano's means and criteria of knowledge were experience and 

reason, aided by imagination. The rest of this chapter will be devoted 

to telling what he meant by experience and reason, how he used them to 

gain knowledge, and what kind of knowledge he believed to have attained. 

Experience, when we use it to describe Cyrano's means of learn

ing signifies, first of all, sense perception, for Cyrano was a sensa

tionalist. His natural tendency was to believe, like Aristotle, that 

the senses do yield certain knowledge. We wiH see that he eventually 

came to a moderation of this doctrinaire belief, arriving at an 
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empirical system similar to those developed by Carneades, Sextus Empiri-

cus, and Gassendi. 

Skeptics, from the Greeks on, had attacked Aristotle's assurance 

of knowledge by starting with his empirical axiom that all knowledge 

comes through the senses, then proceeding to discredit the senses, there

by proving knowledge unreliable. Cyrano, by way of contrast, aside from 

the few references cited in the last chapter, like the Canadian Gover

nor^ sensory illusions supporting geocenbrism (I, 11), and the birds1 

charge that man's senses are weak, slow and deceptive (I, 150), almost 

constantly presents the human senses as valid and reliable for furnish

ing reliable knowledge about the natural world. Even the accusation by 

Socrates' Demon that the earth man lacks the million senses he would 

need to know all the qualities of physical objects (I, 37)> is really a 

declaration of confidence in the senses for yielding reliable data about 

reality; the Demon has more senses than man and consequently more know

ledge. He says by implication that the senses do yield data that are 

valid, although incomplete. 

In addition to the examples given in Chapter V on Cyrano's tem

perament, which tend to substantiate that he had full confidence in the 

senses, to yield not only pleasure but also reliable information, we 

have numerous others drawn from L'Autre Monde. The traveller, for exam

ple, who calculated rationally that the time must be about midnight, 

knew he was wrong when he saw the sun high in the sky (I, 9) • He felt 

in his body a change in motion, about three-fourths of the way to the 

moon, so he knew thereby that the gravitational pull of earth was three 

times as strong as the moon's (I, 20). He offered convincing proof to 
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the Canadian Governor that there are spots in the sun, forming new 

worlds: "mais si J 'ay jamais l'honneur de vous veoir en Prance, je vous 

feray ohserver par le moyen d'une lunette fort excellente que j'ay" (I, 

16). He met people who had a sense to feel magnetism (I, 37) > to feel 

the moon pulling the tides (i, 57), and who could taste food through 

their skin (I, Ul). Cyrano has two complete and systematic descriptions 

of the five senses, one expressed in Lucretian terms, with atoms and 

species, the other an allegory of springs, fountains, streams, and lakes. 

Neither description sounds in the least skeptical nor suggests any ina

dequacy of the senses. In the Lucretian theory, "species" or fine sha

dowy replicas composed of atoms pass from each object sensed into the 
« 

appropriate sense organ of the "body and impress themselves on soul atoms 

inside the "body. The explanation given "by Cyrano*s character does not 

mention distortion of sensory images during transmission, as one finds 

in Cyrano's source, Lucretius (Lucretius, ed. 1951> P- 1^1)> who explains 

sensory illusions due to the damage suffered "by the images en route or 

upon entering the sense organs, "by the frittering away of atoms# On the 

contrary, the moon philosopher, in his explanation of the senses (I, 73-

9l), makes no apology for damaged images, lost atoms, illusions, or dis

tortions, other than to say that we do not feel things very accurately 

with our toes, since some atoms do escape through pores of the nerves on 

the long journey from the feet to the head (I, 81). Otherwise, he seems 

to have even more confidence in the accuracy of sense impressions than 

Lucretius himself, who was the fountainhead of the new materialistic 

philosophy in seventeenth-century Prance, and about as doctrinaire as 

philosophers can get. This seems to be evidence against Cyrano's being 
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skeptical about the senses' validity, accuracy, and consequent reliabi

lity, and to indicate on the contrary that he had great confidence in 

them. The second allegorical explanation of the senses says that the 

eyes "restituent les images de tout ce qui se pr£sente"j thanks to the 

ears, "on oit retentir ... un £cho de tout le bruit qui r<5sonne a l1 en-

tour"; the touch is "vaste" and "profonde" (I, 197). All these tout's 

and large numbers and adjectives tend to suggest appreciation and ade

quacy, rather than depreciation and inadequacy of the senses, for gain

ing all the knowledge we need. On his way to the sun, the traveller 

meets a man who knows geological history because his senses are heigh

tened due to nearness to the sun (I, 132). He finds trees with organs 

to feel the presence of man (I, 165). Several times he indicates that 

sight and hearing are reliable for communicating and learning a new lan

guage by imitation (I, 52~5k, 166). There is an indication that when 

the eyes see sunlight, there is no doubt about it, there is knowledge 

(I, 193). Similarly, throughout the book there are numerous examples of 

"seeing is believing," for example, "mais si vous voulez en avoir da-

vantage, entrez ..." (I, 195), or "mais suivez-mpy, vous comprendez 

beauecup mieux ... en les voyant" (i, 197). 

This "come and see" type of experience introduces another dimen

sion to the concept of experience as Cyrano's means and criterion of 

knowledge. Experience means not only sense perception, but also living 

experience, active participation by the whole body and mind in an en

counter with an object or event, so that all its parts are imprinted in 

neural patterns and brain images, impressions fraa all the senses, but 

also whatever ancillary pleasures or pain accompanied it, or came as a 
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suit of it, reinforcing it in the memory, positively or negatively. 

Cyrano's use of experience in learning, therefore, partakes of elements 

of! behaviorist psychology and of pragmatist philosophy. Cyrano strongly 

i 

believed that experiences lead to knowledge. This is evident from an 

examination of these examples from his works. 

! Cyrano invented five kinds of experience (observations and ex-
I 

periments), which serve as empirical evidence. His abundant use of 

these different kinds of empirical evidence demonstrates clearly his 
| 

firm confidence that he was capable of gaining knowledge by experience. 

The five kinds of empirical proof are briefly outlined and illustrated. 

| The first is diagnosis, i.e., someone determined what the situa

tion was, or how it got that way, by observing the present effects, then 

surmising the causes, or conjecturing the probable presence of other un-

pexceived present effects, based on association with past experience. 

Pox example, two trees had a new experience, accompanied by a strange 

felling, which they compared with a similar previous feeling, and they 

reasoned that the same condition must be present, which indeed it proved 

to be. As Dyrcona approached, one tree called: 

Je me sens dmeu de la mesme fa$on que nous avons accoustum£ de 
l'estre quand ces animaux qu'on appelle Hommes nous approchent 
et je voudrois vous demander si vous sentez la mesme chose. 

II se passa quelque temps avant que l'autre r£pondit, corame s'il 
efit voulu appliquer a cette ddcouverte ees sens les plus secrets. 
Puis il s'dcria: 

"Mon Dieul vous avez raison, et ^e vous jure que Je trouve mes 
organes tellement pieins des especes d'un Homme, que je suis 
le plus trampd du monde s'il n'y en a quelqu'un fort proche 
d'icy." 

Alors plusieurs voix se meslerexrt qui distoient qu'asseur^merrt 
elles sentoient un Homme (I, 165-66). 
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That particular diagnosis was accurate; sometimes diagnosis by associa

tion is faulty, for the method yields only probability, as we will see 

in a later section* The inhabitant of an asteroid surmising causes from 

observed effects, told Dyrcona that the sea on his planet was salty be

cause it was formed of sweat: "la Mer ... t&noigne encor par son sel 

que ce doit estre un amas de sueur, toute sueur estant sal£e" (I, 130). 

More accurate diagnosis was conjectured by doctors examining Artaxerces, 

who attributed his abnormal love for a plain tree to the fact that he 

had been conceived from the semen of a father who had eaten too many 

fruits from another tree which had a love relation with the plain tree: 

judging from their observations, they reasoned this fact, "car toutes 

les particularity de sa vie ont fait conjecturer a ses m^decins qu'il 

doit avoir est£ produit de la sorte" (I, 173)* 

The second kind of empirical evidence is prognosis: someone ob

serves the present conditions and predicts what will probably happen, 

basing his conjecture on past experience, i.e., what happened when the 

same conditions were present in the past. Dyrcona would not yield to 

his friend's insistence that he publish the ravishingly interesting 

story of his moon voyage because he foresaw that it would disturb his 

leisure: "Moy, qui aime le repos, je rdsistay long-temps, a cause des 

visites qu'il estoit vraysemblable que cette publication m'attireroit" 

(I, 101). Later, in jail, accustomed to the interminable monologues of 

his long-winded jailer, thus knowing what to expect on a new occasion, 

Dyrcona interrupts him: "Je ne manqu&y pas a cet endroit de l'interram,-

prej car je pressentois par ce commencement de digression une longue en-

chaisnure de coq-a-l'asne" (I, 112). Dyrcona learned from experience 
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that he had to cover the crystal globe of his space ship or the sun's 

heat would cause it to lift off. He was careful "au sortir de ma boiste 

de couvrir son chapiteau avec ma chemise auparavant de m'Eloigner, parce 

que j 'apprghendois, si l'air devenant serain le Soleil eufc ralum£ mes 

miroirs, comme il estoit vray-semblable, de ne plus trouver ma maison" 

(I, 129). 

Cyrano also often offered illustrations from common experience 

in the environment so that the reader could recall what he had learned 

from having observed them, or had the experience, and apply his know

ledge to the new situation. His traveller, dialoguing with the Governor 

of Canada, offers some picturesque illustrations of the geocentric illu

sion: thinking the sun moves around the earth would he like being on a 

boat and imagining that the shore is moving, or like thinking that the 

chimney fire is revolving around the roasting bird (I, 12). On the con

trary, if the sun lights the earth, "c'est par accident, comme le flam

beau du Roy esclaire par accident au crocheteur qui passe par la rue" 

(i, lU). Cyrano himself, writing his treatise on natural science, uses 

numbers of illustrations like this, suggesting experiments that the rea

der will not have to do, the experience being so common already in daily 

life: If you prick yourself with a pin, is the pain in the pin or in 

you? Put your hand to a fire; is the heat a sensation in your hand 

or in the fire? Is the taste in the meat or in your mouth? When you 

wave a glowing stick in a circle, you know that the red ring you see 

exists only in your eye, just as you knew that you are not four feet 
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beyond the -wall, the way a mirror makes your Image appear (Cyrano de 

Bergerac, ed. Jacob n„dM pp. 362-66). 

Cyrano often relates an event and tells immediately what someone 

learned from that experience. This living-adventure type of empirical 

evidence is of two kinds: the kinds of things that happen to real peo

ple in ordinary life, and invented fictional evidence. For an example 

of the first sort, three birds' opposite experience among men served to 

impress them indelibly with strong feelings for or against men: Mar got 

the magpie and C^sar the parrot had been treated kindly by Dyrcona, who 

fed and warmed them, forbade rascals to torment them, and told everyone 

that they were intelligent. As a result, they learned to like earth 

people and saved Dyrcona1 s life after his condemnation on the sun (I, 

157, 16^). On the other hand, Guillemette la Perdrix, "nouvellement ar

rive du Monde de la Terre, la gorge encor ouverte d'une balle de plotrib 

que luy ont tirde les Hommes" (I, 157-59) hated men because of that ex

perience, and prosecuted Dyrcona in court. Dyrcona himself knew that 

only experience could teach someone the agony of being persecuted. Tem

porarily escaped from his Toulousian pursuers, he felt a relief incom

prehensible to the inexperienced: "Certes, qui n'a franchy, je dis en 

original, des agonies semblables, peut difficilement mesurer la joye 

dont je tressaillis quand je me vis dchappd" (I, U5). What fudges and 

corrections officers discover from their experience with criminals was 

the subject of a sun woman's comment to Campanella. she told of a law 

requiring the fear of death, "car nos magistrats ont dprouv£ par de fu-

nestes experiences que qui ne craint pas de perdre la vie est capable de 

l'oster a tout le monde" (I, 196). The second sort of living-adventure, 
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that of invented fantastic empirical evidence, presents as having really-

happened some event which the author invented in order to prove an as

sertion or a doctrine. We have seen that he had the traveller tell of 

seeing the earth turn, with resultant learning of knowledge in very cer

tain terms: "Je connus tres distincteaent, comme autrefois j'avois soup-

90im£ ... qu'en effet cfest la Terre qui tourne ...a lfentour du So-

leil, et non pas le Soleil autour d'elle: car je voyois" (I, 127) Eu

rope pass under his eyes. "Je distinguay clairement toutes ces revo

lutions" (I, 127). What makes this example triply striking is not only 

the strong experiential nature of the evidence and the force and certain

ty of the knowledge gained, "but also the distinctively Cartesian tone of 

the language. When the astronaut fell on the moon he proved that one 

can unlearn by experience a false idea one has always heard: "J'ai sou-

vent depuis faict reflexion sur ce que le vulgaire asseure qu'en se pre

cipitant d'un lieu hault on est estcuff£ auparavant de toucher la terre, 

et j'ai conclu de mon aventure qu*il en avoit menti" (I, 21). 

In a sense the entire two volumes of the Autre Monde are a fic

tional experiment, invented empirical evidence, like the "experimental 

novel" of Zola and les Freres Goncourt, who put their characters into a 

milieu and a situation as a scientific experiment, to see what would 

happen. More daring than Sorel, whose Hortensius in L'Histoire Comique 

de Francion, tells the reader he is going to "imaglner ... des Romans, 

des aventures, ... Bergerac va nous raconter non ce qu'il imagine, ... 

mais ce qu'il a vu dans son voyage" (Brun 1909, pp. 2UI-U2). Indeed, 

Cyrano's narrator expressed the exact spirit of this empirical way of 

acquiring knowledge by direct experience, when he conceived the project 
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to go to the moon to find out the answers to the problems that obsessed 

him concerning that satellite. He knew he could not get that knowledge 

"si je ne monte ^usques-la" (I, 9), for it is only "by experience that 

one can gain empirical sense data, the basis of knowledge• 

A fifth kind of living experience Cyrano offers as a means of 

learning, is a controlled scientific experiment. In order to offer 

clinching proof of a particular assertion, Cyrano suggests an experiment 

for the reader to carry out: "Je finis par cette experience, qui vous 

semblera sans doute plus convaincante, parce qu'elle est moins connue 

avec ses circonstances" (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d., p. 365). 

He continues with detailed instructions for the experiment, from which 

he tells the reader one can learn certain and exact knowledge: "Infe-

rez done avec certitude, • •• vous savez ... vous Stes certain ... in-

failliblement" (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d., pp. 365-66). 

While sense data and living experience were the two sources of 

the raw material of knowledge for Cyrano, reason was the criterion he 

claimed for Judging that knowledge. 

Skeptics had attacked reason as an utterly unreliable and inva

lid criterion of truth, because it is built on untrustworthy sense ex

perience. In spite of this, and of all. the criticisms of the reason 

cited from his works in Chapter VI, we will find Cyrano making reason 

his principal criterion of truth. 

Cyrano is quoted by almost every critic proudly proclaiming that 

reason is his queen: "La raison seule est ma reyne" (II, 212). He re

peated his firm reliance on reason over and over in various contexts. 

An examination of several of his references to reason will permit us to 
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understand what he meant by reason, how it functioned in his thinking, 

how it served him as a criterion of truth, and what kind of knowledge it 

yielded him. For "la raison" has several related meanings in French, as 

"reason" does in English, and Cyrano seems to use the terms raison and 

raisonnable with various nuances of meaning. 

Cyrano believed in reason, in the sense of mind or intelligence 

viewed as a rational soul pervading the whole of nature or of the uni

verse. Although he does not use the word reason to designate this doc

trinaire rationalistic or idealistic concept, he does mention in diffe

rent letters, as though accepting the concepts, "l'fime universelle du 

monde" (II, 179) and "1* ordre qui compose l'harmonie de 1" uni vers11 (Cy-

rano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob 1359, p. IS5), which are two other ways of 

expressing what Spink called "the most attractive of all beliefs for the 

human mind ••• the belief that an Intelligence is suffused throughout 

the universe and that the laws of nature are modes of that Intelligence" 

(Spink i960, p. 7)* Cyrano's adherence to universal principles, the "un 

Vray," and one universal primitive language which were mentioned earlier 

in this chapter are evidence of his belief in this kind of universal 

reason in nature (see I, 51*, 129, and 137 on universals in nature). But 

it is in Cyrano's doctrines of matter as indestructible, recyclable, 

living, sensitive, and thinking (I, 50-52, 69, 90-91, 162, 167, 189-90), 

in his contention that the sun is the soul of the world, where all souls, 

being material are recycled (I, 125, lUl, 1U5, 17^-76, 192, 139-90), in 

his theory that all beings form a continual chain of transformations 

from rock to plants, to animals, to man, to angels, "tous les estres en 

la Nature tendent au plus parfaict" (I, 90) forming a continuum in 
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transformation from rocks to sod to a tree to an apple to a pig to a 

pope (I, 90-91)t and in his doctrine from the Italian naturalists that 

the universe is a living organism composed of other living organisms (I, 

71), that his "belief in the doctrine of a reason immanent in the uni

verse is most evident. 

Narrowing the meaning of reason somewhat from the universal 

soul, life, intelligence, or order inherent in the world, Cyrano some

times uses reason to mean human intelligence or intellect as a whole, 

the skill or ability to perceive, learn, think, imagine, remember, and 

in general the sum of man's intellectual powers. This seems to "be his 

Tinder standing of the term reasonable when the traveller proves he has 

reason "by learning the moon language (I, 53), when Cyrano refers several 

times to Aristotle's definition of man as a reasonable animal (II, 190, 

201), and when Dyrcona sees on the sun an apple transformed into a tiny 

man, referring to him as "cette pomrae raisonnable" (I, 159) • This usage 

of the term reason even includes the concept of the immortality of the 

soul in the discussion on the sun over whether Dyrcona was a man or not; 

the accusation that he was "une beste" who did not have, as they did, 

"de la raison," seems to be tantamount to saying that he did not have an 

immortal soul: "et son fime seroit spirituelle? 0 Dieuxi quelle imper

tinence J" (I, 150). 

Cyrano often uses reason to mean a faculty of the mind, the rea

soning power by which one examines ideas, reflects on them, compares 

them with other ideas, and by which one then judges, deciding on the 

probability or truth of ideas, or choosing among alternative modes of 

conduct. In this kind of reason, sometimes expressed by its synonym 
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"judgment," Cyrano had great confidence. Cyrano excepted himself from 

any criticism of man found in his works, and notably from his condemna

tion of man for lack of good judgment. Throughout his works he shows 

himself very proud to be sensitive and perceptive enough, intelligent 

and Inventive enough, to describe so well the faults of others, to judge 

them, and to excoriate them in such clever and humorous terms. Far frcm 

including himself in the ignorant and deluded mass, limited in knowledge 

and wisdom, devoid of judgment, he was convinced he was quite gifted in 

discernment, able to distinguish truth from error and good from evil. 

This individual reasoning power or judgment is subjective, and 

able to decide independently of outside authority. It is the primary 
m 

weapon he used to combat authority as the criterion of truth. Naturally 

headstrong, he had always deemed himself capable of judging and deciding 

how much control from parents, teachers, priests, and philosophers he 

wcruld tolerate. He interposed his individual reasoning faculty or power 

of judgment between their authority and his mind and will. His letter 

"Contre les Sorciers" is his great declaration of independent reason: 

Non, je ne croy point de Sorciers, encore que plusieurs grands 
personnages n'ayent pas est£ de mon advis, et je ne deffere a 
l1 authoritd de personne, si elle n*est accompagn^e de raison, 
... Hy le nam d'Aristote ... ny celuy de Platon, ny celuy de 
Socrate ne me persuadent point, si mon jugement n'est convain-
cu par raison de ce qu'ils disent. La raison seule est ma 
reyne (II, 212). 

Cyrano continues to say that the opinion of a large number of 

people is no better than that of one authoritative dogmatist; the cru

cial question is not who believes a thing, but how well that person rea

sons. He stated this clearly through the Demon of Socrates, who tells 

that on the moon "les hcmmes y sont amateurs de la v£rit<5, qu'on n'y 
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voit point de P^dans, que les Philosophes ne se laissent persuader qu'a 

la raison et que 1*authority d'un ssavant, ny le plus grand nombre, ne 

1'emportent point sur 1'opinion d'un batteur en grange, si le batteur en 

grange raisonne aussy fortement" (I, 56). It is interesting that Cyrano 

insisted on freedom of thought for the individual philosopher; even 

though he should outwardly conform to the "sentimens du plus grand nom

bre," in order to keep peace, the majority should not try to "donner des 

menotes a sa raison" (II, 213). Cyrano's view on the freedom of the in

dependent thinker from the "tyrannie de 1'authority" (II, 213) "was simi

lar to that of Descartes, who had -written in 1627 that he never accepted 

opinions "parce qu'elles avaient dites par d'autres, ... mais seule-

ment parce que la raison me les a persuaddes" (Descartes 1637* ed. 19^6, 

P. 9*0-

The faculty of the mind called reason or Judgment is not des

cribed in detail in Cyrano's works. One understands it best by seeing 

how it works as a criterion of truth, the qualities of ideas which cause 

them to be accepted as true or probable, or rejected as false. Still, 

Cyrano does make several comments about the reasoning faculty itself 

which show the reader what he understood by reason. He contrasted rea

son with emotion, with imagination and with memory. In a lengthy sec

tion describing the allegorical streams and lakes of the human's con

sciousness found by Dyrcona on the sun, it seems evident that Cyrano had 

greater esteem for judgment than for the two other faculties. Ernest 

Tisserand charges in this regard that Cyrano's praise of reason as his 

queen seems pure mockery, since he was so very un-reasoning and reasoned 

so poorly; but Tisserand holds this was deliberate since Cyrano had no 
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intention of becoming a rationalist, but counted imagination, fantasy, 

and intuition as much more important than reason (Tisserand 1S&7* PP« 

21-22). Ren6 Bray, on the other hand, ignores any tendency toward fan

tasy in Cyrano's works, giving them as an example of rationalism against 

the baroque taste for the obscure, the mystical, for Imagination, fan

tasy, and conjecture. I hold with Schneider that both elements were in 

Cyrano's temperament, and both are in dialogue in his works (see Schnei

der 1961f, pp. 72-73). Cyrano may have changed his opinion on youth and 

age as he matured. In the moon volume, finished by l6U3, when young men 

"avoient atteinct l'usage de raison" they begin giving orders to their 

fathers. Cyrano's obsession with the importance of reason is reflected 

in the defense of this custom by Socrates' Demon who insists that "elle 

ne r£pugne point ... a la droite raison," for an old man was considered 

no longer "un homme capable de raison" (I, 61-62). But in the sun vo

lume, unfinished when Cyrano died at age 36, the river of judgment is 

said to grow as it gets older (I, IS9). Perhaps this is the maturing 

Cyrano's concession to agei 

A common meaning of reason is an expression or statement offered 

as an explanation of a belief or an assertion, or as a justification for 

an act. It may be the motive or cause for the action or assertion, or 

same fact that makes another proposal intelligible or believable. It 

has been established that Cyrano believed intuitively in cause-and-ef

fect reasoning, so that giving this type reason for events, acts, or as

sertions pervades his narrative and expository styles (see above, pp. 

130-33) • A closely related meaning of reason is that of an argument; 

tending to prove or justify a delcaration. To reason, in this sense, 
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is to argue logically. It has likewise he en established that Cyrano had 

great confidence in rational, logical argument, and habitually used it 

in his expository passages (see above, p. 152). He also wrote about 

this process in his letters and the narrative portions of his works. He 

has the enthusiastic space traveller say after debating with himself ra

tionally over the likelihood of an inhabited moon: "... a force d'appu-

yer cette crdance burlesque par des raisonemens s€rieux, je me persuaday 

casi ainsi" (I, 6). Once on the moon, he finds that logical reasoning 

is very important, for debate is common. He learns that a common la

borer can "reason," or argue, strongly enough to "persuade" a philoso

pher (I, 36), while his own reasoning is overwhelmingly refuted "par 

beaucoup de raisons tres convaincantes a la v£ritd" (I, 5*0* Evidence 

is abundant that Cyrano himself believed strongly in logical argument, 

as illustrated adequately by his letters, for example 11 Je n'avance rien 

que je ne prouve" (IX, 203, n.a), and in "Contre les Sorciers" he denied 

having "l'ent^tement d'un sot," insisting on his willingness to be con

vinced by logical reason: "Si quelqu'un par des raisonnements plus 

forts et plus pressans que les miens me le peut d&nontrer, ne doutez 

point que je ne luy dise: 'Soyez, Monsieur, le bien venu; cfest vous 

que j'attendois, je renonce a mes opinions, et j'embrasse les vostresl'11 

(II, 213). These examples tend to reinforce strongly the opinion of 

Cyrano as a doctrinaire rationalist, certain that reason is adequate for 

establishing proof. 

Heason also sometimes means reasonableness, or probability that 

something is true, which one decides because, when examined by that fa

culty of one*8 mind, the judgment, or the reasoning power, it seems to 
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be in accord with one1a senses, one's experiences, or with other ideas 

one has accepted as true* By "reasonable," Cyrano seems to mean that 

something is probable, likely to be true, because it corresponds or is 

in accord with his experience, or his ideas, or his sense of what is 

right and proper and just. A sun woman says that "les opinions que nous 

avons suedes avec le lait nous paroissent toQjours les plus raisonnables" 

(I, 196)• Moon philosophers contend that in order to be believed, Aris

totle should have proven his philosophical principles to be "plus rai-
9 

sonnables que ceux des autres sectes, ce qu'il n'a peu faire" (I, 54). 

Socrates' Demon considers it "reasonable" to believe that God divided 

his blessings equally among his creatures (X, 69). Sometimes Cyrano 

conveys this idea of reasonableness, in the sense of probability, like

lihood, without using the word. According to his traveller, "il est de 

sens coomrun de croire que le Soleil a pris sa place au centre de l'uni-

verse," since several analogies seem logically to so indicate, and any 

other explanation "seroit ... ridicule" (I, 11-12). This kind of rea

sonable probability seems to Cyrano the best reason for adopting an 

opinion: "N'embrassons done point une opinion a cause que beaucoup la 

tiennent, ou parce que e'est la pensde d'un grand Biilosophe, mais 

seulement a cause que nous voyons plus d'apparence qu'il soit ainsi que 

d'estre autrement" (II, 212). Socrates' Demon uses this kind of rea

sonableness as the criterion of belief or of assent to probability in a 

plea for tolerance of deviant opinions: 

QuoyJ pouvds-vous le contraindre a n*avoir que vos visions? 
Vous le forcerds bien a dire qu'il croit mais il ne le croira 
pas pourtant| car, pour croire quelque chose, il fault qu'il 
se prdsente a son imagination certaines possibilitez plus 
grandes au oUy qu'au non de cette chose; ainsy, a moins que 
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vous luy fournissiez ce vraysemblable, ou qu'il vierme de soy-
mesme s'offrir a son esprit, il vous dira bien qu'il croit, 
mais il ne croira pas pour cela (i, 59). 

Thus, "reasonable" and "vraysemblable" seem to be synonyms, meaning what 

a person accepts as probable or likely to be true because it is in ac

cord with his past experience, or ideas, already accepted as true. We 

will see that "reasonnable" and "vraysemblable" will also be used as sy

nonyms of "naturel," "humain," "possible," and "ordinaire," for in Cyra

no's works, stating some thing reasonable or likely, or probable, usually 

meant giving a natural cause to explain events, giving an explanation 

that was "humain, c'est-a-dire possible et ordinaire" (II, 215), or, in 

the case of fantasy, at least giving reasons that were justified natu

rally, scientifically, and materially, mechanistically, instead of re

verting to mystical or magical or spiritual explanations. This kind of 

reason is the Demon of Socrates' criterion for deciding against the 

likelihood of a divine reward of long life for honoring father and mo

ther: "Je n'y vois gueres d'apparence," for the real causes of death 

(knowable through experience) are accidents and illnesses (I, 63). And 

it was reason, or the reflective, comparing faculty of the mind which 

the author used to Judge of this difference. One of the best examples 

of how Cyrano used reason for judging the likelihood of an assertion or 

proposition before adopting or rejecting it, is his use of reasonable ar

guments to disprove belief in witchcraft. He used a simple rational 

historical method to question the veracity of recent cases of sorcery, 

which had resulted in the burning of several of the accused, as late as 

161+7 (Jacob n.d., p. 53, n.2; 1353, p. 59, nn. 1, 2). Cyrano attacks 

the reliability of the witnesses: reported witch sightings were always 
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far away, by old women, at night (II, 213). He used common sense: 

witches never do anything spectacular at trial;;, like fly away, or the 

miracles they are supposed to be guilty of. Events are not repeatable 

(IX, 2lU). They just do ordinary things like jumping and twisting (II, 

217). The accused are always poor and stupid; why does the Devil not 

make them rich and smart (II, 2lU)? Words cannot kill cattle; why not 
| 

accuse sorcerers of real crimes they committed,jlike poisoning cattle, 

for example, instead of sorcery (II, 215)? He pointed out glaring 
j 

logical inconsistencies in the testimony allowed: Why accept the Devil's 
I 

testimony, when "Le Diable (dites vous) est Fere de mensonge" (II, 217)? 
i 

Cyrano proceeds to explain away demon possession because it is unreason-
j 

able (not confirmed by his experience with ordinary natural cause-and-
! 

effect events) (II, 217). 

One final aspect of reason significant In Cyrano's epistemology 

i 

which merits attention before we turn to intuition as a means to truth, 
1 ! 

is his Cartesian tendency near the end of his works. Campanella, who 
j 

had brought Italian naturalism to the libertine milieu in France (see 
i 

above, Chapter IV), and whom Socrates' Demon claims to have inspired 

(l» 35)> meets Dyrcona on the sun and becomes hi,s mentor (I, 177)* Cam-

panella teaches Dyrcona many things, among them 

just passed from earth to the sun (1650), and is 

losopher on the sun, venerated by all other philosophers (I, lSU). His 

Kiysique should be read with the same respect ore pays to oracles (I, 

193). The principles of his science "sont si simples et si naturels 

qu*estant supposez, il n'y en a aucune qui satiJfasse plus n£cessaire-

ment a toutes les apparences" (l, 1S3-3U). They are so clear and 

Cartesianism. Descartes 

the most admired phi-
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satisfying that one would think he had helped create the universe (I, 

lBU). On the infinite divisibility of matter Campanella admitted to 

Byrcona, as Descartes admitted, that this is an idea not verifiable "by 

the senses, but insisted that Descartes holds this idea as conceivable 

by the mind, which is more important, for as Descartes teaches: "Nous 

ne devons pas, dit-il, h^siter a determiner nostre jugement sur les 

choses que nous concevons" (I, 155). This insistence on accepting a 

concept on the basis of reason alone, even if it goes against empirical 

evidence, is in keeping with the purely rational basis of Descartes* 

method (see above, Chapter IV). Prom the language of several of Cyrano's 

statements it is evident that he was undergoing the influence of Car

tesian ideas while writing his works, dialoguing with them, rejecting 

some, adopting others. On the question of the obvious fact of a benev

olent God with all the perfections, Cyrano has one character argue that 

God would be believable if he had infused in everyone "des lumieres 

aussy claires que le Soleil qui ne se cache a personne" (i, 96). Such a 

revelation would presumably yield the clear and distinct idea of God 

which Descartes used as his criterion of truth, as clear and distinct, 

precisely, as the sun is to the eyes; then one would know with certainty. 

Campanella tells Dyrcona that by receiving material images he has fore

seen and knows of Descartes imminent arrival, a fact which his soul 

"pout voir avec autant de certitude que vos yeux le jour quand il luit" 

(I, 193). That is the end of the fantastic voyages, at which point 

Cyrano uses the language but does not arrive at the concept of Descartes* 

clear and distinct ideas, existing in reason alone. 
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In the Fragment de Physique, Cartesian influence is stronger, 

"but not complete. In it, Cyrano in working out his epistemology, "begins 

with sensory data, ccmes to "cette consequence universelle, que tout ce 

que nous connoissons clairemerrt, certainement, distinctement, et sans 

detours, sont les sensations qui sont en nous, et que nous ne connois

sons rien du tout du cot6 des objects, si ce n'est par conjectures et 

par raisonnemens" (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d., p. 266). Then, 

after having worked out a resolution of this skeptical crisis (see be

low, pp. 200-13), he continued his natural science in entirely Cartesian 

terms. For example, "... il n'y aura que 1'esprit qui la pourra obser

ver [la matierej en raisonnant. Or, par le raisonnement, ••• vous in-

fdrez, qu'§tre matiere est §tre dtendu: ... laquelle est toute la notion 

clalre et distincte que nous pouvons avoir de la matiere" (Cyrano de 

Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d., pp. 570-71)• He argues rationally against 

vacuum, changes his former infinite world to an indefinite world, and 

continues "m£ditant sur cette £tendue, et nous la reprdsentant a 1'esprit 

distinctement • •• et ••• clairement ... Quand done nous aurons fait 

reflexion sur toutes ces pens£es, nous ne nous saurions emptcher de 

connoltre la matiere divisible a ̂ infini" (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. 

Jacob n.d., p. 572), thus abandoning Gassendist Indivisible at mis for 

Cartesian infinite divisibility of matter. He keeps the eternal world 

of l1 Autre Monde but uses Cartesian rationalistic language to explain it: 

••• selon notre fajon de raisonner, ... ne pouvant jamais faire 
le saut de l1 etre au non-§tre, nous ne saurions dtablir le Monde 
si ancien, que nous ne le puissions concevoir encore plus vieux, 
c*est-a-dire £ternel, ... si nous raisonnons sur sa future des
tine, nous nous persuaderons qu'il doit toujours durer pour 
deux causes: ... il ne nous est pas intelligible que ce qui n'a 
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pu sortir du n€ant y puisse entrerj et ... parce que nous ne 
saurions imaginer ce rien auquel il faudroit qu'il fut rdduit; 
tant il est vrai que nous sommes enclin a concevoir qu'une 
chose dtanfc en certaine fa<jon, elle y doit demeurer (Cyrano de 
Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d., p. 37^). 

These examples, quoted from Cyrano's little-known Fragment de Physique 

suffice to show Cyrano's obviously strong Cartesian tendencies both in 

scientific theories and also in his way of thinking and speaking in 

purely rational terms, the mind's clear, distinct and obvious conception 

of the idea being the sufficient criterion to verify its truth, the 

mind's inability to conceive the thing being sufficient proof of its 

non-existence. 

Whatever Cyrano may have said about experience being the means 

of gaining knowledge, or about reason as his queen, his principal cri

terion for Judging the veracity of his experience and of what he learned 

from others, it is undeniable that there was another means and another 

faculty of his mind which he used for arriving at a good part of what he 

put into his works; this was intuition, fantasy, bold imagination. 

Cyrano daringly struck out into the unknown and staked claims to knowl

edge in uncharted lands. His very voyages to the moon and sun, and a 

great part of the propositions and statements he makes in them could not 

be said to be anything he had ever experienced, nor based on reason, but 

to have their invention in his soul of a prophet or a poet. His fantasy 

was especially active in the realms of science and of human behavior. 

Already we have seen some of the very bizarre and fantastical modes of 

behavior he claims to have found on the moon, and heard echoes of some 

of his amazing intuitions in the realm of science, including such unseen 

and unheard of inventions as the phonograph, incandescent light bulbs, 
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mobile hemes, subterranean houses lifted by a screw in sunny weather, 

and the concepts of atomism, transformlsm, evolution, and imaginary 

senses for detecting magnetism, tides, and the approach of unperceived 

beings, anticipating such modern devices as sonar, radar, infrared 

photography, heat sensors, etc. 

It is significant that Cyrano was not a practicing scientist, 

indeed, mentioned almost no specific experiments nor real scientists. 

Leaving to others the cold rational work of thinking and experimenting, 

throwing out his bold and gay imaginings by the handful, he fantasized. 

This is an important role in science (as Moskowitz has shown, 19^3, pp. 

13» 23, 67), for the creative scientist is not a pure empiricist, ob

serving, collecting data and drawing conclusions. An important step in 

science Is imagination of hypotheses, the bold conjecture of theoretical 

models, which can be tested empirically but whose creation depends on 

intuition. This is where the science fiction writer is important, for 

he soars to the limits of fancy, not clinging to the safe and the cer

tain, makes bold speculations or conjectures, states many things, even 

fantastic things, as though they were facts. Then he sets up fictional 

situations to test his hypothetical model, to see if both reasoning and 

experiment verify and justify it. So intuition, in the sense of bold and 

vigorous imagination or fantasy, was one of Cyrano• s sources of knowl

edge, allied with reason and experience for arriving at truth. 

Imagination, experience, and reason—his own imagination, ex

perience and reason, and those of others which seemed to his reason to 

be consistent with his own, were Cyrano's criteria of knowledge an his 

life. He never lost confidence in them, still, reason according to him, 
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is more important than senses, intuition, imagination, or fantasy in 

arriving at truth and in judging of truth. For reason is the inspector 

and judge which must examine and verify sense impressions, moderate and 

regulate imagination and fantasy. Reason also compares experiences to 

distinguish "between dreams and waking reality. 

Reason is always working in Cyrano's mind, even when he is using 

skeptical arguments such as the alleged unreliability of the senses and 

reason. This is part of the dialogue. Examine closely the geocentric 

illusions of the Governor of Canada, and the common-sense analogies 

which Cyrano's narrator uses to persuade the Governor of his error 

(I, 11-11+). in all these examples, what is the narrator's criterion of 

knowledge? How does he know that it is really the boat that is moving 

and not the shore? It is reason which tells him this, but reason 

interpreting his experience. It is only his repeated experience, under 

varied circumstances, and the continued exercise of his reason that per

suade him these are illusions* 

Similarly, when Cyrano has Dyrcona condemned in the birds' court 

on the sun for being a man, a despicable creature with weak senses and no 

reason at all, yet presuming to dominate animals and treat them cruelly, 

what are the criteria of truth at work to tell the birds and the author 

that what they say is true? It is surely observation, experience, and 

reason which are the trusted and honored criteria in this passage. It 

is the birds, not Dyrcona the condemned, who here represent the author; 

they are superior to the condemned mass of men, for they do have senses 

which they exercise, and reason which leads them to be able to make judg

ments. If man is condemned it is not all men, but rather men who do not 
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use their senses and their reason, but have denied them, to use another 

criterion, that of authority. Cyrano the author does not consider him

self one of these, and he uses sense experience, and reason in order to 

Judge others •who do not. 

Likewise in the Fragment de Riysique, Cyrano proposes an experi

ment to prove that sensory impressions are in us and not in the object: 

squint your eyes while looking at a candle, the rays of light that 

appear are clearly in our eyes, not in the candle, for if we hold some

thing opaque like a book between our eye and the candle flame, the rays 

appear to be between the book and our eye, no matter how close to the eye 

we hold the book. We should notice the doctrinaire, rationalistic 

language of this seemingly skeptical argument, and how much trust the 

writer puts in his reason and in his powers of observation: 

Vous savez ndanmoins que les rayons ne sont pas en ce lieu-la 
ou vous ne les verriez pas si vous ne cligniez les yeux, et ou 
un autre que vous ne les apercoit ni au m§me lieu, ni au m§me 
temps, ni de la m§me grandeur et figure. Inf^rez done avec cer
titude ... qu'ils sont en vous# ... vous §tes certain que vous 
ne le sauriez voir au travers d'un corps opaque, ... ces rayons, 
ne pouvant pas §tre en tous ces lieux diffdrens, ils sont in-
failliblement dans votre oeil (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d. 
pp. 365-66). 

How does the writer know that we cannot see through an opaque object? 

How does he knew that the rays he sees when squinting are in his eye and 

not in the candle? Only by experience and common-sense reasoning, by 

using the reflective power of his mind to compare sense experiences 

(which he in this case is trying to prove invalid and unreliable, be

cause subjective). His language throughout the passage, being assured 

and assertive, shows that he is confident he has found a truth, which he 
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Is arguing cannot be found because the senses are subjective. While he 

argues against reason, it is reason which tells him that the senses are 

faulty, which must correct sensory illusions. 

Descartes had already written that the reason must dictate what 

part of our sensory impressions, of our imagination, or of our dreams, 

we believe: 

... soit que nous veillions, soit que nous dormions, nous ne 
nous devons jamais laisser persuader qu'a l'dvidence de notre 
raison. Et il est a remarquer que je dis, de notre raison, et 
non point, de notre imagination ni de nos sens. Comme, encore 
que nous voyons le soleil tres clairement, nous ne devons pas 
juger pom* cela qu'il soit de la grandeur que nous le voyons; 
et nous pouvons bien imaginer distinctement une tSte de lion 
entde sur le corps d'une chevre, sans qu'il faille conclure, 
pour cela, qu'il y ait au monde une chimere: car la raison ne 
nous dicte point que ce que nous voyons ou imaginons ainsi soit 
veritable (Descartes 16J7> ed. 19̂ 6j p. 65). 

Not only must reason correct sensory or imaginary illusions, 

reason must also take over where the senses are inadequate, performing 

some functions which the senses cannot do, principally conception, that 

is, formation of concepts. Campanella told this to Dyrcona on the sun 

while expounding to him what Descartes taught about the infinite divis

ibility of matter: 

Mais, dit-il, quoy que cela ne puisse tomber sous les sens, 
nous ne laissons pas de concevoir que cela se fait par la con-
noissance que nous avons de la matiere; et nous ne devons pas, 
dit-il hdsiter a determiner nostre jugement sur les choses que 
nous concevons. En effet, pouvons nous imaginer la maniere dont 
l'fime agit sur le corps? Cependant on ne peut nier cette 
v£rit£, ny la rdvoquer en doute (I, 185). 

Cyrano also, in his straightforward prose treatise, stated 

clearly that reason takes over where senses are inadequate. He states 

that "une connoissance certaine et <5vidente des choses dans leurs 
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causes, est, a la v6rit£, ce qu'on pourroit souhaiter" from a study 

of natural science (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d., p. 36S), "but 

that "nous ne saurions connoitre, sans raisonnement, que les seules sen

sations ... qui sont en nous ... et non pas ce qui les cause." He con

cludes this first chapter of his epistemology with the statement that 

"nous ne connoissons rien du tout du c6t£ des objets si ce n'est par 

conjectures et par raisonnemens" (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d., 

p. 366)- He then sets up his verification method, using conjecture and 

reason, in order to go from the sensory impressions, which admittedly 

are subjective, to knowledge of the objects in themselves. His method 

consists in first observing the effects, that is, our sensory impressions 

of objects. Second, we should search for the causes: what objects, of 

what kind, with what qualities or properties, under what conditions, 

could have produced the sensory impressions we received? 

Apres avoir remarqu£ les effets, nous devons rechercher quels 
peuvent £tre les sujets, afin de les produire. Pour cela, nous 
sommes obliges de faire quelque supposition, et ensuite examiner 
si elle s'accorde avec les apparences; car, si nous y trouvons 
une seule repugnance qui soit dvidente, nous devons conclure 
que toute notre invention n'est qu'une pure chimere; et, quand 
m£me on n'en remarqueroit aucune, il ne faut pas toutefois etre 
si vain que de croire certainement avoir trouv£ le vrai, parce 
que nous pourrions bien soup^onner qu'un autre, possible, 
quelque jour, donnera une explication differente de celle-ci, 
laquelle satisfera et s'accordera de m§me a toutes les experi
ences dont la notre rend raison. C'est pourquoi tout ce que 
nous pouvons juger en faveur de notre hypothese, c'est de la 
faire passer pour vraisemblable (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob 
n.d., p. 367). 

This hypothesis and verification process proposed by Cyrano is 

quite in accord with the empiricism of Sextus Empiricus as explained 

above in Chapter III. And the language he uses in this verification 
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method in the Fra/snent de Physique resembles closely the language in one 

passage of the sun novel, where Campanella says that Descartes' system 

best satisfies appearances; in speaking of natural sciences, Campanella 

recommends that of Descartes, "because "les principes de la sienne sont 

simples et si naturels qu'estant supposez, il n'y en a aucune qui satis-

fasse plus ndcessairement a toutes les apparences" (I, 133-3U). But 

when we compare Cyrano's verification method with Descartes* use of ex

periments as he explains it in the sixth part of his Discours de la 

Mdthode, while the language sounds very similar, there are two basic 

differences which become evident. 

First, Cyrano1 s method is more inductive, beginning with the ob

servation of details, perception of sensory impressions, then trying to 

explain their causes. Descartes' method is more deductive, starting as 

he did with his own consciousness, going from that to the clear and dis

tinct idea of God, and deriving from that his principles. But he found 

the principles so broad and general that some facts of experience could 

be explained by more than one equally plausible principle. This is why 

he found experiments necessary. 

Ensuite de quoi, repassant mon esprit sur tous les objects qui 
s'dtaient jamais prdsent^s a mes sens, j'ose bien dire que je 
n'y ai remarqud aucune chose que je ne puisse assez coxnmoddment 
expliquer par les principes que j'avais trouvds. Mais il faut 
aussi que j'avoue que la puissance de la Nature est si ample et 
si vaste et que ces principes sont si simples et si gdndraux, 
que je ne remarque quasi plus aucun effet particular, que d'a-
bord Je ne connaisse qu'il peut en Stre ddduit de plusieurs 
diverses fa9ons, et que ma plus grande difficult^ est d'ordi
naire de trouver en laquelle de ces fafons il en depend. Car 
a cela je ne sais point d*autre expedient, que de chercher 
derechef quelques experiences, qui soient telles, que lew 
£v£nement ne soit pas le m£me, si c'est en l'une de ces fa$ons 
qu'on doit 1'expliquer, que si c'est en 1'autre (Descartes 1637, 
ed. 1966, p. 36). 
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So Cyrano's method of observation and experiment, which he sum

marizes in the word "examiner," is empiricism which tests the "supposi

tion," or hypothesis about the exact nature of the object, while 

Descartes' use of experiment is in order to see which of his suppositions 

or hypotheses which he calls "principles," previously and deductively 

arrived at, best explains the particular case in question. 

There is another major difference between Cyrano's system of 

empirical verification and that of Descartes: while Descartes to the 

end insisted that his method yielded absolutely certain knowledge of the 

truth, Cyrano finally gave up on that score, as too ambitious, and 

settled for verisimilitude, probability. Knowledge of the truth was a 

noble goal, but an unrealistic one, "Done, encore que par la Physique 

on puisse proposer (comme nos superbes et ridicules P^dans) une con-

noissance certaine et £vidente des choses dans leurs causes, qui est, a 

la v£ritd, ce qu'on pourroit souhaiter, nous ne le devons pas attendre 

de la foiblesse de nos raisonnemens" (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d., 

p. 369). So when we make a supposition, then examine it to verify 

whether it is in accord with appearances (empirical data), if any data, 

even one case, disagree, that is enough to disprove the hypothesis. 

However, if all the known data do agree, this does not prove the 

hypothesis true; for eventually one contrary case may show up. All that 

uncontradicted experience proves is probability, or verisimilitude. 

Referring to the passage just cited from the Fragment de Physique« we 

should notice in particular the retreat from certainty made by Cyrano: 

even if we encounter no discrepancy between our hypothesis and the data 

of experience, or "appearances," "il ne faut pas toutefois Stre si vain 
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temperament and which he 

de croire certainement avoir trouvd le vrai tout ce que nous pouvons 
i 
J 

juger en faveur de notre hypothese, c'est de la faire passer pour vrai-

semblable" (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d,, p. 367). 
i 

So, while I have at times used the word truth in this discussion 

of what Cyrano thought he could know and how he could know it, this is 

because truth was the goal of the doctrinaire which Cyrano was by natural 

continued to be throughout a good part of his 

life and works. However, the perceptive reader will have noticed that 
j 

often the words probability, appearances, or the French vraisemblable 

have been used to express the result of Cyrano's search for knowledge. 
i 

For this is where his dialogue with skepticism was leading him. Indeed, 

he encountered the skeptical menace, was intrigued by the skeptical argu

ments, used them against dogmatic opponents, but argued against them by 

showing knowledge to be desirable and possible through the application 

of the senses, intuition, and reason. 

Cyrano's passage on the fruit of the tree of knowledge (I, 23-32) 

illustrates both his use of skeptical argument against dogmatic enemies 

and his own internal dialogue with skepticism. The fruit of knowledge, 

which promised to give "cette Fhilosopihie parfaicte", "une science par-

faicte" (i, 26), but which is surrounded by an ignorance-producing peel, 

may be viewed as a symbol to say that while man's knowledge my be 

limited, while truth may be hard to get and hidden by a lot of ignorance, 

still man can get some knowledge by cutting through the ignorance. Man 

wants perfect knowledge that some legendary people like Adam, Enoch and 

Elijah were said to have had, and knowledge is, in fact, possible, but 

Cyrano's narrator was blocked from getting it. Just a taste of the peel 
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plunged him into "une nuict obscure" from which he was glad to awaken 

when the effect of the peel wore off, for he recovered sight, reflection, 

judgment, will, decision, action and discovery (I, 32). 

We can interpret this to mean that Cyrano was, at this time, nei

ther totally doctrinaire, dogmatic, holding that man can have absolute 

knowledge of the essence of things, the kind of knowledge he ascribes to 

Adam, Enoch, and Elijah (i, 26, 29), nor was he, above all, skeptical, as 

some say he was at this time, totally neglecting all references to the 

fruit's knowledge-producing power, erroneously stating that it was 

"ignorance-producing fruit", wrongly interpreting, in my opinion, that 

Cyrano "equates knowledge with ignorance" (Harth 1970, P» 1X9) • On the 

contrary, while he does place them in close proximity, one is in the 

peel, and the other in the inner fruit, which can be reached by cutting 

through the peel. 

So we can surmise that by the time Cyrano wrote this passage 

(about 16b5-U6), four years after meeting Gassendi at Luillier's home, 

his naturally ebullient, expansive, optimistic, assertive personality and 

his ambitious mind, had settled down somewhat, and he was leaning toward 

the "mitigated skepticism" of Gassendi. (See above, Chapter IV)• 

Another interpretation of this passage is possible and valid. 

Cyrano is using it as a skeptical argument against his enemies: he may 

be satirizing the kind of knowledge supposedly gained by those who ate 

the fruit: Adam in the Bible, then dogmatists of many generations: 

priests, theological doctors, popes, professors, Bible writers and 

canonizers. These doctrinaires thought they were omniscient, knowing 

everything about good and evil through divine revelation. But in 
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Cyrano's opinion, they were "benighted, ignorant, medieval in their 

bigotry, for nothing is so limiting as the self-assurance that one knows 

it all and has divine assurance of being correct. If this is what the 

tree of knowledge meant to Cyrano, then by the peeling of ignorance, he 

was not saying that knowledge is impossible. Much to the contrary, he 

was saying that those theological dogmatists who thought they had abso

lute knowledge of ultimate truth were really ignorant of their ignorance 

and of truth as it can be known through experience and reason, for these 

are the means and the criteria of knowledge, not the authority of reve

lation. According to this interpretation, the passage would not indicate 

belief in skepticism as much as criticism and doubt of the absolute 

infallibility claimed by some theologians. It is Cyrano's one-edged 

oword, asserting that he can know as well as, or 'Setter, through his 

experience and reason, than religious authorities who have imbibed at the 

fountainhead of wisdom, divine revelation. Yet all this while, the 

skeptical arguments were eating ground from under his certainty. So that 

when he came to write in a formal way his treatise of physics, he pre

ceded it with an epistemology which set forth his own theory of knowl

edge and in this explanation he formally retreated from the certainty of 

knowing truth which had been his goal and which he had assumed was pos

sible and that he was achieving. 

What Cyrano was left with was what I call "radical rational 

empiricism": it is empirical because knowledge is indeed possible, 

knot/ledge of probability, and this knowledge is based on experience, 

sense impressions of appearances, and living experience with events; it 

is rational because senses, imagination, and experience, the means to 
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knowledge, have to "be judged "by reason, the principal criterion of knowl

edge, but vliich in turn must be verified by experience; it is radical 

because it applies to every domain of life with neither materialistic 

science, religion, nor social ethics sheltered from its examination and 

control, and radical also because it is thorough-goingly tentative, the 

verification processes being continually repeated, with no conclusion 

being taken as final, but always subject to future verification in a new 

situation, with new evidence. I use the term radical as William James 

used it. According to Ralph Barton Perry, 

In the Preface to the Will to Believe (1693) > Professor James 
gives the name "radical empiricism" to his "philosophic atti
tude" and adds the following explanation: "I say Empiricism' 
because it is contented to regard its most assured conclusions 
concerning matters of fact as hypotheses liable to modifications 
in the course of future experience; and I say 'radical1 because 
it treats the doctrine of monism itself as an hypothesis, and 
unlike so much of the halfway empiricism that is current under 
the name of positivism or agnosticism or scientific naturalism, 
it does not dogmatically affirm monism as something with which 
all experience has got to square" (pp. vii-viii). An "empiri
cism" of this description is a "philosophic attitude" or temper 
of mind rather than a doctrine, and characterizes all of Pro
fessor James's writings (James, ed. Perry 1912, pp. vi-vii). 

James called his kind of pragmatism "radical empiricism"; to describe 

Cyrano's epistemology, I have added the term rational, because of the 

heavy emphasis on reason in Cyrano's theory of knowledge. 

Like Sextus Empiricus, James wrote of the skeptics' way of des

pairing of finding truth, the empiricists' way of searching for truth, 

and the absolutists' way of glorying in having found the truth (James 

1963> PP* 165» 200-201). James contended that skeptics demanded such 

perfect absolutist certitude that they found it unattainable. James 

says that they were not wrong in their doubt about the finality and 
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absolutism of the truth men can know, but were -wrong to demand that 

degree of certainty and that kind of absolute unchanging truth in the 

first place (James 1963, p. 165). ! 
| 

James's theory of truth (though Cyrano in the end would not 
j 

claim to have the truth), is not far different from Cyrano's epistemol-

ogy. For James, truth is attainable, for truth in thinking, like the 

right in behavior, is that which works out successfully, bringing the 
| 

maximum of satisfaction in practice. Truth is a theory that works, 

which deranges as little as possible common sense and other ideas ac

cepted as true (James 19^59 PP* 95> 9&)» This pragmatic principle seems 
j 

Epicurean, for the true and the good are what give the most pleasure, 

which satisfy in the long run. The best belief and the best conduct are 
j 

those which cause the least shock when assimilated to our previous stock 

! 

of beliefs, attitudes, and values, and are ultimately, the only possi

bilities which please us (James 1965* PP* 23-36). The similarity with 

Cyrano's wording is striking: "II est bien raisonnable de prendre le 

chemin qui nous faict le moins broncher" (I, 75); "il n'y en a aucune 

qui satisfasse plus n^cessairement a toutes ies apparences" (I, 19U); 

and "une explication qui satisfera et s'accordera • •• a toutes les 

experiences" (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob r.d., p. 367). 

For both James and Cyrano this truth 

ence, and is always tentative, subject to ver 

experience. Pragmatism is scientific method 

applied to philosophy, "Truths emerge from the facts, but they dip 

forward into facts again ... which facts again create or reveal new 

truth. ... Experience is in mutation" (James 1963, p. 99). James's 

is always found in experi-

ification by further 

(hypothesis-verification) 
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truth is relative to changing facts* It is the probability Cyrano 

settled for* They both judged best belief and best behavior to be that 

which works out best, in the long run, for all involved. The evolution 

of Cyrano's attitude toward knowledge in reaction to his environment 

shews that he was this kind of a pragmatist, accommodating his doctri

naire temperament and desire for certainty to the practical conditions 

of experience. Yfe have seen his accomodation with skepticism. This 

will also become apparent when we see the eclectic nature of his 

science, and the opportunism evident in his treatment of religion, in 

his seeking a patron, and in his writing of mazarinades on opposite 

sides of the Fronde. 

It is true, there had been intimations of this retreat frcm 

certainty all along during Cyrano's works. Some of its first rumbles 

were the Demon of Socrates' exposure of man's lack of the million 

sensory organs necessary to know all the qualitites of objects (I, 37-

33, above p. lMl-), and the birds' condemnation of Dyrcona for having the 

weakest, fewest, slowest, and most deceptive senses of ̂ i creatures 

(I, 150). 

But Montaigne had said that true skepticism does not make asser

tions, rather asks questions: 

Nostre parler a ses foiblesses et ses defauts. ... Je voy les 
philosophes Pyrrhoniens qui ne peuvent exprimer leur gdndrale 
conception en aucune maniere de parler: car il leur faudroit 
un nouveau langage* Le nostre est tout formd de propositions 
affirmatives, qui leur sont de tout ennemies: de fa?on que, 
quand ils disent: Je doubte, on les tien incontinent a la gorge 
pour leur faire avouHer qu'au moins asseurent et s$avant ils ce-
la , qu'ils doubtent. Cette fantasle est plus seuremen, conceub* 
par interrogation: Que scay-je? (Montaigne, ed. 1953, p. 5S9). 
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If this "be true, perhaps the most skeptical portion of Cyrano's 

writings, up until the moment of the epistemology in the Fragment de 

Riysique, is the passage where Socrates1 Demon taught Cyrano that "les 

facultds imbdciles de l'homme ••• qui n'ont pour tout effect qu'un 

simple raisonnement foible et souvent trompeur," were insufficient to 

communicate with cabbages who possessed "la Fhilosophie parfaicte ... un 

intellect universel, une connaissance parfaicte de touttes les choses 

dans leurs causes, ..." (i, 69), and finished, as Montaigne had finished, 

with a skeptical question: si vous me demandds comme je sgay que 

les choux ont ces belles pensdes, je vous demande comme vous ssavds 

qu'ilz ne les ont point ..." (I, 69). 

Cyrano's rational empiricism was an accomodation with skepticism, 

a compromise, a means to go on to some kind of knowledge after admitting 

the cogency of the skeptical arguments against the human mind's capacity 

to attain ultimate certainty in the metaphysical or the material realms. 

Where did he learn his radical rational empiricism? Harth (1970> PP-

151-53) gives Gassendi credit for the "mitigated skepticism" Cyrano 

finally adopted, but she does not mention Marin Mersenne in this regard. 

Paul Lacroix states that Cyrano "avait entendu souvent disserter chez 

Gassendi, chez Mersenne, chez Jacques Rouhault" (Jacob n.d., p. xxx). 

If Cyrano did have contact with Mersenne, as Lacroix holds, he could have 

absorbed directly his "mitigated skepticism" epistemology, as well as 

his glowing enthusiasm for all the sciences (see above, Chapter IV), both 

of which are elements evident in Cyrano's philosophical-scientific 

eclecticism. At aj$r rate, Mersennes's Vdritd des sciences was in circu

lation since its publication in 1625, so that, to judge from Cyrano's 
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very lively interest in the subject, it is very likely that Cyrano 

would have read it. In fact, it is probably true, since Cyrano's friend 

LeBret lists Mersenne as one of the knowledgeable scientists who 

believed, or at least suspected, that the moon was inhabited (Cyrano de 

Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d., pp. S0-8l). 

Harth presented Cyrano's resolution of the skeptical crisis as if 

he had travelled the same route as Gassendi, first adopting skepticism in 

order to reject authority, then mitigated skepticism in order to salvage 

science. But we have seen that Cyrano did not have the same skeptical 

temperament, nor go through a skeptical stage, as Gassendi did around 

1623-2^. It is fairly well established that Cyrano came under the in

fluence of Gassendi during l64l, attending lessons under him along with 

his friend Chapelle. By that time, Gassendi had long passed through his 

skeptical period, so that the brash young doctrinaire Cyrano learned 

from the sage and mature Erovost de Digne both his theoretical model of 

Epicurean atomistic materialism, and his "mitigated" skeptical episte-

mology (see above, Chapter IV), which told him that his materialism was 

not an absolute dogma but merely the most likely among several possible 

theories# 

But Cyrano had a temperament more eager to believe than to 

doubt, to adopt a doctrine than to discriminate and hesitate. His en

thusiasm in asserting his own ability to know what was right and true, 

as well as or better than any external authority, was basic, original 

and essential in his temperament. At that age, when he had possibly 

written only his comic play and some satirical letters, he was perhaps 

willing to use skepticism against dogmatic adversaries, but was dogmatic 
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himself about his own assurance of knowledge. Only later in life, near 

the end of his works, did doubt become more serious in his thought and 

did he include himself in his doubt* 

Basically, Cyrano was doctrinaire in temperament, style, and 

ideas. His criteria of assent, "belief, knowledge (and he sometimes 

actually says "truth") are his experience and his reason. These re

mained his criteria all his lifej it is not, as some have contented, 

that he was a skeptic and searched for criteria after rejecting authority 

as his criterion, and then fortunately found sense experience and reason 

on which to rely. On the contrary, he rejected authority precisely 

because he first chose to rely on his own experience and judgment for 

his ideas of truth, right, and propriety. These were the criteria which 

told him authority -was wrong. 

He was a self-assured personality who maintained a dialogue with 

skeptical arguments; usually he was dialoguing with others, "but sometimes 

with himself, for he was "basically an assertive dogmatic individual who 

seems intrigued "by skepticism. He seems assured about himself, "but very 

critical of others. Whenever he "brings up traditionally skeptical argu

ments, he seems to "be dialoguing with them to prove that he himself is 

not the impotent ignorant creature skeptics make man out to "be. Other 

mortals may "be guilty of all the weaknesses which skeptics say we are, 

"but at least he is smart enough to be aware of the arguments and assert 

himself in reply, daringly searching for knowledge all the while. Thus, 

most of the time Cyrano seems vigorously confident in Imagination, 

senses, and reason to yield science (knowledge), enamoured with the whole 

brilliant new world which the Renaissance and the Copernican-Galilean 
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revolution in science had opened up to his view. However, at times he 

was not only intrigued, but worried "by skepticism. The skeptical argu

ments "became like nagging thorns in the flesh, or like stumbling "blocks 

in the road of progress. But he continually either removed them "by 

arguing them down, or "by-passed them with another astounding revelation 

of knowledge, or picked them up and started hurling them against dog

matist enemies. 

But near the end of his life, in his two unfinished works, he 

resigned himself to a compromise with skepticism, accepted what he could 

not know. The dialogue had caught up with him; he was forced to cam-

promise with his natural temperament, with his life-long desire to "be, 

to do, and to know. Perhaps his terminal illness, confining him for two 

years, forced him to accept limitations to his out-sized ego. Perhaps 

it was the cogent force of the skeptical arguments. Whatever caused his 

final compromise, he ended his life and his seemingly unfinished works 

as a "mitigated dogmatist," not as a mitigated skeptic, since he had 

never "been a skeptic to be mitigated. 

When Cyrano finally admits that what can be known is not the 

"vrai" but the "vraisemblable," it is in the treatise on knowledge in 

the sciences which he was writing when he died. In the last scene of 

the sun novel, likewise unfinished at his death, Descartes, the sun's 

most esteemed philosopher, has been promised like a long-awaited messiah 

who is going to answer the questions, solve the problems, lay to rest the 

enigma of being and matter itself. Descartes does come onto the scene, 

ready to give his answer. But he ju3t smiles, does not speak. Like the 

discourse of lonesco's orator in the final scene of Les Chaises, his 
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answer is unintelligible. As If the author finally realized, in that 

philosophical smile, that he too was Included in the human condition for 

which he had criticized, ridiculed, and railed at others throughout two 

volumes. 

Thus, while Cyrano was relying all his life and throughout his 

works on his imagination, his experience, and reason, to yield him 

knowledge of reality in all realms: physical nature; the imperceptible 

which others call spiritual; and also in the arena of inter-human rela

tions, so that he could know the truth he so much yearned to know, in 

the end he had to admit defeat and make a concession to skepticism: 

absolute certainty is not possible in those realms, given the limitations 

of the human condition# 

But if absolute knowledge is not possible, reasonable assurance 

is possible. The only "mitigation," the only compromise was his admis

sion that he could attain not the "truth" but "probability," perhaps 

forever approaching certainty, but never attaining it. In spite of the 

seeming negative note sounded in the Fragment de Physique, Cyrano was 

never pessimistic about knowledge. Knowledge of appearances, of what 

things are like and how they behave, can be gained through careful and 

repeated effort of the senses and the mind, in each new situation. This 

is the radical rational empiricism Cyrano had used all his life. Even 

while making his campromise with absolute certainty of truth about the 

essences of things in themselves, he kept his enthusiasm about the 

knowledge he could gain in all realms of thought and life. Chapter VIII 

will treat his applications of radical rational empiricism in science, 

religion, and social ethics. 



CHAPTER VIII 

CYRANO'S APPLICATION OF RADICAL RATIONAL EMPIRICISM 

IN NATURAL SCIENCE, RELIGION, AND THE SOCIAL REAIM 

Cyrano applied his radical rational empirical epistemology in 

his search for knowledge in all realms of life. While the desire for 

ego-satisfaction was the outstanding trait of his temperament, (the ar

dent assertion of his right to "be, think, say, write, and do what he 

wanted to), he also had a very strong urge to learn; he wanted to know 

all that it is possible to know about the world of being and of action. 

This is why physical science and social behavior were domains of life to 

which he devoted so much attention in his works. Since the dominant re

ligion of his day had so long assumed to regulate these two domains of 

life which he considered so important, he necessarily also turned much 

of his interest and attention to religion. Lachevre, aware of Cyrano's 

active encounter with issues in these three areas of life, saw therein 

an expression of Cyrano's personal ambition: "Cyrano a entendu se poser 

en adversaire de la religion chr^tienne, en r^formateur de la soci£t£ et 

en prophete de la science" (Lachevre 1921, I, xiii). As we consider 

what choices Cyrano made among the tendencies of his age, in scientific, 

religious, and social thought, it will be important to realize that 

these do not correspond to three periods of his life, nor was his appli

cation of his epistemology to questions in these three realms delayed 

until after his encounter with skepticism and its resolution by the 

ZLk 
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working out of his system of radical rational empiricism as I have des

cribed these processes in the two previous chapters. All these develop

ments here treated successively were going on simultaneously in his mind 

and life, and of course were, in fact, interrelated. He was confronted 

by dogmatism and by skepticism in each of these realms, and chose to 

apply his preferred and trusted criteria of knowledge and truth, his 

senses, his experience, and his reason, to problems and questions in all 

three realms. 

This integration of his philosophy and all domains of his life 

is one of the outstanding characteristics of his life and works—it 

makes him distinctive for his times, in particular his refusal to sepa

rate science and religion into air-tight compartments. To the contrary, 

he rigorously applied the same criteria of sense perception, living ex

perience, and reason, both to science and religion, as well as to know

ledge in the area of social behavior (ethics, politics, morals, and man

ners). He came out with views which resemble a kind of pragmatic Epi

cureanism in all three realms. 

The radical, thorough-going tentativism of his empiricism or 

pragmatism is most evident in the realms of science and social behavior, 

i.e., in those realms he seems enamoured with a multiplicity of doc

trines, theories, practices, beliefs, and customs, proposing them all 

as viable alternatives for adoption. He is pluralistic, believing that 

in the multiplicity and diversity of possibilities, as the options are 

tried and tested in practice, the best and most likely to succeed will 

survive. The best will be those that satisfy best, that satisfy the 

longing of the mind for rational explanation, that satisfy the obvious 
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evidence of empirical data, that satisfy the naturally human desire for 

life, happiness, and joy. When he comes to the realm of religion, there 

is little or nothing left, for science and secular ethics have taken 

over every part of religion that survived the scrutiny of experience and 

reason* For Cyrano started with what was nearest to him, his "body, his 

consciousness of self, his emotions, his sensory impressions of the ma

terial world around him, and his rational thoughts about self, body, and 

material world. The physical, material, and the rational were so real 

and so important to him that he was always dubious and critical of the 

so-called spiritual realm, especially of dogmatic claims to doctrine in 

that realm, and of claims by church authorities that it was the most im

portant of the three realms. Indeed, he came to doubt not only its im

portance, but its existence at all. Applying his senses, his experience, 

and his reason to religion, he found that he doubted almost everything 

about it. Of all the elements usually a part of religion he found that 

he needed only two: an explanation of the world of being, which he 

found in natural science, and a value system for behavior, which he 

found in pragmatic Epicureanism. He therefore tentatively and cautious

ly rejected all the rest of religion. 

Thus we see that Cyrano's resolution of the skeptical crisis, as 

he left the realm of pure philosophy and applied it in realms of practi

cal living, differed considerably from the three normal fall-back posi

tions from, skepticism in two of the realms of living. Only in natural 

science did his radical rational empiricism lead him into a position 

which strongly resembled that which had become normal for skeptics. His 

pragmatic Epicureanism contained many of the elements of the empiricism 
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worked out after skepticism by Carneades, Aenesidenrus, and Sextus Empi-

ricus, and in modern times "by Mersenne and Gassendi (see above, Chapter 

IV). Their systems admitted that the senses and reason could not attain 

knowledge, in the metaphysical realm, nor even determine with certainty 

essences and ultimate causes in the material realm. This kind of knowl

edge no longer interested them. They settled for probabilism, content 

to have knowledge of appearances and to be able to describe functions, 

the interconnections of events (apparent influences and effects), the 

comparison of our sense impressions of these appearances and functions 

under different conditions, and the prediction of probability concerning 

functions under controlled and altered conditions. This had become the 

domain left to science after the skeptical crisis, the science of Mer

senne and Gassendi. It was also the science dealt with by Cyrano. 

In religion, the usual fall-back position after skepticism had 

become fideism, acceptance by faith in authority, of the mysteries and 

dogmas the mind was capable of comprehending. But Cyrano, as we will 

see in fuller detail below, while making in his works frequent claims to 

orthodox belief, probably went on to thorough disbelief as the most 

likely option among those his radical rational empiricism offered him. 

In the realm of social behavior and values, most skeptics had 

remained conservative and traditional in politics, morals, and manners. 

Here Cyrano's position is somewhat different. Again he is a pragmatic 

Epicurean, accepting all possible forms of behavior, with the criteria 

of worth being experience and reason, with the deciding criterion in ex

perience being the greatest satisfaction in the long run, first to self, 

but also to others. 
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A citation of examples from Cyrano's writings concerning each of 

the three areas of life will serve to make clear how his radical ration

al empirical epistemology influenced his choice of the doctrines which 

he elaborated and seemingly promoted in his plays, letters, and novels. 

The most outstanding characteristic of Cyrano's treatment of 

science is his "bold integration of diverse and sometimes disparate doc

trines, notably Italian naturalism and the idea that intelligence is im

manent in the material universe, with the new Copernican-Galilean helio

centric cosmology, with Lucretian atomistic materialism and with Carte

sian physics. From these four diverse main streams, he has his charac

ters throughout his works expound many particular doctrines, generally 

in long didactic passages where another interlocutor, usually the tra

veller-narrator, asks questions, sometimes objects with contrary doc

trines or arguments from religion, but often in straight narrative pas

sages where the new, challenging, interesting, but potentially revolu

tionary and dangerous doctrines are presented as matters of fact with no 

questioning at all. At every point, the style, whether narrative or di

dactic, gives the impression that the author is finaly convinced that 

knowledge of natural phenomena is possible, and that his sympathies are 

with the new doctrine. Of course, he would have to be a natve eclectic 

to believe all the doctrines he includes at one point or another in his 

books. The most likely explanation of the eclectic nature of the pre

sentation is that Cyrano was consciously carrying on a dialogue, both in 

the presentation of controversial doctrines, with arguments, objections, 

counter-objections and debate, and in the alteration of several doc

trines as the books progress. He was proposing this heterogeneous 
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collection of doctrines as theories, as hypotheses, as possibilities for 

consideration "by his readers. He has each one expounded and illustrated, 

seme times questioned and defended, so that the reader can decide which 

doctrines seem to him most likely, or probable, for explaining the 

empirical data of experience, for in his serious treatise on natural 

science, he stated clearly the theory behind this method: in order to 

know the causes of the things we perceive and experience, 

Nous sommes obliges de faire quelque supposition, et ensuite 
examiner si elle s'accorde avec les apparences; ... il ne faut 
pas toutefois Stre si vain que de croire certainement avoir 
trouv£ le vrai, parce que nous pourrions bien soup?onner qu'un 
autre, possible, quelque jour, donnera une explication diff£-
rente de celle-ci, laquelle satisfera de m£me a toutes les ex
periences dont la nQtre rend raison. C'est pourquoi tout ce 
que nous pouvons juger en faveur de notre hypothese, c'est de 
la faire passer pour vraisemblable (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. 
Jacob n.d., p. 367). 

The particular doctrines which Cyrano considered the most prob

able hypotheses within the framework of this system of radical rational 

empiricism, and which he offered in the mouths of various characters, 

are interesting and varied, reflecting their widely diverse origins, 

as the following selected examples will show. 

The sun is not only the center around which earth moves (I, 11-

lU), it is also the source from which planets were thrown out, and in 

fact, that process is still going on, with new worlds in formation (I, 

15-16, 123). The sun is the source of heat, energy, even of life 

itself, for it is there that souls are made and there that the souls of 

dead plants, beasts, and men return (I, I'jk, 132). Sunlight is dust of 

inflamed atoms leaving its surface, souls are made of luminous atoms, 

like sunlight, and their return through the north pole is what makes the 
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northern lights and the earth's magnetism. If they did not return, the 

earth would burn up from excess heat, and the sun quickly burn out (I, 

175-76). The sun influences events on earth, but so do the stars 

(Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob 1858, pp. I1*, 172). Dyrcona, moaning 

his bad fortune, complained that "il est impossible d'^chapper a la 

vigilance de son £toille" (l, 116). The universe is infinite, as the 

Governor of Canada infers from Galileo's discoveries, using reason to 

interpret them: 

Si, corame vous asseur^s, les estoilles fixes sont autant de so-
leils, on pourroit conclure de la que, le monde seroit infiny, 
puisqu'il est vraysemblable que les peuples de ces mondes qui 
sonfc autour d'une estoille fixe que vous aprends pour un so-
leil, descouvrent encore au-dessus d'eux d'autres estoilles fixes 
que nous ne s?aurions appercevoir d'icy, et qu'il en va £ter-
nellement de cette sorte (1, lU). 

Although Cyrano in his treatise on natural science later, strangely 

enough, denied plural worlds, "il ne peufc y avoir qu'un seul Monde" (Cy

rano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob n.d., p. 355)9 in the Estate et Empires de 

la lame et du Soleil, he has his narrator visit three other inhabited 

worlds, where he is told that the infinite universe is composed of an 

infinity of inhabited or inhabitable worlds (I, 71). This is thirty-

eight years before Fontenelle's Entretiens sur la plurality des mondes 

(1686), which Norman Torrey credits with being the major cause of the 

crisis in European thinking at the end of the century (Torrey i960, p. 

21). One of Cyrano's characters teaches that this infinite universe is 

a living being, composed of an infinity of other smaller living beings 

(I, 71)* Man is a world to smaller creatures, to whom he seems infi

nitely large, as we feel ourselves to be mites compared with the infi

nite spaces of our universe (i, 71-72). Cyrano's traveller learned that 
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this whole vast universe is composed of imperceptibly small at cans (I, 

76), -with empty space between them so that they can move (1, b5t ^6, 76). 

later, on the sun, Campanella teaches Dyrcona the Cartesian doctrine that 

matter and extension, being the same thing, co-exist, and that there is • 

no vacuum between atoms (I, l91f). 

Socrates' Demon taught the moon traveller "qu'il n'y avoit rien 

dans la nature qui ne fut materiel" (l> 37)* It is a Spanish philosopher 

who has fled the Inquisition who teaches him that there is only one ele

ment, "que tout est en tout" (l, ̂ 9)» and that only differences in 

density, in the way the atoms are put together, give different materi

als, their different properties. He is taught that this matter is 

eternal, that the universe has always existed (l, 59J 73 > 75) • His moon 

host teaches him that the creation of actual things as they are found in 

nature, and of an infinity of other things which have existed, was 

entirely by chance, since, given infinity of time, with atoms in eternal 

motion, everything could happen, so that nothing is miraculous or amaz

ing, but everything is natural (I, cf. I, 162), The Spaniard, 

Socrates' Demon, Campanella, and a bird on the sun, all teach the 

narrator that matter is indestructible and eternally recycled (l, 50-52), 

that this living matter is constantly in transformation, passing from 

rocks, to plants, to animals, to men (I, 90-91), that beings are living, 

in evolution, striving toward perfection, that the same living matter is 

rearranged as it passes from one being to another, that each dying being 

returns its matter to the sun to be re-used, so that matter and energy 

are conserved, and there is thus no death (I, 189-90). So while all is 

material and mortal, there is actually material immortality. About to 
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die, Dyrcona Is consoled by a sun bird: "II faut, mon cher frere, te 

persuader que, ccamae toy et les autres brutes estes mat^riels, et comme 

la mort au lieu d'an^antir la matiere, elle ne fait que troubler l'oeco-

nomie, tu dois, dis-je croire avec certitude que, cessant d'estre ce que 

tue estois, tu comiaenceras d'estre quelqu'autre chose" (I, 162). Socra

tes* Demon teaches the traveller that while the soul is material, it can 

survive the body and enter another body; in fact, he accomplishes this 

reincarnation several times during the narrative (l, 40, 60, 69, 86-37)• 

However, Campanella clears up any misunderstanding by explaining that it 

is only philosophers who retain the identity of their soul upon death, 

other people of quality becoming sun rays, while common people's souls 

are dissolved into the bulk of the sun's body for regrouping as other 

beings (I, 163). Throughout the works, man's body is presented as being 

in no way unique or different from that of an animal. Animals partake 

of the same kind of material immortality as men (l, 89-90) • Above all, 

man is denied an independently immortal spiritual soul. A century 

before Diderot's Lettre sur les aveugles, Cyrano had his moon host teach 

his earth traveller that the soul is a function of the senses and the 

brain; that if the soul were independently rational and immortal, "pour-

quoy les Aveuglds-nds, avec tous les beaux avantages de cette Ame 

intellectuelle, ne s^auroient-ilz mesme s'imaginer ce que c'est que de 

veoir? Pourquoy les Sourds n'entend-ilz point?" (I, 93). 

Intelligence immanent in all matter is taught to Cyrano's tra

veller by sun and moon philosophers, who tell him of "l'harmonie et 

1'influence des globes celestes" (I, 3l), and speak of the universe as 

"ce Grand Tout" (I, 75) > twenty years before this term, which was to 
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"become one of the key ideas of the next century, was used "by Vairasse, 

whom Spink erroneously gives credit for first adapting it to French from 

the "AH" of ancient philosophy (Spink i960, p. 265). This immanent 

intelligence makes cabbages able to think (i, 67-69), makes trees sensi

tive to hear, speak, sense the presence of man, and feel pain from the 

ax (I, 165-67). The universal intelligence in all matter also explains 

the close relationship which Cyrano's traveller learns between the body 

and the soul, since both are material, made of this sensitive, thinking 

matter. Thus, so-called miracle healing, the young host explains ra

tionally as natural psycho-somatic healing: "N'est-il pas bien plus 

vraysemblable que sa fantaisie, excit^e par les violens desirs de la 

santd, a faict cette operation?" (I, 93) • The traveller found that he 

was able to direct his body by directing his thoughts and will toward his 

goal: "Cette ardeur de ma volontd non seulement sofltint mon corps mais 

elle le lanja vers la chose qu'il aspiroit d'embrasser (l, 135)- "Je 

tournay ... mes tristes yeux au Soleil; ma veue' y porta ma pens^e, et 

mes regards fixement attachez a son globe, marquerent une voye dont ma 

volont£ suivit les traces pour y enlever mon corps" (I, 136), which he 

then explains by comparison with the ordinary working of the will on the 

body when we decide to jump or do any action (I, 136-37) • 

An astounding sequence of transformations by a swarm of sun 

beings illustrates dramatically the doctrine of sensitive living matter, 

capable by thought to take whatever form it wishes. Dyrcona saw these 

seemingly super-natural beings which could, by thinking, metamorphose 

themselves into a jewelled tree, into tiny dwarfs who then melt and 

amalgamate into one giant human body, then into eagles, which can grow 
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new eyes immediately when necessary just by thinking (l, 139-44). Dide

rot must surely have known of these tiny dancing contiguous men fusing 

to become the continuous atoms, molecules, or cells of one organic "body, 

when he wrote in 17^9 in his Le Reve de d'Alembert; 

Voulez-vous transformer la grappe d'abeilles en un seul et 
unique animal? amollissez les pattes par les que lies elles se 
tiennent: de contigues qu1elles £taient, rendez-les continues. 
Entre ce nouvel £tat de la grappe et le prdcddenfc, il y a 
certainement une difference marquee; et quelle peut etre cette 
difference, sinon qu'a present c'est un tout, un animal un, et 
qu'auparavant ce n'^tait qu'un assemblage d'animaux? Tous nos 
organes ... (Diderot 19^5, p. 7*0 • 

Not only can the will and the imagination effect a great influ

ence over the body, which is richly illustrated to Dyrcona on the sun 

(i, 11+6-49), but the opposite is also graphically and convincingly 

shown: Campanella was seen to "be imitating exactly Dyrcona's posture, 

his gestures, his facial expressions, and explained why: 

Je voy ... que vous estes en peine de ssavoir pourquoy je vous 
contrefais, et je veux bien vous l1 apprendre. S?achez done 
qu'afin de connoistre vostre intdrieur, ;j' arrange ay toutes les 
parties de mon corps dans un ordre semblable au vostre; car 
estanfc de toutes parts situ£ comme vous, excite en moy par 
eette disposition de matiere, la mesme pens£e que produit en 
vous cette mesme disposition de matiere (I, 178). 

This process made Campanella able to know the thoughts of another 

person, and explains why twins not only look alike but think and act 

similarly (l, 178). 

In his scientific explanation of nature, Cyrano uses the term 

"Supreme Being" and without using the term "Natural Law" comes near to 

describing the concept. He believes there is a natural cause for 

everything and tries to give it. In explaining the movement of planets 

to the Governor of Canada, his narrator says: 
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Vous §tes contraiufcs, vous autres, de recourir aux intelligences 
qui remuent et gouvernent vos globes! ... ParIons seulement des 
causes naturelles de ce mouvement. ... moy, sans interrompre le 
repos du Souverain Estre qui, sans doubte, a cr£e la Nature 
toutte parfaicte ... moy, dis-je, je trouve dans la Terre les 
vertus qui la font mouvoir (I, 12-15). 

The idea of natural law is also suggested in a moon philosopher's 

admission that once eternal matter is admitted, "alors, il ne sera plus 

"besoing d'admettre un Dieu, puisque le Monde aura peu estre sans luy;11 

(I, 75-76), but even more so by the young host's claim that everything 

happens according to nature: "Comme le Sage ne veoit rien au Monde 

qu'il ne consoive ou qu'il ne juge pouvoir estre conceu, il doit abominer 

touttes ces expressions de miracles, de prodiges, d'dvdnemens contre 

Nature qu'ont inventus les stupides pour excuser les foiblesses de leur 

entendement (I, 91), This is exactly the sense of Locke's judgment on 

miracles half a century later: "A miracle ... I take to be a sensible 

operation, which being above the comprehension of the spectator, and in 

his opinion contrary to the established course of nature, is taken by 

him to be divine" (Locke, ed, Fraser 1991)-, II, 392, n.2). 

It may be significant to notice that practically none of these 

scientific ideas of Cyrano's, if any, are verifiable empirically. True, 

one could see in a telescope if sun spots were forming, if planets had 

satellites. Eventually, with refined instruments and elaborate appara

tus, new energy sources, and the collaboration of vast teams of scien

tists and technicians, a few of the ideas, such as inhabitable plural 

worlds, the structure of atoms, and the functioning of the senses, for 

example, about which Cyrano theorized, have become verifiable empirically, 

but he was far from having the means or the knowledge to do such 
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experiments. Nor did he likely have the intention nor the inclination 

to engage in much inductive research. His approach is more rational 

than empirical in the realm of natural science. His attitude was ex

pressed "by Campanella on the sun, reporting to Dyrcona Descartes' 

attitude toward facts, which are perceivable, as against ideas, which 

are merely conceptions and not verifiable by perception. Discussing 

whether or not matter is infinitely divisible, Campanella reminded 

Dyrcona that "quoi que cela ne puisse tomber sous lea sens, nous ne 

laissons pas de concevoir que cela se fait par la connoissance que nous 

avons de la matiere; et nous ne devons pas, dit ... Monsieur des Cartes 

hdsiter a determiner nostre jugement sur les choses que nous con-

cevons" (l, lS5). Even so, Descartes did actual experiments which he 

alluded to in the Discours and described in detail with drawings in La 

Dioptrique and Les M^tdores (Descartes l6j57j ed, 1966, pp. 36, 99-199) • 

Whether Cyrano was aware of Descartes' experiments, we do not know. 

However, bits of evidence gleaned from his works prove that 

Cyrano was cognizant of scientific experimentation being done in his 

milieu. He twice mentions "la circulation de nostre sang" (I, 72, 155) > 

which had recently been discovered by an English doctor, William Harvey, 

and published in 1629. Cyrano also was aware of Galileo's discoveries of 

other solar systems, beyond the range of the unaided eye, for he mentions 

the inferences arising from this new astronomy (I, 14), and his narrator 

offers to let the Governor of Canada use his telescope to see sun spots 

(I, l6). He also had Dyrcona cite Jupiter's four moons as evidence for 

his theory of the formation of planets (I, 123). It may also be that 

Cyrano had seen a microscope, or at least heard Gassendl speak of one in 
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16^1, since they existed in laboratories such as that of Fabri de Peiresc 

at Aix, where Gassendi had done experiments as a young professor of 

philosophy, for Cyrano, when citing "des chancres, des poux, des vers, 

des cirons" as "being smaller animals than horses, elephants, and us, 

added that those tiny mites and fleas in their turn "sont la terre 

d'autres imperceptibles"(l, 71). On the same page, he even described us 

as the dead bodies of "leurs ennemies que ces petits G£ans ont massacres." 

These allusions seem to indicate that he had some acquaintance with what 

researchers had seen in microscopes. It is debatable whether Cyrano toiew 

about Toricelli's invention of the barometer in 16^3, or of Pascal's 

experiments with atmospheric pressure at Rouen, Paris, and Puy de Dfitoe 

in 16^7-49, for although he has the Spanish philosopher harangue for a 

long time on vacuum existing between atoms, he does not mention the 

recent proof of the existence of vacuum in these experiments. We have 

no evidence from his biography that he ever did any scientific experi

ments himself. It is true that in his treatise on natural science, he 

does suggest and describe in detail one simple experiment to prove what 

he is saying about refraction of light and the function of the eye, and 

it is obvious that he had done the experiment himself (see above, Chapter 

VII), Besides.this experiment, in several other places, Cyrano recom

mends learning through observation, experience, or experimentation, and 

often cites examples from experience to prove a theory he has proposed 

(see above, Chapter VII). Much has been made of the empirical evidence 

amassed by Cyrano during his fictional travels to the moon and sun. It 

might also be fitting to point out that a good part of his fictional 

empirical evidence is faulty, according to present standards of research. 
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For example, he "saw" the earth rotate from east to west to judge from 

the panorama of the passing map of Europe he describes (l, 127), or 

perhaps he judged that it was the revolution of the earth around the sun 

which causes day and night and that this happens fast enough to he 

observed as he ascended to the sun (I, 127), he could walk on the lumi

nous surface of the sun, and on the sun he was weightless, since there 

is no gravity there (I, 137). All these ideas, among many others in 

Cyrano's writings, are erroneous according to what real research has 

shown, and serve to prove, perhaps, that Cyrano's purpose in including 

them was not to prove scientific ideas, but to lend an air of credibility 

to his fictional tale. One other detailed scientific experiment which 

one of his characters proposes and describes, would obviously fail, 

according to what we understand from similar experience: the Spanish 

philosopher's proposed proof of spontaneous generation (I, U9-50). 

Since the experiment, which the character called "une preuve convain-

cante" was so manifestly wrong, it is obvious that the author had not 

tried the experiment he was proposing, since he is probably not in this 

case using irony to satirize the character. The young host on the moon 

presents numerous scientific doctrines, yet offers only one rare 

empirical proof, "car cela se peut experimenter" that the closer a touch 

experience is to the head, the clearer is the sensation (I, 9l). More 

graphically, the Demon of Socrates offers the traveller vivid proof of 

an assertion he has made concerning nourishment of the body by odors t 

"A moins que vous ayez desja vescu de cette sorte, vous ne croirez jamais 

que le nez sans dents et sans gosier, fasse pour nourrir I'homme 1'office 

de la bouche; mais je m'en vay vous le faire veoir par experience" (i, 
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Ul). The experiment that follows (fictionally) is convincing: 11 je me 

sentis tout a fait rassasi^" (I, 4l). However, Dyrcona, while he 

hypothesized like modern scientists, trying to guess how the stars and 

planets were formed, "basing his suppositions on his observations, 

departed drastically far from modern scientific method when he corrob

orated his hypotheses with any evidence which tended to substantiate his 

theory, such as ancient authors, or even the Bible (I, 123). In this 

regard, he was quite non-empirical and unlike modern scientists. 

However, in numerous cases where the author has proposed empiri

cal examples as proof or illustration of supposed facts, he does display 

very realistically one characteristic of empirical science, especially 

in accord with the cautious probabilistic method of Sextus Empiricus. 

This characteristic is the danger of error from too hasty a conclusion, 

and the fact that closer and repeated observation yields more exact data 

and consequently, more accurate knowledge (see I, 21, 100, 1C&, 155, 136, 

177, 173, l9l, 190 on the falsity of too-hasty conclusions based on good 

empirical evidence, or on the need for repeated and closer observation 

in order to gain more exact data). 

The only time Cyrano mentions skepticism by name in his works, 

he criticizes and rejects a scientific opinion of skeptics, "qui ont 

saustenu que le feu ne brusloit point, et que la neige estoit noire" (II, 

26l). The fact that thorough-going philosophical skeptics refused to 

accept even the obvious evidence of sense experience and reason, Cyrano's 

most cherished criteria of knowledge probably explains why he rejected or 

ignored their views, in favor of empirical science. For, as Henri Sde 

has remarked, reflecting an opinion of Bayle that seventeenth century 
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skepticism did not hurt empirical science at all: "jje pyrrhonnisme ... 

n'atteint pas la science, qui se garde de chercher lfabsoluj la science 

ne se fonde que sur 1*experience" (S<5e 1923, p. 3^7) 

However, Cyrano himself went beyond empirical science, or rather, 

took one part of empirical science and exaggerated 1; until it became 

fantasy instead of science. That part of science is 

based on experience, but the forward growing fringe of science which is 

based on imagination, and conjecture. In this realm, Cyrano was a superb 

creative scientist. His imagination was so fertile ^;hat he invented, or 

borrowed from ancient, recent, or contemporary literature, dozens of 

ideas for technical gadgets, processes, machines, or appliances which he 

used as accessories in his novels. Many of his inventions have since 

become realities, some even in the twentieth century 

not the part that is 

while others are 

still waiting to be realized. Notable among these far-sighted intuitions 

of Cyrano's are lighter than air balloons (l, 9, H, 2*0, flying machines 

•with multi-stage rockets (I, 19), parachutes aliena soft landing on 

the moon (I, 2h), "retro" rockets, to slow down a hu]*tling space craft 

(I, 27), cities of mobile homes on wheels (I, 72-73); subterranean homes 

elevated and lowered by gigantic screws to take advantage of the insula

tion of earth in winter, and to catch the summer breezes in -warm weather 

(I, 7*01 glowing bulbs of light, seme with fireflies, some with concen

trated sun beams (I, 32), a "talking book" teaching iachine, with an ear 

plug speaker so the student could listen while walking around town (I, 

8U), a spaceship for three or four passengers, with rendezvous in orbit 

(I, S3, 93), a solar cell for utilizing solar energy (I, 120, 123), a 
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wind-operated clock, an artificial eye for seeing at night, and a model 

planetarium (l, 123). 

None of these did Cyrano actually work on, as far as we know from 

his "biography, no more than he did experiments to prove his theories ex

posed above. Leaving the tedious detail work to later technicians in 

laboratories, or to gifted mathematicians who could understand "better 

than he all the principles involved in his proposals, he was content 

merely to fling out hypotheses by the dozens, some of which sound as 

obviously improbable as the "snow is black" for which he ridiculed the 

skeptics. Of his far-out theories related above, several have later been 

proven true, or as he would prefer that we say, probable. Others which 

seem preposterously false are perhaps only waiting future centuries of 

research and experience, to be verified. Given infinity of duration and 

of occasions, anything is possible. 

When Cyrano applied his rational empiricist epistemology to 

religion, what emerged was pragmatic Epicureanism with a facade of 

conformism. Since Cyrano strongly preferred the materialistic doctrines 

outlined in the section above treating his views in the realm of natural 

science, it is not surprising that he had little room left for religious 

conviction. Some thinkers who became convinced of the skeptical argu

ments against absolutely certain knowledge, held that there was another 

source of knowledge in the metaphysical realm, where assurance came 

through "faith". Faith meant either acceptance of the authority of 

others on metaphysical questions (revelation) or personal assurance of 

intuitive knowledge through direct spiritual experience (grace, illumina

tion, inspiration). Men of faith could have both science and religion, 
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because they divided the domains of knowledge into two: one the realm 

of appearances where probability known by the senses and reason sufficed, 

and the other realm the spiritual, where another faculty or way of know

ing, was considered valid, and necessary. However, for those who 

believed only in the material realm like Cyrano, there was nothing left 

in religion requiring knowledge or belief. 

Even so, Cyrano, like many others, knew that to survive in the 

society where he lived, where one could still smell the smoke of the 

last "atheist" burned after having his tongue cut out for blasphemy, it 

was necessary to appear to go along with the right-thinking order. Con

sequently, in order not to incite active or violent opposition to his 

flagrantly libertine proposals, Cyrano usually at some point took a con

ventional line of defense, acquiescing to approved doctrine, pretending 

to be orthodox in belief, giving the appearance of being scandalized at 

the outrageously heretical, and blasphemous statements of his characters. 

He put sacrilege in the mouth of his pagans, animals, moon or sun dwel

lers, but had his straight character who nominally represented the 

author (the narrator-traveller, in the moon volume, and Dyrcona in the 

sun volume) take the defense of revelation, divine power, and church 

authority. 

Examples of his ostensible conformity abound. He frequently 

alludes to scripture and writes using religious language as these exam

ples from the letters testify: we ought not to doubt "the Gospel truth" 

(II, 191); God punishes the wicked (II, 195 n.g, 239-39); in the Old 

Testament, God made fire come down and consume a purified offering 

(Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob 1959, p. 15); Samuel, Saul and Jesus 
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combatted demons (II, 215). The Holy Spirit presides at the promotion 

of all Cardinals and to oppose this is to "be apostate and to offend the 

Holy Spirit (II, 237); the order of creation -was from inferior to 

superior "beings with nan next to last, and woman last (H, 221); creation 

of the world was one act at one time, since Cyrano wrote that a certain 

fated event was "une n£cessltd, pr^vue au jour natal de la creation du 

monde" (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed« Jacob 1353, p. US?), there will be a last 

judgment where account will have to be given for one*s life on earth, 

after which the guilty will burn tinder the earth (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. 

Jacob IS58, p. 19*f); °»e should not pray without believing in God, nor 

use God's name to swear with while ganflbling (II, 13?); it is abominable 

to abuse the Creator and his creation by being a sodomist and pederast 

(II, 253), and Vincent de Paul vras a good and pious man (II, 235). 

This stance seems like mere precautionary pretense, however, for 

it is usually weak and ineffective, as a presentation of a religious 

position, and seems more for the form than a serious attempt to present 

and defend a point of view. If, in his search for the best explanation 

of the natural universe, Cyrano felt convinced of a materialist explana

tion as the most probable, since it seemed to him to square best with 

appearance, he logically had to reject the spiritual, miracle, divine 

special revelation, heaven and hell, the afterlife of the spiritual soul, 

and other theories of the Bible and church doctrine, and especially the 

Bible Btory of the creation and traditional orthodox cosmology. Since 

he had embraced an experimentalist attitude toward social ethics, human 

behavior, and morality (see below), he had. also to reject narrow 
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moralistic virtues of traditional Christianity. Nothing was left of the 

religion he had "been exposed to. 

Moreover, all of Cyrano's uses of scripture and religious lan

guage may "be viewed as mere literary or polemical devices, either turned 

as weapons against enemies, as he used other convenient forms of invec

tive, or used in the same way as allusions to myth, legend, history, 

literature or current affairs, simply as figures of speech in the lan

guage of polite and cultured society. Such usage does not indicate at 

all that Cyrano "believed the events and doctrines alluded to. 

The outstanding claims to religious belief in the letters are 

not like these just given, simply allusions to the religious myths in 

the folk language, "but definite denials of lrreligion and claim to or

thodoxy. They are found in satirical letters against certain priests, 

entitled variously "Contre un J^suite assassin et m£disant," "Au Regent 

de la rhdtorique des J^suites," and "Contre un Pedant" (II, 163, 171, 

and 169, n.l). In these apologies for the faith, Cyrano denies being 

an atheist, and specifically denies believing in materialism, chance 

creation, evolution fran inert matter to reasoning man, precisely some 

of the most daring doctrines in his L'Autre Monde. 

Me croyez-yous si stuplde de me figurer que le Monde soit n£ 
comme un champignon, que les Astres ayent pris feu et se soient 
arrangez par hazard, qu'une matiere morte, de telle ou telle 
fagon disposde, ayt pu faire raisonner un homme, sentir une 
beste, v6g£ter un arbre; pensez-vous que je ne reconnaisse pas 
la Providence de Dieu, quand je vous regarde sous un chapeau 
dont le sacre circuit vous met a couvert de la foudre, ••• (II, 
177). 

After these specific denials of the d.octrines he propounded in his 

travel novels, Cyrano makes a specific claim to believe in God: 
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Mais S9achez que je connois une chose que vous ne cormoissea 
point, que cette chose est Dieu, et que l'un des plus forts ar
guments, a pre s ceux de la Foy, qui m'ont convaincu de sa veri
table existence, c'est d'avoir consid£r£ que sans une premiere 
et souveraine bont£ qui regne dans l'Univers, foible et meschant 
ccrarae vous estes, vous n'auriez pas v£cu si longtemps impuny 
(II, 170). 

Perrens1 rejection of Cyrano's claim to faith is significant: "Cyrano 

invoquant 'les arguments de la foi' pr&fce a rire. En combien de pas

sages d'ailleurs, ne tient-il pas un langage contrairel" (Perrens IS96, 

p. 2U7). 

Both these passages end in a recognition of the grace of God for 

allowing such a miserable sinner as this priest to continue to live, and 

they thus give the key which explains Cyrano1 s strange sounding claim to 

piety In the two cases: as the rest of the two letters reveal, he is 

defending himself against charges by a Jesuit professor that he is an 

atheist, and the main thrust of his defense is to insult the accuser by 

heaping invective upon him. 

Not only in the letters but throughout the two fantastic voyages, 

a recurrent religious note is struck, usually by the narrator as he uses 

religious or biblical allusions to support his own doctrines, or to 

counter the materialistic or atheistic doctrines which he is hearing ex

pounded. He often merely answers a long and convincing exposition of a 

new and scabrous doctrine with a rather weak comment like "Oh, that is 

insane!", or "But that is against our religion." On the whole, the ar

guments are rather standard, ineffective and reflect the same kind of 

folk-dialect figures of speech noticed in the letters as these examples 

will show: 
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The narrator claims that God inspired him to teach men the moon 

is inhabited (I, 6); he implies that God could stop the sun to help an 

enterprise he approved (I, 9) J he states that God, who could make the 

soul inmortal, could make the world infinite (I, 1^), that the Scrip

tures speak of only one world "because this is the only one God made with 

his own hands (I, 15), that an omnipresent God would necessitate an in

finite universe (I, 1^). That there is a paradise (I, 22), a tree of 

life and a tree of knowledge (I, 21, 26, 23, 30), that only God is 

worthy of adoration (I, 23), that Noah did save life on earth during the 

flood (I, 25), that God blesses the marriage of the righteous (I, 26), 

that God hates atheists (I, 31, 63), that God created matter (I, 127), 

that God created the world in six days (X, 53), that God will reward 

those who honor their parents with long life (I, 61), that the soul 

comes from heaven while only the body comes from our parents (l, 6k) ,  

that God is the master of nature (I, 66), that nothing is more contrary 

to God than sin (I, 63), that he hoped to convert a moon girl and his 

young host to Christianity (l, S2, 89), that the soul is capable of the 

vision of God (l, 33), that man's spirit lives after death either in 

pleasure or suffering (I, 33), that the resurrection is a truth which 

he can prove (I, 92), and that claiming "Dieu l'a dit, Dieu qui ne peut 

mentir" is enough to prove anything (I, 95), that all the demonstrations 

of all the philosophers prove the existence of God (I, 95), that there 

is every advantage to believe in God (I, 95), and that atheism and ma

terialism are diabolical and ridiculous opinions (I, 96). When he lands 

back on earth after his sojourn on the moon, he cries out "Jdsus Maria" 
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and praises God for relegating infidels to the moon where they could not 

"bother His beloved (I, 93)* 

While the narrator is usually the voice of religion and right 

thinking while on the sun or moon, twice it is the Demon of Socrates. 

This wise man had taught the narrator that all is material, that his ma

terial soul could transmigrate to several bodies, that all living matter 

is in constant evolution toward the more perfect, yet it is he who comes 

to the rescue of the Christian faith. But the strange thing about his 

two arguments is that they are opposite: once he argues like a reli

gious rationalist, that is, claiming that there is no conflict between 

faith and reason, but rather on the contrary, that reasons can "be given 

to substantiate religious faith. Speaking of another of his pupils and 

protdgds, the young host, he warns the traveller: 

Ce qui me desplaist en luy, c'est qu'il est impie; mais s'il 
luy arrive de vous scandaliser ou de faire par ses raisonnemens 
chanceler vostre foy, ne manquez pas aussi tost de venir me les 
proposer; je vous en rdsoudrd les difficultez. Un autre vous 
ordonneroit de rampre compagnie lors qu'il voudroit philosopher 
sur ces matieres, mais ••• ^e suis asseurd qu'il prendroit cette 
fuitte pour une deffaict et se figuereroit que vostre crdance 
seroit contre la raison si vous refusiez d* entendre les siennes 
(I, S3). 

What the author is suggesting here is that the arguments of the 

faith are indeed, as the host's son would suspect, against reason. That 

is exactly the point of the other argument of Socrates' Demon. He is 

arguing with moon people who disagree with scholastic theological argu

ments intended to prove that God was wise to ordain sexual prohibitions 

after giving man such a strong sexual urge, Socrates1 Demon, as defen

der of religious moderation and of God's wisdom, proposed five arguments, 

which will be seen to be somewhat contradictory: perhaps the moral 
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struggle gives more merit in heaven; perhaps the taboos surrounding sex 

were meant mainly to whet the appetite for the drive; perhaps God knew 

that too frequent intercourse would weaken the race; perhaps he wanted 

to limit the population in order to prevent starvation. It is the fifth 

argument that is anti-rational and fideistic: perhaps he commanded an 

unreasonable thing, so as to be able to give a greater reward to those 

who obey out of faith and not out of reason, "que s$av£s vous s'il ne 

lfa point voulu faire contre toutte apparence de raison affin de rdccm-

penser justement ceux qui, contre toutte apparence de raison se seront 

fiez en sa paroHe?" (i, 67). 

When the author makes a statement about religion, even one that 

sounds pious, it is important to examine the full meaning of the state

ment and the effect of it in its context. The general effect of this 

series of arguments on sex is, in fact, as the author obviously intended 

it (since reason was his most cherished criterion), to show that the 

Christian religion is unreasonable. 

While numerous cases have been cited to show that the author in

cluded in his works many defenses of religion, while he did not hesitate 

to use the Bible often to support his arguments and as a weapon against 

his enemies, while his language is full of allusions to religion or 

sacred history, these do not establish the fact that he had faith or 

believed what his characters are saying* On the contrary, one can find 

in his works fully as many cases of sacrilege, taking holy things light

ly, parodies on Scripture, blasphemous juxtapositions, .besides numerous 

irreligious declarations, to the extent that the over-all tone of the 

works becctnes irreligious, materialistic, anticlerical, mocking of piety, 
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and probably atheistic. Cyrano's narrator cites Augustine as a presti

gious authority, enlightened by the Holy Spirit, but since Augustine 

said that the world was flat, floating on the sea, a patently ridiculous 

idea (I, 16), the over-all effect of the statement is irreligious. Then 

follows the narrator's discovery of the earth's paradise on the moon, a 

passage which does not appear to be particularly blasphemous to our 

twentieth-century minds, but which in the seventeenth century, instead 

of reflecting devotion, piety, and belief, was surely a sign of mockery, 

and sacrilege, since no one had dared up until that time write such a 

burlesque parody of the Old Testament. The tree of life saves the nar

rator's life as he falls on the moon (I, 21); he jokes about Jacob's 

ladder not yet being invented when Enoch wanted to go to heaven (I, 2^), 

and tells the naturalistic means Enoch used to get there b^ using hot 

air balloons (I, 25), following with the equally ingenius Invention used 

by Elijah for his heavenward journey, an iron chariot propelled by a 

magnet (I, 27)* Elijah tells the narrator that Adam was the same as 

Prometheus, that eating the fruit of knowledge was the same as stealing 

fire from the gods (I, 23). The narrator twists and caricatures the 

flood story to say that the flood waters mounted to the moon, Noah's 

daughter left the ark, married Enoch and populated the moon (I, 25). He 

adds the ignorance-producing peel to the fruit of knowledge (i, 29), and 

sacrilegeously burlesques the story of Adam's fall with a rather gross 

allegory in which the penis is the head of the serpent, afflicting wo

man with a nine-month's swelling (X, 25-29); but the woman can make the 

serpent lower its head (I, 29). The narrator Impudently rails at God 

by saying he almost forgot to keep his appointment to take St. John to 
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heaven, did it in great haste, but was most worried about his public 

image (i, 21); after so much sacrilege Elijah expels him from paradise 

for impudence and irreligion. 

There are more serious irreligious passages in Cyrano*s Autre 

Monde, and in his letters, his tragic play, La Mort d'Agrippine. Cyra

no seems to be offering irreligion as the most attractive option to his 

readers, which it evidently seemed to him to be, within his radical ra

tional empiricism system of choosing among various doctrines which were 

possible "suppositions" to explain things as they really were. 

Cyrano, by natural temperament independent minded, unsubmissive, 

loving liberty, freedom of thought and action, had a bird lawyer on the 

sun accuse men of having a slave mentality, and inventing, besides 

earthly masters, gods to rule them in this life and the next (which they 

have also invented): 

Ces pauvres serfs ont si peur de manquer des maistres que ... 
ils se forgent des Dieux de toutes parts, dans l^au, dans l,air, 
dans le feu, sous la terre; ... et je croy mesme qu'ils se cha-
touillent des fausses esp^rances de l1immortality, moins par 
l'horreur dont le non-estre les effraye, que par la crainte qu'ils 
ont de n' avoir pas qui leur commande apres la mort (I, 159). 

Cyrano, who loved the pleasures of his libertine life, had the 

young moon host criticize Christianity for being unnatural: ,(En vdrit£, 

... la religion de vostre pals est contre nature et jalouse de tous les 

contentemens des hommes" (I, 66). Loving the pleasures of the table as 

well as of the bed, he railed at the Church for having such a preposte

rously ridiculous requirement as Lent: the forty-six days of Lent are 

forty-six executioners who kill their victims, enough to make him turn 

Huguenot each Ash-Wednesday; he threatens the Pope that if he ever takes 
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htm prisoner of war, the price of his ransom will he to restore all the 

days Jf fasting he has unreasonably and unjustly imposed (II, l6l-63)» 

He attacks as unreasonable the use of Hell to frighten people: as the 

priest uses it, "L'Enfer est un petit conte pour faire peur aux hommes, 

ainsi qu'on menasse les enfans du charbonnier" (II, 167). Cyrano's an-

ticlericalism was particularly severe: as evidenced in several letters, 

and in the whole story of Mess ire Jean, the petty, narrow-minded, mer

cenary, cheating, lying, vicious, mean, ignorant, and superstitious 

priest who aroused his congregation against Dyrcona, attacking him and 

hauling him to Jail, charged with witchcraft (i, 107-19). This seems to 

be part of the author's accusation against the unreasonableness, dogma

tism, cupidity, and undue political influence of the clergy, and the in

justice of their abusing the ignorance of the common people. The anti

clerical indictment is completed on the moon, where it is the priests 

who lead the legal assault on the earthling visitor, finally requiring 

him to lie, making a public denial of false doctrine, recanting the 

heresy that the earth is an earth and the moon a moon, because they 

thought it was better for the people so to believe: "Tel est ce que les 

Rcestres trouvent bon que vous crcyî s" (I, 6o)» 

Cyrano's moon traveller seems delighted as a young girl on the 

moon is enraptured with the beauties of the Christian religion, and asks 

to be converted and return to earth with the astronaut. But we can see 

the author smirking in the wings, for the part of Christianity that 

charms her most is the relics and the bells: 'telle estoit transports 

de Joye, lors qu'estant en secret, Je luy descouvrois les misteres de 

nostre religion, et principalement quand je luy parlois de nos cloches 
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et de nos reliques, qu'elle me protestoit, les larmes aux yeux que si 

jamais je me trouvois en estat de revoller a nostre monde, elle me suiv-

rolt de bon coeur" (I, 5^-55). Obvious in this passage is not only a 

satire of the ritual and the mass, but also of the naivete of a century 

of missionaries bringing converts back to France, tearful over the beau

ties of the Christian mysteries. 

Special revelation and divine election appear to be Cyrano's 

targets when he has the host's son sacrilegiously attack the injustice 

of a God irho would save seme of his creatures and condemn others (I, 

39), and who would play peek-a-boo with men; "Car de feindre qu'il ayst 

voulu ijolier entre les hommes a cligne musette, faire comme les enfansi 

'Toufcou, le voila,' e'est a dire tantost se masquer, tantost se ddmas-

quer, se desguiser a quelques-uns pour se manifester aux autres, e'est 

se forger un Dieu ou sot ou malicieux" (I, 96). One can hardly imagine 

satire from Voltaire as sharp as this passage by Cyrano against the un

reasonableness of religious dogma. In fact, Cyrano's caricature of 

prayer seems a prototype of Voltaire's humorous descriptions of French 

customs of bowing before the Quaker in Lettres philosophiques. A sun 

bird describes the ridiculous conduct of their earth prisoner: 

II leve en haut tous les matins ses yeux, son nez, et son large 
bee, colle ses mains ouvertes la pointe au Ciel, plat contre 
plat, et n'en fait qu'une attachde camme s'il s'ennuyoit d'en 
avoir deux libres; se casse les jambes par la moitld, en sorte 
qu'il tombe sur ses glgots; puis avec des paroles maglques qu'il 
bourdonne, J'ay pris garde que ses jambes rompuSs se rattachent, 
et qu'il se releve apres aussi guay qu'auparavant* Or vous 
sgavez, Messieurs, que de tous les animaux 11 n'y a que l'homme 
seul dont l'fime soit assess noire pour s'adonner a la Magie (I, 
159). 
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If, as these examples have sham, Cyrano ridiculed Lent, the 

mass, ritual, hell, virtue, priests, and prayer, we should ask how he 

treated the major doctrines of creation, the soul, resurrection, miracle, 

even the existence of God. Repeatedly he had characters attack the dog

ma of the spiritual and immortal soul, because "il n'est pas vraysem-

blable que l'Ame de l'homme soit immortelle" (i, 90), for as moon phi

losophers contend, the soul depends on the senses, which function only 

when the body is alive: 

Si cette Ame estoit spirituelle et par sqy-mesme raisonnable, 
ccoame ilz disent, qu'elle fut aussy capable d1 intelligence 
quand elle est sdparde de nostre masse au'alors qu'elle en est 
revestue, pourquoy les Aveuglds-n^s, avec tous les beaux avan-
tages de cette Ame intellectuelle, ne sjauroient-ilz mesme 
s'intendent-ilz point? (I, 93)* 

Cyrano's characters attack not only the immortal spiritual soul, 

but the resurrection of the body. They approve such customs as crema

tion and ceremonial cannibalism which would render resurrection diffi

cult (I, 35, 37), and at the very suggestion of the word resurrection, 

the young host bristles: "H^l par vostre foy! s'escria-t-il, qui vous a 

bercd de ce Peau-d'Asne? QuoyI vous? Quoyl moy? Quoyl ma servante re-

ssusciter? ... moy, Je vous prouverai le contraire" (I, 9*0* 

The same character finds the idea of miracles and the supernatu

ral repugnant to a rational philosopher; since he can conceive rational

ly of everything in nature, there is nothing against nature. Miracle is 

just a word invented by the ignorant to excuse the weakness of their un

derstanding (I, 91) • Cyrano causes a moon philosopher to say that the 

doctrine of the creation is the biggest absurdity he can think of, and 

less reasonable than an eternal world as an explanation of the situation 
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we find in our experience (I, 75), When the hapless earth traveller 

tries to offer God's authority to substantiate some of the doctrines he 

believes, he is countered immediately with "il fault prouver auparavant 

qu'il y ait un Dieu. car pour moy Je vous le nie tout a plat" (I, 95)* 

Since moon scientists hold that matter is eternal, they have no further 

need for God in order to explain the universe, "puisque le monde aura 

(I, 76). 

most impressive and eloquent anti-religious testi

monies in Cyrano's "Writings are in his tragic play, La Mort d'Agrippine, 

and certainly the most interesting character he created is their author, 

and the very model of an "esprit fort." Cynically 

death coldly and impassionately, convinced that 

d that death was oblivion, nothingness* 

peu estre sans luy" 

Some of the 

S£janus, a reasoner 

Epicurean, he viewec 

life was material ar 

Agrippine - Voilia de ton destin le terme espouvantable. 
S^janus - Puis qu'il en est le terme, il n'a rien d'effroy-

able • ... 

Agrippine - D'un si triste spectacle es-tu done a l'espreuve? 
S^janus - Cela n'est que la mort et n'a rien qui m'esmeuvel 
Agrippine - Et cette incertitude ou mene le trespas? 
S^janus - Estois-Je mallieureux, lors que Je n'estois pas? 

Une he lire apres la mort, nostre fime dvanotiie 
Sera ce qu'elle estoit une heure avant la vie. ... 

Et que le coup fatal ne fait ny mal ny bien 
Vivant parce qu'on est, mort parce qu'on est rien; 
(II, 150). 

S^janus' Epicureanism is further shown by his atheistic atti

tude. When asked if 

proclaims arrogantly 

power, yet blood-thirsty and Jealous, whose mercenary priests one can 

mollify with a small 

he did not fear punishment by the gods, S£3anus 

his contempt for these man-made nothings, without 

offering made at the right time. 
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T^rentius - Respecte et cralns des Dieux l'effroyable tonnerrel 
S^Janus - II ne tombe Jamais en Hyver sur la terre: 

J'ay six mois pour le moins a me moquer des Dieux, 
En suitte Je feray ma paix avec les Cieux. 

T^rentius - Ces Dieux renverseront tout ce que tu proposes. 
S£janus - Un peu d'Encens brusl£ rajuste Men des choses. 
T^rentlus - Qui les craint, ne craint rien. 
Sdjanus - Ces enfans de l'effroy, 

Ces beaux riens qu'on adore, et sans ssavoir pourquoy, 
Ces alt^rds du sang des bestes qu'on assomme, 
Ces Dieux que l'homme a faicts, et qui n'ont point 

faict l'honme, 
Des plus fermes Estats ce fantasque soustien, 
Va, va, T&rentius, qui les craint, ne craint rien. 

T^rentius - Mais s'il n'en estoit point I cette machine ronde ... 
S^Janus - OUy, mais s'il en estoit, serois-Je encor au monde? 

(II, 120). 

S^Jamis is probably the character who best voices the mockery of 

religion in Cyrano's works as a whole. He was probably the character 

Cyrano was proudest to have created, for he was strong, a man with well 

reasoned ideas firmly held, a man decisive in action after considering 

alternatives and choosing the line of thought and behavior which he con

sidered most likely to correspond to reality. He was the kind of man 

Cyrano probably wanted to be, and would have been if he had had the 

strength and courage to follow his natural temperament to the end. But 

skepticism ate out part of Cyrano's self-assurance. And his attitude 

toward religion during a major part of his life and works was the liber

tine mockery of an Epicurean J anus. This was the response which 

seemed to him most likely to be true when confronted by the challenge of 

dogmatic religion, which he considered unreasonable according to his own 

experience and his ideas of probable truth about the make-up of the 

world and of himself, and of how life was put together. In his opinion, 

religion had got Just about every answer wrong. 
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Is there any evidence that there was ever any skeptical temper

ing of Cyrano's sacrilege? Did he "become a "mitigated doctrinaire" un-

There seem to "be 

hevre, while holding 

believer, instead of a firmly convinced atheist? 

enough suggestions to Justify this opinion. Lac; 

that Cyrano was clearly an atheist, notes that "Devant la mart, Cyrano 

a eu l'attitude des libertins du XVIIe siecle sans exception: il a fini 

chrdtiennement" (Lachevre 1921, I, xcii). (Perrens, however, had shown 

that several libertines of the century had remained consistent with 

their principles all the way to death.) Cyrano*i; death certificate 

reads that he died "en bon chrestien" (Lachevre 1921, I, xciii). It is 
I 
j 

perfectly understandable why even a person with ideas against religion 

as strong as Cyrano's seemingly were, would consent to receiving last 

rites in order not to bring shame on his name, aild in order to get buri

al ground. In a day when libertines were still burned for "atheism," 

Cyrano, a practicing and believing Epicurean prafjmatist, certainly did 

not want to risk such a painful fate for something he "hardly believed." 

The reference is to a delightfully ironical passage in the sun novel, in 

which Dyrcona, after a menacing visit by magistrates from the Parlement 

of Toulouse to the chateau where he is staying as a guest after his re

turn from the moon, quite pragmatically tells his host that he would 

just as soon leave now, if it is all right with him. Had not those 

"neuf ou dix Barbes a longue robe" been hunting for the sorcerer who had 

just returned from a black sabbath on the moon, aided in his voyage by a 

demon? Had they not promised on their honor to "le faire brfiler sans 

scandale" (I, 105)? After all, "y a-t-il aucun Ijarlement qui se con-

noisse en sorciers cotame le nostre?" (i, 102). Cyrano is not comforted 
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by "the assurance that the injustice of the accusation would later be re

cognized by reasonable people, for his bones would be just as cold in 

the tomb after his posthumous rehabilitation as in the roadway while 

considered guilty. 

Quoy que leur accusation soit ridicule, et possible un effet de 
leur stupidity, je ne serois pas moins mort, quand une douzaine 
d'habiles gens qui m'auroient veu griller diroient que mes juges 
sont des sots. Tous les argumens dont ils prouveroient mon in
nocence ne me ressusciteroient pas; et mes cendres demeureroient 
tout aussi froides dans un toiribeau qu'a la voirie; c'est pour-
quoy, sauf vostre nieilleur avis, je serois fort joyeux de -con-
sentir a la tentation qui me suggere de ne leur laisser en cette 
province que mon Portrait; car j *enragerois au double de mourir 
pour une chose a laquelle je ne crois gueres" (I, 103). 

Dyrcona's position in this passage can be called attenuated or mitigated 

doctrine; it is just skeptical enough to be pragmatic. He has indeed 

come to his position rationally and empirically. Three lines reveal the 

empirical nature of his diagnosis of the situation, how he came to it by 

experience, and the presence of the co-existent "associative signs" de

manded by Sextus Empiricus before arriving at a tentative judgment of 

probability (see above, Chapter IV): "Compte, luy dis-je, ces ambasaa-

deurs a long poil me semblent des Cometes chevelues; j 'apprdhende que le 

bruit dont ils ont £clat£ ne soit le tonnerre de la foudre qui s1£branle 

pour choir" (I, 103). 

It seems to me that resolution of Cyrano's doctrinaire extremism 

near the end of his life bears a strong resemblance to the savory passage 

just cited. He had battled for an admittedly short period of about ten 

years writing his works, not daring to publish his most extreme, being 

similar to a group of libertines whom Antoine Adam palls atheistic ma

terialists but who hesitated to admit this in their writings, preferring 
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the more moderate term "skeptic," since "la loi civile ••• frappait des 

peines les plus sSveres quiconque aurait pr£tendu 'dogmatiser,1 c'est-

a-dire, affirmer publiquement et precher l'ath^isme" (Adam 1963, p. 71)* 

Three dialogues on the nature of God, written "by Cyrano, all end 

in a question, which, as Montaigne remarked, is more fitted to the skep

tical mind and the skeptical position, than is affirmation. Each of the 

three short passages seems to me to suggest that perhaps Cyrano following 

his own method of radical rational empiricism in dealing with religion, 

came to an attenuation of his somewhat more natural extreme anti-

religious position evident in most of his comments on the subject. In 

one of the discussions, the Demon of Socrates answers the young host's 

brash and doctrinaire anti-religious stance with questions designed to 

call him to reconsider his dogmatic affirmations, which were his habitual 

way of speaking. The older, more experienced preceptor tells him he is 

•wrong in wanting to "rdgenter la sagesse de Dieu," then offers five pos

sible solutions to the enigma about God's will under consideration, 

prefacing each possible solution (supposition, hypothesis) with the 

question "Mais que s$avds-vous si ..." it was not for this reason? "Mais 

que s$av£s-vous si ..." it was not thus and so? Dyrcona makes the com

ment that "Cette response ne satisferait pas, a ce que je crois, le petit 

hoste, car il en hocha deux ou trois fois la teste" (I, 66-67). 

But the dialogues continue, as Dyrcona talks again with the 

young host, who is adamant against the spirituality and the immortality 

of the soul, accusing God of injustice if he should give this quality to 

men and not to animals. Socrates' demon, like a skeptic-fideist sage, 

again answers "ce jeune estourdy passion^" with questions: "comme il 
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sgait que ce qui est juste a nous, soit aussy juste a Dieu? ccmrae il 

s^ait que Dieu se mesure a nostre aulne? comme il sfait que nos loix et 

nos coustumes, qui n*ont estd institutes que pour remddier a nos d£s-

ordres, servent aussy pour tailler les morceaux de la toutte-puissance ^e 

Dieu?" (X, 90). 

Perhaps there is sjame progression from the "esprit fort" atti

tude, for after a third dialogue on God, it is the young doctrinaire host 

who asks the question indicating puzzlement, and perhaps some progress 

toward suspension of judgment on the question, for up to this point his 

mind has "been entirely closed, as a doctrinaire mind is. This third 
i 

discussion turns on whether to "believe in God or not. Dyrcona asks the 

young host to "believe but tie refuses, arguing rather skeptically that if 

he does not believe, and it turns out that he was mistaken, God could 

not be offended at this unbelief, for it was unintentional, not mali-
I 

cious, "puisque, pour pecher, il fault ou le s<j avoir ou le vouloir. Ne 

voy£s vous pas qu'un homme, mesme tant soit peu sage, ne se picqueroit 
j 

pas qu*un crocheteur l'eust injuria si le crocheteur auroit pensd ne le 

pas faire" (I, 96). So fat- the argument is rather skeptical. It accepts 

of a just and loving God, who would forgive 

the erring conscience. But the young host*s 

the adversary's definition 

the unintentional fault or 

final question is truly skeptical, for it lays any responsibility for 

his unbelief to the inadequacy of his mind, actually implying that he 

could not know one way or mother whether God existed or not. "Mais, par 

vostre foy, mon petit animil, si la crdance de Dieu nous estoit si 

ndcessaire, enfin, si ellj nous importoit de l'^ternitt, Dieu luy-mesme 
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ne nous en auroit-il pas infus a tous des lumieres aussy claixes que le 

Soleil qui ne se cache a personne?" (I, 9^)« 

These three cases are the nearest Cyrano came to "being skeptical 

in religion. At all other times, as previous examples have shown, he -was 

either doctrinaire in his anti-religion, or feigning orthodoxy, for he 

applied the criteria of reason and experience to religion and found 

religion lacking. Religion was particularly vulnerable to his epistemol-

ogy, "because he did not respect the dichotomy skeptics talked about 

"between the evident and the non-evident, that is, what is observable by 

the senses and what is not. The skeptic and the empiricist said that 

reason applies only to the evident realm, observable by the senses, 

whereas Cyrano took for granted that reason should survey all, Judge all. 

When he ridiculed religion, it was because he disbelieved its nysteries, 

its revelation, its dogmas, its rituals, its miracles, its "supersti

tions," since he had applied his reason to it and found it unreasonable, 

Just as Catholic fideistic apologists, using skepticism as their weapon, 

had warned would happen, if the criterion of individual reason were 

allowed as a judge of religion. Cyrano, then, was one of the first 

Frenchmen to turn reason and common sense experience against religion. 

Reason and common sense experience caused him to favor pragmatic Epi

cureanism, its materialism, its secularism, and its practical way of life, 

more than religion. 

Did Cyrano present his hostility to religion, his blasphemous 

anti-miracle, anti-supernatural ideas, his atomistic materialism, his 

heliocentric, plural worlds cosmology, and his new naturalistic morality 

as doctrines or as theories, as dogmas or as hypotheses, as the 
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absolutely certain truth, the nature of things in themselves, the ra

tionally certain explanation of causes, ultimate causes of observable 

effects? This kind of certainty was what dogmatic philosophers had 

ali-rays claimed, the kind skeptics had said was impossible. Or, did he 

present them, on the other hand, as the most probable options, indicated 

as likely to be true, by appearances and reason (as explained in the 

Fragment de Physique)? He often uses the word "vraysemblable" when 

presenting these ideas; also the word "apparence." Both of these suggest 

probability rather than certainty. Aside from this, the usual way of 

presenting his ideas in science and religion appears rather doctrinaire, 

^typically a character propounds a doctrine, then substantiates it with 

rational rhetoric, finally offering clinching proof by citing illustra

tions from experience, or observation of an event or scene or the pro

posal of an experiment to verify the rationally understood doctrine. The 

doctrines are often presented as unquestioned and unquestionable, using 

such words as "declare," "assure," "know," "cannot doubt". These facts 

of style, along with Cyrano's assertive temperament and his eagerness to 

know with certainty, cause me to think that when he doubts one thing it 

is only in order to assert another conflicting opinion with more force 

and assurance. Thus, there is dialogue in his works on several levels: 

he lets different doctrines dialogue with each other. Then he, as a 

doctrinaire learner and teacher, dialogues with skepticism, emphasizing 

the second half of l-lersenne's and Gassendi's "mitigated skepticism," the 

part that puts the accent on what knowledge the mind can know, even when 

skepticism has done its worst; and finally, as I have shown in Chapter 

VI, he dialogues with his own doctrinaire self over the skeptical issue, 
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finally making a retreat from certainty and settling for probability, but 

still very firm in the knowledge gained rationally and empirically in the 

realms of science and religion. 

I new turn to the realm of social behavior to see what doctrines, 

beliefs, and practices his radical rational empiricism caused him to 

favor as the most likely to correspond to the reality behind appearances, 

and adopt as his own, on a tentative basis. 

In the realms of ethics, politics, morals, and manners, as in 

the areas of science and religion, Cyrano was led by his rational 

empirical method of knowledge acquisition and judgment, to be a prag

matic Epicurean. This means that he accepted as standards for his own 

conduct, and for society, whatever seemed, according to his experience 

and reason, to work out for his own welfare, for that of others, and for 

society as a whole$ when tried in practice, what gave the maximum satis

faction and a minimum of pain. He arrived at this system through a com

bination of his own temperament (his natural desire for liberty, self 

expression, pleasure, self satisfaction) with Epicurean morality (doc

trinaire pleasure attenuated by reason and social concern), and with 

skepticism (hiB acceptance of relativism due to diversity in possible 

behavior, and absence of ability to know absolute standards of good 

behavior, universally accepted as best for all persons in all cultures 

at all times). Cyrano absorbed the libertine theory from his frequenting 

of such free-living free-thinking youths as Chape lie, son of Fra^ois, 

LuiUier, a practicing libertine Epicurean ("Do not come Thursday, that 

is my day at the brothel"), and La Mothe le Vayer fils, son of the out

standing philosophical and humanist erudite skeptic of the day. Cyrano 
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learned Epicurean theory from reading Lucretius, undoubtedly, and also 

from frequenting Gassendi in Luillier's home. He learned skepticism 

from the libertine milieu steeped in Montaigne, Charron, La Mothe le 

Vayer Pere, and others, without going to the lengths they did to embrace 

conformity to established mores, traditional politics and religion, 

after conceding to skeptical relativism, for he differed basically from 

them in temperament and thus in philosophical outlook. While they 

doubted one could know enough to change, especially to reform, or revolt, 

he, on the other hand, was in constant fervor of change, his kind of 

skepticism was that of the critical reformer, the self-confident individ

ual, exploring, testing out new words, ideas, and practices, to see how 

they worked. Like Diderot in Le Supplement de Bougainville and Le Neveu 

de Rameau, Cyrano was groping for a new morality, indeed a new system 

for everything, searching for new standards for new young men in a new 

age of science, and new world exploration, believing, as nineteenth-cen

tury liberals did, in the words of James Russell Lowell, that "new 

occasions teach new duties/Time makes ancient good uncouth/He must upward 

still, and onward^fho would keep abreast of truth." 

What was new and unique in Cyrano's social ethics, politics, 

manners and morals was not only the synthesis of his doctrinaire tempera

ment with Epicurean doctrine and practice, and moderated somewhat, al

though again as in science and religion, not much, by skepticism but also 

unique was his literary expression of this fusion of philosophies and 

temperament. He presents, principally in narrative form, a vast variety 

of behavior phenomena, illustrating new mores with living cases, casting 

them out, some merely as suggestions that morality is multiple, that 
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truth is plural, that there is no uniform code, no one "best way to do 

everything; and some, on the other hand, as genuine alternatives for 

behavior in European society as he knew it, hypotheses worthy of being 

tried, tested, and consequently accepted tentatively as viable modes of 

behavior, or temporarily rejected until further testing later, j 

| 

In Chapter VI on skepticism, I cited examples of the myriad 
! 

possibilities for human behavior suggested by Cyrano as he had his narra

tor visit America, the moon, and the sun. Dyrcona testified that one 

learns a lot about human behavior by reading accounts of exotic cultures 

by Columbus and Magellan, but also by begging on the streets of Toulouse 

(I, llU). On the sun he meets a community of scholars who gain "une 

science exacte de tout ce qui est," by travelling and observing nature 

and the mores of men (I, 1^2). When the multiplicity and diversity of 

behavior patterns suggested as viable by Cyrano were mentioned before, 

it was to show how he came to an attitude of cultural and ethical rela

tivism, one aspect of skepticism. Now it is time to place the emphasis 

on the opposite aspect of this complex list of folkways and customs. 

If Cyrano presented his reader with a constantly changing panorama of 

human behavior, presenting alternative ways of doing almost everything, 

it was not principally to bewilder the reader with this cultural diversity 

in order to convince him of the skeptical opinion that there is no abso

lute standard, it also had two other more practical purposes: to criti

cize some existing European practices, Buch as war, tyranny, perfecution, 

sexual prudery, and royal absolutism, for example; and also to contribute 

to the search for new and better ways of behavior, in the hope that some 
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of the practices reported as having "been observed in exotic lands might 

Just possibly he good for Europe. Just as Cyrano's heteroclite list of 

scientific theories and inventions can he interpreted as illustrative 

of the growing creative edge of science, in the imaginative speculations 

of science fiction writers, even so, the complex and often bizarre, even 

fantastic social customs suggested may be interpreted as a social 

scientist's dream. To incorporate Cyrano's theory of chance creation 

into his theory of the development of human behavior (which I believe he 

did unconsciously, without ever so stating it in his works), given the 

infinity of time, infinite inhabitable worlds, and infinite possibilities 

of behavior, not only is every mode viable and fitting in some situation, 

but we can find the best way for each situation if we try hard enough and 

long enough. This is compatible with the doctrine of progress, of which 

Cyrano has been shown to be a founder (Lachevre 1921, I, viii, cv; 

Harvey 1950, p. 123; De Spens 19f>3> p. 22; Harth 1970, pp. 3, 211), and 

compatible with philosophical pragmatism. Cyrano did not know William 

James's use of the word truth to mean what one finds to be workable, 

functional in a given situation, expedient for a time and place. Even 

while rejecting the word "truth" for what he had found, he accepted this 

concept of pragmatism, that the good and the true are out there in the 

future, to be tried and tested, and used as long as they work. Truth is 

becoming rather than being. 

Still, there were some values in social ethics, politics, morals, 

and manners which Cyrano seems to have seen in action enough to have 

decided that they were abiding and constant, if not absolute, at least 

for all times and places in his experience. These include justice, 
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virtue, honesty, peace, friendship, freedom, and knowledge. We have seen 

at length what he meant "by knowledge; we will now examine what he meant 

"by justice, virtue, honesty, peace, and freedom in his milieu and as 

universal values, 

Cyrano, in spite of his harsh condemnation of man in the mouths 

of sun birds and moon monkeys, and in spite of his own excoriating 

invective in his letters, was a humanist, not a misanthrope. It is true 

that he despised many individuals and groups of people and castigated 

them for their faults, but it is possible to separate these faults from 

people in general, and see that Cyrano still had great admiration, con

cern and sympathy for humankind. His beloved and wise Demon of Socrates 

told the moon traveller that man is the greatest thing in all creation: 

all living and sensitive matter is evolving and striving to become man, 

the most perfect creature: "Ne pouvons-nous done pas croire, puisque 

tous les estres en la Nature tendent au plus parfaict, qu'ilz aspirent a 

devenir hemmes, cette essence estant l,achevement du plus beau mixte, 

et le mieux imaging qui soit au Monde, estant le seul qui fasse le lien 

de la vie brutale avec l'angdlique" (I, 90)• 

The purpose of man is to live together in society. Dyrcona's 

accuser on the sun declares: "Je pense, Messieurs, qu*on n*a jamais 

r^voquer en doute que toutes les crdatures sont produites par nostre com

mune Mere pour vivre en socigtd" (I, 15S). This declaration is not 

opposed but becomes a precedent in law. 

Within this society the greatest good is to live and help to 

live. The gravest crime on the sun, meriting the most severe punishment, 

is not to have merited having a friend (I, 152-55). Friendship is also 
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highly esteemed on the moon, where the -warmest greeting is "Ayine-mqy, 

Sage, puisque je t'ayxae" (I, 93), where envy and ingratitude are punish

able as serious crimes (I, 95), and where one invites his best and 

closest friends for a farwell banquet upon feeling the approach of death 

(I, 86). On the sun, Jealousy is condemned as a vice (I, 197-93)> the 

worst fault of kings is cruelty (I, 155)* love is represented as being 

kinder, more indulgent than truth or justice (I, 196-97)> an^ a man 

saved from execution when it is remembered that he did one kind deed (l, 

164). Dyrcona, reduced to begging in order to survive in Toulouse, 

praises the charity of people who gave him "un cocnpatissement d'^paule" 

or "une bribe au poing" (I, llU) • Not only is kindness to people valued 

and enjoined, but also to animals. Killing animals for divination of 

the future through reading their entrails is condemned as a cruel cus

tom (I, 159)» as is tormenting caged birds, while the person who warmed 

the bird by a fire, personally chopped her food, and forbade the others 

to torment her is praised (I, 157). 

Cyrano has a considerable amount of comment on justice. One of 

the "Estats et empires du soleil" is the Republic of the Just (I, 19U). 

In a letter against a plagiarist, Cyrano claims to have a spirit like 

Don Quixote: "Vous s^avez que j 'ay un esprit vengeur de torts, et fort 

enclin a la justice distributive" (II, 191* n.i). He disagrees with 

Mazarin's opinion that Justice is blind, claiming to the contrary, that 

Justice must use her eyes, look and see what wrong is being done and act 

to punish It (II, 259). Indulgence of wrongs is criminal; it is more 

important for the life of the group for the wrongdoer to receive justice 

than compassion (II, 267). The vivid contrast between the miserable 
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dungeon cells Dyrcona shared with frogs, leeches, and snakes in his 

Toulouse prison, and the "bel apartment" he was able to rent in the same 

prison when monied friends came to his aid (I, 110, 117, HQ, 120) may 

be Cyrano*s complaint against injustice in the French penal system of 

1655. Cyrano suggests that it is possible that French judges may be 

somewhat less than objective and judicious, When Dyrcona learns that on 

the sun no court cases were tried when the sky was cloudy "parce qu' lis 

craignoient que la mauvaise temperature de l'air n'altdrfit quelque chose 

de la bonne constitution de l'esprit des juges. ... ou qu'enfin la Cour 

ne se venge&t de sa tristesse sur l'accus£ (i, 152). The venality and 

corruption of the French judges, who bought their appointments, was his 

target in one letter where he writes of a judge and the "vingt mille 

excus ddsrobez, que luy cofita son Office de Juge" (IX, 2lU), while the 

arbitrary nature and the blatant injustice of the false accusations, 

tendentious attitudes of the judges and the false recantation by the 

court of the Inquisition, are condemned by Cyrano in a cutting satire 

of Galileo*s trial (I, 5S-60). 

In addition, Cyrano shows concern for the economic welfare of 

the public. He criticized not only judges for corruption but the whole 

public administration, represented by lawyers, who torment us through our 

purse (II, 199)t an^ "sergents, greffiers, et procureurs," who in the 

Elislan fields are lodged with Dedalus, for, like him, "ilz n'avoient 

pas volld sans plumes" (Cyrano de Bergerac, ed. Jacob 1959, p. 76). He 

showed not only perceptive vision in foreseeing government child-care 

centers for needy children of large, poor families, but showed also human 
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sensitivity in giving preference to family allocations so that the par

ents could keep the child in the heme (I, 195)* 

Cyrano wrote more on freedom than on any other social value; li

berty seems to be his most constant doctrine. As Habelais is remembered 

by the motto of the Abbaye de Thdleme: "Fais ce que voudras," so Cyrano 

has a similar motto, the commonest farewell on the moon: "Songds a li-

brement vivre" (I, 83). A lawyer on the sun expresses Cyrano's scorn 

for people who fear liberty so much that they always seek a master; "Les 

jeunes sont esclaves des vieux, les pauvres des riches, les palsans des 

gentils-hommes, les princes des monarques, et les monarques mesmes des 

lois qu'ils ont establies" (I, 159)* Cyrano especially scorns those who 

enslave their minds and consciences to religion or other received ideas 

(I, 159)> and has praise for men noted to be free thinkers of his time: 

Tristan 1'Hermite, "le seul Homme libre que vous ayez," La Mothe le 

Vayer, Gassendi, and Gabriel Naudd (I, 35> 3^; II, 285). 

The enemies of free thought which Cyrano attacked were the 

Church, the University, and the State, In a letter he warns his liber

tine friend Chapelle that "la Faculty ... a des bras dont personne ne 

pare les coups" (II, 139). When Cyrano is represented by the character 

Dyrcona, it is the Barlement de Toulouse, famous for persecuting free 

thinkers, which was pursuing him, threatening his precious liberty: 

"J'estois si l£gerement poursuivy que quelques fois ma liberty sentoit 

dessus mon col l'haleine des tyrans qui la vouloient opprimer" (I, 115). 

In another letter, he showed he was aware of the persecuting power of 

governments to suppress the freedom of writers by suppressing the wri

ters. He refers to Tiberius, a tyrant emperor who feared the pen, and 
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to Nero's having Lucan killed for writing his satirical "Biarsalia," 

with vhich Cyrano's satire has sometimes "been compared (Cyrano de Ber-

gerac, ed. Jacob 1359, pp« 73> 

But it was the church which Cyrano feared the most and attacked 

the hardest in his works for suppressing freedom of thought, speech, and 

the press. In a letter he states that theologians "sont envoyds au 

monde, tout expres, pour martyriser l'hamme pendant la vie" (II, 199) > 

and on the moon it is the priests who are his villains, for they have 

the earth visitor arrested for expressing an opinion (I, 59) » who try, 

using threats of anathema and excommunication (I, 5^), to "bully the peo

ple into "believing what they want them to, who use torture and power of 

the death penalty to force a false confession from the defendent, who 

recants but tells the public: "Tel est ce que les Prestres trouvent "bon 

que vous croyids" (I, 60). During his trial, Cyrano authors one of the 

earliest and most cogent arguments for tolerance and freedom of speech, 

based on the undeniable inevitability of freedom of conscience, the in

alienable freedom of the human rational mind. He has a moon man argue 

that the earth creature, if he is a man, is free to imagine what he 

wishes, and forcing him to accept an authoritarian doctrine would only 

make him lie and be a hypocrite: 

Vous ne S9auriez condamner cet homme .car tout homme est li-
bre, ne luy est-il pas libre de s'imaginer ce qu'il voudra? 
QuoyI pouvds vous le contraindre a n'avoir que vos visions? 
Quoyl forcerds bien a dire, qu'il croit roais il ne le croira 
pas pourtant; car pour croire quelque chose, il fault qu'il se 
present a son imagination certaines possibilitez plus grandes 
au oily qu'au non de cette chose; ainsy, a moins que vous luy 
fournissiez ce vraysemblable, ou qu'il vierrne de soy-mesme s'of-
frir a son esprit, il vous dira bien qu'il croit, mais il ne le 
croira pas pour cela (I, 59) • 
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There la little in the literature of human freedom, especially 

freedom of speech, clearer or more forceful than this passage, Cyrano 

extended his praise of freedom of thought and consequent criticism of 

oppression, "beyond Generalities to particulars, when he wrote that his 

Spanish scientist character had fled the inquisition in his country, "but 

"ce qui l'avoit vdritablement oblig^ de courir toutte la terre, et enfin 

de l'abandonner pour la Lune, estoit qu*il n'avoit peu trouver un seul 

pals ou 1'imagination mesme fust en liberty" (I, 45)* The Spanish phi

losopher's testimony of his treks in search of academic freedom, recall 

what Cyrano surely knew of Bruno and Vanini (see above, Chapter IV). 

Not only freedom of thought but freedom of living was a cherished 

value to Cyrano the author, as desire for freedom of conduct was basic 

in the temperament of Cyrano the man. The subjects that interested him 

in freedom of youth and of sex in this domain reflect the personality 

and age of the writer, as he encountered objectionable and rigid struc

tures of authority and control of behavior in his milieu. Simone de 

Beauvoir, in her La Vieillesse, has shown that Cyrano did not invent the 

phenomenon of the young man commanding his father, even beating him (I, 

73), but that this symbolic beating is found in Plato and so many other 

sources as to have become a commonplace, expressing a universal wish of 

youth to shake off the control and authority of age. Still, Cyrano 

makes the point repeatedly, having the young host declare that a child 

owes his parents nothing, since he is the product of their selfish pas

sion, not of their virtue or generosity, and that the aged make laws and 

control everything selfishly (i, 65), ruling over their families out of 

self-interest (I, 17*0 • These passages do make the author sound like an 
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angry young man, very proud of what his experience and his reason, as 

well as the physical force of his young "body make him able to know, de

cide, and do. One of these things is the pleasure accompanying sexual 

activity. Nudity, frankness in talking about sex, the enjoyment of 

sexual feelings, and the right of both men and women to demand sexual 

relations at will, are subjects to which he returns, in his eagerness to 

be sure that he promotes all the freedoms to which he feels people have 

a right (I, 57, 66). Another right Cyrano wanted to claim was the right 

of a poet-philosopher to enjoy the prestige he felt this superior type 

of intellectual should enjoy in a society. So on the sun Descartes, who 

had felt it wise to spend a good part of his time out of France to avoid 

trouble over controversial ideas, is presented by Cyrano as the most ad

mired and esteemed inhabitant; and Campanella, who had been so disagree

able as to be almost persona non grata among the erudite libertines 

(Pintard 1S&3> Ij 255-56), is made to appear very gracious, hospitable, 

and altruistic, teaching Dyrcona that only philosophers, because they 

pass their sojourn on earth without absorbing anything impure, are al

lowed to retain the identity and personality of their soul when they re

turn to the sun (I, lSjj) • And on the moon Cyrano makes it so that poets 

are so esteemed that when they dine or drink in taverns they can pay 

their bill with a sonnet or a rondeau (X, ̂ 3), Rostand1 s source for the 

adulation of poets by the pfitissier Ragueneau (Acte II, sc. i-iv). 

Further insight into Cyrano's social attitudes is gained from 

his references to the social classes in French society. He 1ms a pas

sage at the beginning of one of his Mazarinades which even his arch

enemy Lachevre calls "une belle ddclaration de principe en avance de 
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cent cinquante ans sur son £poque" (Lachevre 1921, I, Ixxii). In it, 

Cyrano declares that royalty and nobility were gained "by merit and that 

virtue must "be the basis of retaining privileges. He goes on to approve 

a class mobility which would allow any virtuous person, even low-born, 

to be king (II, 2U9). He has several passages where he warns the reader 

not to be deceived by appearances, since true worth does not depend on 

visible features: Dyrcona assumed that the eagle was the king of the 

sun birds, but this outward appearance was deceptive, since the birds 

had chosen a dove to be their king (I, 155)* In the sun passage where 

the birds are scandalized because Dyrcona does not resemble them, lack

ing beak, feathers, claws: "Et son fime seroit spirituelle? 0 Dieuxl 

quelle impertinencel" (I, 150), Cyrano seems to be satirizing and cri

ticizing superior-feeling people who judge and reject other races, 

classes, or species as inferior because they are not like them. In a 

letter satirizing a false noble, Cyrano jokes about the pretentiousness 

of people who want to have a long genealogy, comparing them to a peasant 

who told Francis I that he was a noble, having descended from one of 

Noah's three sons, but he was not quite sure which one (Cyrano de Ber-

gerac, ed. Jacob 1959, pp. 172-75). 

In no social attitudes and doctrines did Cyrano's experience and 

his reason play a larger role as his source of knowledge and his crite

ria of judgment than in his opposition to war. After returning from the 

northern front with serious wounds, Cyrano became so opposed to war that 

every mention of war in his works speaks of its horror or its stupidity. 

Autumn is the worst season, for she dirties Europe's face with blood (II, 

205), Bravery is not a virtue but a vice, a sin against nature, for it 
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leads to self-destructIon (I, 5^-57)• It is more honorable to "build 

than to destroy; women would he ashamed to wear the sword men wear as a 

sign of nobility, since they only give life, and it is for killing (II, 

219). On the moon, Cyrano has noblemen wear a medallion showing a 

phallus as giver of life, to symbolize his objection to the sword which 

takes life away (I, S3). He also shows his objection to the unreason

ableness of war by having his moon traveller tell that during his trial 

his adversaries played martial trumpet music into his ear, "affin d'em-

pescher par cette eamotion que le raisonnement ne pCtfc faire son office, 

ccmme il arrive dans nos arm^s, ou ce tintamarre de trampettes et de 

tambours empesche le soldat de rdfl^chir sur 1*importance de sa vie" 

(I, 53-59)» a theme Voltaire was to take up in the same satirical vein. 

On the sun, Dyrcona reports that the birds, more reasonable than men, 

choose the most peaceful bird as their king, "pour dviter la guerre, le 

canal de toutes les injustices" (I, 156), Cyrano^ earthling on the 

moon discusses war at length with the queen's daughter* She teaches him 

the ways international disputes are settled on the moon. Sometimes it 

is by war, but in such a case the sides are exactly matched, and the 

battles are so closely regulated, that it seems that the author is des

cribing the Olympic athletic contests instead of war. However, the pre

ferred ways of resolving serious conflicts between nations on the moon 

are by arbitration, or by plebiscite, or even by playing a game of cards, 

assuming that the winner has justice on his side of the argument, or 

gets to occupy the province in dispute, which is just as reasonable as 

giving the victory to the most brutal, the most treacherous, or the 

luckiest, which is the way it happens in war (I, 55-56). The end of 
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this passage also is a foretaste of the satire of Voltaire. The queen's 

daughter, after long arguing, finally gives up, conceding that, after 

all, it is an important issue they are fighting and dying for: whether 

they serve a king who wears a ruff or a jabot. 

Et cependant qu'ilz font casser la teste a plus de quatre mil
lions d'hommes qui valent mieux qu'eux, ilz sont dans leur ca
binet a gognenarder stir les circonstances du massacre de ces 
badauds: mais je me trompe de blasmer ainsy la vaillance de vos 
braves subjets; ilz font bien de mourir pour leur patrie; l1af
faire est importante, car il s'agit d'estre le vassal d'un Roy 
qui porte une fraize ou de celui qui porte Tin rabat (I, 56). 

This passage is typical of Cyrano's attitude toward kings in the 

two moon and sun novels. In fact, he describes most in detail the king

dom of the birds on the sun, where kings are elected, and for only six 

months, so they will not become too powerful. But the weakest and most 

peaceful birds are always chosen kings, for the birds seem to know that 

strong kings tend to be cruel. The king never makes arbitrary decisions, 

but only after taking advice from the Estates. All the citizens have the 

right of remonstrance. If as many as three citizens agree on a complaint 

against the king, he is deposed, and new elections are held. However, 

even one citizen is sufficient to condemn the king, if he can prove the 

king guilty of a grave crime deserving death, but any citizen falsely 

accusing the king is put to death himself (i, 155-56). It will be seen 

immediately that the Kingdom of the Birds was a very limited monarchy, 

quite unlike the absolute monarchy of the Old Regime, under which Cyrano 

was living. The Estates General had not been called together since 

l6l4, since they would be dangerous as a deterrent to the growing abso

lutist power of the king, and of his prime minister. The French king 

was not elected, could not be deposed nor executed by the citizens. The 
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Parlement of Paris was currently in a struggle with the king over fi

nances, and vas regularly exercising its right of remonstrance, "but 

there was never a question of ordinary citizens having any right to ac

cuse, censure, or moderate the power of the king. Cyrano's depiction of 

this kingdom was daring and forward-looking, and a strong criticism 

against the French monarchy. In one of his Mazarinades, Cyrano called 

for the death of Mazarin, going along with the content of the Jesuit 

doctrine that a tyrant deserves to die, "but against the doctrine that 

only duly constituted authority, such as the Church or the Jesuit order 

had the right to assassinate a tyrant (see II, 171, 176). 

It is evident in several of Cyrano's writings that he took a 

considerable amount of liberty in criticizing the faults and shortcom

ings of the mighty. His criteria of knowledge in criticizing them ap

pear to be the same he used in science and religion: about Mazarin, for 

example, he wrote "La raison et 1'experience nous ont fait voir qu'en 

luy fournissant des tr^sors, nous luy fournissions des armes qu'il em-

ployolt a nous combattre, qu'il entretenoit nos ennemis par nostre ar

gent mesme et qu'il ne pouvoit estre eslev£ que sur nos ruines11 (II, 

257). 

Cyrano's insights on the corruption wrought by wealth and poirer 

are penetrating. The powerful man replies to those who ask for gifts 

and favors that he gives enough when he takes nothing away, and that he 

has done them enough good, just having done them no harm (II, 90)* "Je 

donne assez, quand Je n'oste rien; et je leur ay fait beaucoup de bien, 

de ne leur avoir point fait de mal" (II, 90). Two characters of his Le 

Pedant Jou<* dialogue on the character of kings, whose power does not rid 
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them of the faults of other men, "but only serves to make them more dan

gerous: 

G^nevote - Les Roys, pour estre Roys, ne cessent point d'estre 
harames, ••• 

Grangier - En effet, les mesmes app^tits qui agitent un Ciron 
agitent un Elephant. Ce qui nous pousse a batre un 
support de marmite, fait a un Roy ddtruire une Pro
vince. L'ambition a Hume une quereUe entre deux 
Comddiens, la mesme ambition allume une guerre entre 
deux Potentats. lis veulent de mesme que nous, mais 
ils peuvent plus que nous (II, 85). 

The Kingdcm of the Birds was a "bare suggestion of an ideal poli

tical system based on justice and reason, and would require a high degree 

of responsibility and enlightenment on the part of its citizens. While 

there was a king, he is seen to have only the power of moral persuasion, 

virtue, and intelligence among equals. In fact, the word "Rdpublique" 

was used to describe the kingdom, and a citizen of that kingdom stated 

in court that equality was the first and fundamental law for maintaining 

the Republic (i, 153-59) • A graphic symbol of that equality of all citi

zens in the Republic is presented in a fine silk cable which supported a 

heavy anchor. It was spun exactly equally everywhere so that there was 

no more reason for it to break in one place than any other, so that it 

did not break (I, 195). Cyrano seems here to have high regard for the 

people's ability to toiow what is best for them and to choose it, in ef

fect to govern themselves. But he can be seen in other places referring 

deprecatingly to the masses of the common people. In his letter "Contre 

les Erondeurs," he calls them "la canaille," a term of disdain (II, 23). 

He refers condescendingly to shopkeepers and domestic laborers s "Mon

sieur le Drapier," who dares to have a political opinion, "un miserable 

petit Mercier" who presumes to tell the Prime Minister how to run the 
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country, and "ma Blanchisseuse" who Imagines herself competent to help 

form foreign policy for France. In the same letter he strongly supports 

paternal authority, the Church, and the monarchy. These three facts 

alone are enough to make us doubt the reliability of this letter for 

giving us genuine expressions of Cyrano*s personal opinions. When we 

learn that it was written in the pay of Mazarin, or in hope of gaining 

patronage of the Minister, we need look no further to it for revealing 

accurately to us Cyrano's views on social and political questions. 

However, that does not finish our inquiry into the writer and 

how his temperament, reacting with his milieu, produced his theory of 

knowledge and colored his opinions on each question related to life. 

When attempting to explain his opposite stands on republicanism, egali-

tarianism, rights of the people, and common people's merits, it is ne

cessary to remember that self-interest may well have strongly influenced 

what he wrote on these subjects, i.e., when he made an egalitarian state

ment, such as that true nobility must be based on merit, or that equality 

is the very foundation of the republic, or that the king should be weak 

and peaceful, it is possible that he was thinking of his own interests: 

his own right to freedom of speech, threatened "by authorities, to have 

an income, denied him by economic inequalities, his desire to remonstrate 

against kings, his need to get the support of nobles to whom he felt in

tellectually superior. He was thinking of himself as a commoner to "be 

lifted by his statement of equal worth and merit, rather than thinking 

of lifting the masses around him up to his level. His statement then 

would be part of his pragmatic Epicureanism, i.e., empirically directed 

self-satisfaction. 
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However, In my opinion, he probably did have a desire to formu

late a doctrine of humanitarian republicanism, whenever he consciously 

thought about the social-political system he would prefer. However, 

two factors militated against his development of this republican system, 

and caused him to make satirical or expository statements, which sound 

elitist, monarchist, and aristocratic. The first vas again personal in

terest. When he wanted a favor from a nobleman, the Duke of Arpajon, he 

fawned before him in a laudatory preface (see II, 97-93), the same as he 

did for Mazarin in three favorable mazarinades and in one paragraph of a 

letter "Contre Scarron" (II, 196, 230-89, and Lachevre 1921, II, 235)• 

The second deterrent to his succeeding in being a genuine republican 

egalitarian was his feeling that others were not his equals, his native 

egotistical temperament, his superiority feelings, his natural or ac

quired despising of other people, especially those weaker than he. Thus, 

when interpreting his statements about social classes, the monarchy, the 

Church, those in power, or adversaries of those in power, it is necessary 

to interpret each statement about either the king, nobles, or the masses 

in the light of Cyrano's own personal interest at the moment. This self-

interest is doctrinaire in so much as it causes assurance or strong as

sertions. However, it partakes of the nature of skepticism in being ul» 

timately cynical over the question of absolutes, saying there is no 

ideal, no absolute standard other than self-interest. In that way it is 

pragmatic, in the sense that William James defined pragmatism as that 

which serves in the long run. It is also Epicureanism, seeking that 

which gives the greatest satisfaction, i.e., pleasure moderated by 

reason. 
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The scientific, religious, and social opinions Cyrano expresses 

in his works present a dialogue with certain opinions favored as being 

highly probable# These opinions were the doctrines which he considered 

most probably the best and the nearest possible to truth, for the moment. 

They were a product of his temperament reacting with entrenched customs 

(scholasticism, royal absolutism, ecclesiastical dogmatism), new cur

rents of science and philosophy, and things he considered injustices in 

his life and milieu. He subjected them all to his criteria of knowledge, 

value, and action, which vere his experience judged by reason, guided 

and propelled by flashes of imagination, forming suppositions to be 

tested and verified again by experience and reason. 



CHAPTER DC 

CONCLUSION 

From my study of Cyrano de Bergerac I conclude that the concepts 

of "skeptic" and "skepticism" have "been slippery ones to grasp. Some 

critics have "been overly influenced by LeBret's claim that Cyrano's 

favorite philosophers were Pyrrhon, who refused to decide anything, and 

Democritus who emphasized that truth was difficult, if not impossible to 

find. Others labelling Cyrano a skeptic have been affected by the 

popular definition of skepticism as disbelief or rejection of religious 

doctrines. 

I find, to the contrary, that Cyrano de Bergerac was basically 

and naturally doctrinaire in temperament: assertive, strong-minded, 

opinionated, self-confident, optimistic, ambitious, self-assured, 

enthusiastic about life and knowledge. This is observable from accounts 

of his life and from the polemical tone of his letters. The language 

and rhetoric of all his writings also reveal a mentality which is like

wise assertive, declarative, expository and didactic, with little or no 

hesitation, or of the suspension of judgment characteristic of skeptics. 

His vocabulary is heavy with verbs meaning "to know", "to teach", "to 

prove", and with adjectives like "certain" and "true." An analysis of 

his style also reveals confidence in reliable cause-and-effect in the 

natural world, and confidence in man's ability to know the effects and 

their causes. 

Cyrano thus declares he can know. Both his statements on the 

subject and an analysis of his narrations reveal a firm reliance on the 
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senses and reason* He allows special freedom, to intuition and has con

fidence in his ovm insights. He even accepts the authority of others, if 

their experience and reason seem to him consistent with his own. He has 

characters expound at great length certain doctrines which intrigue him 

and which are often in conflict with traditional philosophy, science, 

religion and customs. He appears to be a true heir of the revolutionary 

Renaissance era, where discovery of new worlds, new modes of living, new 

theories explaining nature and the tmiverse had "been the order of the 

day. 

Cyrano is nonetheless intrigued "by skeptical arguments, for they 

seem to him clever, cogent and convenient weapons against the "authority" 

he had always hated since childhood. Significantly, whenever he uses 

skeptical arguments, it is not that he is won over to the skeptical 

point of view; it is rather that he is using skepticism against those 

holding doctrines contrary to his, such as pedants, "bigoted theologians, 

self-righteous moralists, tyrannical absolutist kings, egocentric 

scholastic philosophers, ethnocentric and cruel proselyting conquerors, 

etc. Cyrano gives the impression that he excludes himself from his con

demnation of much of the human race, as is obvious when he has Pyrcona 

pardoned by the sun king for his altruistic kindness and generosity 

toward his fellow creatures. If men are condemned for having weak 

senses, little knowledge, and no reason at all, it is not all men, but 

only those who have given up reliable criteria of knowledge— sense 

experience and reason—for spurious criteria, the authority of philo

sophers and theologians. 
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The doctrinaire character of Cyrano's mind and -writings is not 

seen in formal arguments far dogmatism. Instead, Cyrano simply tells 

what he sees, hears and thereby knows. He assumes that observation, ex

perience and reason are adequate criteria of knowledge, he has his cha

racters teach various doctrines in a didactic style, and he continues 

travelling through the universe in his enthusiastic, expansive, opti

mistic way, trying everything, as though, given eternity and infinite 

space, everything is possible. The purpose of this myriad complexity of 

doctrines and relativistic mores is not to cause the reader to give up 

in confusion, despairing of finding a reliable standard of truth, as had 

usually been the case among skeptical writers, but rather, to prove that 

such certainty is surely possible if one persists. 

It is thus all the more significant that skepticism took its toll 

on Cyrano, and his experience (or fatigue or illness) caused the maturing 

man to make concessions to skepticism. Yet, his epistemology remained 

radical rational empiricism. It is empirical because the source and 

one criterion of knowledge is experience (sense perception and living). 

It is rational because the mind must control and compare sense percep

tions, imagine explanations and theoretical models, then test them and 

judge them under further experiment and observation. His epistemology 

is radical in that it is thoroughly tentative. Each thesis, reasoned and 

tested, gives a conclusion yielding a new thesis for further reasonable 

examination and further testing, interminably. There is, then, some 

camgrcmise with skepticism, because in the end Cyrano admits this process 

gives not absolute knowledge of "truth", but only probability about 

appearances. Yet this is still knowledge on which one acts and on which 
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one can defend one's actions* Cyrano is no I^rrhon. He applies this 

ed by skepticism, to all areas 

Cyrano's dogmatic temperament 

red, led him to certain posi-

epistemology which is doctrinaire, mitigat 

of life. This epistemology, a product of 

dialoguing with the milieu in which he lit 

tions. These stances in the realms of natural science, religion and 

social values X have characterized as pragmatic Epicureanism. 

In natural science, the doctrines he considered most probably 

true, and which he has his characters teach over and over again, are 

Epicurean atomistic materialism (materialistic theories of the senses, 

recycling of eternally existing and indestructible matter, etc.), as 

well as Copernican heliocentrism (and the relativism of earth's position), 

Galilean plural worlds (suggesting the feasibility of space travel), plus 
j 

a heavy current of naturalism as taught by Giordano Bruno (hylopsychism--

sensitive, thinking matter, transformation of forms in an organically 

unified universe, great influence of material mind on material body, 

etc.), and eventually, Cartesian rationalism and physics. Cyrano incor

porated all these doctrines into his system, but near the end of his 

life he came to the conclusion that natural science is "conjectural," 

its hypotheses needing to be verified by experiment and observation. 

Moreover, what will be found out says nothing about the essence of 

things in themselves, in their metaphysical causes, but instead describes 

appearances under certain stated conditions. This is tentative rather 

than skeptical. His final position is similar to modern scientific 

method. 

In religion, Cyrano was most of hi3 life an Epicurean libertine. 

Given all that he seems to have believed in natural science 
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(materialism, chance creation, natural cause, mortality of the material 

soul), he could not have "been a theist. At most a deist, although he 

cast in grave doubt the existence of any god at all, other than matter 

in eternal motion. It is understandable that some should have consi

dered him a believer in God, because of his habit of constantly counter

ing these strong materialistic arguments with (admittedly weak) tradi

tional orthodox and fideistic answers. But Cyrano's criteria of belief 

were the same in religion as in science: experience and reason. And 

what these criteria told him was that the quasi-totality of religion was 

false, a ridiculous error. However, we do find some evidence of a reli

gious tempering, not a conversion to an orthodox Christian position, but 

a movement away from the brash and blasphemous "esprit fort" attitude of 

his youth to a more moderate radical rational empirical position miti

gated with skepticism. It was again a case of the doctrinaire being 

attenuated with a degree of uncertainty and suspension of judgment, in 

this case an admission that metaphysical doctrines can no more be re

futed than proven# It was a continuation of doubt, a suspension of in

sistence that one can know they are false. 

Similarly, in the domain of human behavior (politics, ethics, 

morals, and manners), Cyrano comes to a somewhat skeptical mitigation of 

his naturally doctrinaire attitude. In polities he seems at times to 

hold strong republican views, in favor of social and political equality. 

He is against strong kings, certainly against tyrants and war-making 

kings. In his novels, his letters, and plays, and in five of his maza-

rinades he criticizes faults of the mighty, especially their abuse of 

power, their cruelty, and insensitivity. But in three different 
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mazarinades, he supports divine right of kings, the Church, parental au

thority, and ridicules common citizens for presuming to have political 

opinions. At other times, even in his prose tales he describes the com

mon people in deprecatory terms as "la canaille," i.e., ignorant, super

stitious, self-centered. He seems to judge harshly his fellow Frenchmen, 

"but he approves in theory the moon and sun people, making them more like 

he sees himself: enlightened, "ddniais£," "philosophe," and responsible 

citizens motivated by concern for the general welfare. 

As to ethics, morals, and manners, he is not sure of precisely 

what will be better, but insists that the existing situations are so op

pressive and are so absurd that almost anything else would be an im

provement • 

Vigorous and rebellious as a youth, he resisted and lashed out 

at every conventional mode of behavior, in his own life and in his early 

writings, so that his moon is a "monde renversd" where everything pro

posed is the opposite of earthly custom. This was not intended origi

nally to say that everything is equal, or there is no standard. ?Ehe 

assured and assertive young new-moralist of the youth sub-culture of 

1657-^3 optimistically hopes that same of the customs and social usages 

he suggests will be better than the conventional European cultural cus

toms he is criticizing, opposing, and trying to replace. He believes in 

the perfectabllity of human nature and society, and suggests dozens of 

alternative ways of behavior as viable options for good conduct. It is 

as though, just as he found the one simple, natural, primitive, univer

sal language on an asteroid, had he "but world enough and time," he 
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could find the "best way to do everything, the natural and primitive "way*, 

the "one true" (l, 129)• 

For himself, the greatest values seem to be Epicurean: his cum 

satisfaction found in liberty of thought and action, self-assertion, 

self-fulfillment, and the free enjoyment of natural pleasure (including 

voluptuousness of the mind), but always to "be moderated by reason. 

Other virtues which he seems to consider positive and universal are jus

tice, peace, integrity (living consistently with one's principles and 

with nature), love of truth, and respect for knowledge—these are uni

versal values consistently held up for praise, with their opposites con

sistently denounced. 

Still, being a radical rational empiricist in social ethics and 

mores, Cyrano proposes his values and modes of behavior as hypothetical 

models and is willing to show them in practice in order to test them. 

He displays a practical pragmatic attitude in ethics, morals, politics, 

and manners. What works is true and good. And "by "works" he means what 

results in the greatest "benefit (Epicurean happiness: physical, mental, 

emotional pleasure) for all concerned. Thus, what is right or wrong, 

good or bad, varies from one land to another, from one world to another, 

from one time to the next. 

Although Cyrano's life and writings reveal him as highly indi

vidual, he sees himself as spokesman for the greatest good for all. 

This fact is further proof of his basically self-confident, dogmatic 

mind. Man centered, prefiguring a time and stance when man would as

sume responsibility for himself and the world, following secular heroes 

instead of religion, Cyrano wrote a letter in honor of the Grand Condd 



which recalls his life-long opposition to the intolerant ignorance of 

"bigoted clerics and the ridiculous presumption of dogmatic scholastic 

pedants, who are a disgrace to the divine name, and his confidence in 

the ability of superior men like himself to save all that is of value: 

"Nous avons plus besoin de Hdros que de Dieux; les Dieux n'estudient 

qu'a persdcuter la conscience de nos Hdros, et nos H£ros a sauver les 

Dieux de la moquerie des S^avans" (II, S23)» 
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